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IX, X.

*

Optics.

Of the Science of Optics
in general
Of
Catoptrics
and Dioptrics
. Of di¬
verging , converging , and parallel Rays
Of the several Kinds of Mirrours
and
.Lenses . Of the Focusses of Glasses', the
Calculations
thereof ^ (/Theorems
for every Cafe.- Of Objects
and their
Images , with Theorems
relating there ¬
to for every Kind of Glass.
The Theory
of Vision
explained , she several Parts
of the Eye described. Of the Defects
of
Vision , and how remedied by Spect acles
of several Sorts. O/ ' Reading
- Glasses.
Of Single - Microscopes
of every Sort
by Reflection and Refraction . O/ ’DoubleMicroscopes
by Reflection and Refraction .
Their Structure
and Use explained . A
N ewP ocket - M icroscope
described,fur¬
nished with a Micrometer
. The Na¬

ture , Structure , and magnifying

Power

of a refracting Telescope
.of every Sort ;
Vol . III .
B
the

Optics.
the Reason of their Imperfection
explained .
O/ ’ReflectingTelescopes
, with their
theory at large explained . Of the Camera
Obscura , and its various Uses, Of the
Sci optic Ball
and Socket . Of the
SolarTelescope
; and SolarMicros cop es of several Sorts. Of the new- invented Heliostata
of s ’Gravefande,
with its Theory , and Manner of Use ex-

E are now arrived to that Part of
V Y
Natural Philosophy which treats
of Vision, and
the various Phænomena
of visible Objects , by Rays of Light
reflected from Mirrours , and transmitted
through Lenses, which constitute the Sub¬
ject of the most delightful Science of'
Optics

(CXXV ).
The

(CXXV ) i . Optics
Catoptrics

Plate
XhlL
XLIL

6.

and Dioptrics

is divided into Two Parts,

; the former treats of Vi¬

sion by Light reflected from Mirrours or polished Sur¬
faces, and the latter of Vision effected by Light trans¬
mitted through Lenses. Of these Lenses the several
Sorts in Use are the Plano- Convex A, the DoubleConvex B, the Plano- Concave C , the Double - Concave
D , the Meniscus E , (which is convex on one Side, and
concave on the other ) and the Hemisphere F . The
Line G H, that is perpendicular to and pastes through
the Middle of each Lens , is called the Axis of the Lens,
and that Middle Point the Vertex of the Lens.
a . As

Optic

3

s.

The principal Things here
to be con¬
sidered are, First, the Rays of
Light ; Se¬
condly,2. As Rays of Light fall on
these Glasses, they are
Variously reflected and refracted,
as above described in
the Lecture . The Theorems
which shew the different
Effects of all these Glasses in
reflecting and refracting
the Rays of Light , and forming
are inveftigated several Ways : the Images of Objects,
one of which is by Al¬
gebra. By this

means Dr . Halley has raised a
general
Theorem extending to all the
Kind of Optic - Glaffes of a particular Cases of every
I have largely applied and spherical Form , and which.
exemplified in my ’Treatise of
Optics.
Z. Another Method of
doing this is by Fluxions
which is easy and universal,
of Mirrours and Lenses of comprehending all the Cases
every Form . This ’I propose
to exhibit and illustrate here
for Variety , and for the
Genuineness and Excellency of this
Method above all
others, it depending on
Principles that are more of a
Philosophical than of a Mathematical
Nature ; It is as'
follows.
4. Let V B G be the Section
of any curved Superfi¬
cies of a Medium V G H I,
Plate
V the Yertex , and
AI
the Axis of the Curve V G .
From any Point in the XLII.
Axis A let a Ray of Light A B
be incident on the Me¬ Fig . 7*
dium in B, which suppose
refracted to a Point F in the
Axis. Then , by having given
the Distance of the ra¬
diating Point AD ,
are to find the focaland the Sine of Incidence B D , we
Distance V F after Refraction.
5. To do this, from the
Point B let fall the Perpen¬
dicular BD to the Axis ; and
putting AY —/ AB— z,
= ^ VD ^ ^ BD ^ j1, and
YF —f , then will
DP - / — x, AD = i 4 . x, z = \/ y'l +d '-+
2dxand v — \ A yL‘
and therefore in
— ifx
- fx
',
yyj - - d xj - - Xx
", andv:
Fluxions we haves =
d“flsd
x *+
yy — fx f- x,

V/ y*-p/ 1 2/x
—

-p

Br

6. But

4

Optics.

condly , the Glasses hy which they are refledfed
and refracted ; Thirdly , the Theorems or LaWs
relating
6. But z and
being the Fluxions of the incident
and refracted Rays, will represent their Velocities before
and after Refraction , which Velocities we have shewn
(Annot. CXVII .} are as the Sines of Incidence and Re¬
fraction m and n whence
;
i, : -v :: tn : n. And from the
Nature of Refraction (above explained) it is manifest
that while the incident Ray increases, the refracted Ray
decreases; therefore their Fluxions must have contrary
Signs, viz. J - - z, and — v. Wherefore i, —
: '■v ::
yyf- - d x —
|- x x
,
fx — yy — xx
\/y 2 + d 21
j - - 2 dx j - - x1 \ / y%
f- f 1 — ads xx
%
:: m : n.
7- Now because in those Mirrours and Lenses which
are, of common Use in Optics we regard only the Fo¬
cus of those Rays which fall very near the Axis , in
which Cafe the Arch B V is very small, and therefore
V D == x o nearly ; therefore x x and x x may be re¬
jected , without sensibly affecting the Value of the Exy v -j- d x
fx — yy
preffions; therefore tn “ •• v'
y* + <t' ■s/ r f . f‘
yy + d
■yy
f>
= nX
and so M X
yLf - dM
T -f / 1
8. From which Equation we shall find/ = F V , in
any Curve V G from the Equation expressing its Nature.
Thus if V G be a Circle , its Equation is y y — 2 r x
— xx , (where CB = r = the Radius ) the Fluxion of
which is yj — r x— x x ; and since x = o., we have
y y — o, yy — r x ,■and , substituting these Values in the.
general Equation above, we have m X -' nX
vy.
rx
r + d.
— . and, dividing by x, m X^ —- = HX
"d~*
v/ d
and thence
therefore tn df — mdr — nrf -\ - ndf
m dr
m d — nd — nr = / = V E.

Optics.

relating to the Formation of the Images of
Objects thereby; Fourthly, the Nature of Vi~
fon ,
9. If the Medium be Glass, then m \ n
therefore -jfh— — f

3 ■2»

And for parallel Rays A B,

3 dr 3 _ dr __
__
where d is infinite, we have — yy —’ ^ 3
'
/ = V F . But in Water , where m : n :: 4 : 3, we
have/ ind 4 r = / = V T, for parallel
ya
— 3r
Rays A B.
,
10. This Theorem (in Art. 7. - may be also adapted
to the Ellipsis , the Equation of which Curve is yy
p x—
whicha ,
putting ^ =

in

Fluxions isyy yW
= 2“

- anl^’

we have yy = o, yy = -J-f, which

}dp

Va-

lues substituted in the general Equation give ———

si

and when d \s infinite , or the Rays parallel, then — =

Y

focal Distance of the Ellipsis V G , a fourth
from theVertex , for theSuneams, The Expreflion is also the fame for an Hy¬
-ut of the

perbola

V G , because , only —— is affected with

a.

different Sign, and vanishes in that Equation also. _
11. If V G be a Parabola , its Equation is yy -~
p x, and in Fluxions ly y — p *j whence, nnce x oy
we have yy ~ o,yy — which
—,
give as
a — I"t* — f.

substituted as before

anj in cafe of parallel Rays, or the

Sun-Beams, ~ — \ 7F, the Focus
4
the Parabola,
B 3

or

Burning -Point of
12. Hence

Optics.
Jlon, and StruSiure of the Eye and
;

Fifthly,

' the StruSiure and Use of the principal
Optical
Instruments.
The

12. Hence we observe, that in the Circle V G , whose
Radius C B is equal to half the Lotus Return of the El¬
lipsis or Parabola, viz . r — \ p, the Focus will be at
the fame Distance from the Vertex V, or V F will be
the same in all ;

for

then it is

d—2 r
all the Curves, and consequently the Circle, Ellipjis, and

"Parabola,

have all the same Degree

of Curvature

at the

Vertex V in this Cafe.
13. ^Vhen d — %r, or d =

p,

tance f — 8 ?. r. — iststL.—
VF
0
0

becomes infinite ; that

1
then the focal Dis¬

is, if the Radiant Point A be at the Distance of the
Diameter of the Circle , or the Parameter of the Conic
Section from the Vertex V of the Medium of Glass,
then the Rays will be refracted parallel to the Axis!
And , vice versa, parallel Rays will be refracted from a
Substance of Glass by a spherical Surface to the Distance
ps the Diameter of the Sphere ; or from an elliptical of
parabolical Surface to the Distance of the Lotus Reftumr

from the Vertex V.
14. After the same Manner we express the several
PI.XLII.
Cases
, Elliptical, or Parabolical reflecting
Fig-. 88. SurfaceofVa BSpherical
fig
G , that is, such a one where the Incident
Ray A B is reflected from the Point B instead of being
refracted ; and then since the Angle of Incidence A B L
is equal to the Angle of Reflection L B K , the Ray K B
will be so reflected from the Point B as if it came from
a Point F in the Axis, and therefore that Point F we
must consider as the Focus of reflected Rays. In this
Case the Velocities of the incident and reflected Rays are
the same, viz . z h= and
both affirmative; also m —n.
yy-}-dx-sxx yj
—-sx-\ -xx
Whence
\/y ' s -d 'st -idx + x1~~ 2/x
• + x1;

7

Optics.
The Rays of Light are distinguished into
three Sorts , viz . Parallels Converging, and
Diverging
or, putting x — o. y y — a,

iyy — rx, qr —\ px,
dr
(as above) then this general Theorem becomes
V F , in the

an

= / = V F , in
f T“ 4“
the Ellipsis. Hyperbola, and Parabola.
15. If d, or A V , be infinite, as in parallel Rays,
_
dr
dr
, _ j- _
or the Sun-Beams, then —:- , ——j — i r J—
’
r -f- zd
id .
V F , in the spherical convex Mirrour V G ; but if the
said Mirrour be Elliptical, Hyperbolical
, or Parabolical,
Circle

j and

then —^ — =l <i s= = VF. But because the Rays
pj- - 4 d
B K do not actually proceed from the Point F , that
Point is in this Kind of Mirrours called the Virtual
16’ If the Radius B C = r of the convex Mirrour be
infinite, the spherical SurfaceV B G will become a Plane,
viz. a plane Speculum or Looking -Glass, as V B G in
Pl.XLII.
_
dr r _ «_
Fig. 9.
the following Figure ; and the Theorem r _|_2“^ — r
— dV—
F , that is, A N is equal to V F , or the
incident Ray A B is so reflected at B into B K as it it
came from a Point F , just as far behind the Glass as the
Radiant A is before it.
17. Furthermore , if r = BC be supposed greater
than Infinite , or from affirmative to become negative,
the Centre C will then lie on the contrary Side, the Spe¬
culum V B G will become concave, and in the Theo¬ Fig, 10c
rem above, r must have a negative Sign, which then will
be —
2a —r —Jf —V F , which shews that in concave
Mirrours , when d is less than ^ r , that is, when A V is
less than 1 CV , the Focus/will be affirmative, or on
the fame Side as before ; or the Ray A B will before'

B 4

flected

8

Optics.
Diverging

Rays .

Parallel Rays are such ag

in their Progress keep always an equal Dis¬
tance
flected st B into B K as. if it came from a Point F be¬
hind the Speculum.
18. When d ~ i r, or A V = { C V , then is the
I‘ ocus F at an infinite Distance, the Theorem then being;
—dr
—f\ so that in this Cafe all the Rays A B will

be reflected parallel to the Axis , as B K. But when d
is greater than ~ r , then the Focus f will be negative,
or it will be —-— - — — f. Wherefore
in this Cafe
2d-— r
J
the Focus F will be on the fame Side with the Radi¬
ant A.
19. Lastly, when d. ~ r, then alsof —r that
;
is,
if the Radiant A be placed in the Centre C, the Focus
F will be there too ; or, in other Words , Rays pro¬
ceeding from the Centre will be reflected back upon them¬
selves.
20. On the contrary , (in all these Cafes) converging
Rays K J3 are reflected

to a Point

in the Axis less dil—

tant than J CV , or half the Radius . Parallel Rays
7sB are reflected to that Point F of the Axis where FV
— I C V . This will therefore be the Burning Point of
the Sun's Rays, and is the Solar Focus above mentioned.
Diverging Rays have their Focus at a Distance from the
Vertex V, greater than half the Radius C V.
21. IfVBG be an Ellipsis, Hyperbola, or Para¬
bola, the Theorem is found in the fame Manner to be
— dp

—j - —f — m concave Speculums of this Sort ; and
all that has been said with respect to d and f r in the
spherical Speculums, is true of d and i p in these. Thus
when cl— ? p, the Rays will be reflected parallel to the
Axis '; and on the other hand, parallel Rays will be re¬
flected to a Point in the Axis whose Distance from the
Vertex V is { p. Thus the Sun’s Rays are collected at
the Distance of one Fourth Part of the Parameter ip(
I

each

. t
g.Tol
H
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tance from each other ,
as ABDC; uch
^
Plate
as are the Sun ’s Rays ,
in their natural tate,

9

each Section) from the
ing Point, we fee the Vertex ; and as this is the Burn¬
Focus of those Curves. Propriety of its being called MS
„
2? . As within the
Curve of an Ellipsis Vb t H .
are two of those Focus ’s,
there Plate
’tis
diant A be in one Focus , observable, that if the Ka- XL1II.
the Rays will be
the other at F ,
wherever the Point B be reflected to f jg
taken intne
Perimeter of the

Ellipse. For in this Cafe
V v, —- <?
A ‘u~ x,AP = y ~
— *, and F V - Kvip, ({ox? ? = p) A V = d = a
- f - — * ,- therefore
a — x, and — x for d
and — f, in the Equationwriting
above,
we (hall have — — — — — x, and so 4
a
x■ 4
4 a —4 -rx x — p a , or a x —
a p a, which is the
xx
known
Property of the Ellipsis.
22. And the fame
Foci of the two oppositething holds with respect to the
Hyperbola’s V B and
if the Radiant be in
; tor
the
will be so reflected into Focus A of one, any Ray A U Fig . L.
B K , as if it came
from tne
Focus F to the opposite
Hyperbola v Z>, as is evident in
the Figure . In the
V B G , if the Radiant
placed in the Focus AParabola
be
,
the
reHccted
Rays B K ,
to the other Focus at an
Fig - Zinfinite Distance, willtending
be all
parallel to the Axis V C ,
agreeable to what is said
above, Article 21.
dr
24. If we resolve the
Equation —7 ~ si._ into
,
r
an Analogy,
f
2
d
we (hall discover that the
Axis of
rpur is.divided
harmonically in the Points V , F ,theMirC , and
. ; or that A is A V :
:: VF : FC . For
tng it to be so, we haveAC
supposd ;d ± r
f : r ir f, which
gives us the above
Theorems 2
in the con*
cist-—r =r
d)
vex Speculum ; and
2 'd~ —f, in the Concave. This
curious

lo

Optics*
with respect to Sense.
Converging Rays
are such as in their Progress approach
nearer
curious Property of Speculums was first discovered by
the late Mr . Ditton.
25. We now proceed to apply this Method to Diop¬
tric Problems
, that is, to find the Focus of Rays refrac¬
ted through any Sort of Lenses. To this End we must
recollect, that in Article 8 . we had mdf — mdr — nrf
-\ -ndf ,- whence deduce this other Equation——
f AC
VF
J
y. la~Or
—X
VTT
AV ) which in Words in thus expressed:

Plate
XLIII.
Fig . 4.

’The Ratio of the Sine of Incidence to the Sine of Refrac¬
tion is compounded of the Ratio of the Distances of the
Foci A and F from the Centre C , and of the Ratio of their
Distances from the Vertex V.
26. If then we consider B bin( the double convex
Lens V D v) as a converging Ray refracted from Glass
into Air, we shall find the Distance vf, at which the
refracted Ray b f shall intersect the Axis of the Lens , by

the Rule in Article 25 .

Only here we must consider,

that the Point A will be negative, or on the fame Side
with the Focus f, viz at A . And as the Refraction is
out of Glass into Air , we must use the Ratio — instead
m
m
fV
of
» then —
m t:= stfc
Av'
27. Let the Thickness of the Lens be V v — t, and
vf also
let the Radius of the second Surface be

<i ~ ' .,a m lL=
£+S-— x
m
f

-J- r

whence f —

nfr — nf t— ntr _
— vf the focal Distance required.
mf — »U + » r—nf
But if the Thickness t be inconsiderable, as it commonly
»f r
is, it may be neglected, and then f —
mf -fmc — nf 3

whence

II
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rearer and nearer to each
other , all of
them tending jtowards a
certain Point F,
■where
whencef—
nx

mf r
mi

Equation reduced give? f - ^

m d-

pidr
nd — nr
dr xr
nn ut
.

which
_

Z- nrdJrmdx— ndr— nrx'
*t
,
i dr x
and putting ——^ = ?,
we haves *- -sJ + ~dT
— qrt’
But in Glass,* 9 = 2 ;
and if we suppose the
dr _ Lensc
equally convex, or r — r, we
have f — ^ r — v *
the focal Distance of
the Ray A B after passing
the Lens, as required.
through
28. If d be infinite,
,, ,
then r —
therefore paralle
Rays , or the Sun- Beams,
Whose Distances from thewill be collected in a Point ,
Lens is equal to the Radius
2 ™If one’ of the
Radii r , r, be infinite, the
Lens
will be a Plano- Convex,
and f — ; and for patallel Rays where d is
infinite, f zz 2 r.
30. If both the Radii be
infinite, the Lens then is no
other than a plain Glass
terminated by two parallel 01 es,
andtheFocus f willbeatan
infinite Distance for paral¬
lel Rays, or they will
be
parallel after Refraction as
fhey were before.
31. If one Radius r be
gative, then will the Lensinfinite, and the other r ne¬
be a Plano- Concave;
men
will theTheorembe ^
—

Plate

XLII1.
Fig. 5Fig. 6.

Fig . 7.

Fig . 8.

j-= f, which is
therefore ne*
gative, or the Rays proceed
diverging after Refraction.
. >
— 2 dr
When d is infinite, the
Theorem is - ^— = ' A
— f, or parallel Rays
diverge from a Point F , at
Distance of twice the Radius
the
of Concavity.
32. If both of the Radii
be negative, the Lens
be¬ Fig. 9*
comes a Double Concave;
and if d be infinite,

■12

o

p t

i c s,

where they all unite ; as the Rays of the
Sun collected by a Glass, as CDF . Di¬
verging
dr
r ~r, the Theorem then is — -Radii equal,
d— r
dr
—
■— fy io that parallel Rays, or the
Sun-Beams, are so refracted through a double and
equally concave Lens , as if they proceeded from a Point
f at the Distance of the Radius of Concavity from the
Vertex of the Lens.
Rlate
33. If one of the Radii, as r, be affirmative, and
1XLIII. the other negative, the Lens becomes a Meniscus,
•2 r r
2 drr
jig . io. and the Theorem then is
f
d r - •d r
r—r
which shews that when r — r , and d is infinite, the
Focus f is at an infinite Distance, or the Rays are pa¬
rallel after Refraction as before, as in the Cafe of a
Watch Glass. If
r be greater than r, or the Conca¬
vity less than the Convexity , the Focus swill be affir¬
mative, or Parallel Rays will be converged to a real
Focus ; but if r be less than r , the Focus f will be
negative, or parallel Rays will proceed divemno - after
Refraction .
°
34. We ,now proceed to determine the Position,
Magnitude , Form , ISc. of the Images of Objects
formed by Mirrours and Lenses, having first premised,
that the Image of an Object always appears in the
Place from whence the Rays diverge after Reflection
or Refraction ; or in other V/ords , the Image appears
in that Place, which we have hitherto called the Fo¬
cus of the Rays . This Sir Isaac Netvton has delivered
as an Axiom, as being very evident, because the Spe¬
fir'
cies, or several Points of the Image of an Object , are
•brought to the Lye by the reflected' or refracted Rays.
35. Let A V G be a reflected Speculum, C its Cen¬
Fig. II,
tre, V B its Axis, F the solar Focus 3 and let O B be
J2,
an Object at the Distance V B ; through the Centre C
draw O A, which as it is perpendicular to the Specu¬
lum

Optics.
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Merging Rays

are those which
proceed from
a Point , as F , and
in their Progress re¬
cede

lum will be reflected back
upon itself, and therefore
the
proper Focus of
Point O will be in the
and that of the the
Line
A
O,
Point B in the Line or
Axis B V.
Those focal Points are
easily found, thus :
Draw O V
and V D making equal
also draw B A, and A Angles, with the Axis V B 5
the Axis O A ■ then {E , making equal Angles with
hall those two refracted
Rays
y D and A E intersect
in the Points M and I , the Perpendiculars O A and B V
cal Points where the which will therefore be the fo¬
of the extreme
Points O and B will Representation
be made ; and
the Points between O
consequently
all
and B will. be
represented be¬
tween M and I , and
the true Representation therefore the Line I M will be
or
36. Hence also ’tis easy Image of the Object O B.
to observe, that the
of the Object O B is
Position
inverted in the Image I M
, and
Consequently the same Parts of
the
are on contrary Sides
and Image
of the Axis in Object
a concave
where the Rays have a
,
real Focus , or form Alirrour
a real Image : But in a convex
Mirrour, where the
no real but an
imaginary Focus , or form Rays have
not a real
but an apparent Image,
no such Inversion can
but the Object and
Image both appear in an happen,
sition, as is easy to
erect Po¬
understand from the Figure,
37. Again ; the Object
and Image are
or may be taken the
commutable,
one for the other in the
T hus if O B be the
Schemes,
Object , then I M will
be its
Image ; but supposing I M
the Object , then will O
be its Image.
B
38. Hence aR
also it appears, that
if I M represent an
Object placed
a convex Mirrour
tex V than thebefore
hearer 1.0 toe £*
Solar Focus F , the Rays
will be so re
flected as to form an
apparent Image O B bemn
t. e
Speculum ; and this Cafe will
be every way trw
with that of the convex
ame
Speculum reversed.
39. It is farther
obvious, that the Ooject O
L
Image IM subtends equal
Angles, both at the Ver ex
V and Center C of
the Mirrour , whether
concave
convexor;

Plate
XLIH.
Fig . Ili
Fig .'
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ccde from One another towards the Parts

GE,
The

(T~

convex ; for at the Vertex the Object G B subtends
the Angle OVB = B V D or IV M , which the Itnage subtends, (by Art. 35 .) And at the Center C»
the Angles OCB and I C M , under which the Object
and Image appear, are equal, as is evident by Inspection,
they being vertical to each other.
40 . Therefore the Triangles OVB and IVM , also
the Triangles OCB and I CM , are similar, as having
all their Angles respectively equal ; therefore we have
OB : IM
VB : VI ; also OB ; IM :: BC : IC.
That is, the Lengths of the Object and Image are pro¬
portional to the Distances from the Vertex or Center
of the Speculum.
41 . Hence in Symbols (putting O = Object,
and I — Image ) we have O - I .. d whence
;/ ;
Id
.
dr
.
_ T
=
/
j; therefore O ; I :: 2 d — r : r.
O
J 2= - d—r
Wherefore , by having given the Radius of the Specu¬
lum , you may place the Object at such a Distance,
that it shall bear any given Proportion to its Image,
as that of m to n for
;
then , since m : n 2:: d — r : r,
we have mrz =. %dn — r «,
and mr -\ - rn z- %dn-y con¬
sequently, d = r X ——— for a concave Speculum, and
2n
d = rX

for a convex one.
2n
42 . From hence it is manifest, no Object can be
magnified by a convex Speculum ; for, because in that
Case n is greater than m, r X
2 n would be a negative Quantity , and so d would have a negative Value,
which is impossible. And when fn then
—
d—0
or the Object and Image are then only equal, when
they coincide at the Vertex of the concave Mirrour.
43 . In a concave Mirrour , while m is greater than *,
it

Optics
.
The Point F, where
the Rays are col¬
lected, is call’d the
Focus, or burningPoint,
be-
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it is plain the
d of the Object is
the Radius r ofDiftance
greater than
the Mirrour . But
when m w
“ , then.
d tz r ; or the
Object
and Image are
ter of the Mirrour .
equal
in
When m is less than «, the Cen¬
or the Ob¬
ject is magnified,
then d is less than r.
be done two
Now
this may
different Ways in a
concave Speculum, ;
lor n may be
affirmative, or the Image
real and form d —p
before the Glass,
then d - rX
or 2 n ;
« may be
negative, or the Image
only apparent and
represented
behind the Mirrour ,
then d — rX - - —;
*
n which
Case, his plain, the
Object
cannot be
la% , if n be
infinite in respect of m, diminish’d . But
a *r~ 2 d, that
then r n — 1 a n,
is, d
placed in the Solar - k r. Or when the Object is
infinite Distance, andFocus , the Image is form ’d at an
44 . Such are the infinitely large.
Plate
Theorems for Specula;
Lenses are
thole tor XLIIL
after a like Manner .
be a doubleraised
For let G V A
and
or C V the Radiusequally convex Lens ; C its Center
,
of Convexity -r
,- OB an Object, Fig . 13
£ V its Distance (
in the Axis of the
Lens ) ~ d, I M
the Image, and FV
—/ , the focal
it is formed.
Distance
at which
Then
as
the
Point E
i* form’d in the
Point F in the Axisin the Object
of the direct
double Pencil
Rays EGFA , so the
form’d at M inof the
Point
O will be
Axis of the Pencil
stnce these two Axes
cross each other in OGMA ; and
the Middle of
the Lens at V ,
therefore the Points O
the fame Reason)
and
M , and ( tor
°f the Axis E F , B and I , will be on contrary Sides
and consequently
the Image in re¬
spect of the Object
is inverted.
45- Because the
Angles O V B and IV
M
being vertical, the
Object and Image haveare equal,
apparent Magnitude if
the tame
Lens V ; and are in view ’d from the Vertex of the
Proportion
to
each
Distances from the Lens ,
as tneir
that is, OR ; iM other
-v: VE : VF.
46 , Hence,
L

i6
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because there the Sun ’s Rays , being united
within a very small Compass or Circle, are
great46 . Hence, if ( as before) we make OB : IM :: M :
, .
,
nd
dr
n :: d we
; J/ ,
m nave — —Jf d— —-—r ; whence m ; n: :
d—r r: ; and so mr := dn — r or
«,
m r f- - r n —d n ;
wherefore d — r X - n . If m — n, then 2 r — d\
and if n be infinite in respect to m, r ~ d. And if n be
negative, or on the fame Side of the Lens with the
Object
—- n —,
shews the Object
J , then d — r X which
in that Cafe is always magnified.
47 . If the Lens be a single or double Concave, the
Rays cannot be converged to a Focus, ( as is manifest
from Art. 32 . ) and consequently no real Image can be
form’d, but only an imaginary one ; and because it is
-

in this Cafe d — r X then d —rX -s

jyi -

n

yi

, ’tis plain when m = tt

, that is, the Image can only be

equal to the Object when they coincide at the Lens.
48 . The Form of the Image IFM is not a right or
strait Line , but a Curve ; for let V E = d, V F —f,
and VO

— d, VM = f ; then since d—r
— —/, and
dr
dr
but if
<1— r ~ f, we have f f: ::
" d—r d—
’
r
IFM were a Right Line , it would bey : f :: d : d. Nei¬
ther is the Image of a circular Form , unless the Ob¬
ject be so ; because in that Casef =
f , which cannot
be hut when d ~ d , or V E — V O 5 so that if the,
Object he the Arch of a Circle , the Image will be the
Arch of a Circle concentric with the Object , or else of
a Conic Section, as before observed of Images form’d
by Mirrours , Art. 36 . '
49 . If the Object be a Surface, the Image will be a
Surface similar thereto j and since Surfaces are in duplicat#

Optics

,
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greatly constipated and
^vbich means their Action condensed, by
or Heat is proportionably
plicate Proportion of their
like Sides, ( Jnnd . ll : Art.
therefore m : n O
:: B1 IM
:
% in this Cafe. And if 3.)
the
Object be a Solid, the Image
will be a similar Solid,
they will be in the
and
triplicate
logous Sides ; whence m : n Proportion of their homo¬
3:IM 3.
50. Though Speculums OB
and
Lenses
are of most general Use in Optics, yet it
'
will be neceflary to
constder the
Property of a Gkbe or Sphere
, as also of an
phere, with respect to
Hemif- p] ate
their Power of
converging the XLIIL
■Rays of Light to a
Focus . If therefore in the
tem of Art. we
Theo ^
put i
2 r — Diameter of
the
Globes and because r — r,
we shall have - 2 d —^r
——the
Focus of diverging Rays ; and when d is infinite, the Theorem is— - — —
Vf.
2 d: —
1 ~ Jf ~V f. Therefore a Globe of Glass
will converge the Rays
of the
Sun to a Focus at the
Distance of half the Radius.
51. But in cafe the
Globe be Water ,
aforesaid Theorem we
in the
have m — 4 , n — 3then
, and the
test as before ; then
by Reduction it will
dr — 2 r f
become
—y , for diverging Rays ;
and for paraldr
lei Rays , where d is
infinite, we have — ~r ~ f. iust
. .
j
d
twice as large as in Glass.
J
Q-P2 '. I s1 an
hide
is turn ’dHemisphere
of Glass, when. the
towards the
convex
Radiant , having r infinite,
and t the Theorem Will
become
3 d —6r = f,
the focal Distance of
but
for parallel
diverging Rays
4
dr
4
_
b
Rays it becomes

3d
3
53- If the plane Side of
towards the Radiant , the the Hemisphere be turned
Theorem for diverging Rays
Vot . III.
S
■
wdl
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portionably increased, and therefore Ob¬
jects posited in that Point will be greatly
heated , burnt , or melted.
Of
will be ^
b •

^ 1r = f .• and for Darallel Ravs - —
2

—r= %r —si which is — r greater than before
54. In an Hemisphere of Water , the convex Part
9 dr — grr
- — —s ;
being towards the Radiant , we have
and for parallel Rays it isBut

if the

Radiant be opposed to the plane Side,, then 3 r
greater by f r than before.
55 . We have hitherto considered the Property of
spherical Bodies only , with respect to their Power of re¬
fracting a Ray of Light ; let us now consider the Na¬
ture of Refraction in Bodies whose Figures are derived
from the Curves of the Conic Sessions. In order to this,
let DBKC be an Ellipsis, DK its transverse Axis,
XLIII . H , I , its two Foci , and A B a Ray of Light parallel to
Fig * 16. the Axis be incident on the Point B. Let BE be a Tan¬
gent in the said Point , and L G drawn perpendicular
to the Tangent through the Point B ; join H B and IB;
make A B = I B, and from the Points A and I let fall
the Perpendiculars AL , I G , on the Line L G ; pro¬
duce I B to O , and draw H O parallel to L G.
56. Then in the similar Right -angled Triangles
ALB , ING , we have AL : I G :: A B : N I :: I B :
NI , because AB it: IB . But IB : N I :: I O : I H,
because of the similar Triangles B N I and O Id I . Again,
the Angle IdBG —GBI from the Nature of the Curve;
( = H B G.) = B H O j
= HOB
whence GBI
therefore the Triangle HBO is Isosceles, or BH =
BO . But I B -j- B Id “ I) K , per Conks; therefore

IB
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Of Glasses there are two Kinds , viz.
Mirrours, and Lenses. A Minnows or Specu¬
lum is that , which from one polished Sur¬
face reflects the Rays of Light ; and these
are either Convex, Concave, or P lane^ as will
be shewn. A Lens is any transparent or
diaphanous Body , as Glass, Cryflal, Wat er>
dec. through which the Rays of Light do
freely pass, and is of a proper form to col¬
lect or disperse them . Of these there are se¬
veral Species, as a Plane Lens , a Plano - Con¬
vex, Plano- Concave, Double- Convex, DoubleConcave; and Meniscus.
IB + BO = IO = DK . Consequently, AL : I G
{ :•. IB : NI :: I O : IH ) :: DK : I H.
57, Since L G is perpendicular to the Tangent or
Curve in the Point B, ’tis evident that AL is the bine
of Incidence, and I G the Sine of Refraction to the
Radius A B = B I . If therefore a Solid be- generated
by the Revolution of an Ellipsis about its Axis , wine
Ellipsis has its transverse Axis D K to the Distance be¬
tween the Foci in the Ratio of the Sine of Incidence to
that of Refraction ; then parallel Rays A B, falling on
every Point B of its Surface, will he refracted to the' re¬
mote Focus I ,
-j
58. After the fame Manner we proceed for the Hy¬
perbolic Conoid; but as Lenses made of these Forms are
extremely difficult to work, and are likely never to be
of Use (since the great Defect of these Glasses is ow¬
ing to quite a different Cause, as we shall shew in the
next Annotation) I shall say no more of them here, but
refer the inquisitive Reader to the Dioptrics of M . Des
Cartes, who treats largely of this Subject.
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now consider the different Pro-*
perties and Effects of these Glasses in re¬
flecting and refracting the Sun ’s Light , and
forming the ' Images of Objects : And this
all depends (in Resection of Light) on that
fundamental Law , 'I ’hat the Angle of Inci¬
dence is equal to the Angle of RefleSlion.
Let EH be a concave Mirrour, - V its
Vertex , and C the Centre of its Concavity ✓
Let A be a Ray of the Sun ’s Light inci¬
dent on the Point E , and draw E C, which
will be perpendicular to the .Mirrour in the
Point E ; make the Angle CEF equal to the
Angle A E C, then shall E E be the reflected
Ray , Thus also H F will be the reflected
Ray of the incident one D H , at an equal
t shall

Plate

Distance

on ' the

other

Side - of the

Axis

B V.
now the Points E and H be taken
Very near the Vertex ' V , we shall have E E,
or H F, very nearly equal to F V ; but
EF — FC ; therefore FV = EC = |CV,
That is, the Focal Distance F V of parallel
Fays will be at the Difance of half the Ra¬
of the Concavity of the Mirrour *
*
diusCV
from the Vertex V , in the Axis B V.
If

Fig, 6,

After

the fame Manner , a. convex Mir¬

is strewn to reflect the Rays AE , DH,
into EF , IIF , as if they came diverging
from

rour

Optics.
from a Point P in the Axis CV , which is
half the Radius C V distant from the Ver¬
tex V . But since the Rays do not actually
come at, or from the Focus f it is called
the Imaginary or Virtual Focus.
Parallel
Rays falling directly on a
plane Speculum are reflected back upon them¬

selves ; if they fall obliquely , they are re¬
jected in the fame Angle , and parallel as
they fell . Hence there is no such Thing,
properly speaking , as a Focus belonging
to a plane Speculum, neither real nor vir¬
tual.

The Focus F, or f of parallel Rays, is
Called the Solar Focus ; because in that the
Image of the Sun is formed , and of all Ob¬
jects very remote . But the Focus of any
Object situated near the Mirrour will have
hs Distance from the Vertex more or less
than half the Radius : The Rule in all
Oases being as follows :
Multiply the Distance of the ObjeSl into the
Radius of the Mirrour ^ and divide that Pro duSl by the Sum of the Radius and twice the
Dijlance of the Object ; the Quotient will be
the Focal Dijlance of a Convex Mirrour f
Again ; for a Concave Mirrour, the fame
Product of the Radius into the Difance of the
Cbjetl ^ divided by the Difference of Radius

C 3
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and twice the Distance of the ObjeSt, will
give the Focal Distance V F orVf And
here we are to observe, that as twice the
Distance of the Object is lesser or greater
than the Radius , so the Focus will be posttive or negative , that is, behind the Glass
or before it.
The Image of every Object is formed in
the Focus proper to its Distance : And since
the Writers on Optics demonstrate , that the .
Plate
Angles under which the Objebl O B and its
5sL VIII.
Pi§. 7- Image IM are seen from the Centre or Ver¬
tex of the Mirrour C are always equal ; it
follows , that the Image I M will be always
in Proportion to the Object OB , as the
Focal Distance V F to the Object ’s Distance ,
GV.
The

Position

of the

Object

will

be al¬

ways erect at a positive Focus, or behind the
Speculum; diminished by a convex , and mag¬
nified by a concave one. Hence , since a
convex has but one, viz. an affirmative Fo¬
cus ;so
it can never magnify any Object,
howsoever posited before it.
The Position of the Image in a negative
Focus, or that before the Glass, will be
ever inverted ; and if nearer the Vertex
than the Centre C, it will be less ; if far¬
ther from it, it will be greater than the
Object -

j
j
j
1
|
°
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Object ; but in the Centre it will be equal
to the Object , and seem to touch it.
The Image formed by a plane Speculum is
erect ; large as the Life ; at the fame appa¬
rent Distance behind the Glass, as the Ob¬
ject is before it ; and on the fame Side o
the Glass with the Object . These Proper¬
ties render this Sort of Mirrour of most
common Use, viz. as a Looking -Glass.
If the Rays fall directly , or nearly so,
on a plane Mirrour , and the Object be
opake , there will be but one Jingle Image
formed, or at least be visible ; and that by
the second Surface of the Speculum, and not
by the first, through which the Rays do
most of them pass.

Rut if the Object be luminous, and the
Rays fall very obliquely on the Speculum,
there will be more than one Image form d,
to an Eye placed in a proper Position to
view them . The first Image being form d
by the first Surface will not be so bright
as the second, which is formed by the se¬
cond Surface . The third , fourth , &c.
Images are produced by several Reflections
of the Rays between the two Surfaces of
the Speculum; and since some Light is lost
by each Reflection , the Images from the
second will appear still more faint and obC 4
scure*
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scure, to the eighth , ninth , or tenth , which
can scarcely be discerned at all.
We proceed now to Lenses ; and here,
since all Vision by them is effected by the
Refraction of Rays through their Substance,
it will be too intricate an Affair to shew
the particular Manner how Rays are col¬
lected by them to their several Focus’s : It
must suffice only to say, Lhat parallel Rays
are refracted through a plano - convex Lens to
a Point or Focus , which is the Diameter of
the Sphere of its Convexity diftant from it :
That
the fame Rays are collected by a
double and equally convex Lens in a Point
which is the Centre of the Sphere of its Con¬
vexity :
That
parallel Rays are refracted through
a plano - concave Lens , in such a manner as tho y
they came from a Point diflant from it by the
Diameter of its Concavity;

And

that

the fame Rays are refraBed

through a double and equally Concave Lens , in
such manner as though they proceeded from a
Point which is the Centre of the Concavity.

And in case of a double and equally
convex Lens , we have this general Rule
for finding the Focus of Rays universally,
be the Distance of the Object and Radius
of Convexity what it will , viz.
Multiply

Optics.
Multiply the Dijlance of the Objehf by the
Radius of Convexity, and divide that Pno u
by the Difference of the said Distance
and
,dius; the Quotient will be the Dijlance of t £
Focus required.

Hence , if the Distance of the Object
be greater than the Pvadius, the hocus
will

be affirmative, or behind the Dens ; the
Image will be inverted, and diminished
in Proportion of its Distance to the Di tance of the Object.
Again ; if the Distance of the Object

be less than the Radius, the hocus wist be
negative, or on the fame Side of the Lens
as the Object ; and the Image wnl be
mag¬
nified, and in an erect Position,
If the Distance be equal to the Radius*

the hocus will be at an. infinite Distancethat is, the Rays, after Refraction, viiU
proceed parallel, and will therefore enlighten
Bodies at a vast Distance. Hence the Com?
trivance of the Dark Rant horn for this Purpose.
Lastly
: If the Distance of the Object
he equal to twice the Radius, then will the
Distance of the hocus and Image he equa

to the Distance of the Object ; and conse¬
quently the Image will he equal in Mag¬
nitude to the Object, but inverted. Hence
the Use of these Lenses to Painters, and
Praugnt-
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Draught -Men in general who have often
Occasion for - the Images of Objects as
large as the Life , to delineate or draw
from.
As to Plano -concaves, they , having no
real Focus, form no Images of Objects ;
so that we shall pass them to proceed to the
Structure of the Eye , the Manner of per¬
forming Vision therein , the several Defects
thereof , and how remedied by Glasses;
which will be illustrated by the Dissection
of a natural Eye, and exemplified by an
artificial one.
The Eye is the noble Organ of Sight or
consists of various Coats and
Vision: It
Humours , of which there are Three re¬
markable , ML. (i .) The Aqueous or Watry
Humour , which lies immediately under the
Cornea end makes the Eye globular before.
(2.) The Vitreous Humour , which is by
much the greatest Quantity , filling the
Cavity of the Eye , and giving it the Form
of a Globe or Sphere , (z.) The Cryjlallin?
Humour, situated between the other two,
near the Fore-part of the Eye , and is the
immediate Instrument of Sight ; for being
of a lenticular Form , it converges the Rays,
which pass through the Pupil , to a Focus
on the Bottom of the Eye , where ,the Images
ot
L
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of external Objects are by that means form d
and represented (CXXVI ). Over
(CXXVI ) i .

Ib

order to exhibit a just Idea of the

true Theory of Vision, I shall here give a more exact and
particular Description of the Eye and of its several

Parts , with an Account or Calculation of the various
Refractions of the Rays of Light through the several
Humours , for forming the Images of Objects on the
Retina at the Bottom of the Eye.

2. To this End I have here represented a section
of the Human Eye in its true or natural Magnitu e,
which consists of two Segments of two different opheies*
viz. one larger, as BNB, and a lesser, BIB. Thp
p] ate
larger Segment consists of three Tunics or Coats , or XL ^ A
which the outmost is of a hard , thick , white , opake
17.
Substance,
called
Sclerotica, as BNB.
this
is another
thinthe
, soft,
and blackish Tunic , cai ej
the Choroida;which serves as it were for a Lining to
the other, or rather as a delicate Stratum for the thir
Tunic called thz Retina, which is a curious hne Ex¬
pansion of the Optic Nerve Y Z over all the larger Seg¬
ment of the Eye , every Way to BB.
3. The lesser Segment consists of one Coat or Tunic,
called the Cornea, as resembling a Piece of transparent
Horn ; this is more convex than the other , and is de¬
noted hyBIB. Within this Coat , at a small Distance,
>
b placed a circular Diaphragm , as B 0, B 0, called the
TJvea, or Iris , because of the different Colours it has
1in
different Eyes. In this is a round Hole in the Middle
?
called the Pupil as 0 s, which in some Creatures is of a
different Figure , viz. oblong , as in Cows, Cats , LA.
'
4- As the Cornea, by its ' Transparency , admits the.
J
Light to enter the Eye , so the Pupil is destined to rer gulate
the Quantity of the Rays that ought to enter
3 the
interior Part of the Eye for rendering V ision distinfj,
j
and the Images of Objects properly illumined . Eo this
g
Purpose it is composed of two Sets of muscular I ibres,
Viz, one of a circular Form , which , by corrugating,
5iitract £°
or diminish the Pupil ; and the other is an An£
'
f ■
nuius
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Over all the Bottom of the Eye is spread
a very fine and curious Membrane call’4
the
nulus of radial Fibres , tending every where from the
Circumference B B of the Uvea to the Centre of the
Pupil , which , by contracting , dilate and enlarge the
Pupil of the Eye.
5* Immediately within the Uvea is another Annulus
of radial Fibres , which on the extreme Part is every
where connected with the Cornea, where it joins the
Sclerotica at B B ; and on the other Circumference it
is connected with the anterior Part of the Capfala in¬
cluding the Crystalline Humour ; and is called the Ligamentum Ciliare, and sometimes the Procejfus Ciliares?
and is denoted by B a, B a.
x
6. The Bulk or Body of the Eye is made up of three
Substances, commonly called Humours, viz. the Aqueous,
the Crystalline, and the Vitreous. The
Aqueous Humour
is properly so called, being every Way like Water , in
j-espect of its Consistence, Limpidity , specific Gravity,
and refractive Power . It is contained between the Corpea and the Ligamentum Ciliare, as BIB a a B . This
Humour gives the protuberant Figure to the Cornea,
which makes the first Refraction of the Rays of Light,
7. The second Humour ( improperly so call'd) is the
Crystalline, having its Name from resembling Crystal in
Clearness and Transparency . It is denoted by G K.H L,
and is in Form of a thick Lens unequally convex, whose
anterior Surface G K His the Segment of a larger Sphere,
and its posterior Surface GLH the Segment of a lesser.
This Humour is of a solid Consistence, and very little
exceeds the specific Gravity of Water , viz. in the Pro¬
portion of 11 to 10 nearly , as I have often found by
Experiment . It is contained within a most delicate
I unic or Capsula, called Arachnoides, every where
pellucid as the Crystalline itself.
8. The third Humour is the Vitreous(
being clear as
Glass) and is largest of all in Quantity , filling Sie whole
Orb of the Fye B M B, and giving it a globular Shape.
This
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the Retina, which is an Expansion of the
Optic Nerve upon
:
which the Images o
■
Objects
This Humour is exactly lite the White of ah Egg , and
hut a little exceeds the specific Gravity and retractive
Power
of Water .
' ions oc ^
9- We
proceed now to give the Dimen
Eye and its several Parts (.in order for Ca cu a !°n)
they have been determined by actual Mea uremen
great Number of human Eyes with the greatest Care
and Exactness.- These Measures are express a m t enr.
hf an Inch , as follows.

tenths -

The Diameter of the Eye from Out -1 _
•
fide to Outside, taken at a Mean r
IN
9’dfrom fix adult Eyes, — —■ '
_
..
The Radius of Convexity of th eCortted, BIB
3’3
The Radius of Convexity of the ^ terior
Surface- six
of Eyes,
the Crystalline,
JGKH
from twenty
—■

Qg £
- 3-3^-

the Radius of Convexity of the hm - |
der Surface, from the fame Eyes, VG E H —
. at a Mean , - —}
the Thickness of the Crystalline , i
from the fame Eyes, — — 3

K y -- 1,8525-

‘The Thickness of the Cornea and 1
IK = X,° 35^
Aqueous Humour together , — 1
. ■■
10, Moreover, it is found by Experiment , t a
Ratio of Refraction at the Cornea I is as 4 to 3, oei g
the fame with that of Air into Water ; t e a.i
Refraction at K as 13 to 12, and at L as 12 o 3*
These Things premised, let A X be the Axis
Eye, and ED a Ray parallel thereto , and incld.cnt °
the Cornea very near it at Q ; we are to deterrm
Foci of the several Refractions of this Ray at 11- \
»al xiSurfaces
I , KFocus
, and Lis . determined, by
, the
, Theorei
,r , mrf,,K
. The first

,.
tm

Annot.
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Objects being painted and impress ’dr they
are by that means eonvey ’d to the Common
Sensory
posing all behind the Cornea BIB were the aqueous
Humour continued , then since in this Cafe m — 4, n==
3, r~ 3,3294 , and d is infinite, we have f= 4 r =
13,3x76 — I Q_, the focal Distance from I by the first
Refraction.
12. The Ray tending by this Means from D to Q,
falls converging On the anterior Surface of the Crystal¬
line Humour at S. We must now find the Focus of
the converging Ray D S refracted through a Medium
every where the fame with the Crystalline Humour.
This we do by the fame Theorem ; for at K we have
m : n 13
::
: 12, and r — 3,308 and I Q^—r IK = :
12,28x8 = K Qjzzd, the Distance of the Radiant Q_
from the Point K ; but d is in this Cafe negative, or —
, ,
.
—mdr
,
d,and
.
the Theorem is — —= / = 10,00
1— md -f- dn — nr
= K P, the new focal Distance from K , by the second
Refraction.
13. The Ray converging from S to P is intercepted
by the hinder Surface of the Crystalline at T , and meet¬
ing there with a Medium of different Density, and a
concave Surface, is again refracted by it ; and here we
have m : n 12
::
: 13, ( by Art. 10 . ) also the Radius f
is negative, as well as d ; and here it is — r — 2,5056,
and — d - KY — KL = LP = 8,3Ij therefore the
t -u
™dr 12
dr *
_ —
Theorem is ————-- —— ~r ~,= / = LM
— ?nd -\ - nd
nr j » - - 13 r
— 6,112 , the last focal Distance required.
14. The Point M therefore is that in which parallel
Rays ED are collected within the Eye, and where the
Images of remote Objects are formed. The Distance
of this Point from the Cornea isIM — IK -f- KL -jLM= 1,036 + 1,852 + 6,112 = 9. ThenIN
—
IM 9,4
=
— 9 = 0,4 = N M . Now ' the Thickness
of the Sclerotica is by the Micrometer found to be very
nearly 0,25 ; then 0,4 — 0,25 = 0,15 ; which is much
about
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in the Brain, -where the Mind \ iews

and contemplates

their Ideas ; hut t us in.

ra

Manner

about equal to the Thickness of the Choroides and Retina
together. Hence we fee the Forms and refractive rouse
of those several Humours are such as nicely converge fa
kl Rays to a Focus upon the Retina in the Bottom oj

^ 5. From hence it follows, that since parallel Rays

only have their Focus upon the Retina , they a

paint an Image there distinctly, or Produce a
Vision of an Object . If therefore the Object be
’
that the Rays from any particular Point come iv
&
to the Pupil , they will necessarily require a greaterUoca
Distance than IM , and therefore, as the Rays a
nnited upon the Retina , that Point cannot be
distinctly
represented,
but, will
16. Thus
appear
if AB , AB
fsss'
are two
parallel

f- 5p nrr Plate
XLIV.
upon the Pupilthough
of thereally
Eye, diverging,
then any oyet ■
«CB,CB
as the Point
.Point Fig . 1.
C , whence they proceed, is remote from the E >e, mey
will at the Entrance of the Eye be so nearly « 'wcid.
with the parallel Rays, as to have nearly the some focal
Point on the Retina • whence the Point t will there b
distinctly represented by c. But
if any other om
be viewed very near the Eye , so that the Ang
which they contain with the parallel Rays be veiycoi
stderable, they will after Refraction tend towards a l ome
/in the Axis of the Eye produced, and upon the e >
will represent only a circular indistinct Area like t n
«, whose Breadth is equal to a b, the Distance o
be
Rays
r- the
upon
- - Retina
■•
,mnfo
. The
LUC
The fame Point
ryetina
Point at
at D Will
wi not
be quite so much dilated and indistinct ; the Rays ; 5
D B, having a less Degree of Divergence .
•
17. It is found by Experience , that the neare
1•
of distinct Vision is about six Inches from the Eye ; 1™
if a Book be held nearer to the Eye than
^t e
ters and Lines will immediately become that,
contu .e
indistinct. Now this Cause of indistinct V ision may
in some measure

remedied, by lessening the 1 - ss S>

we
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a Manner too mysterious and abstruse fof
us to understand.

The
we naturally do in looking at near Objects , by contract¬
ing the annular Fibres of the Uvecr, and artificially, by
looking through a small Hole made with a Pin in a Card^
t3 c. for then a small Print may be read much nearer
than otherwise ; the Reason is plain, for the less th®
Diameter of the Aperture or Pupil B B, the less will the
Rays diverge in coining from D or E , or the more nearly
will they coincide with parallel Rays.
18. Besides the Contraction of the Pupil , Nature has
furnished the Eye with a Faculty of adapting the Con¬
formation of the several Parts to the respective Positions
Of Objects as they are nigh or more remote ; for this
Purpose, the Cornea is of an elastic yielding Substance,'
and the Crystalline is inclosed with a little Water in its
Capsula, that by the Contraction and Relaxation of th®
Ciliary Ligament,- the Convexity of both the Surfaces
of the Capsula may be a little alter’d, and perhaps tbS
Position of the Crystalline, by which means the Distance
from the Retina may be fitted and adjusted to nigh Ob¬
jects , so as to have their Images very distinctly formed
upon the Retina.
19. I have mentioned near Objects only, ( by which
I mean such as are near the Limit of distinct Vision, as
between six and a hundred InchesDistance ) because Ob¬
jects more remote require scarce any Change of the Con¬
formation of the Eye, the focal Distance in them vary¬
ing so very little . Thus suppose all the Refractions ok
the Eye were equivalent to that of a double and equally
convex Lens , whose Radius r — I Inch ; if then the
10, we should
Object were 10 Inches distant, or
to
dr
— — = o,iiiiz>
nave the focal Distance f
—r 9
Jd
and if another Object be distant 100 Inches , then d^
0, = 'xoioi . The Disse¬
99
fence between these two focal Distances is but 0,010 *’
too,

and=

ct —r

T.

J>fa*
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he Crystalline Humour is of such a Gon“Sxity
, that in a sound Stafce of the Eye its
Focus
viz.

the hundredth Part of an Inch , which the Eye can
If we go beyond this, suppose to an

easily provide for.

Object iooo Inches distant, we haves -Octooiooi , which is only a thousandth Part of an
Inch
less than the former, and is therefore inconsi¬
derable.
20. We have seen the natural Limit of distinct Vi¬
sion for near Obj efts we
;
shall now consider what the
Himit on the other hand may be for remote Ob] efts for
;
Ejects may appear indistinct and confused by being re¬
moved too far from the Eye, as well as when they are
t0° near it. And in this Cafe we find Objects will apPyar distinct so lon<r as their Parts are separate and dist¬
inct in the Image form’d on the Retina . Those Parts
be separate so long as the Axis of the Pencils of
st-ays which paint them are so at their Incidence on the
" ^tina • that is, so long as the Angle they contain is
d°t less than one Tenth of et Degree;for it is found by
Experience that Objects and their Parts become indistinct
^en the Angle they subtend at the Pupil of the Eye is
than that Quantity .
2*. Thus suppose OB be a Circle of an Inch Di¬ Plate
meter , st will appear distinct with its central Spot till XLIVj
rece de to the Distance of 6 Feet from it, and then
F ig. 2.
l comes
.
confused ; and if it be I of an Inch , it will
, egin to be confused at 12 Feet Distance , and so on ;
O
Cases thb Angle subtended at the Eye, w'z.
, " H, is about ^ of a Degree, or 6 Minutes . And
us all Objects , as they are bigger, appear distinct at
greater Distance ; a small Print will become confused,
at a less Distance than
_ .... a larger ; and in a Map of
{and the ' T
the Names of Places in small Letters become hrit
‘ngible
distj n(.-st where
lesnKlo
in Capitals
are verv
vlain and
and
l6
. . those —
—pitals are
very plain
Distance
these become
confused,
While th>^af a ,lgger
uo ■ —
ucuuiuc winui '-uj
Yot j | { VCla Counties appear
much
D well defined to agreater
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Focus falls precisely on the Retina , and
there paints the {Objects; and therefore Vi¬
sion

Plate
XLIV .
pig . 3.

fhr. 4 .

0 the

greater Distance . These also at last become so indis¬
tinct as not to be known one from another, when at
the same Time the whole Island preserves its Form very
distinctly to a very great Distance ; which may be so far
increased, that it also at last will appear but a confused
and unmeaning Spot.
22. We have seen the Causes of indistinct Vision in
the Objects, and shall now enquire what may produce
the fame in the Eye itself. And first it is to be observed,
that there is a proper Degree of Convexity in the Corned
K P L , and Crystalline ST , for converging parallel Rays
to a Focus on the Bottom of the Eye in a found State ;
hence every distant Object O B will have its Image IM
accurately depicted on the Retina, and by that means
produce distinct Vision.
23 . But if the Cornea KPL , or Crystalline ST , or
both , should chance to be a little more convex than just,
it will cause the Pencil of Rays 0 C 0, which comes to
Pupil 0 0, from any Point C in the Object O B, to
unite in a Focus before they arrive at the Retina in th®
Bottom of the Eye ; the Image I M of the Object O B
will be formed in the Body of the Vitreous Humour,
and will therefore be very confused and indistinct on th®
Retina at i m. A Person having such an Eye is called aMyops, in Allusion to the Eye of a Mouse, by reason of
its great Convexity.
24. To remedy this Defect of the Eye, a concav®
Lens E F is applied before it ; for by this means th®
Rays Qa,Cb, which fall diverging on the Lens , will,'
after Refraction through it, be made to proceed still mor®
of a S,
(
diverging, viz. in the Direction ar , hr, instead
b 0, as before) as if they came from the Point C instead
of C . All which is plain from the Nature of a coslr
cave Lens above described.
25. Hence it follows, that since the Rays are made to
fall with greater Divergence upon the Eye , they .will
requit®
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is ,not
distinct, unless by
are parallel,
Rays which
or nearly so
; for those
only
will

’

’ the
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require a greater
focal
and
consequently the Distance to be united in the
nicely
Focus may be
Axis*
on the
Retina , by using
made
Degree of
a Lens E to fall very
Concavity
F
be effected
; and
of a proper
in the fame
therefore distinct
Manner
Vision
as
in an Eye of wist
Conformation, by
a just;
26. Since the painting the
Image on
Point C is
Point C , the
nearer to the the Retina.
Eye than the
concave Lens apparent
is nearerPlace of Objects
seen through
than the true
ject will
a
Place y or the
appear at 0 B,
Ooinstead
of
converging
O
B
.
Rays O a, B bt
ter Refraction
And also since
than before, proceed less
the Object converging af¬
Lss Angle,
and
appears under a
Objects seen by atherefore the apparent
concave
27. The
Lens is less Magnitude or
than the true .
such a LensObject is less
,
luminous
than
or bright
rendered
without
it
j because
seen thro
more divergent,
the
Rays
a less
of the Eye
Quantity enters the being
than otherwise
is always
Pupil
would do. But
more or less
as it is made
the Picture
bright
or
by a greater
or less enlightened, according
28. Lastly,
Quantity of Rays.
it
Vben a concave appears from what has
been said,
still effect
Lens E F
that
distinct Vision bycannot be
applied,
tween the
we may
lessening
the
be situated Object and the Eye ;
Distance beu P° n the at O B, the Image at for it is plain, if O B
IM will
Retina , and be
recede to i tn
^hen made so
distinct in the
plate
by
fame Manner
29. On the the Lens E F .
as
other
hand ,
ib>e is too
pjg . 5,
fiat, (as often when the Corneaor
1
happens by Age) Crystalp' ace(i at the
an Object
before, will have fame
Distance
the Rays
the
C 0, C from
Eye
Eye proceed
P C as
0 after
Eye, in which to a Focus
beyond the Refraction in
if a Hole
were made ( inBottom of the
^ ut of the
an Eye taken
Head) the Rays
0rm the
the Image
- r - J - - i m ; wmcnwould
' t^ y - r image
which
actually
1
go on,
confused and
Image
indistinct on the ^ must thereforeand
b
Retina.
D L
30. T*
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will have their Focus at the Bottom of thS
Eye : Now Rays proceeding from any Point
more

Plate
XLlV .
Pig . 6.

30 . To remedy this Defect, a convex Lens G H is
applied, which causes the diverging Rays Ca, C b, to
fall less diverging upon the Rye, or as if they cams
from a Point more remote, as C; by which means the
focal Distance is shortened, and the Image duly formed
on the Retina at I M , by which distinct Vision is pro¬
duced.
31. Hence the apparent Place of the Object is at C,
more distant than the true Place at C ; and its apparent
Magnitude 0 B is greater than the true , because the
converging Rays O a, B b, are by this Lens after Re¬
fraction made to unite sooner than before, and so to
contain an Angle O P B greater than the true O P B<
The Object appears through a convex Lens brighter
than without , because by this means a greater Quantity
of Rays enter the Pupil ; for the Rays ao , bo, are by
the Lens made to enter in the Directions a r, br, which
are nearer together , and leave Room for more to enter
the Pupil all around between 0 and r.
32. As the Image of the Object painted on the Retina is' greater or less, so will the apparent Magnitude
of the Object 'be likewise ; or, in other Words , the
Angle IP M subtended by the Image is always equal to
the Angle O P B subtended by the Object at the Lye,
and therefore the Image IM will be always proportional
to the Object O B. Hence it follows, that the Angle
O P B under which an Object appears is the Measure
of its apparent Magnitude.
33. Therefore Objects of different Magnitudes , a5
O B, A C , D R, which subtend the same Angle at the
Eye , have the same apparent Magnitude , or form' as*
.equal Image in the Bottom of the Eye.. Hence it iS
that Objects at a great Distance have their Magnitude
diminished proportionally : Thus the Object D £
removed to D E appears under a less Angle DPT, an^
makes a less Image on the Retina , as is shewn by th6
dotted Lines.

34. The

O
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more than 6 Inches distant from the Ey »
will, when they enter the Pupil ,

6nJar]y

34. The Angles of apparent Magnitude O A B,
OCB , when very small, are as their Smes, and theref .
as the Sides O C and O A, or B C and B A ,
the apparent Magnitude of the Object O B, a
tance B C and B A, is inversely as those Distances ,
Magnitude
at Cdirectly
is to that at A as A
0 sef,
e
35The more
any Object

its
A

the Eye,
more
distinctly
it the
will Eye
app n
those
Raysthe
only
which
fall upon

^ X-1S
can be convened to a Point in the Bottom of the **
on the Retina , and therefore that Part of the Image
only which is formed by the direct 1 encil °
X, •
Be clear and distinct ; and we are said to see an
Plate
By such a Pencil of Rays, but only to look at it J
XLIV.
Fig.
8.
others
which are
36. Suppose
p.
A,oblique.
of Paper
B. C , represent
stuck
the Wainscot
of
theup
Eyeagainst
i if then
a Person

of
a R himself so before
places
beture
shutting his Right
‘
'Eye views them with
Left, ’ it is very remarkable that the Paper B , whose
Pencil of Rays fall upon the Insertion D of «the Optic
Nerve D E , will immediately vanish or dilappea ,
the two extreme Papers C and A are vmb e ,
altering the Position of the Eye , and its Di a > ■
of the Papers may be made to vanish, by cau £
Pencil of Rays to fall on the Point D .
.
37. Why the Rays of Light should not exci
^
Sensation of Vision in that Point D where t e
~^
the
begin, isto not
separate
and
formNerves
the Retina
known
. expand
But ’tis every
hig V J
our Notice , that the Nerve D E is for tha . . .
placed on one Side of the Eye, where only ttieoo > ,
Rays come, the Lois of which is not considera >
no way affects or hinders the Perfection 0Whereas had it entered in the Middle of
of the Eye, it had render’d useless all the direct Nay
them,
Left
- - li
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nearly co- incident with parallel Rays ; and
therefore to a found Eye distinct Vision
cannot

Plate
XLIV,
pig . 9.

by which the most perfect and distinct Vision is
effected ;
and we could have had only a confused and
imper¬
fect Perception of Objects by oblique collateral
Rays.
How glaring an Instance is this of Contrivance
and
Design in the Construction of this admirable Organ !
38 . I shall conclude this Head with observing ,
that
the Nature of a Reading- Glass is the fame with
that of
common Spectacles; only in the latter Cafe we use a
Lens to each Eye , but in the former ones Lens is
made
large enough for both . Also in the Use of them
we
have different Ends to answer ; for by the Spectacles
we
only propose to render Objects distinct at a given
Dis¬
tance , but the Reading Glass is applied to magnify
the
Object , or to render the reading of a small Print
very
easy, which otherwise would be apt to strain the
Eye
too much . Therefore the Size of a Lens for
Spectacles
is not required larger than the Eye ; but that of a
Read¬
ing - Glass ought to be big enough to take in as
large a
Part of the Object , at least, as is equal to the
Distance
between both the Eyes . I shall treat of the Visual
Glasses in the Appendix.
39 . In the Reading - Glass E C D the Object or
Print
A B is always nearer to the Glass than its
Focus F»
because in this Cafe it is necessary the Image or mag¬
nified Print G H should be erect , and on the "fame
Side
of the Glass with the Object ; that is, the
Distance
d is negative in the Equation -jlls
~ f Hence
the
Pencil of Rays AED , proceeding front any Point
A,
will after Refraction through the Lens be divergent ,
but
less so than before, and therefore will seem to
come
from a Point G . Thus also the Point B will be
referr’d
to H , and the Print at G H will be magnified
in
portion of G C to A C . All which is evident fromPro¬
the
latter Part of the last Annotation. •,
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cannot be effected at less than 6 or 8 Inches
distance , as is evident to any who tries t e
Experiment.
Since then there is a certain and deter¬
minate Degree of Convexity in the Cornea
and Crystalline Humour, for forming the
Images of Objects on the Retina if
;
it hap¬
pens that the Convexity of those Parts
should be more or less than just, the Focus
of Rays will fall short of, or beyond tste
Retina^ and in either Cafe will cause in i tind Vision. The first is the Cafe of short¬
sighted or purblind People , the latter of the

-Aged.

A purblind Person, having the Convexity
of the Eye and Crystalline Humour too
great , will have the Rays united in a Point
before they reach the Bottom of the Eye,
and consequently the Images of Objects
wist be formed , not upon the Retina , (as
they should be) but above it in the Glassy
Humour , and therefore will appear indis¬
tinct or confused.
This Defect of the Eye is remedied two
Ways , viz, i ( .) By diminishing the Dis¬
tance between the Object and the Eye ; f° r
by lessening the Distance of the Object , the
Distance of the Focus and Image will be
increased, till it falls on the Retina , and
D 4
appears

39
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appears distinct . (2.) By applying a con¬
cave Glass to the Eye ; for such a Glass
makes the Rays pass more diverging to the
Eye , in which Cafe the Distance of the
Focus will be also enlarged , and thrown
upon the Retina , where distinct Vision will
ensue.
Hence the Use of Concave Spectacles:
And the Myops or purblind Person, who
uses them , has the three following peculi¬
arities , viz. 1 ( .) To him Objects appear
nearer than they really are, or do appear
to a found Eye . (2.) The Objects appear
less bright , or more obscure to them than
to other People, because a less Quantity of
Rays of Light enter the Pupil . (3.) Their
Eyes grow better with Age ; for whereas
the Fault is ' too great a Convexity of the
Eye , the Aqueous Humour, and also the
Crystalline, wasting with Age will grow
flatter , and therefore more fit to view dis¬
tant Objects.
The other Defect of the Eyes, arises from
a quite contrary Cause, viz. the Cornea and
Crystalline Humour being too flat, as is ge¬
nerally the Cafe of an old Eye . This De¬
fect is remedied by Convex Lenses, such as
are the common Spectacles, and ReadingQlafes. For
since the Rays , in these Eyes,
gQ

Optics.
go beyond the Bottom of the Bye , before

they come to a hocus , or form the Image;

a convex Glass will make the Bays fall 1^®re
converging to the Pupil , and on the
u
mours, by which means the focal Di ance
will be shorten’d, and adjusted to the Retina \
where distinct, Vision of Objects will then
effected.
By convex Spectacles Objects appear mor
bright, because they collect a greater Octan
tity of Rays on the Pupil . And they ap¬
pear at a greater Distance than they are ; for
the nearer the Rays approach to parallel ones,
the more distant the Point will be to which
fbey
, , that
,
1 tend
.r ttV>
„
have. already observed
if
Object be placed nigher to the convex Glass
than its Focus, it will appear erect and mag¬
nified; which makes them of such genera
UseIf as Reading- Glajses.
an Object

be placed in the Focus o ^
a convex Lens , the Rays which procee
from it, after they have pass’d through t
Glass, will proceed parallel ; and there ore
an Rye placed any where in the Axis wi
bave the most distinct View of the Object
possible; and if it be a Lens of a st*13focal Distance, then will the Object appear
♦IS much larger as it is nearer ,
than when
°
you
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you view it with the naked Eye . Ao^
hence their Use as Single Microscopes; rt°
give an Instance of which , suppose the
focal Distance of a Lens were one Tenth
an Inch , then will the Diameter or Length
of an Object appear 60 times larger than
the naked Eye at 6 Inches Distance : A$
the Superficies of an Object will be 360°
times larger ; and the whole Magnitude °{
Bulk will be 216000 times larger than
the naked Eye it will appear at the above"
said Distance (CXXVII ).
CoMPOUt^

Plate

XLV.
Fig . I.

(CXXVII ) 1. I shall here give a succinct Accou”
of every Sort of Microscope, with respect to their
ture and Theory . Microscopes are distinguifha^
into two Kinds , viz . Dioptric by Refraction , and &
toptric by Reflection ; and each of these is either Sins ’
as consisting of one Glass only, or Compounded of two 0
more.
2. A Single Microscope , of the Dioptric or
fracting Sort, is either a Lens or a Spherule. Thus
•
any Object a b be placed in the Focus c of a small
ACL, the Rays proceeding from thence will after Fa
fraction go parallel to the Eye at I, and produce distb ,
Vision ; and the Object will be magnified in the PI’°/
portion of six Inches to the focal Distance C c, ^
cording to the Example above.
f
3. Again ; if an Object a b be applied to the
c ofa Spherule A B, it will produce distinct Vision thej,
of by means of parallel Rays ( by Annotat. CXXV 1. Æ'
15.) and it will appear under an Angle equal to
and be magnified in Proportion of 6 Inches to the f°^,
Distance C c from the Centre . And here it is rcm^ ,
able, that if the focal Distance of the Lens and SpK
r*1A
rule be the same, the Object will be three times fs
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Compound
, especially
common Sort , Microscopes
the
are
constructed with
three
Glasses,
distant from

43

the Lens
than from the
C D the
Spherule, because
Semidiameter of the
Distance of the
Lens A B ; Sphere is § of C c, the
pj ate
viewed by a
consequently an Object
is
by a Sphere, Lens to a much greater
in
Advantage than p .
4- A Single regard to the Light , &c.
'
small concave Microscope of the
Catoptric
Mirrour
,
as ADB,
« b placed
Kind is a
F . In thatbefore it, nearer to the having the Object
Vertex
Cafe
the Speculum, the Image IM will be than its Focus
formed behind
very
large, erect,
been
Fig . 4and distinct,
’ Die toalready shewn. Such a
as has
view the Eye ;
Speculum is of
for
the Uvea or
admirable
Iris, the Pupil,being turned to the
sible Part of
Light,
the
the
Cornea, and all the
cations of the Tunica Albuginea, with the
vi¬
Blood- Vessels,
fine Ramifi¬
and
Part
Lachrymal
!; ,
of the
ll
and rendered are all by this
means greatly Glandula
curious
Subjects of our
<L
5- Also if
Sight. magnified,
** 1
the Object a b
tween
the
be
Centre
any wherebe- Fig . 5.
culum A B, then C and Focus F placed
of the
said
will
its
great Distance
Image IM be small Spe¬
from the Glass,
formed at a
bear any assign'
and may be
d Proportion
made to
the Object
to
the Object by
nearer to or
for common
placing
farther from the
the Object Objects the Room ought Focus F : But
to be dark,
more of thisextremely lucid , as a
or
when 1 come to
Candle , &c.
But
speak of the
croscope.
Solar Mi¬
6. The next
Sort of Single
dioptric one,
which performs its Microscope is a CataRefraction
Effect by
• the
I
Theory of which
Reflection and
give the
Reader as follows.
being
I shall
D BLH iscurious,
yi ater -> and
a Globule
m its Focus it was shewn that an
of Fig - 6.
A, would be
Object A a,
seen distinct
placed
refracted Rays
and magnified
by
dent we may ABLE See(
Art. 3. ). Now
consider
' tis evithe Ray B D
fracted Ray of
either as the re¬
AB , or the
jy Angle Q
reflected Ray of F
B F being
B, the
equal to the
Angle C B D ,
since
and

4
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Glasses, viz. the Object-Lens de, and
Eye - Glasses DE and G H . The Obje#

ab c

since in each Case the Ray B D is at D refracted id
D E parallel to the Axis G K , it follows, that disti< l6
Vision will be produced of an Object Fy placed in y'
Focus by Reflection F within the Drop, as the Obje
A a in its Focus A by Refraction without it.
7. In order to determine the focal Distance IF ^
Reflection from the Concave BI r, for converging RaF
D b, we have H K — 4 H C, or 4IC, (by Annot^
CXXV .) whence IK - 2 1 C, that is d- 2 r, in
Theorem—

— —/ in(

the fame Annotation
.)

because the reflecting Surface is here concave, and tb6

dr

Rays converging, the Theorem will become—f = ? rr~ —
r * —I

—5r

whence C F —\

r.

Also' £

i

has been shewn that AltrIC,
or CA — 2r; 3*1
thereforeC F : C A :: 4 : 2 :: 3 : 10 :: 1 : 3j .
^
8. And since the fame Object will appear as
larger at F than at A, as the Angle F Cf is greats
than AC a, or the Distance C A greater than C *’
it follows that an Object in a Globule of Water feel!
by Reflection is magnified 3s times more than it wow6
be in the Focus A by Refraction.
Suppose th^
C A — | of an Inch, then will C F — of an Inch>
and therefore, since 6 : jh 100
::
: 1, it appears tfra
the Diameter of an Object at the Focus F is seen
times larger than at the Distance of 6 Inches from ^
Eye .
,
9. In a Glass Globule, HK —3r,IK = i, 5 r— ^
the Theorem--

-

— *’ 5 —
1 — r — IF ;

■
— 2 d — r 4r —

s.

whef

c5

C F = | r. And
because I A — \ r, we have C ,
= 1 r consequently
;
, CA : C F | : I ::
that is, an Object is magnified 2 1times more
Focus F within, than at the Focus A without a
Glob6'

OP

T I G S,
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® c being placed at a little mote than the
0c al Distance from the Lens d e will
have
its
Pi L
Qj a(-e '
hence it appears, that equal Globes of
of J tand Water magnify by Reflection in Proportion
£^ 5__° 33j - Also because CF = | in Water , and
that OP W^en the same Globe is Glass, it appears
than i| e<^ S are magnified in the Water Globule more
Pronr,- en ^ een through the Glass Globule , in the
0P°rtion of 3 t - , °

Xo

A TV 1 T °

» or 2j to I.

c°nvex T'UoUBLE Microscope is composed of two Plate
The OKL !" ses’ V!'Zl an Object and an Ocular Lens . XLV.
from si
Lens is d f, placed a little farther distant Fig . '] cause tV,
6a
b, than its focal Distance cf ; beDifta, 611 lts Image A B will be form’d at the required
ImageCa n ^ ’ an^ as er : e C :: a b : A B. If this
t )‘stan

he view ’d by a Lens D F placed at its focal

^ ays vij rom will ^
appear distinct, because she
jj
thence go parallel to the Eye at I.
Unde" ^ ow the Object a b and the Image A B appear
df . ,-ieclUal Angles from the Vertex e of the Lens
’ r “at is. the Angle a e b — A eB . But the Angle
soide
"*wer which the Image is seen from the Vertex E of
the
x e Eye - Glass
DE
is BE
A = D IF
; therefore
u . « wvh6
LUC
l ITia
ge view’d by the Eye -Glass is to the Object view d
r7 the Object Lens , as the Angle BE A to the Ang e
T e K or as Ce to CE nearly . Suppose CE = i
nch, and C e 4 Inches , then will the Object be
^agnified 4 times in Diameter by the means of the Eyeafs D F ; but it is magnified by the Lens d f in ProP°rtion of 6 Inches to er , that is, if er - x Inch,
f mes
^
. Wherefore by both the Glasses the Diameer is magnified4 X 6 — 24 times.
X2. But in this Cafe of a single Eye -Glass, the
ymle Areacall
( ’d the Field of View) though larger than
so the Lens de alone, ' yet is not so large as it may be
sonder’d by the Addition of a second Eye -Glass, as
E ; for by the Lens D F alone the visible Area is
ec!Ual to the Aperture of the said Lens , because no
some of an Object or its Image can be seen than what

46

O ? t i c Si¬
lts Image form ’d at a greater Distance <$ ■
the other Side, and proportionably large,

Plate
XLV.
Fig . 8.

is contain ’d between the Rays D d and Fy paralle
to the Axis ; that is, the visible Part of the Image 15
df— D F , and is seen under the Angle DLF (I>hg
ing the Focus of the Lens D F , or LE = CE ) atf®
this is call’d the Optic Angle, or Angle of visible
nitude.
13. But this Angle is greatly increased by the A"'
dition of the Glass GK ; for let a K and b G be th®
Axes of two Pencils of Rays which come from the
treme Parts of the Object a and b, and falling divets'
ing upon the Lens G K are refracted by it towards
Point O in the Axis of the Glass produced. But if
their Passage they are intercepted by the Lens D F’
which refracts them to a Point I nearer the Lens th^
the Focus L ; and therefore the Angle D I F is greats
than the Angle DLF, and consequently a larger Fid®
of View is by this Means obtain ’d.
14. To find in what Proportion the Angle D I F
greater than DLF, we must consider e as a Radial
iPoint, whence the Pencil of Rays G e K diverges
the Lens G K ; then if H e = d, H a — r Radius
the double and equally convex Lens G K , we hAe
dr
’(
—- —y DO
—
the Focus after Refraction ; and >'
a—r
H E = f>, then y — p EO
—
— d — Distance for coss.
verging Rays K F and G D . And let r — RadM
of the double and equally convex Lens D F;
= f - EI =
Wherefore LE : IE :: *J
d -f r
y —p X r
dr ,
_yiArj ± .. j . y- p _
y — £ -f- r
y — p -\ - r

d —_ r
p . Tha do(s
dr
p r+
d— r
when the several Quantities d,r,p, r, are given, ^

4

'

Rs^

O

P T I C S.

as

a* M N ; which large Image is contract¬
ed into one ABC somewhat less, by the
lower
Ratio of the Angle D L F to that of the amplified
frgleD IF is given also.
.*5- For Example : let H e = d =
5 Inches , H e = r
:=3,S,i >= HE = 2,andr = EC = LE = i,5 ; then
U ’33 ; ...
- - - ir
therefore- v—
lll ?_ _ ^
~ o,86 = IE.

yrJ *+nTF ^O'lE : LE :: o,86 :

Therefore the Angle DLF - E ^ ' '
single EyeT5 - Therefore the visible
7
both the
Glass DF
will
be
to
the
amplified
Tenses
G
K
Area
7
and
w the
D
F
,
as
the
Square
ot
o,
Square of
ions, " *>5 that
;
is, as 0,739b to 2,2.5,
as
' o9b to 22500 ; which Augmentation in the Ratio ot
3 to x nearly is very considerable, and affords great Adantage and Pleasure in viewing Objects.
s tv . The magnifying Power of a Compound Microis thus computed : The Angle under which
irVa ab appears at the Distance of 6 Inches is the
to
bat under which it appears when seen through the Lens
df > asecto 6; wherefore the first Part of the comPbhndR atio of the magnifying Power will be
*7- Let H c be the focal Distance of the Lens G Is.,
‘sti the Radius H c describe the Arch c a, and draw
a ; this Will be the Axis of all the Rays which go
^ °m the point a to the Lens G K ; consequently, the
F ay « K will after Refraction be parallel to the Axis,
tbe Ray K O is parallel to <2H ; therefore the Image
^ ^he Object being in the Focus c of the Lens G L.*
^dlbefeen under the Angle KOH, which is equal to
me Angle a H c ; but it is seen from the Lens d f under
^.^ bgle aec. But the Angle a H
ec : c H,
Wherefore the second Part of the R
Ratio for magnifying
is that of ectorH,
or
c rl
Lastly ; let C be the Focus of the Lens D F,
With the Radius E C describe the Arch C ( then
;
wnl
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lower Eye - Glass D E ; and this Image !§
viewed by the Eye through the upper Eye' 1

Glass

will e E be the Axis of the Pencil of Rays proceediflS
from the Point eto the Lens D F , of which e F beislS
one, it will be refracted into F I parallel to e E ; a*1®
so the Angle F I E = C E e. But F I E is the Ang^
under which the Image is viewed through the Les'5
D F, which is to the Angle C O A as CO to C
Therefore the third and last Part of the Ratio for mag"

.. . • CO

mfyingis

19. If now we compound the several Parts of the Ra'
tio now found into one, it will make the Ratio 0
g -g - X
X — to 1. For Example , let e c = § al*
Inch , fH = 3I-, er — 2, CE = if ; then HE being
2, and HO — 11,66 , we have CO — 10,66 when
;
cS
the above Ratio in Numbers will be — — X

L5

3>5

——— 4.0,87 . Therefore the Diameter of any Obje$
?’ 5 .
is magnified near 41 times by such a Compound M1
erofcope.
20. If this Calculation be enquired into , we shall fib®
that the Glass G K diminishes the magnifying PoWeP
which is greater by the Eye-Glass D F alone, and motf
distinct . Thus in Fig . II . of the large Plate XLVI*
the lower Glass D E were taken away, the Rays wouy
go on and be united in a Focus at the Points M , P, Tv
and there form an Image of the Length MN ; but bf
replacing the Glass D E we shall have the large Im^4e
M N contracted into a lesser m n. Now
this larg^
Image M N may be considered as formed by the L f’bs
D E at a negative Focus from an Object m n, wl >0q
Distance F B is less than the focal Distance of the
Lens : All which is easy to understand from the for6"
going Theory of Dioptrics.

Optics
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Glass GHj
le

where it also
distinctly views
Micrometer
op q> pasting
over a nute
mi¬

anHxt ^ ow "
nMN
hf :f ? •, and
Ob"
5
^
: m n F:: P : F drawing M F
^ Jyl and its ave
B, because the
fcire- 6 cfrom t^leImage do in every Cafe subtend
the same
Since F P Vertex
of the Lens , as
is given,
so also is F B, was {hewn
betn°a Theorem
from the com~ -s —— f for
a double and
d—r
equally
C° nvex Lens
; or
d —2 -r = f, for a planoconvex
one. 1*?° r r
, „
iince the
.
Focus / is
.
negative,
or 'Sr
- ——m
FP 5therefore
dr~ — df -f - rf .\
and fy dr -f’/ ; therefore
=
£—
and—
52113T^^an°
tijg ?’ It is Convex.
evident from the
be ? r§c Image
Scheme, that no
MN , or of the
more of
c°nt^ We^
trough t^ie Fye - contracted one m yi can
q ^ aiIle
GJass
d between
HG , than what
and
aud
that therefore
the
is
a much
..
perpendicular
o Lines
FlFjectcan
can be
. Part
greater
H. Cof and
be fseen
een in.the Image
the
r-«,, than
tha in the o.e(j
t-omits
^ ■N , which is
Image
y,y
"‘■'-acted
wholly owing to its
by
^ ^ rgc Lens
being
'
.
D E/and this'
is all the
2Z. The next
Reason
Sort of
Microscope I so»U
? ^ a
J * * ® P*ate/
Catadioptric one, i. e■
lts Effects
Inch an on
by Reflection
it is
constructed with a small and Refractionjointly,
Object Speculum f e ^ Fig
. Yfocus is at F v and
d,
^
it
Object abbe placed has been sliewn,
a little farther
that
tW the Focus/ ,
from the S^p 1lum
where
will
be
thereof A B ; which
formed a lar
Image will be
Froportionto the Object
mver e ,
as the
"-c <
tance
■e,, as when
re
Distance C e
an
Object Lens was uie
Vol . III.
.
p art

d,
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nute Part of the Image in measuring
But what is farther necessary in the Theory
and
24. Part of this Image is viewed by an Eye-Glaft
F D , which is or ought to be a Meniscus, as here re'
presented ; because the Image being formed by Reflec¬
tion , it will be more perfect, and admit of a deepes
Charge in the Eye-Glass D F ; and those of the Mt'
niscus Form are best for this Purpose, because the
Errors
of the Rays, and consequently the Confusion caused
thereby, in the Refraction made at the convex Surface,
are in a great measure rectified by the contrary Refraction
at the concave Surface, as is easy to understand froi*1
what has been said of refracted Light , Annot. CXVII.
Plate
25. Another Sort of Catoptric or Resetting Micro¬
XLV.
scope is constructed with two Speculums, abed an a
Fig. io. ABCD, with a central Hole in each. The large Spe¬
culum is concave, the other convex, and both of equal
Sphericity. They have their Focus at one Inch Dip
tance, and placed at the Distance of if Inch from each
other, that so an Object . O P Q_, being placed a littl0
before the small Speculum, might be nearer to the large
one than its Centre E.
26 . This being the Cafe, the Rays, PA , PD , whic^
flow from the Point P to the Speculum A D , will be
reflected towards a Focus p, where an Image op q wou"
be formed, if the Rays were not intercepted by the ed 1'
vex Speculum a b ; and the Point p being nearer tha"
its Focus f, the Rays A a, D d, which tend towards
will be reflected to a Focus P , where the last Im»gs
O P will
be formed, to be viewed by the Eye-Gl^
G , transmitting parallel Rays to the Eye at I.
, 27. The Power of magnifying in this Microscope 19
thus estimated, (i ;) The Object OP seen from th0
Vertex V of the Speculum AD is to the fame seen at
the Distance of 6 Inches from the naked Eye as 6 ^
V P, or as ^ L . (2.) The first Image op 7, ( to be con¬
sidered'now as a virtual Objett) seen from the Vertex ^
f

Optics.
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Structure of these Microscopes may be
nc* in my Micrographia Nova , together
with
^leirrour
^

A D , is to the fame seen from the Verv of the Mirrour a d as vp to V s, or as
r, \ T
vp
of ^ a.;^y» the Image OP
seen from the Vertex v
e speculum a d, is to the fame seen through the
ye~GlassG, as G P to P v, or as-^ -g. Where the
VTX

^

magnifying Power is asA X ~ X Jflfl to I.
a8 ^ mrivanec we owe to Dr. Smith of Cambridge.
stru^'j “ ut a better .Form and easier Method of conMir ® a Catoptric Microscope, with two reflecting
CafJ^2^ ’
that which follows. ABCDEF is a Plate
CaVe(
? r Tube , in one End of which is placed a con- XL VII.
the p Pecu lutn G H, with a Hole I K in the Middle;
s0 ent re of this Speculum is at c, and its Focus at O, Fig. io.
plac^ ^ O — Oc . At the open End of theTube is
oy^ .a^fniall convex Speculum d e f, on a Foot e f,
lar ;rWsll
s ^ >t is moveable nearer to or farther from the
■sgej
.O
2rP ‘ ^ ulum , GH , as Occasion

requires,

of
Y now sn Object a b be posited in the Centre c
fot> icd arge Speculum, the Image thereof a b will be
ati(]
m the lame Place, as has been shewn already;
a Mi 5Consideration is all the Reason of this Form of
as ari(
si 'sope; for, if now we look upon the Image ab
socijs
. nearer to the convex Speculum d f than its
therefi t*SP^dn a larger Image AB will be formed
Cee din^ V'he
^ Foeus <7 ; or tbat Rays cQ, cH , proteflefA Y°m aily Point c in the Object ab, will be
cul ar hack
upon themselves, as being perpenditvi th o the Speculum; but the refracted
'Rays meeting
°n, the convex Surface of the Spethep *> will ( as they tend to a Point r, nearer than
i
° CUs f) be reflected to a Focus C, which is found
y the Theorem
(Jnnot. CXXV ).
rfl -id

J

E 2

3° ' For

Op
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with a large Account of all Kinds of Mi¬
croscopic Objects, and a Description of the
Solar
and d — eC ,- and since
rf
Thus if 1^6
we have -— — —

30. For in this Cafef -^
dr ~ rf
put
e
J

Ar

id

f,

the Radius of the small

=/ =
1, and let e c v,8
Jr
5

ec,

Speculum r — 2 Inches ,
; then —
—2/

the

11

' "" h
2—

=r 4 Inches = eC; and a b : vfB :: 0,8 : 4
0,4
1 : 5, or the Image A B will be 5 times longer thai1
the Object ab . This Image AB is viewed by the Me"
niscus Eye -Glass L M , whence ’tis easy to observe that
this Form of a Microscope is, the fame with that in As'
tide 23 , 24. only there is but one Reflection, and W e
is two ; and there a small Concave was used, but hefe
a, Convex ; because by this means the Instrument j3
shorter by twice the focal Distance e/nearly , which lS
■very considerable, as being f Part of the whole.
31. I shall shew in the next Annotation how both the*
Microscopes may be had very conveniently in the r®'
fiecting Telescope, and conclude this with an Accoufl1
of the Nature and Use of the Micrometer for measuri*1!?
the smallest Parts of natural Bodies ; and here I IN"
not take Notice of the several uncertain conjectural
thods described by others, but only such as I use in tirf.
own Microscopes, which is strictly Mechanical, af*“
gives the Measurement absolutely.
consists of a graduated ed'
Plate
32. The Micrometer
XLVI.
0, and its Index q r. T^
q
Screw
a
of
,
X
cular Plate
Fig . 1,2. Threads of the Screw are such-, that 50 make the Lengw
of one Inch exactly. When it is to be used, the Poi**t
0 is set to the Side of the Part to be measured, and th e,J
the Index is turned about with the Finger , till the
perceives the Point has just palled over the Diameter ot
the Part ; then the Number of Turns , and Parts of ?
, will give tl*6
Turn, shewn by the graduated Circle
Dimension
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Solar Microscope, Yet , that the
Reader may
We an Idea of the two new Forms
of Mi¬
croscopes described in that Book, I
have
We annexed the Plates , viz. of the
Pocket
and Universal
Microscope
respectively.
The Telescope
is of two Sorts, viz.
dioptric, or Refracting -, or Cata Dioptric , pi ate
by Reflection and Refraction
conjointly . A XLVIII.
refraCHng telescope consists of an
Object- lg'
Glass x z, by which the
Imageof
an
Object
tensions

in Parts of an Inch , as I shall
Ihew by the
owing Example.

33’ Suppose it required to
the Diameter of
11human Hair, and I observe measure
the
"ce round while the Point passesoIndex is turned just
over it. Then ’us
i m the Diameter of the Hair in the
Image is -,’s of an
lcb- Now if the Microscope
magnifies 6 times, or
the Imao-e 6 times larger in
than the
jctW , then is' the Diameter of the Diameter
Hair itself but i of
■
?c>, that iSbut Tis Part of an Inch.
j 34- Also it is to be observed,
that as there are ten
r§e Divisions, and twenty small
fter Plate, so each of those smallones, on the Micron
Divisions are the y5
J -M or the TC
’55 Part of an Inch . Therefore ,
if in
/yssuring any Part of an Object , you
observe
how
nany 0f these smaller jj lV islonS are pafs’d
over by the
r 1you
will have so many looodth Parts of an
Inch
r the Measure required. All
which
is
so
plain,
that
°tiing can be said to illustrate the Matter,
j . 35- In Plate XLVIII . I
given a Print of the
_Vrm of my New Pocket have
- Microscope furnished
'th the Micrometer
above described. This Micro¬
soft is of'the most simple Structure ,
most easy and exhitb^l° Us ^or and
comes at the least Price of any
herto invented of the compound
Sort.
E 3
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Object OB , at a Distance, is formed in the
Focus e of the said Glass, and in an in*
‘verted Position. This
Image may be view’d
by a single Lens a h, placed at its Focal
Distance, as is usually done for viewing
the heavenly Bodies, because in them
regard not the Position : But for viewing
Objects near us, whose Image we would
have erect, we must for that Purpose add
a second Lens p y, at double its Focal Dif*
tance from the other , that the Rays which
come from a b may cross each other in th6
Focus O, in order to erect the Image g
which it will form in its own Focus my be¬
cause the Rays come parallel from the first
Lens ab. Lastly , a third Lens ic is added,
to view that secondary Image gn. Thest
three Lenses, or Eye - Glasses, are usually of
the same Size and Focal Length ; and the
Power of magnifying is always as the Fo*
cal Length of the Object- Glass e w divided bj
the Focal Length of the Eye- Glass 1 m or he.
For instance ; Suppose e w = . io Feet os
120 Inches , and h e or I m = Z Inches ; then
will the Length of the Object appear to
the Eye through such a Telescope 4 °
times larger than to the naked Eye ; and
it? Surface will be magnified 1600 times,
and
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*ncl its

Bulk or Solidity

(cxxvm)

55
64000

times.
If

tzion
l 'F' ^ Nature and Structure of a comevide re *s a<^’ng Telescope is above described, and is so
re]at; rit om the Figure , that I so all fay nothing farther
soe 1° ^ t0 * tS Compo ' tion , but soall proceed to soew
from1?/361
^6^’ 011 t^1‘s Telescope , and that it arises
Hotsr le different Refrangibility of common Light , and
d ans the
spherical Figure of the Glass, as the Optitberesbef° re ^ ir Vaac Newton’ s Time

imagined , and

by • °n' P^ pofed to bring them to greater Perfection
Q]aflT°duc ing the Method of grinding and polishing
Aliens ° ^" t^e Figure of one or other of the Conic
IViy ut this great Philosopher soon soewed them their
figure e’- by P rov‘ng that the Error arising from the
that 0t t^e Olass was many hundred times less than
Of the Proceeded
from the unequal Refrangibility
sid era, | ys>and was so small as to be
altogether inconand this he did by an elegant
Method in his
ii\rJ 0nes Optius, which I soall here translate from that
^ ' rable fiopk.
C Z 7s et: N B M be a spherical Surface, C the Centre, Plate
kayS a Semidiameter or Axis parallel to the incident XLVII.
fra(£f ’| FT an incident Ray , and NK the fame re- Fig , iICj
cutting the Axis CB produced in the Point
the ft
■ F he the Solar or principal Focus , where
Axis
meet the Axis which are infinitely near to the
4.. T r CF rr °r K F is now to be determined.
1^ q et1™ the Perpendiculars C E upon N K , and
G * .Upo" CK > and call C B zza , GB = *, and CK
_ 1 ar,h from the Nature of the Circle we have N G 1

K1—
q -(th*
?Tl2a
4- 2x—
xzxx—2, a zto which 2add
x 4G
- a1,
and
5- Now since N G : CE :: I : R , » f . h ,
^ Incidence to the Sine of Refraction ; and decanist
similar Triangles C E K and N G K , it is N G : ^ *
^
• CKaLR;
therefore T : R * == (N K *jCJM
* + 2 x z — 2 a %+
a E -4: 1? and 1 » —

ae
^
^

G P T J c s.
If instead of a convex Eye - Glass we should

use a concave one of the same Focal Length*
it
2 xz —z az j - - æ1 X R 7, and by Reduction zz^
2azR z—2 ^ zR !—
* 7R 7 R
.
7 a —R 7*
; and (putting- R 7—P
R 7—
I
R 7a 7
2 zs: s, we have z
R 7—P -, and z7— 2 sz ^z
R 7—1: , and

com

pleating the Square, z7— 2 s zp-

R 2 Æ 2,

s s = s s-— ^ z and ;

extracting the Root, z = s 4 *

V/ r r — R 2 Æjp whence by Substitution we have) z ^
R 7 a — R 7x st- R \ / I 2az—
2R 7ctx-f-R 7x7
R 7—:p
“
6. And, reducing the radical Part to an infinite Se'
R7
Ra
Rr
R' P
ries, we have z:
R—I 1R—P 2p a tX ' H.
Ra
Now when x ~
z—
:CF; whenc®
R—I
R7x . Rw 7
C F— CK = KF = •, tfc. which >s
IR — I 7 2l
'
-«
the Value of the Error required.
R 7* „
7. Hence when B G or x is exceeding small, —p
“ KF nearly, because in that Case the other Terms*
where the ascending Powers of x are found, becorn0
extremely small, and nothing in regard to the first Terl»
where x is single.
R 7/
8. Again ; putting N G —y, we have-zlRa — zl 1*
= KF nearly ; for NG 7—
BG
X B C 4- C G = B
X 2 B C nearly, ( from the Elements) that is, y7 — 2 #*
f
c
nearly, or ^ - ~ x. If
then for x in the Equation
th®
1
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it would
represent the Obiect erect,
equally
Magnified, and
more distinct and bright J
v*
substitute its V alue
-—, it
equation above in
gives the
this.
•p 9- Hence
2a
also it
_ . .
follows,
as the
Sagitta or versed that the Ei ror K F is
ote*
alSine G B, or
Semichord N G .
the
S.
. 1° . If the
quare
„ . .
Ray A N K be
,
L)
given in
other
*he any
Position, and a n
oth«r Sideparallel
Ray
nearer to the
' utt*ngthe j os which let
n k be the Axis, and on
Axis in k, and
refracted Part
the refracted
from Q draw O
a
RayN K in Q*
* l11 the Line
perpendicular to the
K 0 become
“m->when
greatest of all,Axis : Then
the
or a ManRay
a
n is about
e Ray A N
half the
from the Axis.
Distance of
n ^_ _ _-rorv,. draw
. _ r nn gg; perpendicular to
,
perpciiw
~ f .and
^- .. KFv the Axis, an
C7 !,)
x?
=
rt ’ 9s
.
G we have
ii i F . ... pn
aave NK G~f,
f :
K F —£ ; andorsince,
1 n»
: and
w : f, . v 2h
!
::
and
K_ _ F : IFvt
.
Tr TP
since,
,
or
kF, therefore
hZZ K , A - /
: ■
Kb
h tzr
byy. hw
2
last Article we

n. Moreover,
G K :GN
:: K e :
Qj >
wherefore
Alsogn : GK ( =
g i nearly) ::
therefore ^ o -p K o y s ,
^ ~ T *
vv
; and
dividing by v y,
and reducing
the
-hw
ctuation, we have
i —^
13. Now to
determine r a
Maximum,
Fluxion = 0,
must
y._ hhiF y1 —we
%bv
<u make
that is, §. —
_ n.
yy ,
whence we get b
i y — ■y
et that is ,
. b 'vv
by ~ * h *’
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but the Disadvantage of this Glass is, thaf
it admits of but a small Area^ or Field oj
Vie'®)
or 2 v — yA or 2 n g — N G , when s or K o is greats
of all.
| of K F ; for if in the Equation

expressing the Valu®

15 . Also because CF — CB r BF n GK nearly*

thereforeG K -

— a - —Whence

GK(= R=h) :GN (*■
*)

sine®

= ?KF*

8IR a
16 . If the Arch B M be taken equal to the Arch
B N , and B ® = B «, and Rays incident on M and ^
are refracted intersecting each other in the Point P , the sl
’tis evident P Q _= 2 Q 0

41A*f "a*
T

; and it is also plait 1;

that all the Rays which fall on the Curve between Is1
and M are so refracted as to pass through the Space P CL*
and that the said circular Space P Q _is the least possible
in which all the Rays can be congregated ; and ther e'
fore that this Space is the Focus or Place of the Imag®
of an Object , which fends parallel Rays upon the whol®
Surface of the Lens N B M.
17, For no Rays can be refracted without this Space*
because since Q_o is in a given Ratio to K 0, it will b®
at the fame time a Maximum, with it ; and therefore th®
Point Q ^is the most remote from the Axis , in which
any of those refracted towards F , can possibly interfe ®"
the external Ray N K . Neither can they be refract ®®
into a less Space , because the Rays M K , N K , cut th®
external Rays nk and m k in the Points P and Q , hf
which the Space P Q _is terminated.
18 . If the Radius of the Circle (or Lens ) NBM ^
constant , the lateral Error P Q _ will be as y\ or ®5

o P T I C S.
Z(?TO
> and therefore not to be used when
e Wou ld see much of an Object, or take
in
tlf
'
if tu,U^e Breadth
of the Aperture N M . Also,
Brror p PENure of the Lens remain the fame, the said
th erpf
be reciprocally as a a, or as C B% and
katio° se -rSsince
C B and B F are in a given
no,- 1- v® ut if neither the Magnitude of the Circle
the Aperture be constant, the Error P Q_will
be as r_ N
M3
or
as is evident from its Value

4 L g-' Wherein the Part

foi-e „ .
jg ted
^^

We a '

.

- is constant, and there-

4 I1
Thus far Sir Isaac.

n asi that has been said in the preceding Articles,
the Q ° Usl derstand Sir Isaac’s Design is to shew what

it va'r^antity of the Error is, and in what Proportion
Gl ass s> that arises from the circular Figure
of the
or fart? J ‘n refracting the fame Ray as it is nearer to
der(j.a her from the Axis. And therefore we are to unal) Qj-n^ that the Rays here meant are
or
a diff ■ frme Sort, and which admit ofhomogeneal,
no Error from
20^ ^ Refrangibility,
frouj‘,^ Cnce we are able to compare the Errors arising
thesDy. 6.different Refrangibility of the Rays, and from
^me* enCa^ ^ iS ure of the Glass ( supposing it a Pianobcorjfd as J,1 commonly is) in a Telescope of any given
Iq0 p ‘ f or Example ; In a refracting Telescope of
t) jy*1Length , that is, where BF — 2 BC — 2 a —
crz 7- frtneter of the Sphere — 1200 Inches , y — N G
Th en C,
. e.s>an<*iet I : R :: 20 : 31 out of Glass into Air,
Will the Expression for the lateral Error from the
'^ te of the Glass be His - _
3* X 3* X
.
, 41
-tf1 4X20X20X600X600
• 72°ooooo “ rts of an loch , the Diameter of the
' lrJj lar SPace P Q.
site pffsie Diameter of the little Circle through
which
ys are scatter’d by unequal Refrangibility is about
the
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In Agreat Scope ; but it is used to great
vantage in viewing the Planets and their
Satellites

Plate
XLVII.
Fig . 2.

the 55th Part of the Breadth of the Aperture of th®
Object -Glass (as we have already shewn) that is,
A
the present Case, a 55th Part of 4 Inches , or^ '
Wherefore the Error arising from the spherical Fig ufS
of the Glass is to that arising from the different Refrain
gibility of the Rays as - —-— to — that is, as X*°
&
J
J 72000000
55
5449 ; and therefore being in comparison so very final"
deserves not to be considered in the Theory of Tel ®*
scopes.
22. Let us now fee, according to Sir Isaac's Method
what the Value of his lateral Error P Q_is in the Rays r®”
flected from a spherical Surface, where every Part is d®'
noted, by the same Letters as before ; only now the te'
fracted Ray N K is the reflected Ray : And here alsoN G
z=ciax — xx, and G K z c=. {a •— z — x%~z ) a .
2 ax — 2 az f- -x1f - 2 z xf- - %2:, as before, (Article4y
therefore NG * -j- GK 2 = : NK I — a 1— %a %^
2 a .z + zz = zz because N K = C K , from tb®
Law of Refection, Whence ar = %a z 2— x z,
therefore z CK
— -— - — - =
; butCF = 1 «, ther ®*
2 a — 2x

fore CK -

CF

- z’

= FK =

2 a

2 *

a—
a *X 2
- .
r ■
23. Hence, when x is indefinitely small,

.

= I * = | GB nearly ; and becauseyy 2— a x neatlp
{tee Article 8 .) therefore I- F= § * ==
K : and
Aa

it appears, that the Error K F is always as a or
versed Sine G B, or as y\ or Square of the Sin®oI
Semi-Aperture NG,
?4. Ag a^’
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Satellites
, Saturn’s Ring,
’Jupiters Belts^Scc.
This is called the
Galilean telescope, to®
Galileo*
, 24; Again ; every
thing- in Art. io , it, 12
, 13, and
p 13 the fame here
as there ; and so K
a
—| K F =
X6« And because
G K is nearly equal
BF = §
^efore
::
. ylGK : GN Ks
: Q.« ; that is, f «
yu
' 8 « « ~ Q-s ;
consequently , lQ . « — P Q _:=
z

4 «a*

E.. /

fleas’ ^l ence if we put
fractirf e ^ ere’ N B ar BC = Radius of the reM , we sltall have
» Surface or Lens,
Q_ in the re" ' ' to P Qjn the Preflecting
R‘1
. SurR
face or Mirrour , as .^
- y— to ■
or
(if
«
—
a) as j.
to j ,
’ 4I 1 a
ticfjJ. ^ at is, as 2,4 to a 43a
1 j so that the Error
fieff 1S near twice and a
by
half greater than that Refrachot^ J When the
by Re~
Radius of the Sphere is
the same in
and^ i 'he
Medium be given, or the
a f° the Aperture
Ratio of I to R,
N M = 2 y ; then
t r the Error by
heftect;,
■iion;s to that by
Hence,
Refraction as — to
stncejf .,
aa
a res 1focal
aa
,
of a reflecting
j acting one Distance
Telescope
be equal, we
and
have " - * * a. therefore
ITT to as
Tb t0 l ’ [t appearS
thatthe
the Refractor is to
that of the Reflector En0r P Q' lst
9 27. Again ; it
appears, that in the
^ '■he Refractor, the
Reflector, as well
Error is
1'onalto
or the Cube of (caterts partbtu) p P
the Aperture ot the
Ub
Ject' Meta\ NBM .
28. Lastly, we
a
.
Tls
e
observe in the
lf Radius
_ '
CB = «, and Semi-refracung
Aperture Nb - J,
be given, the Error
P Qwill be as
Hence, if the
1 Lens
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Galileo, the Inventor , and is the first Sort oi
Telescope ever made.
Th£
Lens

be

Fig- 3-

Fig . 4.

* 31

20 X 20
R * _

4X4

2,4 j and

16

- 1,777“
Water , we have I*
- 9
.3X3
Therefore the Error by Refraction in a Glafs-Lens lS
to that in a Water -Lens (cœteris paribus) as 2,4 t0
. ,
1,777, or as 4 to 3 nearly.
29. Before Sir Isaac Newton, all Opticians imagin ea
the Indistinctness or Imperfection of Telescopes W99
owing wholly to the Figure of the Glass or Lens j
which put them upon introducing the Figures of the
Conic Sessions, because , being acquainted with the R9'
tios of Incidence and Refraction, they could find bf
Geometry that an Aberration of Rays from the princi' '
pal Focus F would be occasioned by the Curvature
the Glass, and that was always less of course as th*
Curvature was less; and that therefore ifNBD , EBF>
OBP, and QB R represent the curved Surface of 3
Circle, an Ellipsis, a Parabola, and an Hyperbola, whoij
common Focus is C , his plain, if a parallel Ray As*
be incident on each of these Curves in the Points N , ^
b, c, the Aberration or Error caused in the Ray by Re'
fraction in each will be as the Curvature is less, or 95
the Radius of Curvature in the Points N , a, b, c, iK
creases; and it has been shewn to be as the Square 0
that Radius inversely. ( See Art. 18 and 26.) Con ie'
quently , since the Aperture and principal Focus is th®
fame in all those Lenses, the Errors of the Rays vd'
be lessened in each of them respectively.
30. But if the Imperfection of the refracting
scope had been owing only to the spherical Figure 0
the Glass, Sir Isaac Newton proposeda Remedy withe 11*'
Recourse to the Conic Sections, which was by compost 11!’
the Object - Glass of two Meniscus-Glasses, with Ws te(
between them. Thus let AD FC represent the
ject -Glafs composed of two Glasses ABED and Bjr
F C, alike convex on the Outsides A G D and C B Fj

the Lens

Plate
XLVII.

Glass, we have
be

SfW
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^HE Cata- dioptric or Refledllng'Telescope
most noble and useful of all others tm
the

$ al>ke concave on the Insides B M E , B N E , with
vater in the Cavity BMEN.
0up ‘ ^ ow tet the Sines of Incidence and Refraction
°fptass into Air be as I to R , and out of Water
Will as K to R ; then out of Glass into Water they
iw ' as 1 w K , {Annot. CXVII . ) ' And let the Diagro^r of the Sphere to which the convex Sides are
the ^
D , and the Diameter of the Sphere to which
of
are ground be to D as the Cube Root
^ ^ X K to the Cube Root of K — I X R.
\viij? l he Refractions on the concave Sides of the Glasses
0^ ^ e very much corrected by the Errors of Refractions
ri Ca
i e c°nvex Sides, so far as they arise from the Sphe-^ e^of the Figure.
V '
since those compound Lenses of Glass and
haye r are with Trouble and Difficulty made, Opticians
aPP^'ed themselves to invent the best Figure of
tj0 es for this Purpose, that is, such that the Refracthe second Surface might correct the Errors of
of th ctl °n at the first Surface (arising from the Fig ure
ij u eQ'lafs only) as much as possible: And the famous
soll/^ f*ae given us a Theorem by which he proves the
°Wl ng Particulars.
Plane
when parallel Rays fall upon the
Abe rr^’ e of a plano-convex Lens, the (longitudinal)
and; ali‘ 0nf° the extreme Ray is ®of the Thickness,
1aisCU
g
than the like Aberration caused by any Medent^ Olafs whose concave Side is exposed to the inci^Iton the said Glasses have their convs tr *>es turned to the incident Rays, the Aberration
WTxtreme
Ray in the Plano-Convex is \ of its
lVl etl-snel®
5 and is less than the like Aberration of any
niscus in this Position.
^adin ™rdlyiT " hat a double convex Glass, whose
so that °^ t he first Surface, on which the Rays fall, is
of the Second Surface as %to 5, is just as good
as
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the Mechanism whereof is as follows : A $
EH is the large Tube or Body of the III"
strumenb
as the Plano-Convex in its best Position, the Error be'
ing in both £ of their common Thickness.
36. Fourthly, When the Radii of a Double Conve^
are equal, the Aberration is J of the Thickness ; an®
therefore such a Lens is not so good as a Plano-Conve*
of the fame Thickness in its best Position.
37. Fifthly, But if the Radius of the first Surface be
to that of the second as 1 to 6, it is then the best Gly 5
of all, its Aberration then being the least possible,
of its Thickness . But if this best Glass be turHe^
with its other Side to the Rays, the Aberration will be
and therefore becomes much worse than before42
38. Sixthly, When a Plano-Concave has its pLff
Side turned towards parallel Rays, the Aberration 0
the extreme Ray is also§ of the Thickness ; and
Concave likewi'^
inverted it is only | . In a Double Surfaces
are as I
whose Radii of the first and second
ab°v
6, the Aberration is the least possible, viz. as
.j
in the like Convex .
’
oug1
Spectacles
common
of
Glasses
the
Hence
39.
to have the Figure of the Convex in Art. 37 , and th0*
Hand- Glasses which short-sighted People use ought
be such Concaves as are last mention ’d.
40 . In all the abovementioned Glasses the fame Ape j
^
ture , Thickness , and focal Distance is supposed, as>
arising
Figure
the
but
nothing
in
differ
they
that
the various Magnitude and Position of their Radii r
spectively. But after all, since, as we have strewn, 1^
Aberration caused by the Figure bears so small a Pr
portion to that by the different Refrangibility of
the Perfection of refracting Telescopes becomes de>?^
rate, and can only admit of Improvement by incr®*1
^
ing their Length .
*^
com®
of
became
Telescopes
long
41. From hence
Use ; and so great were the Improvements of this S° ’
that for vsowing the celestial Bodies the Tube of
Tel esifff

Optics,

foument , in which B E is a large reflecting
^irrour , with a Hole in the Middle G D.
This
Telest

DyE C0P^ Was thrown aside, and a Method
invented
aU(j uSen ius ot managing them with much
greater
0b .°la greater Length . For he contrived to fixEase,
the
dirgxih'Glass upon the Top of a long upright
Pole, and
Sim » . lts Axis towards any ' Object by means
of a
be]0 Ine c°ming down from the Glass to the EyeGlass
Tp„w; In this Manner were Telescopes made
to the
enSth os 123 Feet.
Wig2' These*'■' were called
Alt 's int Telescopes,
Aerial
J. CtCjtV£/CJ) S?. being used
•*7'' llKf* in oLdJJCU
Ho rV *\ )1rrV
*f • Tor t hf*TTff*
Cif n J u he
is n ' a Tube
in a dark
Night ; for the
Use of a Tube
Pari; only to direct the Glasses, but also to
the
forifk
• .
where the Images of Objects are make
formed ;
ougbj.1 olesoopes, as well as in the Camera Obscura,
tyG to have no other Light come to the Eye we
than
^ r°ad' r0Cee^ S br0:n the Pictures made of the
Objects
scQ
t ^' In order to understand in what Proportion
m
are to be lengthened , so that they shall Telcmagnify
str-T proposed Degree with the same
Distinctness and
os the Object , we are to consider, that the
7%a m,slness of Vision consists in this, that the
sensible
ImQ*°f a head Point in the Qbje£t is:noi a Point
in ike
I^oint’ ^ut a cl rcular Area -, and that two
contiguous
Itu aas *n the
Object make two of those Areas in the
those'e’ whose Centres are contiguous ; and therefore
aS v
t>th er tv£° Areas are mixed almost entirely
with each
Objek . Representation of the said two Points in
the
4 . 's not distinct but confused.
other p - fIslce tb*S 1S
Cafe with respect to every
°‘ nt in the Object , ’tis
evident there will be a
ost|le res° so many Points of an Object in every
vs c°nfufed Picture , as there are Points in the Point
Circle
Abe rj.eiTa^ on} since the Centre
of any one Circle of
rat ion atl °u Will
> covered by all
Circles of AbersirstT w hofe Centres fall within other
' the Perimeter of the
sucu^ onod Circle ; or, in other Words ,
will
Vn a Number of Points in the Object theye
mixed in
V°L III .
F
any

&6
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TKis Mirrour receives the Rays ac , b 4
coming from the Object at a Distance , al^
refle# ?
any one Point in the confused Image, as is proportion3*
to the Area of the Circle of Aberration.
45 . Hence, since this confused Representation of
veral Points in one is impressed on the Retina by ^
Eye -GIafs, and from thence conveyed to the Comrn0!1
Sensory, it appears that the IndiJlinClncfs of an ObjeA !>
as the Area of a Circle of Aberration in the Focus of^
Telescope
, or as the Square of its Diameter.
46 . To illustrate this Matter , let A be a given Poinb
Plate
XI A- II B C an Object -Glass of a Telescope, B C A a Pen cl
of Rays
from the Point upon the Glass ; es^
Fig, 5. Ray , ABcoming
, AC , will be so refracted through the Le* 15!
as that the most refrangible Part of each will meet s**^
intersect each other in the Point F in the Axis , the rA3'1
refrangible Part will go to c, and the least refrangi^ e
Part will meet and intersect the most refrangible
each Side in the Points D and E ; therefore DE '*'j
be the Diameter of the confused Image or Circle 0
Aberrations a D b E , and c its Centre.
47 . Let H I be the Eye -Glass, and G its Cent*’®'
then will the Angle DGE be that under which w
, Circle of Aberrations is seen at the Eye-Glass, and eojr
sequently at the Eye, ( as we have strewn already).
this Angle is as the Subtense D E directly, and as £
ph.

Perpendicular G e inversely, that is, D G E is as
for it increases as D E increases while G c remains

fame, and as G c decreases while DE is conssa*
1^,’
wherefore, since D E is always as the Angle D 6 3>
’
DE
DE 1 . „
we have D E
and Ib D
ButD 1

G *’ ..

’ Gct

is as the Area of the Circle of
Aberration-, and th er. {
fore as the Indistinctness of Vision ; consequently, f j
apparent Indistinctness of a given Object will b®*
D sip
Gl r *

P T I C So

^flects them converging to its Focus e,
■^ here they cross each other; aiid form the
inverted
tj ' ^ beresofe tKe Distinctness of Vision will be
as
33l?i 5 or, because DE - A C B the Diameter of
the
A
t^ie Object - Glass, therefore D E 2- will be
; and so the Distinctness of a given Object
w/11
af s be as
, that is, as the Square of the fled
ihfry ™ the Eye- Glass directly, and a' s the Square of
. laf eter or Area of the Aperture inversely.
, 9* tf then in any one refracting Telescope the
Dif^ ness of an Object be represented by

arid in.

Z other Telescope of the same Sort by -£Tql ihen
G
G ct
BQp=:
we have B C 1 X O c —

if

and therefore BC : SC ::

f' G
'■ c\ soft is, two refracting
%af Anally distinct, when the Diarmters of th !
il ^ hfa - GlaJfes are as the focal Distances of
; 50 ? i ri restecting Telescopes theDiameter

the

of tKe

by

Circle

^Aberrations wasPQ .tr -^ p = gso ( suPPosinS D —
4 *Diameter
of the Sphere ; fee Article 24.) whence
^
g . Let F i focal Distariceof the Eye - Glast,
D 4p
^en the Indistinctness
of Vision will he ds

q * ^
»■(

^ 47.1
“ D ^ XT
* fame
,
Si .' Therefore
. another
if 7the
^ Tel °Parts- in
ft
°Pe of this Sort be represented by ^ -V.
FD* X F\ ;

F st

and

O p t i 0 8.
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inverted Image IM . xy is a small concT
■Mirrour, whose Focus is at f t at a
Distal1,c<
and since the Distinctness

in each

will be as

D *P

D ^F%
then if we suppose the Object seen equally
tinct

in

both , we shall have D +P x X y15 D * F

ZI.z

. th’1
D x ' D .' /
is, Resecting Telescopes Jhew an Object equally dif ^p
when the focal Distances of the Eye- Glaffes are aS.u
Cubes of the Diameters of the large Specula or Objeff' *'
tals, divided by the Square of the Diameter of the Sp^fr
to which they are ground, or by the Square.of the faced ™
tance.of the Metals.
.(
52. In any Telescope, ' or Double Microscope, f j
Brightness of a given Image will be as the' Quantity ,t
Light by which it isstietvrs; that is, as the Area off
Aperture of the Object -Glass, or as the Square of
Diameter .
,y
53. Also, if the Area of the Aperture of an Obj£ ^
Glass be given, the Brightness of the Image wifi ^
inversely as its Area, or Square of its Diameter „
Breadth : For the less the Area .of the Picture is,
greater will be its Brightness by the fame Quantity
Li ght .
f M
54 . Therefore when neither the Apertures of ;
Glasses nor the Amplifications of the Picture are gh'Z
or the fame, the Brightness is as the Square of j
Diameter of the Apertures directly, and the Squ3se
the linear Dimensions of the Pictures inversely.
.4
55. Hence in all Sortff of Telescopes a given 0 ^1^
appears equally bright , when the Diameters of 1,
Apertures are as the linear Dimensions of the Pictu^ '
But the Picture is larger as the focal Distances of
Object - Glasses is so, and also as the focal Distanct 0{
the Eye-Glass is less; therefore the linear Dimensions
Pictures are as the focal Distances of the Object -GP . ,
or D 1 F y3 — Zri Fy *. Hence

F : F ::

dire#1"

0

j)Ce

&
(V
st -'

'i
0
brf
P>
s'
st,

■r
; st
0
0
I¥
r*
st
st
st
0
st

V
-st'

st,

st 1
JP
st’
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^stance from the Image. By this Means
Rays coming from the Images are reb flected
•ire% , and as the focal Distances of the Eye -Glasses
'tersely . Let these be represented by F and F, and
, / > in any two Telescopes ; let D , d, be the Diamersf° the Apertures, and L , /, the linear Dimensions
r°fth e Pict Ur
ares ; then we have D : d L
::
He
f / '

"L
°H
tt r “r '

-

H
I, as f
J4 .) (bec» ft L = J
J the last) therefore if D or f be each increased in any
s£ tl0> the Distinctness will remain the same as before,
J,f
f' 49-) and the linear Dimensions of the Image
as n l dim in>slrcd in the fame Ratio , (sinceL is inversely
i f[ but the Brightness of the Image will be ^ creased
0 quadruplicate Ratio of what it had besom I o ,
oivl7' S"PP0se F or the focal Length of th.e Telefc p
L.is 'b then the Brightness of the Picture will be m this
p e as 1L L - and if D and f he increased each in the
(3 10 of i to’ m, then will the Brightness be in this
n e us in" si)- st rd- D
— 1 f 1so ;
that the former.
*nShtness i s to this as D 1 st toD * st m\ that is, as I
to If * which Ratio is quadruplicate of the Ratio I
s8- Because we had D : ^ , or D f : F , when Objects
£ ear estua!ly bright , (by Art. ZZ-) and when they are
the7r squally distinct we had D : f (hy
49,) *
tW 6 Aie in refracting Telescopes of various Lengths,
dist- 9H ects may appear equally bright and equaliy
‘nct5i t js requisite t si at si)1F; , and f1 F: , or that
(ilr f ;i
that is, the Diameter of the Aperture and
the l 3ef ocni l ength of the Eye- Glass should each he a:
f* iepope%
fmre . Root of the focal Distance er Length of the
F 3

59 - It4

Optics.

flected back through the central Hole C $
of the large Mirrour , where they fall ofl
' •
.

'

'

'

‘

59. In this £ ase likewise the linear Dimensions of ^f
P ttture
'
ar Image are in the fame fubduplkate R.atio of ',
Length of the Telescope
\ because, as was-shewn, (Art . \
the linear Dimensions are directly as the Diameter of
Aperture , which is here strewn to be as the Square R°°
of the Length of the Telescope .
.
60 . In reflecting Telescopes, when the Distinctly
is given, we have F : ~ -, and therefore^ 3D
: 2F.
Article 51.) Also when the Brightness is given we have/'
^ , (Art. 55 . ) therefore F : —. Hence , when the

f

v'

y

tinctnefs and Brightness are both given, we have 'j
IT
(D 1 F)
ory 4 D
: 3, ory : D r*

3.

D
61. The linear Dimensions of the Picture —
v?c{6
F
as yy that is, in this Cafe, ^ : D, , and therefore $’
. .. .
x
FD | ; whence F : ff . : D
jjr : D 2. Hence in resetting
scopes of different Lengths a given Objett will apffL
■equally distinct and bright, when the Diameters of
the-™e
j ect- Metals are as the Biquadrate Roots of the Cubes v
the Diameters of the Spheres, or focal Lengths of the Sfe
tula or
; , 'when the focal Distances of the Eye- Glajfes#] ■
as the Biquadrate Rooi of the focal Distance of the Spe& .
62 . According to the. Theorems in Art. 48 , 49,
genius

calculated a Table of the linear Aperture of £\

Object -plass , the focal Distance of the Eye - Glass,
the linear Amplification or magnifying Power of £^
Telescope from one which he found by Experience
constructed in the best Manner . I have
reduced
Rhinland Measures to English Feet , Inches , and VcC>
'
thai Parts , as follows,
' j
:
■
>■ '

flCS:

Optics,
e plano -convex Lens W X , and are by
converged to a Focus, and there form a
second
Focal Linear AFocal
& i/lance perture of Distance of Magnify¬
fs the the Objett- the Eye- ing Pow¬
Ubjeft- Glass.
er.
Glass.
Glafs.

Feet. Inch. Dec. Inch. Dec.
I
0,605
o,545
2
0,84
0,76
3
1,04
0,94
4
1,08
1,18
S
1,21
1,33
6
1,45
1,32
7
1,58
i,43
8
1,69
i,53
9
1,62
ii7 8
10
1,88
T7 1
15
2,10
2,30
20
2,68
2,43
30
3,oo
3,28
40
3,43
3,76
50
4,20
3,84
60
4,20
4,60
70
4,55
5,oo
80
5,35
4,83
90
5,i 5
5,65
too
5,4-0
5,95
120
6,52
5,9°

20
27,6
33,5
39,5
44
49
53
55
59
6?
76
88
108
125
140
152

164
176
187
197
216

6■
> c•
fr°ih th ‘
It: has beep shewn that the Errors arising
Suenrp?if 1: rHefrangibility
of Rays , and of Consc~
!cop es Indistinctness
• ®
of Vision by refracting Teleeo me * s 0 ^ e!T great , a Question may be put , How it
disti n<
o 0 Pa*s Objects appear through such Telescopes fa
hecqup a^tbey do ? To which it may be anfwer’d, ’Tis
e the errafic Rays are not uniformly scatter’d over
F 4
all

second Image R S, very large and ere# '
which is viewed by a Meniscus Eye- Gtp

-it

all the Area of the Circle of Aberration , but
collects
infinitely more densely in the Centre than in any othc( ;
Part of that circular Space, growing rarer and rarer t°'
j
wards the Circumference , where, in Comparison, tW ■
are infinitely rare, and affect not the Sense any wbeff
but in the Centre , and very near it , on that Account - \
;
64. ’Tis farther to be observed, that the most lunU'j |
nous of all the Prismatic Colours arc,the Yellow sn®
j
the Orange ; these effect the Senses more strongly th*11
* j
all the rest put together ; and next to
in Strongs j
are the Red and Green , The Bluethese
compared v/b*" |
these is a faint and dark Colour , -and the Indigo an
Violet are much darker and fainter ; so that these, cost1' }'
pared with the stronger Colours, are little to be r6' ■
garded,
65 . The Images of Objects are therefore to be plated, §
not in the Focus of the mean refrangible Ravs , whic^
are in the Confine of Green and Blue, but in the Foc <-‘5 i
of those Rays which are in the Middle of the Orang®and Yellow , there where the Colour is most luminous !
!
and fulgent ; that is, the brightest Yellow , that Yell0^
1
which ' inclines more to Orange than to Green .
*■
6b. '.Now it has been strewn (Ahnot. CXVIII . Y-)
that the Diameter of the Circle in which both tboi® >
1
Colours will be contained is but the 260th Part of th® 1
Diameter of the Aperture of the Object ;
j
farther , about | of the brighter Halves of Glass
the Red
|
Green (on each Side) will fail within this Circle, aNv ;
the remaining i without it, which will be spread
ov& !
twice the Space nearly, and therefore become mush .
rarer . Of the other Half of the Red and Green , abotst ;
r
one Quarter will fall within this Circle, and I without
f
and be spread through four or five times the Space, at>d
i
therefore become much rarer. Also this extreme
Red *
and Green is much rarer and darker than the oth er
Parts of the fame Colours ; and the Blue and Viol et
X

bein£ ;

o P TICS.
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^2 by the Eye at P, through a very small
Hole in the End of the Eye - Piece YCD

7t.
If

tc, ng

rtiuch darker Colours than these, and more ravisied,

maJ be quite neglected.
T
r.
p . 7- Hence the sensible confused Image of a lucid
10lr >tiSsca rce broader than a Circle whose Diameter is
T 260th Part of that of the Aperture of the G a(s,
vj *®exce pt the dark misty Light romid about , which
T, scarce'sard
'
. And therefore in a Telescope whose
aperture jS * I nc hes and Length too Feet , it exceeds
ShT
3" ;Length
and’in20
a Telescope
AP^be about
ure 1?
> ches,°rand
or 30 Feet whose
, it may
V
b , and scarce above. And this answers well to
_P enen ce ; f or it ; s observable that in Telescopes of
long, ~the Diameters of the I ixed Star?
y Pe0rar30to Feet
Kp-.i-_
8r ° I0*,'. be about 5" or si' , or at most not more than
Point to^vW we si>PP° sc the sensible Image of;!a lucid
0 be even a 250th Part of the Diameter of the

jPerture of the Gstai's, yet ^ ^ herlcst Figures
^

»>

the

o, of ,aoo to I. (See * >■- ° >,,J

.f - i»ou* * *# £ &

foxisthe
Refrangi
7to pasett
r ^ Vision
J nd°' nt>
this but
alone
the various
invincible
Obstacle1>

V any reftaHing Instruments .
.r ctino-Telescope Plate
•
The magnifyin<r Power of a r <_ oF(V1afs and XL VII,
^u s estimated. 5 Let A B be the Object -Glass ^
Fig . 6,
llav the Lyc-Glals ; and let H * 1 0f a distant Obpouring from the extreme I arts
F of the
k >. and crossing each other in the
___ x y jyj rh .it
ClassA
tz. the
Thcn
is the appears
Angleto
G the
F Mnaked
- J F)
*
bet
which
Object

l * M = c K D is that

under which the

1^Lnisied by the Eye-Glass C D -

Ima^ ^
u

* E M is to the Angle IF M as L F to L b ,

-{he
focal

74
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If the first Lens W'X were taken
the Image would be formed somewhat

larg

es

focal Distance of the Qbjeil-Glafs to the focal Diflanctsf.
the Eye- Glass-, and in that Proportion is the Obj'3
magnified, as was observed before in Art. 55 .
Plate
70. The magnifying Power of a reflecting Telesc°P^
XLVII. is thus computed. The parallel Rays K B and L E aI
Fig . 7- reflected by the large Object -Metal A F to its Focus
where the Image I M is formed ; which Image is
fined by two other Rays N Q _, P Q_, coming from m
extreme Parts of the Object at a remote Distance , a£l
meeting in the Centre of the large Speculum at Qj %
it has been Ihewn that the Object and its Image b<A
appear under the fame Angle from the Vertex of ***
Mirrour . (Annot. CXXV .)
71. Now if f be the Focus of the small Mirs®/
G H , supposing the Image were formed in the said f
cuss that
(
is, that both the Foci a and f were co**1!"
cident ) then the Rays proceeding from the Image I IV*
will proceed parallel after Reflection, and produce d*_
tinct Vision of the Image, which will then subtend ®
Angle IO M at the Centre O of the Speculum G/ ?‘
which is to the Angle I Q_M , under which the O'L
ject appears to the naked Eye , as a Q_to a O or/ So that the magnifying Power would in this Cafe be 3
iQ.
fO
72. But to increase this magnifying Power th?
Image I 'M is not placed
’ ’ in
' the
’ Focus
^
of the small
Culum, but at a small Distance beyond it ; by wh1^
means the Rays coming from the Image to the Specula
G H will be reflected converging to a distant Focus jV
where a secondary large Image I ]\4 is fprmed from £=
first Image I M ; which Image IM is seen under 1
same Angle IQ Jlf with the former from the Centre of 1y
Speculum G H, but from the Centre of the Eye' . 3
T V it is seen under the large Angle IS M . " But £i!;
Angle IS M is to the Angle 10 M O
R to S >’
where-51
-''

o HIC

§.

Mg but
;
tbe Area, or Scope, would be
■e &> aud therefore the View not so pleasant.
'
At
before

the second Ratio or Part of the magni-

Power is that of Tfrr -73- Consequently , the whole magnifying Power of
T elescope is
X
(because in this Cafe J 'O
^
o O}. Or , in other Words, the Angle N QJP,
t° ti'rh^ ^ the Object appears to the naked Eye, is
sec e Angle / S M , under which the large magnified
stdary Image IM appears to the Eye through the
7e~Qlass as ~~ ~ Such.

is the Theory of the

Tel aOXSR

•

f0ree C0PCfirst contrived by Dr . J . Gregorie, and there¬
in Ca st’d the Gregorian Telescope; but it received its last
cnif °Vement horn the late Mr . Hadley-, and is now in
^ -Non Use.
■ ■■ ' ■
t^^ tr A small Alteration was made in the Structure of
3 e^ ^-° Pe by hdr . Cassegrain, viz . in using a con-

bl0v^Pecu^um ^ H , instead of the concave one G H.
See they
^
are equally spherical, that is* if they are
Vi rtu ® nts of
the fame Sphere, then will f be also the
'Iv a Eocus of the convex G H ,- and if all other
VifJ1^ remain the fame, the first Image I M will be
jvilp Jr t|1e fame as before,, and the last Image 1JTE
^ really- the fame ; so that the magnifying Power
Form
equ,i

of the

Telescope is °
'

■'

aUX

c • which
,
SR

is

•

jbat^ ’■ of Gregorie’s Form.
1 ffo'i, . ^ Fnce to shew this , is a curious Proposition,
VT
l et r. i? IVC the following easy Demonstration thereof,
one , , be a concave Speculum , and E C a convex big - «•
c°Uim otsl described with the same Radius C D , on the
di Us
Axis LCD. The Point N , bisecting the RaLet t v
be the Solar Focus to each Speculum,
a radiant Point , from whence a Ray FH is
-

'

incident

Opt

i g s.

At TV is placed a circular Piece of Brass*
with a Hole of a proper Size to circuMscrib®

Piate
XLVII.
fig . 9-

incident upon the concave Mirrour in H , or to which
the Ray K E incident upon the convex Mirrour tends j.
both thole Rays will be reflected to the fame Point B <
the Axis, and in the fame Line E B. Lastly, let G *
be an Object ; the Image thereof a b formed by the
Concave is equal to the Image A B made by the Colt'
df
vex, This is evident from the Theorems —rxNl2 d A'
dk
zz f yand - —^ —f, those Specula respectively,
76. For as d = FC , C B = f in the Convex ,• &
In the Concave let F D = D, and D B zz F ; and the"
we have in the former d 2:
d + r \ r, and in, the lat'
ter D : F ■■r —? %D : r, But D — d s- r , therefol'3
%J) zz. 2 d2
r ,• whence r — 2 D ~ 2 d
r, coiff2"’
quently dD
: F ; that is, CF : CB :: DF : D $ '
But the Object and Image are to each other in the faN^
Ratio in either Glass ; and therefore since the Obje"
is the fame in both, the Image will be so likewise,
A B ~ a b.
77- Sir Isaac Newton ordered this Telescope to
made in a different Form or Manner , as follows. A f
C E) was a large octagonal Tube or Cafe ; E F a large
polished Speculum , tvhofe Focus is at a ; G H a plai lS
Speculum truly concenter ’d, and fixed at half a Rig^
Angle with the Axis of the large one. Then paralld
Rays a E , h F , incident on the large Speculum E f»
instead of being reflected to the Focus 0, were Intel'
cepted by the small plane Speculum GH , and by itt e>
flected towards a Hole ed in the Side of the Tub ?,
eroding each other in the Point O , which is now th®
true focal Point 5 and from thence they proceed to
Eye -Glass es placed in that Hole, whose focal IA*'
tance is very small, and therefore the Power of magn*'
fying may be very great in this Form of the Telescope '
because the Image IM is made by one Reflection,
thA

Optics*
ribe the Image , and cut off all superfluous
0r extraneous Rays , that so the Object may
aPpear as distinct as possible.
As the Image is formed by Reflection,
tbe R ays of
every Sort will be united
Nearly in one Point , and will therefore adof an Eye - Glass YZ of a deep Charge,
0r small focal Distance ; and so the Power
°s magnifying will be proportionally greatCr5 for it will be in a Proportion com¬
fc

pounded of

eG and kt

if only one Eye-

^ lal's Y 2 be used. Thus , in Numbers*
uPpose Of —i2 Inches , ^ G — Z,d » O k
-

0
i8 __
l8 >12and k t - i ; then will —- x —
*—
216

thjjt c

Ra
t^ie P^ ane Speculum only alters the Course of the
*>nd ’ an<^ adds nothing to the Confusion of the Image)
for
Of ^1W>11
bear
* AV
" -- that
being vjew’d by a Glass
*lxu ‘- Reason
Jvcuiun
ucm
forinM^ y ^eYP Charge , in comparison of an Image
, y differently refrangible Rays.
fcf( ‘ ^ h's Telescope is a very good one, as to its Efc0m or Performance , but is not so commodious for
the.!!-011
as those of the Gregorian Form , and is
l^ tefore now pretiy much laid aside. They who would
fe,
e a larger Account hereof may consult Sir Isaac s Uptic,
and several Philosophical Tsransaftiom, where he der‘bes it at large, and the Reasons which induced him
>? snake choice of this Structure rather than that of
U Gregorie: Or fee a compendious Account of the
hole
u pti Ci.iu the last Edition of Dr . Gregorie's-Elements of

= 61,71 nearly ; whence by such ®
Z,5 ^
Telescope the Length of an Object will
magnified 5° times, the Surface 2500 tim eS’
and the Solidity 125000 times ; yet ^
Telescope not above 20 Ihches long ; ^
Effect equal to that of a refracting T.e^ "
scope 16 Feet in 'Length*
As to the Camera Obscura, and
Lanthorn, they both perform their Effe^
by a single Lens ; the former being old/
the Object -Glass of a long Telescope
plied in a &clop trie Ball to the Hole of ?
Window - Shutter in a darken ’d Rood1>
which gives a lively Picture of all the 0 ^'
jects which lie before it, in true Persp^
tive , but in an inverted Position, on a wld te
Sheet or Plane held at the focal Distal 6
of the said Glass : And on the other ha#1d>
the Magic Lanthorn is only a large Con ve^
Lens , with a short Focal Distance , wh*c
by being placed at a proper Distal
from small transparent - colour’d Pictures °*
Figures , forms a large and furprizl 1^
Image thereof at a great Distance;
order to which , it is necessary to iH l1
minate them very strongly with ^
Light of the Candle thrown on them

another

o?
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pother very large and very convex Lens

CXXIX).

6

7
The

I . The Camera

Obscura

, or Darken 'd

*s made after two different Methods ; one is the
pt^ Ura Camera or Darken ’d Chamber at large, and
U,
so call’d ; that is, any large Room or Chamber
t]j e as _dark as possible, so as to exclude all Light but
J^al]^ hich is to pass through the Hole and Lens in the
fixed in the Window of the said Room.
pi
other is in small, and made in
Ways,
°f a Box, a Book whose Sides foldvarious
out , OVw for
ta|,. nveniency of carrying it from Place to Place , for
or p £ an Optic View in Picture of any proposed Place
call> art of the Country , Town , £sV. and hence it is
a the Portable Camera Obscure
;.
*hitprhe following Particulars are to be attended to in
bep Philosophical Contrivance . Firji, That the Lens
^ .xtremely good, or free from any Veins , Blebs, on
lc fi may distort and blemish the
Picture.
^4.' Secondly
, That the Lens be always placed directly
the Object whose Picture you would have per^7 sorm’d to contemplate ; for if the Glass has any
k er Position to the Object , the Image
will be very
Effect, indistinct, and confused.
sjJ ' Thirdly, Care ought to be taken, that the Ball be'
kf ier| tlv large, and the Frame in which it is placed
tfjj.soo thick , that so there may be sufficient Room for
t‘ie
every Way , to take in as many ObeQ's possible
^
, and to render the Use thereof most
JWeat.
] Fourthly, The Lens ought to be of a just Magnibe 0r Aperture ; for if it be too small, the Image will
^
i , and
tj^
« **'• the
mu minute
bsoure
t n 11i ci vv- Parts
a m w not visible at a
Dil5e for
Isok
^°r want of requisite Light.
Light . On the other hand,
A nprf-nrp. be
^ be Aperture
hp too
tr^ large,
fog the Image will be confused,
confused^
become indistinct by too much Light.
Hfjst Therefore
" , *- tjtutj
-- -- jf
, n jjy
wj xExperience I m.u
find that
6 jy-Perture of %Inches Diameter is best for a Lens of
focal Distance, I know (from what has been
so the last Annotation) that the Diameter of any"
other

Optics.
TH E Solar Microscope is of the fame K-i11

. with the Magic Lanthorn ; only here ^ ■
Object5 ;
other Lens of a different focal*Distance ought to be ^
the subduplicate Ratio of 6 to the said focal Distal1^’
that the Object , or its Image rather, may be equal'
bright and distinct in both.
8. Sixthly, We ought not to attempt to exhibit a Pf
ture of Objects in a dark Room, unless the Sun (h's [
upon or strongly illuminates the Objects ; for mere list
light is not sufficient for this Purpose, the greatest BeaHJj
in this Phænomenon being the exquisite Appearance a1’
Contrast of Light and Shadows, none of which cS ;
appear but from an Object placed in the Sun Bean 15!
without which every thing looks dark and dull , afl
makes a disagreeable Figure.
g. Therefore , Seventhly
, the Window , or that
of the Room where the Scioptric Ball is used, ought 10
look towards that Quarter directly upon which the S^1'
shines, that so the illuminated Sides of Objects may s' ;
sent themselves to the Lens, and appear more gloria 5;
in the Picture .
. j
10. Eighthly, Hence it is easy to infer, that the be j
Time of the Day for this Experiment is about No0!’ !
because the Sun-Beams are then strongest, and of coso1 •
the Picture most luminous and distinct : Also that
North Window is the best ; though for viewing s
Shadows in greatest Perfection , an East or West W' 11
*
dow will answer the End best.
11. Ninthly, As the Image is formed only by tbJ
reflected Rays of the Sun, so due Care should be take”
that none of the Sun’s direct Rays fall on the Lens st
the Window ; for if they do, they will, by mixing "'>t.
the former, greatly disturb the Picture , ant! render 1
very confused and unpleasant to view.
12 . Tenthly,

As

white

Bodies

reflect

the incident

Rst' S

most copiously, and black ones absorb them most ; so t0,
■make the Picture most perfect it ought to be receiv ed

upon a very white Surface, as Paper, a painted Cso^ ’

Wall, £2V
. bordered round with Black, that so s
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Ejects are very small, and strongly en’Shten’d by the Sun through a concave
Lens;
Rays which come from on each Side the Ob^ R*fted, and not suffered to disturb the Pic, ^ Reflection.
These are the necessary Precautions for the due
rn Crit
_in2 of the various Circumstances of this Experin ‘ 1 shall now enumerate
the several principal Phœos the Dark Chamber . The Firjl of which is,
an e an exa<st and every-way similar Image is formed of
all j>Xt.ernal Object ; for Pencils of Rays coming from
o'ots of the Object will represent those Points in
aiijj banner and Position as will be very proportional
tai. 0rre sp° ndent to their respective Positions and DisHa]j f In the Object , so that the Whole in the Image
in p, ear an exact Similitude or Likeness of the Object
;VeT Respect.
'
■
be ar^’. The Second Phcenomenon is, that the
Image will
Sup ^ same Proportion to the Object , whether a Line,
tefi r^ies , or Solid, as their Distances from the Glass
rel at-C lve ty : This is evident from what has
been said
laro. ln®to the Effect of a convex Lens .
Hence the
\v;fj eij the focal Distance of the Glass, the more ample
Willb 6 Picture
^
os the same Object , hut the less
Vj ewe the Space or Compass of the Plan or
perspective
R&u'r The Third Phcenomenonis , that the Image or
t^le Object is inverted-, and this is not the
Ilole the
Glass, but the crossing of the Rays in the
Very r hr°ugh which they pass into the Room ;
for if a
darke^ j ^ " t»le were made in the Window -Shutter of a
inv n a Room, the Objects without would be all seen
t/1°R which come from the upper Part of the
Wwg1' §° ng to the lower Part of the Image, and vice
'ftftin'ct
that the Glass does is to render the Image
)>i0 y
converging the Rays of every Pencil to their
fteinT l °Cus ’ n tfte Picture , the Position of each Point
the sa me as before.
G
rb . The

8
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Lens ; they are also magnified by a sin*1*
Lens of a very short Focal Distance, th^

the
st.

16. The Fourth Phanomenon is the Motion or Re,
of the several Parts of the Picture , according as tM
of the Object are in either State. The Reason of
-is very obvious ; and this it is that gives Life and Sp’
rit to the Painting and Portraits of Nature , and is ^
only Particular inimitable by Art . And indeed a rsl°s
critical Idea may be formed of any Movement in th®
Picture of a darken’d Room, than from observing
Motion of the^jObject itself : For Instance , a
■walking in a Picture appears to have an undulat'1^
Motion , or to rife up and down every Step he takf ’’
whereas nothing of this Kind is observed in the
himself, as viewed by the bare Eye.
17. The Fifth Phenomenon is the Colouring os the Of
tic Picture ;every Piece of Imagery has its proper T >^
and Colours, and those always heighten’d and rende1^
more intense than in the Object ; so that in this Resp®{
it is an Improvement of Nature itself, whereas the h,
of the greatest Master can only pretend to a distant ^
semblance and faint Imitation . The Reason why O
Image is coloured is because the several Points of tac
Object reflecting several Sorts of coiour’d Rays to
Glass, those Rays will give a Representation of tl>§
several Points respectively, and in. their own Col oll's!
and therefore in those of the Object ; but those Colo 11
^
will be heighten’d, because they are crouded into a ^
Space.
18. The Sixth Phenomenon is the Clara Oscv.ro1 j
the Italians call it ; that is, the Intensity of Light al\
Shadow in the Picture : And this, as well as the 0°
louring , is greatly heighten’d above what it is in £
Object , by reason of the lesser Area of the Pict 11
^
Here every Light and every Shade is express’d in ’
proper Degree, from the most brilliant in the one*
the most jetty black of the other, inclusive of a v*'01!
derful Variety in the' several Parts , arising from the d
ferent Situations of the several Parts of the Obj^ j
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ma^
thrown large and dis7 ° n the opposite Wall of a darken ’d
Room :

ti°n of ^l^orent Angles of Reflection. A just Imitado Ws j
atUre in the Distribution of Light and ShaFaintin^ ^etdlaPs the most difficult Part of the Art of
In
and on which its greatest Perfection depends,
or p 6 ^eVenth Phenomenon is the Optical Perspec0r on a p ^opction of the Image, which is not in Piano,
face des0, ■ane’ as in common Perspective, but on a Surits
nbe_d by the Revolution of a Conic SeSiion about
Cxxv ’ as *s evident from what.was observed in Annot.
tace jSt ‘
herefore, though in general a plane Sur^stntat ’"1 GU^e and
may do very well in large ReQCeCan£ **>yet in smaller ones, as those of the Portture con^ i ^ ‘Snecessary, to have the Image or Picre cei Vec
j ^ eat> or every where well defined, that it be
sUc has ;Uf° nhe'■ Surface of an Elliptic Figure, and
put tfi;sS- o>ted to the middle Distance of the Objects.
pig5 ^ ls a Nicety which few will think worth regardin Whato ^o not aim at a very great Accuracy indeed
20.1y hey do.
^at mav K ^ hnissi this Subject with an Observation
ahd tfiaj . useful to Persons concerned in Drawing,
focal D/n ,S’ '^ >at rf an Objeii le placed just twice the
^ Orrned^ ncff rom the Glass without, the Image willie
^■
„ , r^ fame
the
Ot°om
- J ana
r. . . Distance
... -Ifrom the
, . Glass
-. J - within
>o
; ect? itseif °nJecluenth will le equal in Magnitude to the
. o/v ,
Truth of this is demonstrated
demonstrai in
Annot.

C }CXV

.

r i,

c 21- Although every Thing that has been faid^ t^ e
stood"
0have
bscura
ls P lain enough m it e
the Plate
od’0Iyet
as h—
a Representation
thereof may taci_
,r?Q,ea»
-■
wfivi si ere jw,
^
^.fre given a Diagram for that Purpose; XLIX.
; F a dark^ ,!v S the ProsPect of a House, Trees,c.& f; £ . i.
? the p/^
or Camera Obscura;on one Side
y a cony^ T ' Jrf . ° the said View inverted, formed
ot her Side I ^ss^ns in the Ball fixed before a Hole in the
^Ore rema:n at All
/ •
which is so easy that nothing
s to be said to explain
exulain it.
G 2
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Room : Which , if well perform ’d, is
of the most exquisitely curious and
delightfully surprizing Effects that can ^
produced by any Optical Instrument wh ^'
soever (CXXX ).
(CXXX ) i . The Solar

Telescope

and Sot*

Microscope

, as they ought to make a Part of 1*1
Amusement of every Virtuoso and Gentleman , so thy
deserve a particular Account , and the several Way* 1

Plate
XLIX.
Fig . 2.

which they are used merit a particular Description
which I shall illustrate by a Draught of each.
2. The Solar Telescope is applied to Use in . ^
following Manner . A B represents a Part of the W 11
’
dow-Shutter of a darken’d Room, C D the Fran1?’
which (by means of a Screw) contains the Sciop trl.
Ball E h , placed in a Hole of the said Shutter adapts
to its Size. This Ball is perforated with a Hole a&c‘
through the Middle ; on the Side be is screw’d into tj1
said Hole a Piece of Wood , and in that is screv/d
End of a common refracting Telescope G HI K ,
.
its Object -Glass G H , and one Eye-Glase at I K ; ^
the Tube is drawn out to such a Length , as that £
Focus of each Glass nra,v fall near the same Point . ,
3. This being done, the Telescope and Ball
moved -about in such manner as to receive the S11
*1
th*
Beams
perpendicularly
on
.. . »
V ** the Lens GH
VJ >1 ,, through
UUUUJ .
Lf
cylindric Hole of the Ball ; by this Glass they win ^
collected all in one circular Spot m, which is the Itn^
of the Sun . The Lens 1 K is to be moved nearer to ^
farther from the said Image m, as the Distance at wh |C
the Secondary Image of the Sun is to be formed reqaj s£ ?j
which is done by sliding the Tube I K L M backw^. ^
And forwards in the Tube LMNO.
Then
of ^
first Image of the Sun in will be formed a second Imae>
p Qg very large, luminous, and distinct.
^
4. In this Manner the Sun’s Face is view’d at a■'
time without Offence to weak Eyes ; and what®). .
Changes happen therein may be.duly observed. Wj
Spotswhich
(
make so rare an Appearance to the n, v)
Eye , or through a small Telescope in the common EV^

Optics.
, re hcrc all of
fcrved under allthem conspicuous, and
easy to be obtheir
Circumstances of
?Ppear, increase,
Beginning to
'?? of many into Division of one into many, the
urn one, the
Itl0n’
Magnitude , Decrease,
disappearance behind
Abothe
Sun’s Disk, Issr.
r, 5. By
Solar
, e Sun tothe
the best Telescope we also view an Eclipse
ot
•' this means to Advantage, as having it in our
Power
represent the Sun' s
arge as we
Face or. I) rizc as
please and
consequently
the Eclipse progrnonably conspicuous.
ddkmaybe so divided Also the Circle of
bv Lines and
the Sun ,
jy re°so that
Circles diawn
the Quantity of
the Eclipse
fe
may this be
estmiated
most
be Moments
of ^ Beginningexactly determined : A so
,
J f°t finding the
Middle , and
Longitude of the Place :
^other■
1 nines
Things
With sin<-relating
relating thereto.
tut -icio .
nf ..• *The
V
1 raniits
Olc Transits
of
,,
ot
.
.
Mercury
« be Sun are
.
and ^ ~oy
,.
exhibited most r Venus
delightfully Y
tT nL They will
here appear truly
and very black ■
round, well
their comparative
Dian
U ' on of their
Motion , the Times
of . . 0 p
with other
Particulars for
h thX and
Dlstance of the Sun determining^ * Pa
m0ie n ^

L-* *• ZSZ;**'"*'* I'
TctdlS;

JVsiZrw ,-w**

b^ utstully past
before the Face ot
of Rn0l!S S
Pectade according to the Sun , *
o
1 o !^ a"d
density . But thetheir various Deg . ee.
^ Clouda
beautiful Co oms o
surrounding the Sun, a
"d re ract.ng b'
«
atl y ' . Pbe
fine Azure of the
Sk)
,
aud r ari0Us dyes
jn c ,
of the Margins ti
of Clouds the
fin Coma' s, are
this way
t, CC? e Pri
inimitably expi e' s - Ha^
sniatic Colours of
nded here, make
so vanousiy
so noble Clouds
and delightful
ha^ c’ * have
a eorn^,
often
wonder’d to fee no
ti hereto by
nror . P ^ x
Painters , Whose
be Sun) are
Clouds (tho o
seldom or never
..
seen
tinged
11 those
or varies
natural Tints and
n ? ' b cannot
Colours .
here
y * nomcnon that I omit to mention a very it»ussual
observed
about ten Years
R 00m. The
y
Window looked ago
towards the
G 3
'
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West , and the Spire of Chichejier Cathedral was dii'e^|
before it, at the Distance of about 50 or 60 Yards,
used very often to divert myself in observing the pleat3 ^
Manner in which the Sun pass’d behind the Spire,
was eclipsed by it for some time ; for the Image of t }
Spire and Sun were very large, being made by a
of 12 Feet focal Distance. And once as I observed1
Occultation of the Sun behind the Spire, just as 1^
Disk difappear’d, I saw several small, bright , roU^
Bodies or Balls running towards the Sun from the da
Part of the Room, even to the Distance of 20 Inch
I .observed their Motion was a little irregular, but &
tilinear , and feem’d accelerated as they approach’d
Sun. These luminous Globules appear’d also on .
other Side of the Spire, and preceded the Sun, runn1
out into the dark Room, sometimes more, fometi^F
less together, in the fame manner as they followed 1
Sun at its Occultation . They appear’d to be in gesl^
ral about i s of an Inch in Diameter , and therefore
be very large luminous Globes in some Part of
Heavens, whose Light was extinguished by that of *£
Sun, so that they appeared not in open Daylight ; “
' whether of the Meteor-Kind , or what Sort of B°“
they might be, I could not conjecture,
9. The
Solar Microscope (said to be the Inv®
tion of Dr . Liburkun a. German) is a most curious *^,
provement in Optics, and deserves to be greatly val^ ^
as it is the best Method which Nature will admit of, ^
Art can furnish, for magnifying and exhibiting v
small transparent Objects to the View of Spectators,
10. To this End it has been contrived very cornd*,j
Plate
XLIX. diously in several different Forms , two of which I In ¬
Fig- 3- here illustrate by Diagrams . Tne first is as foll0^
AB is a Section of the Window - Shutter of a darkR °° ^
C D of the Frame containing a Scioptric Ball E F ?^
the Fore-part whereof is fcrew’d the Tube G I
at one End of which is a Lens G H, which by
verging the Sun Beams into a narrow Compass d .
strongly enlighten the small Object a b placed up°!l (
Slip of Glass or otherwise in the Part of the Tube N
where a Slit is made on each Side for that Purp^ j,
Within this Tube there slides another L »r« M , v'*1*
contains a small magnifying Lens m n. uv
ll ‘

■
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Tube IG H K one way

_y moving the exterior i yv
,
rec eive
and the other, the Glass G H will be r S ^.
most
the Rays
the• Sunthedirectly,
theret ^ Tu be
'ntensely
Object and
a b.
CM
beinrilluminate
»ofn-'
■^ 'stance ' ^f
backwards and forwards will adjust the
Object 6 °) tbe small Lens m n, so that the Image of the
Sijg Qp ^ ftall be made very distinct on the opposite
Intake wmi 3 001TI at O P ; and the Magnitude of the
the Le ' ° e t0 batof
^
the Object as its Distance from
as hac nS ni n *s t0 the Distance of the Object from it,
tz! tT ftewn in Annot
- CXXV.
of
, " us for Example
Suppose the focal Distance
at whirl,eriS^ ” t0 be i Inch = r, and let the Distance
if the L 111S placed brom the Object be 1,1 + d ,■then
ens be double , and equally convex ( as usual)
,
st
dr
no
ariCe of the Image will be ■
th,
b
.
”*
d
.
ftefore
Object - tbe Image will be no times larger than the
j w . ln ■
*n its linear Dimensiohs , and no X 11.0 e t0.^0. time,
.'“‘cs larger in Surface , and in Solidity it will
bx
Object ^ 110 X no = 1331000 times larger than the

Iticlr oca^ e Lens, instead of 1 Inch , were but § an
Ittiao-p0^^ Distance, then would the Diameter of the
twice as large , or 220 times larger than the
lor n ’ and the Superficies 4 times larger , viz. 4X
8 v ° = 48400 ; and the Solidity 8 times larger , nz.
ofV 33 IOOO= '10648000 , that is, above 10 Millions
, ,ne ®Jarger than the Object,
a Le Once more ; for very small Objects we may use
at th ns/ of an Inch focal Distance , and then the Image
j . jjya me Distance as before will be in Diameter 4 X
xp 440 times larger than the Object ; in Superficies,
(st y « ioo = 193600 times larger ; and in Solidity,
solin j 3Mo ° o = 85184000 times larger j that is , any
Inch mal1 Object will at the Distance of 9 Feet 2
mn, C?p by means of a Lens \ Inch focal Distance , be
cttifted above 85 Millions of times.
°f tn' r^r rnore directly thus : Let the focal Distance
tan 6 double Convex m n be .J
r , and let the DisCe at which the Image is formed he 12 Feet or 144
G 4
Ipohos
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Inches —/ ; then

rf
/—

r

-d ~ 0,2504 , which these'

fore may be taken for \ of an Inch ; consequently tbe
Distance of the Image is 576 times the Distance of £he
Object from the Lens , and so much larger will it
in Diameter, and in Surface it will be 576 X 576 -s
331776 times larger, and in Solidity it will be 576
576X576 = 191102976 times larger : Or , a st 153
.1
Blood-Globule , or other solid Particle , will be mags1'
sted above 191 Millions of times ; an Effect prodigso/’
and incredible to those who are not conversant wit*1
Glasses, or understand not the Rules of Optics.
.
16. If the linear Dimensions of the Image be nicest:
taken by a By-Stander with a graduated Scale of eqU3^
Parts , the Dimension of the Object will be known 0
course from the Distances of the Image and Object ft 0111
the Lens ; and in exceeding small Objects , such as thS
Pores of Cork , the Particles of Blood, Animalcula 1,1
Ssmine, &c. there is no other Way of measuring th®1?1
so well : And thus the Solar Microscope becomes a M1'
crotnetsr in the last Degree of possible Mensuration.
17. The Form of this Instrument , as it has be® 11
hitherto described, is that which I have contrived for rh)j
own Use, and for theirs who regard more the genet3
Convenience than the Grandeur of an Apparatus. Ho^ '
ever, that those of a different Taste may be gratify'
the common Form is to be very much commended >°
their Use ; of which it will be sussicient to give a bat
Description , illustrated by a Print.
18. This Instrument consists of several Parts , vizPlate L
a square Frame of Mahogany to be fixed to the Sbu££(^
Fig . x. of a Window by means of the Screws 1, 1. To th'5
Frame is applied a circular Collar B of the fame Wo <*j
with a Groove on its Periphery on the Outside, deno ££
by 2, 3. This Collar is connected by a Cat -Gut to th
Pulley 4 on the upper Part , which is turned round w
the Pin 5 within .' On one Part of the Collar, on th6
■Outside, is fastened by Hinges a Looking -Glass G ih ^
proper Frame, to which is fixed the jointed Wire 6, 7 ’
by which means, and the Screw H 8, it may be m3^e
to stand in an Angle more or less inclined to the Fraff 6'

vmsm
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*car
the ^--0l' ar s> fixed a Tube of Brass C,
Outside" hnches Diameter
^
; the End of which
throvk-n ’ as.a convex L ~ns 5 to collect the Sun- on the
Beams
t0vV
?.rds
'° 5r. the Glass G , and converging them
flidh lp. : acus
^
in the other Part , where D is a Tube
honi t!,n out
, to adjust the Object to a due Distance
is fctewV
! °CUS
' T 0 the End G of another Tube F
^inirip- th0^
^ *s on’5 Single Pocket
, contfie
0 Object to be magnified in Microscopes
a Slider ; and by
1’ubc f) CAiding
• ’.
on the small End E of the other
iq, -p, 11 *s brought to a due focal Distance,
W Mici- r great Atdfice and Conveniency of this
So°Miq Ue j? c°Pe is , that by means of
the
Glass
G
<Wlcn la ys of the Sun are made to go strait along the
the
°n it, 't -?1Parallel to the Floor , instead
of falling upGlass, a))(jU* ict A B denote a Section of the
Looking*C , bv the
Rays of the Sun impinging upon it
• 0nUheri 1C^
are reflected to the Lens D , and
to fog6c °nverged towards E to illuminate theObhvknC t ? a§niAed; so that the Beam of Light
nf of.,),E
m the Direction parallel to the Floor , goes
rTad
aa of
T- •“
inlS on
in the
* Ulley. llng
S
Oil it
1CIII
mi; Direction
- G . By
—, the
—
°y the , • the Glass is turned directly to
the Sun, and
Ptess’d nted Wire and Screw at H it is elevated or
dettfluired ° as to bring the Glass into the Position A B
l° the &W*lere the Angle of Incidence A C S is
equal
\ ruSian p gle of Reflection BCE . Mr .
Liburkun, a,
Method V en tleman, was the first who invented
this
IT -Glaf? ma gnifying Objects , but without the
Lookt' heory ’ tfthich was afterwards added to it.
The
tM sartle_
this Contrivance and the Magic Lanthorn is
Candje
here we make use of Sun- Beams instead
of file CmI,
and the Object and magnifying Lens
20 . A 4 u

Size -

have r,<)t ler toost egregious Contrivance of this
Sort

C;dls b\??v, ^ 1C ^ ate learned Dr . s’
Gravesande, which
Petty 0f I . Name of Heliostata
, from its Pror °'b viz ,n‘n^ [ AS*
t
the Sun- Beam in one Posh
. 5 v« IS were)
were) r»e ^""' ^
? darkCham
TTT
an horizmtalDiretHon
wr Al *.
^acrossththein while
....
it is in Use. It
is an Automaton,
or pj a£e pj
:s are as follow.
AA
of Clockwork,
Slea«eFrame
Part , Sp _, um Z is fits'
jp which whose
a metalline
pendpd,
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go

pended, moveable about its Axis by means of two
Screws at a a. This • Frame is fixed to the Pie •ceJt*jC
which being hollow is moveable upon the cyl^ )
Shaft P about the Iron Pin e.See(
the Part by
a
This Pillar P is fixed to a triangular Base or F° ot
perpendicular by the three Screws B, B, B.
,}
21. On the Back-part of the Speculum is fix^
long cylindric Wire or Tail D , in a perpendicular
fition. By this it is connected to the second Pa^ ^
the Heliojlata, which is a common Thirty -Hour Cl0^
represented at H ; the Plane of which Clock is pal^ £
to that of the Equator in any given Place. This Cl° j{
is sustained on .the Column F G , in which it is moy easj
up and down by a thin Lamina or Plate that enters it ^
Cafe, and fixed to a proper Height by the Screws ^
at the Side. The Whole is truly adjusted to a PerE5Jt
dicular Situation by means of the three Screws I, j.
in the Tripod LL M, and the Plummet Q_,
Cuspis must answer to the Point o beneath.
22. The Axis of the Wheel , which moves the
dex N O over the Hour -Circle, is somewhat large?i .
perforated with a cylindric Cavity verging a little t .
conical Figure ; and receives the Shank p q of the > (
Index N O very close and tight , that by its Moti ofl J
Index may' be carried round. In the Extremity y,^ {■
the Index is a small cylindric Piece n, with a cyl* ,lsl fi
Perforation to receive the Tail t of the Fork T ,
u
as to admit a free Motion therein. In each Side: of
1 t,eh,
Fork are several Holes exactly opposite to each ot
in which go the Screws r, r, upon whose smooth jb
lindrjc Ends moves the tubular Piece R on its Auhc
m, m.

..

23. When the Machine is to be fixed for Use, jj’j
ther Part is made use of to adjust it ; which is ^crp,
the Pofttor, and is denoted by the Letters V X * j,j
T he Cylinder C is removed with the Speculum fro?1J,
Foot P , and the Brass Column V X put on in its
and adheres more strictly to the Pitt e, that it may *
its Position while the Machine is constituted,
3
24. On the Top of the Column, about X
Centre , moves the Lever Y Z , so that it may be
hpw inclined to the Horizon , and keep its Po^ j,s

Optics.
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The Arm Y X may be of any Length
a
the
Arm
Y
Z
is
of
a
peculiar
Constru
,
.
xten
ds
no
germinate
farther than Length .’ To this Arm , which ext .

w,-

1S

adapted a Sliding-Piece % x fharp-

Pomted at 2 . By this the Arm X Z is determined to a

| ? n Len gth, the Piece Z x being fixed by the Sciews
,2S- Upon this Arm is drawn the short Line vx, by
of
rt, mayLength
he lengthened
in the
Whole The
, andReason
is ^
is !?? . whole
X Z when
shortest.
i th 1S Arm is always to increase and decrease.in ProP - >on to the Secant of the Sun’s Declination to the
XT whenlhllL
b- t th. R » li» » ' » ‘b.

»f - z- y the
(
j

Sen's gr«a«* Decimal,on) as

-Now the Reason of this Construction of
Arm
1S \° find any
^
given Day the Distance of the
i i\f re of the Speculum S from the Top 1 of t e S y
Sun’? ? ch must ever be equal to the Secant of the
Lift ^ Eelination; for it must always be equa
'Jance of the Top of the said Style I from the Centre
it
R
?dL Fork T , indtlu . ta ever equa!
e Lid Secant of Declination .
pi ] : * or since the Style I N and the Fork T are in a
Parallel to each other , therefore the middle
of? m ti* Sides of the Fork being (as they must be)
? soe same He- ht
the End of the Index O as
a?? he
of. "the Style NT o ,—’« s evident that on
th
noctial D
th. ? .Height
^oughi ? ^ Day the ''Sun’s Rays will pass directly
Positio„ 6' Perforation
3Ositio
* cjrorat
R ,* s•
if it• be put t in.
of the Piece
K
it
'^.1ft - Darc»
11o1 ion
.1 T 'vi
r .1TT
of the Cn Para Uel to the Plane of the Ecliptic , or that
the saj.i p.0c,*c'’ 2nd also that the Top of the Shadow of
28. Tn u- soii
exactly on the said Hole.
distance ? 18 t^
e Top of the Style is at the least
tromr 4 the central Point
therefore
. Jyue'be
- vim . of
‘-' i R
i \ , and
<uiu U4V1V
<V11'
tl0n above/ ?nt? by Radius, while in any other Post
Dat -*.:
. . . mi • J r.
' ..
Porti
>
'kvt,c>n toc Osv below , the Distance
will increase, inProJPakc with tft- £ ant of the Angle which the Ray,
. middle
.
.Ray , t a k a bv the
- “xe with this first or
26

Cent

1°
P

of the Style, and through the Hole
2.9 . Now it may be demonstrated, t a
Pi the Year, if the Clock and its Pedesta

p ay

^ ^xeft
that

Optics.
that the Line of XII be exactly in the Meridian)
that the Position of R in the Fork be such that 0[
Sun’s Rays go directly through it, and the Shades
the Style’s Top fall just upon the Hole ; moreover if,
Distance of the Centre of the Speculum S from the *„
of the Style/be made equal (by the Pof.tor) t0
Distance of the central Point of R therefrom ; and M jf
the Tail of the Speculum DE passing through P-M
then the Clock be put into Motion , the Index
}
shall carry about the Tail of the Speculum in fue .
Manner , that at all Times of that Day when theJ5.
can come upon the Speculum it will reflect the Fh
constantly in one and the fame Position and Dirt’^
all the time without Variation .
. j
30. The Machine thus constituted is placed ^
Box or Cafe, and set in a Window with one Side op^
exposed to the Sun, and all the other Parts close Lj,
that when the Room is made dark, and the Solas^
crofcope fixed to the Forepart of the Box in which ^
Heliojiata is placed, just against the Centre of the
culum to receive the reflected horizontal Beam, all (<|
Experiments of the darken’d Room are then perso^ j
- ■
— •
*
■
^
as usual. This
is a very ingenious
Construction o>
Sohtr- Microscope Apparatus^ and full of Art , but , 1
too expensive and troublesome for common Use.
ever, ’tis easy to fee that this Machine is capab^ j
being greatly reduced j for it may be made to an^
the End very well without a Clock ; also the Specu‘^
may be Glass instead of Metal , and all fix’d oh
Foot or Pedestal : But this I Rave to the Ingenuity
the Mechanical Reader.
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Examples

.

Of the Orrery

rical Account of the Invention

: an
and ^

provements thereof A Description of •"
Armillary
Sphere . Of the MoT *°
of the Ea r t h about . its Axis , and d 0'
A'
the Sun . The Vicissitudes
of theSZ"
Sons explained. Of the various Leng 'T1'
c/ ’ Days W Nights . The -Thirds
tion of the Earth ; the great Plato 1'1
Year ; the Recession
of the EquiNO ^ ,,
explained . A Calculation of the hodlJ
Time of the Day . The Doctrine of
and Lunar
Eclipses
fully explained, ”
■ Calculations on a Mathematical
The° ry
An Explanation of the Astronomy
Comets . A new Method for Const^
tion of their Orbits.
Calculations ^
lating to the whole Theory
of Cotfd1
An Analytical
Investigation of their y|-

liptic Orbits .

Of their Tails

other Phænomena

nuine Principles

I

, and ^

accounted for on the T
of

Physics.

Shall
this
to ^i
hibit to in you
aLecture
jus andendeavour
natural ld$
j
the Mundane or Solar Syftem, that is, ^

System of the World ; consisting of 1,
Sun ; the Primary Planets , and their
daries, or Moons ; the Comets ; and the
St
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^tars according
>
to the Hyp otbe^ s *Vg^
thagoras among the Ancients,, an
^
bY Copernicus:"
Which
em ISZ^
„rnne<
^> and established onSyst
the
3U
e
.
.
viz. Physical and Gecmttrica „
'¥ « , by aU out modem Astronomers

lCXXX1
>-

T„n

arc to underasltis mitsown
’ rdea 0f the lit^ature every way infinite, g' vcs u tV,eTef0re be only \n
hmty of the Universe, which can
„ t ^ t^e Uniart comprehended by us : And a
tbat which
Yer[e which we can have. any ^ oUO tb ~s the Eye preV th* Subject, of our Senses-, »nd ot
p rospect, and
,C
T ts us with an Idea of a vast *xt
^ Appearanceofvar i0US Sorts of hom disseminated
„
strough
the fame.
'
.
>^
ed
which
the
Greeks
t/A
the
Jni%"The
infinite Abyss of SP® ’j and
we the
^ * £, , tL Latins ^ g
’an Infinity of
v . does undoubtedly ^
tehen ^
X
r> U1S of moving Bodies round one J
the Sun.
Jje , which the Romans called So, <
perfy called
Ahis Collection of Bodies is therefo
L
t Solar System, and fomotntbe fiforld.
bYST!M, from the Latin Word Mu »£ ’ Solar Systems
otW
T ^f thel3niVerseCOntainS
Worlds
Starh
as there are what we rail
fce " 'l
c f 'i* d«un
removed
tafonabie to infer from hence, that
1
^ a Star
? the distance of a Star would appea J
ssisapQts, and all the Bodies moving a °
difapPear ' s
^ entirely. Now the Reason why tire/ ^ ^ seen
^ufethey are opakc Bodi -S, and too -ree ^ ^
of
A so gteat a Distance, without an in e c£m be? as
, 'glit - whereas theirs is the wsahe
be ye.
£
e'ng first borrowed and then rcsseote
re Bulb and
- A But the Sun, by reason of ^ 's *ini will
ho
lsiriate Light, which is the strongest post
visible
(CXXX1) I . By the Universe
aud the whole Extent of Space, w
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The

most celebrated Hypotheses , orSj ^j

terns of the World , are three , viz . (*''

T&f

visible at an immense Distance ; but the greater the sjL

tance , the less bright it will appear, and of a n
Magnitude : And therefore every Star of every ^ L
nitude may probably be a Sun like our own, if' 01D(
ing a System of Planets or moving Bodies, each .
which may be inhabited like our Earth with var> .
Kinds of Animals, and stored with vegetable and 0 ,
Substances.
5. In this View of the Universe, an august Idea 3 ^
in the Mind , and worthy of the Infinite and
th or of Nature , who can never be supposed to P ^
created so many glorious Orbs to answer so trift 1I’®)d
Purpose as the twinkling to Mortals by Night no*
then ; besides that the far greatest Part of the Sta>?^ |i
never seen by us at all, as will be farther shewn *
V
we come to treat of those celestial Bodies.
$
6. When therefore Moses tells us, that in the
ning God created the Heavens and the Earth , it is 1 $
understood in a limited Sense, and to mean on1? $
Makings or rather New-making, of our Terra 1}11
Globe ; for ’tis expressly said that the Earth in r f
’! 1ND Shapes f
“
State was a Chaos,in( HebrewilD
Void) which probably might be only the Ruins ot 3‘{|i<
existent Globe inhabited by rational Creatures ^ i<
same manner as since its Renovation . And th°u| s
be said, God made two great Lights, the Sun asl^
Moon, it does not follow they had no Existence v ^
that Time , any more than it does that the St arS
s/
not , which he is said to have made also.
7. Now if the Stars had no Existence before Qrsft
saic Creation , then were there no other Systems of’
before our own ; then must all the Infinity of Sp3f.^ {Mi
been one eternal absolute Inane or Empty Space t* Jy
Time , and God who made the Worlds must be
to have made them all at once : Which SupP®j-e^ J
are too extravagant and unreasonable, and ^ ^ !
cannot be the Sense of that Passage of Scripture;

£
rx
InoK
* \\ n \ ~
VI V U

M4D
MZM

Si. V ^ »=N
s
s W\
'S \ *Cl \ sN
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e Ptdlomeœn, invented by Ptolottiy->ari
^lerit -Egyptian Philosopher ) which affig nS
7*cb Positions and Motions to the heavenly
.Mies , as they
appear to the Senses to
have. (2.) The Dychonic System* or that of
y' noble Danish Philosopher , tfycbo Brabe*
p ^ d'be Pythagorean^ Copernican-, or Solan
above- mentioned . Of all which in
rderCXXX1I
(
).
1 HE
Can^
no
more than this, , that when God had
such nthe p arth into an habitable Globe , he gave it
itS ahtion
^°
and Motion about the Sun, an » °n
the T n Axis’ as should cause an agreeable Variety in
ture
Days and Nights , and in the Tempers
fhl °f rbe ofSeasons
of the Year : All winch will_bc
froj^ 0 ha ve their Existence and Distinction resulting
the\ hesePn^ iplcs, and no.other, in the Sequel of
spYv to this Lecture*.
.
..
^Ide ^ ^ H) 1‘ 1 have sought It expedient to illustrate
ubove^tj,0^ Iso three remarkable Systems of the World
Mstch VofntionM by proper Diagrams ; in the First of
acc °rdin UV*e'v the Disposition of the Heavenly Bodies PI. LIT
brtiouj
to the Hypothesis of Claudius Ptolomaus, a
Fig, x,
Egypt, , Aat somatician and Astronomer of Peluftum in
after Chri/f the
first Part of the second Century
2.
•
'

taufgjt M Vas first invented and adhered to chiefly beauccs 0p 1rn(S,c^ to correspond with the sensible Appearso^t the JufCVeDstial Motions . They took it for granted
tyerer.,.. otions
which these Ttcrlico ootmU t . ...
j re such z v which
those Bodies appeared to have
, rearr
■ A>in
4| npR- of
of _ \ l
j uniorme
und really performed; and not
^ ^ dof tht a"7 Motion in the Earth , nor being aprC *°*>thV
absolute, relative, or apparent
th
——‘'j' iuj aojoime
not make
make aa proper
oroner Judgment of
Mattn/ ^ t° ud not
'Ot. f Tf Sl “ u£ WeEe under a Ts eceffitv of being mii-

H

led

Astronomy.
pi. LII.
Fig. I.

4
The Ptolomean System supposes the Eas
immoveably fixed in the Centre , not of 1,
/
led by their very Senses, for want of proper Afl"
1^'

which After-Ages produced.
3. ’Tis easy to observe they had no Notion of*0*
other System but our own, nor of any other Won
the Earth on which we live. They thought r>o
less than that all Things were made for
Man ; that all the Stars were contained in one co J1^
Sphere, and therefore at an equal Distance
Earth ; and that the Primum Mobile was circutnM ^
by the Cœlu.m Empireum of a cubic Form , whic*1
supposed to be the Heavens, or blissful Abode of depa
Souls.
4. It would scarce have been worth while to p
' said so much about so absurd an Hypothesis, (as “' jpj!
how well known to be) were it not that there ar£ ?e f'
numerous Retainers thereto, who endeavour ver/
lousy to defend the fame, and that for two
principally, vi%. because the Earth is apparently
in the Centre of the World , and the Sun and ^
move about it dally ; and also because the Set
asserts the Stability of the Earth , the Motion 0
Sun, Cfc.
5. These two Arguments merit no particular A ^
It is sufficient, with respect to the first, to say,
is
are assured Things may ( yea must) appear to {P
many cafes, what they really are not, yea to haVesyl~
Affections and Properties as are absolutely contr?yt|iS
■what they really possess. Thus a Person sitting 1
Cabin of a Ship under Sail, will , by looking o'd |¥
Window , see an apparent Motion of the
"Trees, fcfc. on the Strand the contrary way,
perceive no Motion at all in the Ship. Also a
sitting in a Wind -Mill , if the Mill be turned * j#
he will see an apparent Motion of the uprigss, st5
the contrary Way , but will not perceive any 1

Mill itsdf.

. F
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Tty, ■

or^ only, but of the Universe*
and that
le Sun^the Moon the Planet j* and
Sfars>
all
those Cases are exactly parallel to til at of the
f0r hhe
>
Reason of which has been shewn in the
tati0^ , rt f° this Work , Ahmt. XX . ) and it is as
cent toassert the Ship and the Mill are really quieso
to i_Vftnde* other Bodies positively in Motion ; as it is
W D0st the Potion of the Sun, and the garth ’s beV ' Rcst. in the Centre .
. .. . . . . . . .
sin'fnJv W the Scripture , as it was never intended for
I«toh UtiQn °f Astronomy or Philosophy, so nothing
te] ati“e understood as strictly or positively alierted in
Cotri mont p^ ret0’ hut as spoken only ^agreeably to ^th?
intfe or vulgar Notion of Things . And
nus Si r
°aC ^ evj i°n himself would always fay, the
fo&ua 5o anc^t^le Sun sets and
;
would have said with.
^ '''as
ft and thouJiill, &c. though he well knew
8.
lte contrary in the Nature of the Thing.
aP rat'Wridicul ous a Thing does Popery appear to be
*tynk
tual
], '° Minds, or to those who are at liberty to
r*gidly •/ ln sifting on the literal Sense of Scripture so
Mt
Expression, This is my Body! And is if.
°s Piligr y absurd to maintain that the EarthJiands up511aUk (vf15,ori ly because we read so in the Bible ? What
y^eis. £ g“ly Shift are those celebrated Mathematicians
r ° lll Hienr^ and Jacquier obliged to make, in their
°°th, js dT °n Sir Isaac’s Principia ! The Editor , for¬
mate t0 , ere Che Commentator on all those Parts that
•6ca Use
Earth ’s Motion ot Gopernican System : And
M Ein^ 1^
declaration
is something very singular in
’ Cso alI here give it in their own Words.
PP

T

. -Vfitifj ' .

Seur

& Jacquier

Deciaratio.

Urn
S. s s tn_hoc tertio libra Teliuris r'notœ hypothesm assns l e‘iden‘ t0r,S Propofitiones aliter explicari non poterant,
geres 10^ 6 f °did hypothesl
. Hinc alienam coactl
Us Csnt jy/5
cæterum latis dsummis Pontificielluris Motum Decretis nos obsequi profitemur•

Ha

.
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all moved about it from Eajl to Weft ° n<
f
in twenty - fcsur Hours , in the Order
Iovvitt5'
In English thus :
0*
in this Third Book has asspmed'the
thesis ot the Earth ’s Motion . The Author ’s
sitions are not to be explain’d but by making
fame Hypothesis also. Hence we are obliged to P^e,
ceed under a feigned Character ; but in other .
spects we profess ourselves obsequious to the Ve
of the Popes made against the Motion of the £ art

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

PI. LII.
Fig . 2.

Newton

g. By this it appears how well many Peoplo
stand the Truth , who yet dare not to profess it. j to
to conclude this Head : There is no Authority eqtltLf,
that of f ruth ; the common Opinion , the literal ^
preffion of Scripture, the Decrees of Popes, and eS^
thing else must give way to plain and evident DelJ1f0f
stration ; of which we have abundantly fustic ielst jj
establilhing the true System of the World agah”
Opposition.
. jjit
io . The Tychonic System is represented u f
next Diagram . This had its Original from TychoP^
a Nobleman of Denmark, who lived in
the latter s
of the last Century ; he built and made his Qbfer v3 w^
at IJranilurg, i ( . e. Celejlial Dower) in the Istand ^ 0[
or Huena. This
Philosopher, though he appi -0'? ^ the Copernican System, yet could he not reconcil®11,
e
self to the Motion of the Earth '; and being, ot> ^
other hand, convinced the Ptolomean Scheme
. eft
could not be true, he contrived one different from el
which is represented by the next Diagram .
, j,iit
i r. In this the Earth has no Motion allowed st, ^
the Annual and Diurnal Phænomena are solved by
Motion of the Sun about the Earth , as in the Pt »'s, j,/
Scheme ; and those of Mercury and Venus are foNe |q
this Contrivance , though not in the fame Marm es’s jj
simply mid naturally, as in the Copernican System.> 3
easy to observe in the Figure.

b

As

IOI
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Win
&

th,
lsle the

Moon, Mercury , Venus,
Sf Un' Mars , Jupiter , Saturn, the Fixed
p arp and
;
, above all, the Figment of their
\[ hnum Mobile, or the Sphere which gave
iVt °tion to all the rest.
But this was too
and absurd to be received by any
e^ned Philosopher, after the Discoveries
7 Observations and Instruments which ac? UaiItt us with divers Phænomena of the
J avc nly Bodies, altogether inconsistent
t lth» and, in some Things , exactly conr ldia ory to, such an Hypothesis ; as wist
eewn
^
by the Arguments adduced to
Prove the Truth of the Copernkan System.
. r K£ Tychonic System supposed the Earth
Centre of the World , that so, of the
Lament of Stars , and also of the Orbits
Sun and Moon ; but at the fame
> e st made the Sun the Centre of the
atietary Motions , viz. of the Orbits of
Crcur
y, Venus, Mars , Jupiter, and Saturn.
Thus
it rL After th is Scheme had .been proposed some time,
•Veda Correction by allowing the Earth a Monon
of
®Axi8» W account for the Diurnal Phænomena
S^ io - Tcavens ; and so this came to be called the
^tbM chonlc bstem. But
this was still wide of the
Math ’ 3tld encumbered with such Hypotheses as the ti ue
rdifli atlcian and genuine Philosopher could never
at j ' / Therefore both these Systems, and all others,
silOrer tu Save way to the True
Solar System, to e
tu lly described in the following Notes,

H3

,fe
&
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Thus the Sun , with all its Planets,
made to revolve about the Earth once a
Year, to solve the Phcenomena arising
the annual Motion ; and the Earth
its Axis from West
East once in ^
Hours , to account fortothose
of the diuf^ .
Mot ion.
it
But this Hypothesis is so mcI1
stroufly absurd, and contrary to the gre^
Simplicity of Nature , and in some respe'AS
even contradictory to Appearances , that H
obtained but little Credit , and soon ga'
way to

Pl . LIII.

The

Coper nican Syjlem of

the WosH,

which supposes the Sun to possess the
tral Part ; and that about it revolve
Planets and Comets in different Periods^0
Time , and at different Distances therefr 01'1’
in the Order following , viz. CXXXlH
(
)’
I.
(CXXXIII ) i . The Solar
, as it is ng(;
taught , was in some part invented System
by the Ancients , P , j
haps by Pythagoras himself ; for though
Diogenes
.j
in v/riting his Life fays no more of
him than his

the Antipodes of the Earth , yet Ariftotle
tells us tha t

^
Sect of the Pythagoreans taught that the
Earth tv°sC ^
ried about the Centre^viz
(
. the Sun ) among the
(i . e. the Planets ) and by turning aboutits
( Axis)
Day and
Night, Hence

THAGOREAU

it came to be called the >

HYPOTHESIS

Or SYSTEM
ofthe WoP ^ ^
2. But some of these, ’tis
said, allowed
Motion of the Earth , viz. the diurnal; while only 0

as Phiklaus, Arijlarchus the Samian
, Plato in h>^N
Vanced Age, alsoSeleucus the Mathematician
, andot. J
.

mainta^

V^jULL 77,//, ' J,H|

on

S OXXLJL

V_ )

Sahu
yJ/ieJZ n y//)
•O

7,,//// <>'

/

4^ v
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N

/

c -\ \
Saturn &£■
7*/<i2)ott 6/c2tt/it

/

tu/aycl durtoted \\
CMe re/ttvjtnAf /*•& (J/ S\
\
“ <£ 6)
oft/ .Sun tti/ *yv/i0 ' ' \ J±
lion

Æ*
M
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^ Mercury, at the
2 Milli orls of Miles, Distance of about
revolves about the
Sun
itsai? ta.'ne^ the Earth
had twoMotions , the
st ; also
'sts> aad the
diurnal about
called the Philotaic
ThsenW about the Sun .
System.
Henca
Ijj^‘ “ ut the
Astronomy of these early Ages
after>C
died in its
^ ’ anc^ was Juried in
Oblivion for
Qur ’ hH at Length
it began to be revived many Ages
by Cardinal
pose* W*10 wtote in
after him Defence
of it, but to no
it was espoused
by the great
Purcelebrated
if ^P ^ 'Wctts, a Canon
of Thorn in Polijh
Prujftay
'hrtoo'- Wrask° rn
tbe istK to examine it D. 1473 - This Gentleman un~
thoroughly , and explained by
lvejj otlnns and
it
Pbænomenapf the Heavenly
iicrall° ^ e.^
Bodies
so
atissadfion of the Learned ,
.of th^ showed
that he was ge-r
ntis \ and the therein by the principal Astronomers
following
Age ; as Rheticus
a.n^JerS'luh Sc'.
nkardus, Keppkrus, , RothmanGalileo,and
C0Pterkss others.
From this Time it was
Mucan System.
called the
ff e^ Aster this arose
divers great
hiitlPullialdus
, Ricdolus, the Alen, as Gaffendus^
two Caffmi’s, Mr.
Ar(j/fai’ iTrrax,
Bishop
Ward,
Mr
. Flamjieed
peri? -'
, Dr.
Gregory, Dr . Keil, and ,
Genius
Sir Ifaae Newton above all, that suwho all of them,
se]Ves greatest
" ’ r'1KT...
„.1,;r)and
Pains
nK_to
invent Instruments
piligence
-, ’applied
' Ol,them, am
to Weft
nn
- a
iHena the
. Physical Causes ot y,eiciu»
the|aA ltl which they
.
.
so
^ 6reat Man , that happily succeeded, especially
tetj, f stftitution of all the Nature , Extent , Order,
and
firied ^ Qf Planets and every Part of the Solar SysComets,
test0?fated
^
and established, as to became so well de¬
admit of no
sstrft/ , cruple, with any
Alan properly qualified Conto be ,,1£> ^nd
to un¬
which therefore ought
for the future
5. Tic tlie ^
kWTOktiLiv System of the World.
Hy%tj st\ s System
Pi
^0 longer now to be
D'A/vM
Is represented
Sf ° al}
a Plate by itself, called, an
the Planets inand
with
the
H 4. Comets ( hitherto
determined)
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Sun in the Space of 87 Days , 23 Houl'S*
and 16 Minutes.

II. VENA
’S?
joined ) and at their proper Distances from the
Sun,^
presented by the central Point ; it being
impossbi^
represent, either by an Instrument or
true Proportion both of Magnitude andDiagram , j
Distanced .
the Sun and Planets , as will appear by what
6. For it must be allowed, that to renderfolios'
any
chine or Delineation useful, the least Part
ought t0 ^
visible; and one cannot well assigna less Bulk
fe>
r
Globe of the Moon , than what is here
represents
e
this Plate ; which being fixed upon, the
Magnitudes pi <
Planets Mercury, Venus, the Earth , Mars , Jupiter ■
>a f
Saturn and its Ring , must be such as
strewn url q
the respective Names in the Plate ; andare
with respe^
these the Sun’s Bulk or Face will be
represented by tn[}
exterior Circle ot the Diagram , which here
represt 11
^
the Ecliptic in the Heavens, and
is nearly 9 Inches
Diameter.
7. Now the Diameter of the
in this Schc ^
js T‘i of an Inch , its SemidiameterEarth
is therefore
j
the Distance of the Earth from the Sun’s
Centre is
20000 Semidiameters. But 20000 X
= 83I Feet ; and since the Distance of XOOQ If c^ y
Saturn is
c
ten times as great, if is evident the Extent or
DiamtW i
a Machine to exhibit the several Parts of the
Solar Sff1. ^
in their due Proportion of Distances and
Magnit^
.j
(though no bigger than those here affign’d) will be
at
1600 Feet, or more than a starter 'of a Mile:
fequently the Circumference of Saturn ’s Orbit
will meaJ lt
very near a Mile. '
^
8. Iii a much less Compass indeed the
Distances m'S ^
be represented very well in Proportion ,
tive Magnitudes can no otherwise be but the
strewn than 1
such Globes or graphical Delineations as is
the f . #
of the Diagram under Consideration.
Another I
which cannot be properly represented in such a
P^ teQf
the Inclination os any Planetary Orbit to
she Ecliptic , especially the Orbits of the the Pla 116^
Comets, .
. ..
yb 01,

■K ^

O

rfi

o/w
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IO5

us , at the Distance of 59 Mil^iies , in 224 Days , 16 Hours , 49

EN

aboJt* <f HE ^ arth * at tiie Distance of
6
02 Millions of Miles , in 365 Days,
j^ Ursj 9 Minutes , or Sydereal Year.
^ a Rs, at the Distance of 123 Millions
jji
m 686 Days , 23 Hours , 27 Mi%teb>esj
or
_1Year , 321 Days , 17 Hours,
■^ I8 Minutes.

0r^Ul>I,rER?
t^ie Dift ance of 424
2o
8 of Miles , in 4332 Days ^ 12 Hours,
Yj n^ tes’ or almost 12 Years.
liotjs 0r ATURlSf
j at the Distance of 777 MilS6]\4j ^ Ues, in 10759 Days , 6 Hours,
V^ !^ 8’ or nearly 30 Years,
fic ceat;
rOoNLTS, in various and vastly
<%er Orbits
^
, revolve about the Sun in
re Shmations
,
and Periods of Time,
V s q C,^otecl in the Scheme of Mr . WhifSolar
]Vlilb

Pnr UJe
a fpsitii

System (CXXXIV

Ca' TVe*snS We can by no means -this way get any
V/i
v,;.,
exnl?-Vera^ b*arts therefore of the Solar Syjle?n
QPrOp er pained anti illustrated by distinct Theories,
subject stsyxes adapted to each : And this will be
"
' '.'
I- ed * 1“" Periodical 'Times
CiJy Janets
V
of the pril imes ot
f aUs of n -’anc Nrwton stated in Days and De-

8* \ n
Day’
‘ >95
9?. a, . l .

as

fo

Hows:

<f

%

whblyb . 365.2565. 686,9785. 4332,5X4
h
io

759,275-

2. The

5
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$t*
2. The mean Distances of the Planets front *
are thus stated by Sir Isaac:
%
According to Kepler,

$

Plate

L 1V.

Fig. i.

?

&

®

%,o0 > §'

38806. 72400. 100000. 152350 . 51965° - ^
According to Bullialdus,
38585. 72398. 100000. 152350. 522520 - 95
According to the Periodical Times,
38710. 72333. 100000 . 152369 . 5200963. Before we can shew how the JPeriodics ^ #
6^
and Distances of the Planets are found, Jt
5!r
.^
^
viz.
,
Things
following
cessary to premise the
££
.
tf a Planet is not in the Plane of thePEcliptic
ANLO be the Orbit of a Planet , and let
be the Earth ’s Orbit , which is in the Plane of th
tic ; then will one half of the Planet ’s Orbit n ^ fct'
the Plane, as N L O , and the other Half iN^ <
0 jr
low it .
4. she two Planes, therefore, sf the Planet’s
,ll £l
tf/~ Ecliptic will intersect one another, which ’'r r ca !le
tion will be a Right Line , as N O ; and this
„ „ so * jr
the Z/k.? of. the Nodes, the Nodes being the tv»
N and O , in which the Planet descends beloW, .0
VWgM
cends above, the Plane of the Ecliptic
D*I£lt
is called the Ascending Node, and N the
'

-' - L

°
'
in the jjbQ
5. Let the Curve NwObc described
under the Half
perpendicular
the Ecliptic
then is the Curve N m O said to be the Prof ",u - 17,
Planet’s Orbit N L O on the. Plane of the Eclf ttC,^p ii
the projected Place of the Planet P , cr its PL ce
■* if!\
to the Ecliptic.
6. The Angle L O in measures the Incliff *
Plane of the Planet’s Orbit to that of the Eclip ttC’Jjc 11j
is also called the Obliquity thereof . The Perp6^ ?\f.
je,,p
Distance P p is the Latitude of the Planet from
of the Ecliptic ; and L m is the greatest La ‘ P f t
L O or L N he ^ Quarter of a Circle . Alf° . <cal'e
from the Node, viz. O? ,~rf . tr.^
tance of the Planet
.* '
rs . tp
f;he Argument of
juuinuae
vj Latitude
/•
«* T ? >Tt. andktojli !-'
is the Angle P Sp the true Latitude fcen L° m
N ‘ d ‘- i

Its
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hie An«i ^ refore called the Heliocentric Latitude and
;
Is icen | e T
° p is the apparent Latitude , or that which
'" Of.
n . *****r°m
the Earth at T , and is therefore called the
L utitude.
The
arth*•Ue true Distance
of the Planet from the Sun and
measured by the Lines S P and P T ; but S p
Tr^ ^ are called the Curtate Distances. Also in the
S fT the Angle S T/ > is called the Angle of
Th ° > A or D .stance of the Planet from the Sun.
Su n4§le %P T is called the Parallaaic Angle, as being
>ss5 ' Qer which the Semidiameter of the Earth ’s Orbit
th, >and the Angle pST at the Sun is usually called
°f Commutation,
h.
ir.av
" ' 6 now
proceed to shew the Methods os de¬
!>,rtii
cs a Planet ; which may
by the Conjunctions or Oppositions of
fhe p ]„^. t^ e S - n . Thus , for Example , observe
^
to th- CQ
J uP iter in the Ecliptic at his Oppo}atiof
‘ ! tQ h ^ Un> and also when he comes to be in Opijf bem C^ un aSain ; and note well the Time that.
fj ee>
l the Then
fay. As the Arch described beappositions is to the whole Circumference, so
Li ni^ n vA>ich that Arch was described, to the Peri
ir y
«0vj the jvi; nearly ; for it will not be exactly so,
btion os a Planet is not quite uniform , as
an Ellipsis , and not jn a Circle . In the fame
““"
you
, to.
hi,c
fiut proieed for an inferior Planet,
y 7 the T a 01016 accurate Method is by observing
banGhtcceYs 016 that elapses between the Planet ’s being,
h, *f hn 0Wn lVf y ' n the fame Node , (which may be
T;1° as ri 0 f because in that Part of its Orbit the Platbe' xr °f the
and that will be the Periodical
Janet j for in one Revolution of a Planet,
(‘f rney
thev move
^ -ud^des
fn
at^ all
W-ii no
in) ,«;il
not move sensibly,

be esteemed
as quielcent
nets
t li; J 7n therefore
order to estimate
the Distances
° f .the pi
fstanets.
;r P ceed for Venus and Mercury in thefollowi
SitionT
1 the*- hPlace
of the Planet in its greatest
' Elonbtt
-,. ^ *r Om
tk1Sun
be duly observed ) the Difference
Or ) . 5i 't. ,n? ,h' Sun ’s Place ( as seen from the
S
of , 111be the
Quantity of the greatest Elongation,
the Angl,
e ATS, with -respect to the Planet
Venus

io 8
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in her.Orbit at A. And since the Orbit
jt,§
is nearly circular, the Line T A will touch the
the Point A, and so the Angle T A S will be ® qV
one . Suppose the Angle A T S = 47 Degrees
servation ; then if we put the Distance os tpe ^ t|i«
S T = 100000, {■
ay, As Radius or Sine of 90° lS 0 ° °1
Sine of 470, 1° is T S ~ ioocco to S A : = 73 '
nearly the Distance of Venus from the Sun.
12. In like manner may the Distance o ■0 ^nO^110
from the Sun be determined in the Gross, bu ^Bfi
nearly as that of Venus, because the Orbit is muC,j - jD
excentric or elliptical, and therefore the Angj_e
will not be a Right one. Its
therefo^ .^ ^
be found from the Theory ofQuantity
the Motions of * ^
founded on Observations ; and from thence o’®
Angle T SR will be known, and consequently
S R , which is the Distance of Mercury from the ^
13. In the Superior Planets this Matter is n°
so easy; however, there are divers Methods bf
it may be done, by having the Theory of the
known , which gives the Side S T ; and by Oh eT ]CC°
the Angle S T P is known , which is the Dm^
the Geocentric Place of the Sun and Planet ;
^0'
remains only the Angle SP T to be found, whic ^ vV,j)iv
Homers shew how to do several Ways ; one 0 o^ <b
is peculiar to Jupiter , being done by means t <r
of his Satellites, as will be shewn when ^’s
them .
_
.e
14. As I have in this Note
tr> j c)ip
nation of the Planets Orbits to thementioned
Plane of
tic , I shall give the Quantity thereof for each *
y
follows :
>
«
1?
'
f Mercury is 6 $ 5
| Venus — 3
0
The Inclination of theOrbit of^ Mars —1 1 n
Venus

\ ^ vtoitar I-—

~ $

{^Saturn
Also the Line of the Nodes in the te ver?e cW.
taryofOrbits is determined ; and the Place in 1jlo^
tic
the ascending .Node for each Planet is a®^ s

iog
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ir

f Mercury in
S *4 42 00
I Venus— ■
ix 14 25 54
ory Mars —
« 18 29 54
2S
! Jupiter
*9 54
7
I.Saturn
21
54
49
*b,*6- The
r.ve
° (Jet'2stance
^‘
of the Planets from the Sun 33
-ndin» th^ t' !ne<
^ Rre reducible so Englijh Miles , by first
j^ ont bv f a"h ' s Distance in that Measure • and this
"at j8nding
' '
the Quantity of the Sun’s Parallax,
^ter ’a, " le Angle under which the Earth ’s Semidso
r\ Si,', EarS at 8un
. Thus let S be the Centre
^ rbit ^ g and C the Centre of the Earth D EjF in her Pl . 'LIV.
»?^ci no. ’ the Angle D S C is that which we speak of, Fig, 2.
' ar th ann' at Un^er which the Semidiameter C D of the
V
Tos '"S at T ,e Sun.
"n'ety0f
this Angle Astronomers have attempted
0 {1 deters- ^et.h°ds, but have as yet found none that
a •er Vati0jlne !t exa hl!y ■,however , by many repeated
iua*t 12" ns os Dr . Halley it is found to be not greater
tv ’' ) ha ^ than
^
9" . Wherefore 10Q (the
jJ r
°ee!1fixed upon as near the Truth , which
/ nus tvi]] 6 contented with till May 26 , 1761, when
Q tr ansit the Sun’s Disk, by which means the
' eter <Din
„j etTla
n has shewn the Sun’s Parallax may be
ined
1an. of it ' a great Nicety , viz. . to within a 5codth
_
T 7^„ hl rWh ole. See Phil . Trans. N ° 348, abridged
18 . ' $ ’ ^ ol . iv

+.

^ the S??°f!stg therefore the Angle DSC = 10' 3c/",
As
'C = 1 then fay,
.7 to T^ .angent
DSC 10" 30'" = 5,706764
of
D C = 1 = 0,000000
Radius.
qoP 10,000000
=

ifiitaJ1"6..SMe
-,
>0 &•

ofegive,
the

Sujl

8C - 19657,8 - 4,293236
y,° ^ emidiameters of the Earth multiplied
Ves 78631200 Englijh Miles for the Distance

ofQ. jvj
the p) 1Distances
only, but also the Diameters
nets are to be investigated, by measuring their
^ls in'Cethapparent
.

‘hes '" a‘ in 1A at ®ve was wrote, both the Transits of Venus have passed;
hft "j? Es Pa tap ' ’ i an^ tt' e
>n 1769 but
;
nothing certain relating to
r,I1Gt hav‘: llas t"1" 1 determined as yet ; the Observations on Ui«t
aVing not been all received,
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to

apparent Diameters with a Micrometer adapted s
good Telescope. Thus the Sun in his mean Dli
will be found to subtend an Angle of 32' 12" = I?fa'
and the Earth at the Sun subtends an Angle of 21, pp
ing double the Angle DSC . ) Therefore the Susls^t
ameter is to the Earth ’s Diameter as 1932 to 2l>
is, as 10000 to 109.
\t>
20. Again : Mr . Poundwith
(
the Hugeniati gjc
scope of 123 Feet ) found Saturn subtended an
ji>
of 16 ". Therefore if Saturn were brought to the
Distance of the Earth from the Sun, his appar eIj£ 0<j6
meter would be increased in the Ratio of
hW
to 1 ; that is, its Diameter would be seen under an
tbe
\Vhen cC
equal to M -?o6 x i6 „
100000 .
. *52,"64096.
Sun’s Diameter is to Saturn's as 1932' ' : iZ2,
:: 10000 : 790 .
,
21. The
lame Gentleman measured Jupiter
rent Diameter , and found it, subtend an Angle o* ayd
wherefore Jupiter at the Distance of the Earth
subtend an Angle equal to
x 37' ' = i 92’ ^ .
b H100000
•*'
« 0s*
Hence the Sun’s real Diameter is to that
of J ut
1932" : 192/417 :: 10000 : 996.
22. Hugenius measured the Diameter 01.M a .. 0 >
nearest the Earth , and found it did not excee
and that the Distance of Mars from the Earth
h'
to the Sun’s mean Distance as 15
1e to 41.
41• > t*1
Syjieina Saturnium. ) Therefore
Mars removDistance of the Sun would subtend an Angle e<
* tbl
15 .
..
..
.
^ rof
X 3<// io/
—
,q7^6. Whence the Diameter
41
J
y/ :>
, lO o0V
Sun is to that of Mars as 1932" to 10/9756
t

57-

23. Dr .

Halley

collected from the

flce

App

eaJ\ fitr

Id^
seen from the Sun at her mean Distance woinu
j ^P,n'
iTs
the
under an Angle of 30 ' ; consequently , at
mean Distance she would appear under an Ang‘e ,
X 30" — 21,6999 . Therefore the Su >
j 00000

J pi#

6
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^flitter

■
1S to
V’ 12 ' *

lo°0o •

t^lat of

Venus

as 1932" : 21/ ' 6992 : :

V s ft# ne f ame learned Gentleman by the like means
lo" *ercur
$ at his mean Distance subtend an Angle of
M therefore at the Sun an Angle of ^l l°
5 20" _ „
100000
and J ’ ^42- Wherefore the Diameters of the
15, ^C^ £r<:ury are

as 1932 ^ : 7, ^ 742 : : 10000 : 40 .

^servedT aiC ot^ler Phaenomena of the Planets to be
^Ve^ ’ *roin whence several important Discoveries
f hus t^n wade in the Physical Part of Astronomy.
|s°od ^^un and some Planets, when viewed with a
le lCOne . ^ nnpov
1-n Uetra
Ar<r \r finnf ? nn thpir
^tfacp •weico
on their
L
rpe,
-■> appear
**!.■'t ,s"<4Aji to have
<a. v >w dark
uaxit . uSpots
pwi .o v***
u *vu
\ ^ °tion ^ t^e^e Spots those Bodies are found to have
‘^is tyjt, ^ out their Axis, and the Position of their
eaitS^ reefpect to the Plane of the Ecliptic is by this
16.' ^
ih
nined.
:et ^d
*br
Vt;
^ :. hefe Spots are most numerous and easily oh'’■>ri0lls'iy :be Sun. It is not uncommon to fee them in
tVer thec ms’ Magnitudes , and Numbers, moving
fcy the , Un’s Disk . They were first of a11 discovered
fQatt^ yttcean Astronomer Galileo, in the .Year 1610,
he had finished his new- invented Telescope,
sice0j- f bat these Spots adhere to or float upon the Sur%y ofhe Sun, is evident for many Reasons. ( 1.) For
0f the V hem are observed to break out near the Middle
0r at se n’SDisk ; others to decay and vanish there,
>t V^ ^ istance from his Limb. ( 2.) Their appastifle
, a o^ttiez are always greatest over the-Middle of the
War
d’$ Stadually flower from thence on each Side tolv° rdin ^ ‘mb. ( 3.) The Shape of the Spots varies
•Disk
. J t0 their Position on the several Parts of the
fro* . °fe which are round and broad in the Middle
^ 0rdi
ng° and slender as they approach the Limb,
9?ticj 2 as they ou<»ht to anpear by the Rules of
„Ali.
. 4i$

< sT

comparing many Observations 1
°f ^ g_ ev0_
IUtin 0ff " 'we in which the Spots m<- ~ ‘p)
r_
balky' n y ^ f’ 0' Ca$ ™\ S" W|f > found that 27
% Tl
A Dr. Dirham, and others, -t is
DaysJ
V,.

afpairent Diameter of Va7wsmeasured
(
' by a Micrometer ) upon.
-was 58 ^ at a M$ vn, (Saevtj Tn » -

11I
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Days , 12 Hours, 20 Minutes is the Measure 0^
them -at a- Mean :- But
Time
the
-in this
^/ "VOlntie>
- AAAW
Wl*~ Earth
.4—the angular Motion of 26° 22' about the Sun’s G J,
therefore fay, As 360° +. 26° 22^ is to 360S 1U
f° ' |S' '
12 h. 20' to 25 d. 15 h. 16"; which therefore is th6
of the Sun’s RevOlntion about its Axis .
, , jji#
29. Had the Spots moved over the Sun in rig ^
Directions , it would have Ihewn the Sun’s A%'s} _
been perpendicular to the Plane of the Eclip^'f
since they move in a curvilinear Path , it provesm ,jjf
[
l. LIV. inclined to the Axis of the Ecliptic
;
and
it
iss
°^
\Sf
,fitig- 3- Observation, that that Angle is equal to J Q3° X uep et
ft
'
if B D passing through the Centre of the Sun 0 ^ 1,
pendicular to the Plane of the Earth ’s Eqn at°
then will the Axis of the Sun’s Motion A £">gif '
with that Perpendicular the Angle ACB — 7 ^ Q>
G C I , the Angle which the Equator ot the Sufl
J !
makes with the Plane of the Ecliptic.
|
30. And the Points in which a Plane passiniz
the Perpendicular B D and Axis A E cuts the
are in the 8th Degree of Pisces on the Side
Sun ’s North Pole A, and consequently in the
gree of Virgo on the other Side next the South
pc'
Schenier had determined the Angle B C A to be T^jcl1
grees, and Cajsmi made it 8 by his Observations,
is the Reason why 70 30 ' is chosen for a Mean, coV
31. As to the Magnitude of the Spots, it is re 1 0
siderable, as will appear if we observe that ° m
them are so large as to be plainly visible to th 0%
Eye . Thus Galileo saw one in the Year i6x 2^ ntK
know two Gentlemen who have thus view’d t^fIrubte j
in 20 Years past : These Spots therefore must
at least an Angle of . x Minute . Now the D' an’e{1d $
the Earth , if removed to the Sun, would
0t f' ,
Angle of but 20" ; hence the Diameter of a
ct!
visible to the naked Eye is to the Diameter fit?
Earth as 60 to 20, or as 3 to 1 ; and therefore
of the Spot, if circular , to a Great Circle of the
^ d1
9 to 1. But the Areas of 4. Great Circles are eq ua Cn()t1
Earth ’s Superficies; whence the Surface of the SP'
to the Surface of the Earth as 9 to 4, or as 2
32. Gajsendus fays he saw a Spot whose ^
was equal to ^ of that of the Sun, and there*0

j3?
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Gilded,
thei-gf 11 Angle at the Eye of i' 30 " ; its Surface Was
Ho, e? a^ove 5 times larger than the Surface of the
^ir te jj
What those Spots are, I believe no body
*hlidv
they seem to be rather thin Surfaces than
Hdity• les> because they lose the Appearance of So—
g° in? °ff the Disk of the Sun.
They reswi^ .^ thing of the Nature of Scum of Scoria
h)lve,j ^ 2.on the Surface, which are generated and disb, J Causes little known to us
!**nthe whatever the Solar Spots maybe , ’tis cerProduced from Causes very inconstant and
^h\$ ‘ t' or Scbeiner in his Rosa Ursna, which con/ fi'eq" 31' 2,000 Observations upon these Spots; fays
('■
Hz, r ent]y saw 50 at once, but for 20 Years after,
^Peated Ween Bie Year 1650 and. 1670) scarce any
T , And in this Century the Spots were fre- ■
- Ws
numerous till the Year 1741, when for three
th CC
^ ve ^y very few appeared. I saw but one
>ve « * ime ; a # d now since the Year 1744
they
34. T eared again as usual.
’P
^ Macula or dark Spots are not peculiar to
£ises p?.they have been observed also in the Planets*
^Hchi e'HUS was oi 'ierved to have several by Signior
?7?6 .
t^le Pope ’s Domestic Prelate, in the Year
^er . y Which he determined her Revolution about
^at herSA° .^ e performed in 24 Days and 8 Hours ; and
b Ann-i :xis is inclined to the Plane of the Ecliptic in
' • of
J5 Degrees ; and lastly, -that the
yiiis, lnis Planet faces the 20th Degree of North
AquaS
in V°.nus, so in Mars, both dark and bright
“y Sig-^ 6 ^ een observed by Galileo first, and afterwards
0g lor Cajstm, Dr . Hook, Miraldi, Mr . Roemer,
M<xrSgj)rs’ _By these Spots the diurnal Revolution of
' s determined to be 24 Hours and
to tsi
e pr 65>and that the Axis is nearly perpendicular
36. Th 6 ° f ’its Orbit.
i ^ is 6re ^eems t0 Se good Reason to conclude!
^ajsini 1 nncom palTed with a large . Atmosphere ; for
r'Utfcs froi' 6rVe^ 3i ^ xed Star, at the Distance of 6 MiV0j Disk
of Jfrfars, became so faint before
'
x
its

II
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These

are all the heavenly Bodies

known to circulate about the Sun , as 1
Centre of their Motions ; and among 1 ^
Planets , there are three which are f° 11^
to have their secondary Planets , Satellites,

Moons, revolving constantly about
its Occultation , that

it could not be seen with the
slf
Eye , nor with a Telescope of 3 Feet ; though S&*
that Magnitude are plainly visible even in Contact ^
the Moon , which for that Reason seems to ha^
Atmosphere.
.
37- "Jupiter has had his Spots observable ever ^
the Invention and Use of large Telescopes ; and ^
repeated Observations they shew Jupiter ’s Revd u . ej
^ 1. _ __ _/
ft . . >. ■-—
A
U n . ■ian
d _ /I
.
. *
4
about its Axis is in 9 Hours and 56 Minutes, Bel*
these Spots, Jupiter has the Appearance of three ^ p
or Belts encompassing his Body, sometimes ra°te^ief
that his Dilk seems clouded with them : What
are, no Body yet can tell . The Axis of this F
also is nearly perpendicular to the Plane of his Or 1s
38. Considering the large Magnitude of Jupttef^ Jjis
his short diurnal Rotation , the Equatorial Parts ° v
Surface must have a prodigious Velocity , which
sequence must cause him to be of a spheroidical,
(as was stiewn of the Earth .) Accordingly CaJftM
the Axis of the Equator to be to that of the P°
14 to 15 ; but Mr . Pound afterwards more exactl; .^
termined them to be as 12 to 13, agreeable to Sit J
Newton’s Computation.
39. Saturn by reason of his great Distance nO yp
hand , and Mercury by reason of his Smallness
cinity to
on
not
vv/ the
Liu ., Sun
uuu
Uii the
LilC other
UUJWj , have
llitvc
I1UL as
CIOyyet
'- ~
pt \ V]
Spots discovered on their Surfaces ; and consesi1) c\i'
nothing in relation to their diurnal Motions , any c? ji
nations of their Axis to the Planes of their Orbi £S’

be

known.
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Centres of their Motions , (CXXXV)
The

I.'Ut,/, ^ ^ Y ) 1. Of
the fix Primary Planets , we find
£«
are certainly attended with Moons , viz.
hasa\y >Jupiter, and Saturn ; for though Mr . Short
^I'veds 11 an Account of a Phænomenoii that he obIVlo 0n ? nie Years ago, which seems extremely like a
*torfln Oout Venus, yet as it was never observed before
tVt^
rou gh the best
thin!
- %ofn r Telescopes,
- - T Tr * I- can. 1 byj .na
WlJfl Ir "1
^eader nK; lt; V'?as a real Moon, : However, that the
use his own Judgment , I refer him to the
^
P'lVPt 'i
‘1 .
t \ j 41 r . 1 • 11,- —
r r-. 4
2.
Y
given
of it in
the Philosophical
Transactions.
>hi
in e(} k e distance of our Moon from the Earth is deter¬
ge Setjyj^ r h or'zontal Parallax , or the Angle which
ty's, the
H,
of the ■Earth
subtends at
S^e„ 'Y
A 'meter
Ljcliuu 1UUICUU5
cth the
UiC Moon,
iVIOOIl,
^
, y,hgle AOL, which is the Difference between PI. LIV.
iM true Pi
l°r‘z0n **ace of the Moon ’s Centre O when in the Fi £ 4“
Y § >astd the apparent Place thereof as view’d from
“y Afl> ^cc °f she Earth at A. The former is known
Aadthes ^ tufcal Tables , the latter by Observation :
h W Xiiantity of this Difference or Angle at a Mean
* 3. Ifi ^ AO C.
Xadi,.S‘
. h.10ereitfore
we fay, As the Tangent of 57' iT is to
A O
s ^ /\
r. . - 1- : -u 1
.1
^t )ist.lsAe = itoCO = : 6o,i ; this will be the
^ af th... J; an ce of the Moon in -Semidiameters of- the_ one
—- Semidiameter of the Earth
COtlta ins o
^ r,esore_ hnce
:
898r Miles, we have 3982 X do, > : 239318,2

. the-mean Distance of the Moon.
^ ITie asurt’
s Moon
’s apparent 3emi >a>^ ri0o" hv the M >^ (at het mean Distance ) 15 3^ T "93 Jj . ^ qq
34r0/? arth’s
which
is the Quantity
Diameter
therefore of
is ^
as
M32 t0 93r ^ that iSj as 109 to 30, or as 3T3
^Mr efore 31 x

*W

. ,09

6

92

Miles is the Moon’s

thl^ Luy
’r therefore
the^ Face
t-UV Earth
^ « 1 UIj , as
ct3 it
iU appears
rt
>r,..‘1
. of
-r- the
° * Us _ls
the Face of the Moon as it apas JP9 X 109 to 30 X 30, viz, as 11! 81 to
I 2
90P,

which has only one M00^
The Earth,
revolving about it, in 27 Days , 7 Hours , ¥
Minu

teS)

yoo, or as 13,2 to t . And the seal Bulk of the Ea
is to that of the Moon as 109 X 109 X 109 to 36 * ^
X 30, viz. as 1295029 to 27000 , that is, as x29^
ut
2/ , or as 48 to 1 very nearly.
6. Sir Isaac Newton mentions the Atmosphere a^ ,
the Moon , but other Astronomers think there is R- ea
(not to fay a Demonstration ) for the contrary : For "^ ,
,%t0
there an Atmosphere of Air like ours, it must neC
rily obscure the Fixed Stars in the Moon ’s Appu' ^ ;
them ; but it has been observed that this never hapPe
orl the contrary they preserve all their Splendor t0
Moment of their Occultation , and then difapp ear e(
stantaneoufly, and in the fame manner they re Oj e,
their Light when they appear again on the other
And this I am very certain of from the late remarks
Occultation of Jupiter , which I observed with a ? J
reflecting Telescope from the Beginning to the ^
with all the Attention possible, because I was vets
sirous to be satisfied about that Matter ; and a*
Phænomena conspired to convince me, there vvas
. 0s
thing like an Atmosphere about the Moon .
7. That the Surface of the Moon is not
even, but diversified with Hills and Vales, Conti 11 j, <?
and Seas, Lakes, &c. any One Would imagir>e
views her Face through a large Telescope. Th a*ji
has Variety of Hills and Mountains is demonstrable' ^
the Line which bounds the light and dark Parts fl° 5
ing an even regular Curve , as it would be upse^
■
smooth spherical Surface, but an irregular broken
' 0ts
full of Dens and Notches , as represented in the i se
Also because many small (and some large ) bright P j[
appear in the dark Portion , standing put at several t ;
j
Distances from the boundary Line ; which Sp^ f
j
few Hours become larger, and at last unite wit
1
^
enlightened Portion of the Disk.
L. On the other hand we observe many small P.c)j j
j
interspersed all over the bright Part, , some of
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smites , at the mean Distance of about
2 40,000

fi

Miles.

Jupiter
*.L ,

^idc; eir
Sides next the Sun, and their opposite
them t er 3sbr’ght
circular, which infallibly proves
lhere 0 ° e deep , hollow, round Cavities ; of which
Upp er pe two very remarkable ones near together on the
the fyj art, and may be viewed exceeding plain when
9,
is about four or five Days old.
CUr ious p mea^ure the Height of a Lunar Mountain is a
M ;nS Fr °blem, and at the fame time very easy to ef^" eri tre p
following Manner . Let C be the Moon ’s PI. LIT,
Surf ace’ , bB a Ray of the Sun touching the Moon ’s Fi g- 5^B arJ nF b anc^ the Top of a Mountain in B . Draw
f0lJthe
,^ ^ >
Height of the Mountain A B is to
t^hat p ’ With a Micrometer in a Telescope find
tainB ^ portion the Distance of the Top of the Moun¬
ts H;ar°m the Circle of Illumination at D , bears to
the Linrtl<llfr of the Moon , that is, the Proportion of
Mil es t
DB to DF ; and because D F is known in
to.’ .D
hr B will be also known in that Measure,
admit that D B : D C :: 1 : 8,
of
pj 0V
/ a^tnit that D B : D C :: 1 : 8, as in one
it will be ; then D C *-f- D B 1=
64
-f- 1
^ 65 =
B1 whence \ /65 — 8,062 — B C ; whereLre b
^eighr
CT~
= 8,062
,7 the.
r. v/, ,1 AC
,*yuA —' 8
^ = 0,062 — AB
’
\ ,•iiHf
q **L r \ <
_ —__ —
AB 8 f the Mountain required . Wherefore A C :
' 0,062 :: 8opo : 62. And since the Moon ’s
A Id 96
^ 0 1096
—
Miles, therefore 8000 : 62
"hies jji’^ ’5 nearly . This Mountain then being 8|
’ 's nearly three times higher than the highest
I , ^ "Tn the Earth .

_

9top, j . 8am, the Cavities are proportionably large and
io0JtLVl ° ^ferved Cavities in the Moon more than
Hie }, . h Part of the Moon ’s Diameter in Breadth,
jjstir De Joout 200 Miles upon the Moon ’s Surface;
Vav 'ties th S aPF iear hkewife proportional . The Lunar
^ ’autain 6le^ore P ro<-hgiously exceed the Height of the
s>
and consequently the Surface of the Moon
I o has

4

Il8
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Jupiter
is observed with a Telescope
to have four Satellites, which move abQ ut
has but -little Similitude to the Surface of the Earth ><l
these Respects.
^
12. Since the Moon ’s Surface appears to be so
mountainous and irregular , it has been a Question, g
it comes to pass that the bright circular Limb of J ^
Dilk does not appear jagged and irregular , as wen ‘
the Curve bounding .the light and dark Parts ? In y c
swer to this, it must be considered, that if the Suf*a ^
of the Moon had but .one Row of Mountains pl aC fj
round the Limb of the List:, the said bright Limb. W®
u
then appear irregularly indented ; but since the Surf'1j}
is all over mountainous , and since the visible Limh^
to be considered not as a single curve Line , but a last^
Zone , having many Mountains lying one behind allC
^
ther from the Observer’s Eye, ’tis evident the
tains in some Rows being opposite to the Vales in oth^
will fill up the Inequalities in the visible Limb in the
meter Parts , which diminish to the Sight and blend
each other , so as to constitute (like the Waves of
Sea) one uniform and even Horizon .
.
13. Whether there be Seas, Lakes , &c. in the
j
has been a Question long debated, but now concL ^
in the Negative : For in those large darker R c§10 J
(which were thought to he Seas) we view through a
Telescope many permanent bright Spots, as also
verris and empty Pits , whose Shadows fall within tne^_
which can never be seen in Seas or any liquid Substaj1. j
Their ' dark and dusky Colour may proceed from
of Matter or Soil which reflects Light less than
the other Regions .
.,5
14. These Spots in the Moon have continued fl‘ jt)i
the fame unchangeably since they vvere sirst viewed^
a I clescope ; though less Alterations than what haPP Sf
in the Earth in every Season of the Year, by V eI,<Vj i
Snow, Inundations , and the like, would have cau*e , e
Change in their Appearance. But indeed, as ther? ‘
no Seas nor Rivers in the Moon , and no Atmoip 1,c ^
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and Distances follow¬

viz.

The
so

Of

,oursc there can be no Clouds , Rain , Snow,
other C
M,

stfrd eteorSy w^ ence Changes
Pectcd
might be ex*5- S
the ^j o° Incf ( as we have shewn) the mean Distance of
th °°n is about 60 Semidiameters of the Earth , at
Sift
SUrsa.
ance of the Moon one Degree of the Earth ’s
there's 6 'Vl^ frhtend an Angle of one Minute , and will
^ilcs ^ V 36 visible; but such a Degree is equal to 69!
ter i tl ’,j ,ert'f°re a Spot or Place 70 Miles in Diame16 w ^fr° on will be just visible to the naked Eye,
tinries
" %lence a Telescope that magnifies about 100
of
* just discover a Spot whose Diameter is r’5
lesCo j|
es5 or
ot a Mile , or 3698 Feet : And a Tejy6t
, at will magnify 1000 times will strew an Ob¬
is but at Is but r£c of a Mile , that is, whose Diameter
ste ref 37° Feet , or little more than 120 Yards ; and
eVe
t>a o Vv*^ easily strew a small Town or Village , or
XyP , en tleman’s Seat, if any such there be.
stg ’ ^ he Time which the Moon takes up in makStaj- fr*e Revolution about the Earth , from a Fixed
Rd H,
0h*n? fame
the
T Ile aj
aga,n> ' s 27 d- 7 h - 43% which is calDetw ee °er*°dical Month. But
the Time that passes
tyoon tw° Conjunctions , that is, from one New
•Scalled n0ther’ equal to 29 d. 12 h, 44/ 3", which
15 htiin
? Synodical Month: For after one Revolution
bet le<
a’ the Moon has a small Arch to describe to
e Ps _%eeu the Sun and the Earth , because the Sun
"Utplu Van cing forwards in the Ecliptic . Now this
st the pOs Motion takes up 2 d. 5 h. 1 3 ", which added
st the eri0(lical Month makes the Svnodical, according
18. ^ an Motions.
Time fb 6 . 0011 moves about its own Axis in the fame
Corties ^
^ moves about the Earth , from whence it
st : fQthat
stie always strews the fame Face to
PP her S f ^ js Motion about her Axis just so much
l£t Mot" 11
" 366 *Sturned towards us constantly , ashy
Ion ab out the Earth r^ould be turned from us,
I 4
19, But

J 20

Astronomy,
The

First in I Day , 18 Hours , 27 ^

nutes , at the Distance of e-A Semidia^
telig . But fince this Motion about the Axis

pi , Liy.
Fig . 6.

is

tj[e
ecluSc,Ji

and uniform, and that about the Earth (or cov*
1*11.^
Centre of Gravity ) is unequal and irregular , as beI
performed in an Ellipsis, it must follow, that the
^
Part of the Moon ’s Surface precisely can never be
^
constantly to the Earth ; and this is confirmed by , s
Telescope , through which we often observea little
f
or Segment on the Eastern and Western Limb apP J
and disappear by turns , as if her Body librated to
fro ; which therefore occasioned this Phænomeno 11
be called the Moons Lihration.
fi>
20. The
Orbit of the Moon is elliptical , mo rC ^
than any of the Planets , and is perpetually changes j
variable, both in respect of its Figure and Situation >
which we shall treat more largely in another
fl(
The Inclination of the Moon ’s Orbit to the P^ pe g>
the Ecliptic is also variable, from 5 Degrees to 5 - 0ji
The Line of Nodes likewise has a variable
from East to West , contrary to the Order of the S<G
and compleats an entire Revolution in a Space of >. uS)
a little less than 19 Years. Also the Line of the
or of the Jpogee and Perigee, has a direct Motion * {
Weft to East , and finishes a Revolution in the Sp 3C jjy
about 9 Years . All which will be more copjst^j
treated of when we come to explain the Physical
thereof.
21 . The Phases of the Moon in every Part of .
Orbit are easily accounted for from her different S1^
tion with respect to the Earth and Sun : For thong §
an Eye placed in the Sun she will always exhib' ^ e
com pleat illuminated Hemisphere, yet in respect t0ff(CcS
Earth , where that Hemisphere is viewed in all
st
of Obliquity , it will appear in every Degree fr 01? ^5
greatest to the least ; so that at E no Part at all of ^Q(
enlightened Surface can be seen. At F a little P3^ jt
it is turned towards the Earth , and from its Fig 111j;
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* J up *ter 's Body from his Centre 5as
ured with a Micrometer,
The
!S tfien r . ■
'?hte lleri q he*°
horned. At
G one Half of the enkid t() Outface
^
is turned to the Earth , and she is then
&«ture 6 dichotomized, and in her first Quarter or ghia^arth^'
Part more than half is turned to the
Hcijg’i^ 11
^ then she is said to be gibbous. At
A her
P°Jtti 0n Ur°iJied Hemisphere is seen, being then in OpAt st n °. the Sun ; and this is called the Full Moon.
ke js acr
6.ls again gibbous, but on the other Part ; at C
ke ^ aitl dichotomized, and in her last Quarter ; at D
£ °s ne d> as before ; and then becomes new again
• PL Tr>re*^ e i s in Conjunction with the Sun.
^°’ri irio^ he drawn perpendicular to the Line SL
PetpeA. 116 Centres of the Sun and Moon , and O P
p l,c ula
tL > thh ar to the Line T L joining the Centres of
the
and Moon , ’tis evident the Angle O L M in
tQl (j*
of the Orbit , and P L N in the second,
f6 Pr°P°rtional to the Quantity of the illuminated
Here ^ d towards the Earth ; and this Angle is every
, e<l'Jal to the Angle ETL, which is called the
j,
of the Moon from the Sun.
Surf' to find what Quantity of the Moon ’s visible
fid ertpe ls illustrated for any given Time , we are to contlie y. at the Circle of Illumination BFC is oblique to pj _jjy.
S ther every where (but at G and A ) and therefore Fi ^
see itj Laws 0f the Orthographic Projection (which
’nto'^ y Elements of all Geometry) it will be projected
the yj Ellipse whose longest Axis is the Diameter of
{‘he
® C, and the Semi-conjugate is EL — Co^ersej g.e Angle of Elongation FBP . Hence F P ~
of tC
of the said Angle . But from the Nature
V ®Circle and Ellipse we have LP in a constant
d'CuUo H P, wherever the Line P O is drawn perpenstant n to P ; therefore also 2 LP ra P O has a con•/ sl/7 , at 'o to F P . But by
( Euclid V . 12.) the Sum
>fall
th Lines OP - Area of the Circle, is to the Sum
if >. toe
>e Lines F P
Area of the illuminated Part , as
r
the
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The Second in z Days * 13 Hours , .
Minutes , at the Distance of 9 Semldi^ |
ters.

jA

The Third in 7 Days , 3 Hours , 7
Minutes , at the Distance of 14A Sem JI
meters.
2*
^
The Fourth in 16 Days , 16 Hours , tew
Miiuf"

i’iv Diameter of the Circle O P to the Versed Sin1
Elongation F P.
24. As the Moon illuminates the Earth by 3
Light , so does the Earth the Moon ; but the 0) [
.Phænomena will be different for the most part.
recount them tor the Reader’s Curiosity as f°- j,*#
(T. ) The Earth wiil appear but to little more p
one half of the Lunar Inhabitants . (2. )
whom the Earth is visible, it appears fixed, or f p
to have no circular Motion , but only that wh'c ^0
suits from the Moon ’s IAbraiion.3 ( .) To th»F ,^
live in the Middle of the Moon 's visible Hern1
(4.)
ice the Earth directly over..their Heads.
who live in the Extremity of that Hemisphere the Mis
^
seems always nearly in the Horizon , but not e ji>
there, by reason of the Lihration.5 ( .) I he
^ (
the Course of a Month would have all the sametl’
as the Moon has. Thus the Limariam when the Mfd1
is at E , in the Middle of their Night , fee the Vj/
at Full, or shining with a full Face ; at G it ' froty
tomized, or half light and half dark ; at A it is 7. it'*
dark, or New ; and at the Parts between th®gpri’
gibbous.6 ( . ) The Earth appears variegated w'it t|]f
«>f different
arising _tl° M>l
it Magnitudes and Colours , ariime
Continents , Islands, Oceans , Seas, Clouds,
'These Spots will appear constantly revolving
the Earth ’s Axis, by which the Lunarians w *h , ^
mine the Earth ’s diurnal Rotation , in the same’ *
tsS we do tij.it of ilic Sun,

A s TRON
a^ p, s’

at

o M y.

the Distance of 25A Semidi->

(CXXXVI

),

Saturn
) 1. Galileo first discovered the Satelos Jupiter, in the Year 1610 ; and call’d
Sidera, or Mpdicean Stars, in Honour of
tjiepa *
j'ece Caj! y °s the Medici, his Patrons. The famous
^scribg l ^ ereus Nuncius, in which he particularly
v discovery of these Stars, he dedicated to
trunn. S^ ed ices II . the fourth Great Duke of Het'h

Hfjr

rn

, 'anc e Orbits of Jupiter’s Moons lie nearly in the
^ oliptic, which is the Reason why their
Potioni
5?it re;ij.SApparently ina right Line, and not circular,
A the v? *s> To understand this, let S be the Sun,
^ ^ A1' n ' ts Orbit I H, I the Planet Jupiter in
'srbit
. his!\;j / *•I B, and in the Centre of the four Orbits
the Plane
:_ of those Or_
- Then ,, because
^s< 0ons
pass through the Eye, the real Motion
y
earI
the eGtelll
^i_.
. .. . *11 i. _ _
**u * -. - t >_ 1•
fre jy ^Gtellitg in the Periphery will be apparently in
tQ thearmeter of the Orbit, which is at Right Angles
}her% L>ne joining the Centre of the Earth and Ju -,
sll PPosing the Earth at R,. if D C be drawn
Motiont ?c Ce ntre of Jupiter perpendicular to R I, tire
in\l nf each Moon and their Places will appear tp
erj Pat Line. Thus if the exterior Moon be at L
V Cei Wi11 appear to be at I, either upon or behind
the Moon move from E to
;
of Jupiter if
K it
aPpear to have moved from I to L ; an
^ves from K to C, it will appear to move
C to wA° C. Again, while the Satellite moves rom
A goesf lt: 'V'-H appear to move from C to L ; and as
*oI ^ oin thence to F , it apparently moves from L
V Sa J, hus also on the other Side the Orbit, while
wot; ,lte describes the Quadrant F D , its apparent
.11 be fr om I to D ; and then from D to I
Vi n VVl
. 4. \ A-S, **■c°mes from D to E.
iUp De lence5 since this is the Cafe of each Satellite,
ars rhat while each Satellite describes the remote
Half
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hasjive Moons', and besides
Saturn
a stupendous Ring surrounding his

tl^

K
Half of its Orbit C F D , its apparent Motion
direct, or from Weft to East along the Line C V J y.
while it describes the other Half DEC, its apP^ i
Motion is retrograde, or from East to West back
along the Line from D to C . So that each
traverses the Diameter of its Orbit twice in each
volution.
5- The Moons of Jupiter severally shew tbe p
Phases to him as ours does to us. They
- e iS
They difrly
fiom our Sight sometimes,
that
so
niat. ’tis very ie t°
a,
_
have all the four in View at once ; nor is it pel 1 p
know which Satellite in Order you fee, but
y '>
Knowledge of the Theory and Calculation ,
the remotest Satellite may appear nearest to 7. ^ si'
and the contrary , as is evident from a View of d1
j
gure .
6. These Moons , like our own, softer an *
every time they come to the Shadow of JupitcJ ^t 0
,te
F . Also, supposing the Earth at T , the Sates
Satetlkey^ <<
theBody
at T ,the
the Earth
Also, supposing
F . undergo
behind
an Qccultation
will
e(t'
Scheme. Again , a
the Scheme,
from the
evident from
is evident
as is
ter, as
wili sometimes lose its Lustre as it pastes over
^
lighten ’d Disk of its Primary ; as when it is at
and the Earth in R and T . Lastly, One Sats ppd
O may disappear behind another at K , or cause
So disappear

behind

it at M .

ctf'

7. The Observations by Telescopes have bee gr
ried so far as to make it very probable that all
tellites do really revolve about their own Axis, by
i>'
cf Spots which they have discovered to belong
and which by their Motion cause a great
tbe Brightness of the Satellites, and sometime3 qM'
most obscure them : For which see Mr . Pound3^ .pp
versions in Jones ' s Abridgconent of the Philosophic #'
nflions, Vol . IV . p . 307 .

pfO'

8. By means of Jupiter ’s Satellites several vobF ^ fl?
*
Mems in Natural Philosophy have an easy and
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H „fe
Cod Width

arid Distance from Saturn ' s
of ; are equal , and computed at upwards
a^ 0’000 Miles . The Periodical Times
ijj g ^ stances of the Saturnian Moons
kity^ Eatneters of the Ring are as sol- .

Tn

, Firjl, or inmost, t evolves about
in 1 Day , 21 Hours , 18 Minutes,.
at

y they I she First of which is, to determine the Rath'
1haye e°fity 0f Ligh tiXhe
Manner how this is done
;s ehereThewn
^
: See Annot. CXII . The Se'defied
Ermine the Longitude ef
j a Place from my
lngkJ Pridian which
;
is easily done bv the followthe Moment
of Time
Si
in which
‘
tli Mllss
te p ' *- Let
me
ivromenx oi
x ime m
%
wm<.n the
I c&
iv -en vf rshe
^ Shadow of J"upiter be calculated for
tS Meridian
from Tables
Tables of
of its
its Motion
Motion ;; then
then
jMhe
^^ Meridian from
sutlers- ornent of Timfe be well' observed
when this
St<Se 0f'a -/'bar
■■
,d PPens at the proposed Place ; the DifP *tiles fle^e two Moments turned into Motion will •
. 'Sig j „^ gitude of the Place for that Meridian , al^tes Cgrees sor every Hour , I Degree for every
ery fyr;„
Time , or it Minutes of a Degree for
L 9:t 'ft°
f Time .
.
titter fr third Problem is, to find the Distance ofThddlgA*
^un- This
is done as follows : Let
f6]j he 0i . °ment of the Occultation of a Satellite as F1- . 8.
■ °Wir,„ ^ tved, and again the middle Moment of the
f 5 this will give the Time in which the
Hol.V
described. Then say, As the i fo ^
^h0i solution is to the Time no
’ and MiS
Si ? '
®
therefore
hie °htamcd in the Arch 1 G ,
*
, p I S,
of the Angle FIG, being«
bioi* ls the Parallatic Angle at Juptei , jgis
Distance
of ihewn
Jupiterin from
^ n>by what
^ y [V.
has been
Annot. S',v
t XX
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at the Distance of near 2 Semidiamete fS
the Ring .
(
The Second in 2 Days , 17 Hours , 7J
Minutes , at the Distance of
Seiu^
meters.
The Third in 4 Days , 12 Hours?
Minutes , at the Distance of 3* Sem1'
meters .
.
(
The Fourth in 15 Days , 22 Hours,
Minutes , at the Distance of 8 Semi 1
meters.
k

The Fifth in 70 Days , 22 Hours , ^
Minutes , at the Distance of 23-A ^
diameters (CXXXVII ).
.
T^

5

(CXXXVII ) I . Though Galileo’s Telescope /
sufficient to discover all Jupiter 's Moons , it worn j^t
reach Saturn’s, they being at too great a Distance* s
yet this sagacious Observer found Saturn, by
his Ring , had a very odd Appearance ; for h>
-S■^
was not good enough to exhibit the true Shape
Ring , but only a confused Idea of that and
$
together , which in the Year 1610 he advertised
Letters of this Sentence transposed : Altifftmurti^ ^
tarn tergcminum objervavi; i. e. 1 have observed b
to have three Bodies.
td
riOlf'
2. This odd Phenomenon perplexed the Astt OI,u{
£'
very much , and various Hypotheses were formed
solve it ; all which seemed trifling to the happy * ftfi
o't2
vius, who
wnu appnea
applied nimieLi
himself purpoieiy
purposely to imps
Grinding of Glafles, and perfecting long T e‘e ^ ,
to arrive at a more accurate Notion of this Pse*5 ccb' ;
its Appendage. Accordingly in the Year i 655 '
sti:u£ted a Telescope of 12 Feet , and viewing .
,
divers times, he discovered something like a R !3 $$

comr

A
, ^ HESE
the Solar
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are the constituent Parts of
System,

which

is now received
and

^Paffi
of’lt>a®ng his Body ; which afterwards with a Tube
to/ set he observed more distinfily , and also distin • 3 Satellite revolving about that Planet . 1 his
/ '«« Satellite is the fourth in Order from Saturn.
fifth Ist the Year 1671 Caffini discovered the third and
fecal/ d the
^
Year 1686 he hit upon the first and
O
f « h Tubes of ico and 136 Feet ; but could
c// / fee all five with a. Tube of 34 Feet He
k q hefe Satellites Sidera Lodoicea, in Honour of Lotas
in whose Reign and Observatory they weie

ir

/__j"-u
‘fevered.
vered.

4
f
i

o'
$
¥
ft
¥
f
r»
¥
v
f
¥
■Si

>* ,
v!
rfl!
v,

'//th,
,r>rela/ t le Year 1656 Hugens published his Discovery
CHcelattr‘on
l0nsto Saturn's Ring in the Letters of this Sen
‘a>nr°:
kd > v l%
' ’ J^nnut° singitur tenui, plane, nuf/ 'i {j.e^ >ente’> ad Eclipticam inclineto;that
is, Sat Png t/> T-n^aJTeit b a thin Plane or Ring, no where co/
HJd :dy, and inclined to. the Plane . of the Edipp} ^ijied*! *nc hnation of the Ring to the Ecliptic is der°
^ out 31 Degrees by Hugens, Roemer,
^ ‘btive a,nbanLc & . though by a Method not very
tbe*p/ ever> since the Plane of the Ring is inclined
;sff/
the Earth ’s Motion , it is evident when
/ °Ugh/ situated that the Plane of his Ring pastes
S Catl/Putth
, we can then fee nothing of it ; nor
/ an,} p 6 i/ *- when the Plane passes between the
1 ^ do/ ^ art h5 the dark Side being then turned to
?Probab] ^ a dark List appears upon the Planet , which
j/sthei ]/* 16 Shadow of the Ring . In other SitunS 's wost
wist appear elliptical more or less; when
/ Ce 0n e*0’
leavens appear through the elliptic
j/ a p’j a/ Side Saturnwhich
(
are called the Ansœ) ;
asccr;n‘Xed Star was once observed by Dr . Clarke’s
. 6 . TL °xTeofthem ^Pisces rf CS
- ° f' tsie Ring are in 190 45 ' of Virgo
■L
)un ng Saturn’s Eleliocentric Motion from

3 19
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and approved as the only true
of the World, for the following Rea/0*1
(
(CXXXVIII ).
,

t!>e

i'9° 45'" to the opposite Node, the Sun enlightens
t
.
Northern Plane of thd Ring , and vicissim
7- Sirice Saturn describes about one Degree
Month , the Ring will .be visible through a good ^
scope till within about 15 or 20 Days before and ^
the Planet is in the I9 0 45 ' of Virgo or Pisces-j , |i
Time therefore may be found by an Ephem er'sJjj,tS
which Saturn seen from the Earth shall be in thoseV ,ji
■ 1n „
of the Ecliptic ; and likewise when he will be se eI1 j,eii
the Earth in ig r' 45' of Gemini and Sagittarius$
the Ring will be most open, and in the best Posi t!
f
be viewed.
yd
t
ure
cohject
to
Grounds
some
been
have
8. There
Saturn's Ring tutns round an Axis, but that is £1p'
demonstrable. This wonderful Ring in sense
tions does also appear double ; for CaJJini in the . ff.
1675 observed it to be bisected quite round by
elliptical Line , dividing it as it were into two
bf which the inner one appeared brighter than the d
This whs oftentimes observed afterwards with V j,t
34. and 20 Feet , and more evidently in the Tse 11^'
Moon -Light than in a darker Sky. See Phil- e w,
abridged, Vol . II . p. 221, 222.
(CXXXVIII ) 1. The sagacious Kepler was tn jjj-r
who discovered this great Law of Nature in all t
ihary Planets , and afterwards the Astronomers
that ' the Secondaries did likewise regulate their
zi>
by the lame Law-. I have already exhibited the
ir.atical Theory thereof in Annot. XXXIV - * j tl^
given an Example in the Earth and Venus. . -J$, ^
1
jg I*
the same Law holds in the System of
Saturn’s Moons , will appear from the folios 1x
n ;st/
stances.
i
Moons
’s
Jupiter
of
2. The first
of 2*| of Jupiter ’s Diameters from his Centre, yo*'
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I. IT
^
‘ is most simple, and agreeable to
eTenor
"
of Nature in all her Actions;
for
Mves
42 Hours, The outermost describes its Orbit
Hours
; therefore fay, As 1764 (the Square of

111
402

V'* ls
or

10

161604 ,

(the Square of 402 )

Cube of 2j ) to„ „

so

is

ISZiV
™ ? ,* Cube of? u6
216
five As the Distance of the fourth Satellite ; which an3 A° Observations.
&fllv r l bus analytically by Logarithms , LetL —Lofltbn
tbe Period of the first Satellite, L Loga—
W ar-'? any other Satellite’s Period, and D and d the
2/ ;. ‘ "st1* of their Distances; then will it be 2 L:
^henA : 3 and therefore 2 L -f- 3 d — 7.1 3+ D ;
"
We haved — D + j I — } L.
ly

, tar-kof
- A. the
r first' in Semidiameters oijupiter
to ^Crstance
HJ
0 Of f-L
softL*
- se Hogaritbm
n°
UVgtUHUiU
is 0,753353. The Pe„
2,32459 , and ; L ^’UrhU
?8r,X
Satellites
give
^ > from
wVipmpp vj
Urrt ber 5 trorn whence we get d 0,95509
—
, the
pDhe r Corresponding to which is 9,07 , the Distance
er vatj 0nC0l
H Satellite, agreeing wonderfully with Ob^ 8un^ , bpce the Moon turns round the Earth , if
I 0f bns -A bkewife perform his Circuit about it, their
^ within ^ undoubtedly be regulated by the fame
>7 t) a
a‘l the rest. But the Period of the Moon is
.A 0,1 60 c atb ° tbe Sun 365 ; the Distance of the
s 729 / | ern ‘diameters of the Earth ; therefore fay,
>3bt .v s le. Square of 27) is to 133225 (the Square
A Cubg^ ls 216000 (the Cube of 60) to 39460356,
w ^un’s Tyn* u ’bereof is 340, which ought to express
if6^
ve st, '^ auee in Semidiameters of the Earth . But
eaf 2 0q eWn the Sun is really distant from the Earth
S 5-Ad m°V (see J "* *. CXXXIV . 18.)
^bbarnet
Sun to be at the Distance of 2000a
T°l. TTTer.S> b*s Periodical Time would then be more
K
'
than
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for by the Motions of the Earth all ^
Phœnotnena of the Heavens are refold,
which

by other

Hypotheses are

inexpli° a ^

without a great Number of other
.14
tions , contrary to philosophical Reason
by Rule I.
u

11.

ftf
than 450 Years , if its Motion were governed by
hr 's Law , and cornpared with that of the Moot1’ ■
,)
as 216000 ( = 60 1) is to, 8000000000000 (= 20° t 0i
io is 729 ( — 271) to a Number , the Square
is
which is 164320 Days — 450 Years nearly, wh^ ^ t
the Periodical Time of the Sun’s Revolution
Distance , and moving according to the Universal s
6. This beautiful and harmonious' System, or r r £|,e
of the World , sufficiently recommends itself
Principles of right Reason only ; supposing there v'fs y
such Thing as absolute Demonstration attainable s 0’'
Case . It is therefore very surprizing , to observe, ^ h
few among those who are not Mathematically
cah be induced to believe*and acquiesce in this D01' Qp
of the Earth ’s Motion , and Stability of the Sunpernieus, above 200 Years ago, mentions the 2 j t(i«
Father Raftantius, as ridiculing those who asters jtjs
Spherical Figure of the Earth . Therefore , says
hot to be wondered at if such Sort of People shouldr1s,
Us . And whatever the Popes may have since <deCt(jC
**
’tis certain , this Doctrine was so far from being jyj$
reputed heretical and damnable, that this grf at.^
dedicated his Book to Pope Paul III . because
Hblinefs, Authority , and Learning , he might be e s
against the Calumnies of ignorant Gainfayers;
appealed to his Holiness at the fame Time for t}’e j j£f'
fulness of his Doctrine even to the Ecclesiastic yP
•publick. His Words are, Mathemata
ps
jcribuntur , quibus & hi nostri Labor ee, ft me n0,t jus
sptnio, videbuntur etiam Reipubliue Ledefiajlh# £°n
■illiquid
, cujus Princlpatum tua Sanftitus nunc tenet-

#
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it T •
‘

is more rational to suppose the
mQives^
out
tHe Sun , than that the

iT

hocf ^ °d*es os the Planets , the stupendous
^ os the Sun , and the immense Fir*
tller^erits ° Stars, should all move round
tty Considerable Body of the Earth every
^ ' four Hours.
is arv
’
Earth moving round the Sun
t'uiv 7 a‘JIG to that general Harmony , and
hodiers 3haw
^
, which all other moving
th.
Of the System observe, viz. "That
$ub^ Uares°
f t^>e P ert °dical 'Times are as the
^ 6S ^ Je Distances: But if the Sun move
Earth , that Law is destroyed,
Jsj at general
Order and Symmetry of
^oterrupted ; since according to
tev _. avv the Sun would be so far from
about the Earth in 365 Days,
Yea ltWould
'
require no less than 5196
IV tQ accom phlh one Revolution.

tiniv Again Did
:
the Sun observe the
bay Gr
^ . Eaw, and yet revolve in 365
•>lQS
’ his Distance ought not to be above
it j heiuidiameters of the Earth ; whereas
Se ®afV to prove it is really above 20000

y Weters distant from us.
The Sun is the Fountain of Light
the <T eat» which it irradiates through all
ysteiir; and therefore it ought to be

Ka
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placed in the Centre , that so all the
nets may at all times, have it in an unis°r
and equable Manner : For,
^
VI . If the Earth be in the Centre , ^
the Sun and Planets revolve about ib ^
Planets would then , like the Comets*
scorched with Heat when nearest the
i
and frozen with Cold in their Aphehfa ^ \
greatest Distance ; which is not to be ^ 1
posed.
t
VII . If the Sun be placed in the
^ I
of the System, we have then the rat' 0 ,
Hypothesis of the Planets being all naO^
about the Sun by the universal LaV ^
Power of Gravity arising from his ^
Body ; and every Thing will answer to
Laws of circular Motion , and ce*1 ,
Forces : But otherwise we are whollf ^
the dark , and know nothing of the P3
and Operations of Nature.
VIII . Bur happily we are able
not only Reason, but demonjlrative
that the Sun does possess the Centre ^ ^
System, and that the Planets move ^ .
it at the Distance and in the Order
assigned : The JirJi of which is, That
cury and Vmus are ever observed to ll ‘‘
two Conjunctions wuth the Sun , but no ^
pojition ; which could not happen,

La ;il

aam

*

* *
if ^ ^

\ki
*
■

•5s*

* -<

L

' * ''.

iaa
* * * .

*
^

^
>
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■%
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* »qtiryityii
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0r^9 r^)it:s of those Planets lay within the

of the Earth (CXXXIX).

IX. The

What relates to the Conjunctions PI. LV.
XXXIX ,
the Planets will be easily understood
of
t>y a jfP ° sitions
iagram- Let S he the Sun, T the Earth , V
Orbits . Now
’iis evi/ n^ ^ Mercury, in their several
are at V and
Mercury
and
Venus
when
N, ^ ent that
A * * he seen from the Earth T in the same
with the Sun, viz. at W , because
jheyar Heavens
*Sfilled ^ posited in one Right Line T W ; and this
. r . ^ . Lower or Irtfericr Conjunction,
Venus and Mercury come to the
"
v!t Uatiga'n When
Citie;°-ns. ^ 2nd O , they are again in the same Right
and Sun, and are
theref0rllling the Centres of the Earth
jvith aSa,n seen in the fame Part of the Heavens
; ^ rllri1; and this is called the Upper or Superior CcnPtar °*\ Here ’tis evident, those two Planets must apwith the Sun in each Revolut 'ot9‘ Ce Conjunction
Earth at T , which we at
the
on
hr< t t0 ,a Spectator
Rest.
at
be
to
suppose
'!
3. jr "'1
Pf«j, eriCe We have an infallible Proof that the Orbits
Earth San<^ Mercury lie both within the Orbit of the
the Orbits al Mars , Jupiter, and Saturn
'bust si
Without the Orbit of the Earth ; for otherwise
S c®
[eri 'ate°o d . not exhibit the Appearance they do of aland Oppositions . Thus let Mars
hi
att’ ’ s evident when the Earth is at
<5’ that
.
H*ti, anrf , net W'dl be seen in Conjunction with the
he then at its greatest Distance from the
Earth_
4, g
y when the Earth is at t between the Sun and
of
jbe Hea 1S P' ain they must appear in opposite Parts
at
Sun
the
viewing
t
at
Person
a
because
b t>Nst iens’
the
view
to
Part
contrary
the
to
"Ey
re<
d*
. 1atiet at^
5 and ’n this Opposition to the Sun Mars
^rels
so evident from
tae Sch err,t0 tdlc Earth : All which is
so exactly agreeable to the Phænomena
^ thofp Tj,6’ Rr'd
a
n r_
b
r ianp>J!„ u _ TT
ftra«
'n the Heavens, that any Person must be
‘W
an ge Con0 Innate , and incapable of any Sort of
viction,
K 3
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IX. The second is, That Mars,
and Saturn., hgve each tjiejr Ccnjun$ t0fi
d,
viction , who cannot fee the Constitution
and the Disposition of the Planetary Orbits , are
are above described.
5. But farther : If we divide the Distance
. e<J
Earth frpm the Sun, viz. the Line S T , into a hud p,
nlsirp
frhr 1OrKitS
or a thousand equal Parts , and place
the
Orbits '^
mis and Mercury at
the Distance of 8 V — 724' . g(e
b M = 388, and then draw T A, T R , to touch l^ cS
Orbits in the Points A and R ; then ’tis plain the Aso ^
AT S and R T S will measure the greatest Dist^ f ^ ;
which either of those Planets can be seen from the h ^
because the visual Ray passing to the Planet in apycsi
Part of its Orbit will lie nearer to the Line T ®
and therefore strew the Planet nearer the Sun than ^
at A or R, .
0,
6. Now ’tis found by measuring those Ans eSj ! ^
metrically in the Diagram , that the Angle ATS
Degrees, and R T S = 20, very nearly ; and this aS ^
exactly with their observed greatest Distances 0 jjj
. ’j?
gation from the Sun in the Heavens. Hence st
Mercury is so rarely seen, and Venus but at certain 1
of the Year ; whereas if the Earth were at rest, ss
the Centre of the Planetary Orbits , those Planets ^
be seen in all Positions and Distances from the Sul1 ’j -,
every respect like the Moon ; and therefore ’t*sj *„g
fectly surprizing , how any Man can resist soph gia .^ c
Evidence 'of Truth on one hand, and Falfhood °n
other .
'
7. We have already shewn, that the apparent ™tpe
nitude and Brightness of an Object decreases
slf
Square Distance increases ; therefore ’the Magni^
Venus seen at V is to that as it appears 'from D 1
Proportion of TD 2 to T V 2, that is, as 1724^ ^ id
or as 36 to 1 nearly. And when Venus is mease*^
both those Distances with a Micrometer in a T e^®
the Numbers thew the perfect Agreement of this S)
with Nature itself.
'
"
8» .^ S

..*.r
,11
/:*.■
■
*/,),VJ
)'1T
%*/To
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and
which could not be, unless
Uc cesfivelyj
their

^

Oppofitions to the Sun , alternate

8, '"pi

also the apparent Magnitude of Mars , when
is t Y , is to that when his Distance is TY , as
is, as 2523* to 523% or very
He arj to that
as 25 to 1. And this we know is true in Fact , by
Wise0LIn.&t^le Planet in both those Distances . It is like—
^ista V'° US to COmmon Sense ; for Mars in his nearest
aPP ears so large that he has been often mifhe
app Ca er Jupiter, whereas in his greatest Distance
*"° tmall as scarcely to be distinguished from a
QStar.
of the
Alo 0nj ’0;11 what has been said of the Phases
Mercury
and
Venus
that
understand
to
casy
tls
l
tiiufl
Thus when
Kn Us . ave nearly the like Appearances .
be
turned at Y , all her illumined Hemisphere bewill
Neui.
As a' re ctly from the Earth , and she will then
A (Jj 6 P^ es from V to A she will appear horned. At
£art^ ^11 shew just half her enlightened Surface to the
t) n 5and appear bisected, or dichotomised. F rom A to
at D
tv 0u |j tvill appear more and more gibbous; and
hot .1aPpear a Full enlightned Hemisphere, were it
'Sthen lost in the Sun’s Blaze, or hid be¬
hind
nt^ i!SP °dy : All which Phases return again in the
le, j\yr ha lf of the Orbit . The fame Thing is obvious
^ uPhIr Urh anc* Mars soews Part of those Phases ; but
teas0ri at>d Saturn appear always with a Full face, by
very great Distance.
10 their
of Venus in the Day -time for
sove raj jT e Appearance
some certain Years , put the
in
,
together
ays
^
_i
lag ac
t'T y ®Hr . Halley on resolving the following Problem,
situation of Venus in respect of the Earth,
1vben ^
a
°f ^3e illuminated Part of her Disk is
a*l»iu7n. 1 mall
here give the Solution as he has
Pto
US

an ce

Posed
and
also n ^ the

Trs -yhK/s-n , N ° . 349 .;
, the Demonstration , which the Doctor omitted.
^ en Us i 11? r<sos to this , let S be the Sun, V the Planet
her Dm tae situation required , T the Earth , and T V Pl .LVI.
Put T S = a, SV = i,TV = r, Fig . 1.
ut ance sought.
and
ij

K 4
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their Orbits were exterior to the Orbit
the Earth.

0^

X. 1*
and on the Point V with the Radius V X describe4
Quadrant TA ; from T let fall the Perpendicular1 J
and put B V ^ d\ then AB =: at— d z=. v, the Ver i
Sine of the Angle T V A. Now (by Euclid IIwe hare az= bzf- - xzf- - 2 b d, whence az 2
— b
"hxz; and by adding 2 bx on each Side, az -f- 2 j,

2 &d — bz 2

bx

x z \ that

is , a zf - - 2 b v p= ^

—p. Then r — az—2bvszs ,- and w"
tiplying by 2 x we have \bxv = 2 x s, whence 4 ^f
r :: 2 x : D; that is, 4 bx : b‘j- - 2 bxf- - * x —' ,j
2 T V : A B the Diameter of A Circle to the ^ eIe
Sine of the exterior Angle T V A.
,g
12. But in any Situation B of the Planet Rentes
j
Arch of Illumination <2/ is equal to the Arch « '
which measures the exterior Angle b B d. And st ^
been shewn, that the Area of the v hole Dijk of theP^ e
is to the Area of the enlightened Part as the Diatnetp y
a Circle to the Versed Sine of the Arch of Illuming **
and therefore as 4 bx to bzf- - 2 b xf- - xz— d1.
5
13. But the Area of the whole Disk is every wh ese *
therefore, as 4 b x : V 2-}- b xf- - x%
' xf
b1f - 2 bxf- - .
■A which in
4 ^ x3 ,

-

. . . .11 Cafes will be Pr°

portioned to the enlightened Area of the Dislc. ^
o determine this a Maximum, its Fluxion must be ^
or the negative
D
Parts thereof be equal to the astst*
1^
tive that is,
that 2bx -^- 2xx 'Xerbx * zz 12 bx."
the
b^f - 2 bx -{- x x — a ; and dividing all by 4 bxz * X$
Equation becomes2 px
i Xf~ 2
2 x
xp
*— ^
2, ^
b z b- v </«
x■ f , -3 ,
" 3 aZ‘ Consequently
2>lb -f \ bx -\ - xxsxs 3 a
whence we get * — f f-aafHTb 2— b= 427 .
^
14. If therefore we take 427 from the Scale of eC
3ll,,[
Parts S T , and set fromT to the Orbit of Venus, st 'ii}
intersect it in the Point * ; and drawingT *, it w""
‘S
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the third Place, the greatest Elonl°n c * Iaiftance of Mercury from
,
he *

the Sun
is

ISwJi 6 'VT S “ 40 Degrees nearly ; which shews
fl5hrc „ eJa Venus is 40 Degrees distant from the Sun,
hen ft ;
a^er her Inferior Conjunction with him, she
, Jj , | nes with the greatest Lustre possible.
5f Lift1 tbls Position we fee not much more than |
of
thuft re en Hghtened, and yet she shines with so great
hir$tb fS to stitpafs the united Light of all the Fixed
r!l the if a.PP eai' with her, and casts a very strong Shade
Or,
'zontal Plane, and may be seen in the full
lry, a J! of the Day ; a Phænomenon very extraordi. 16. 4, Which returns but once in eight Years.
jPp^ar to e different Directions in which the
/fy~at. Qs ^ ove in the Heavens is an irrefragablePlanets
ArgutflP
. 'T ' _ _t
r1
01
on
r *" •
.1
7S.
lun
S st Truth of the Solar System ; for in the Pto^ vor r'e'V' 1J1 they would be seen to move with their
p q Motion
^
, and in their Direction according
J^ft of j. r of the Signs from West to East, in every
tj at,| ier. Clr Orbits , and that always in an equable
• fr 5Whereas now we observe them move fomei
*VeJl to Eaji , when they are said to be direct
se^ icL* ’ sometimes from East to JVest, when they
V > be.
'
t\ j^ retrograde^ or to go backwards ; and Iome¬
ga thZ aPPear not to move all for a certain Time,
are f ^id to be stationary : And
lastly, the
? Pallet when direct is always much slower
tjt, 7, Nolf “ r etrograde.
f ' 6 b’/ b 3 * t,nebe Pl iænomena are not only expliNecessarily follow from, the Copernicau
til 11at h
US tefpect
to the Planet Mercury,
lY ^ n - he appear
at his greatest Distance front
Visv >bu!in0riS the Stars at O , being seen in the Line
irj^ 1Lii le 'r'S tbe Planet passes from R by N to O , the
Hich
Qwsll continually approach the Line TW,
, c0hi„ Csle S '
" T
- , 01 1c,% eSun
‘appears at W
; andJr when
the
Planet..
>L t'vill
.1;
>
°
u
tk
h
^
w‘
^
be
I'1
Conjunction
with
the Sun
f4 _
. . ..
. .
»
» J—KTIT »
ave apparently described the Arch Q_W in
eav en$,
After this, while the Planet moves from
O to Z,

Astronomy.
f ft'
is but about 20 Degrees , and that 01 ^
nus but about 47 ; which answers eJj3 {(7
$
P

O to Z , it will appear to go in the Heavens
to X , still the fame Way as before; and beCf
apparent Motion agrees with the true , it is all tb lS
direct. ^
18. But when the Planet moves from Z t0
Ray T X will return , and describe the Arch X
vj'
again ; and as the Planet moves from M to R»
fual Ray will keep moving on from W to Q_> . Qvb
the Passage of the Planet through the Part of 1*^fjtfi
Z M R it will appear to move in the Heavens .()>’
X W Q_, the fame Arch as before, but in 2
Direction .
jjW
19. Now because the Tangent Line or V’^ 0S^1
T Q_ or T X coincides as to Sense with the O^ ^
Planet for a small Distance on each Side the
th
and Z , as from a to b, and from e to d; there ° .jJ tl>
Planet when it arrives at a will appear to
Tangent from a to b, during which Time it
in the fame Right Line T Q_,"and confequeih Xjfiflj
!,
fame Point Q_in the Heavens : So that in its
from a to b it must appearstationary., or without 9 J js
tion ; and the fame is to be observed in
Os'
r to d, when the Planet is in that Part of its
20. Hence we observe, that in Mercury
the Places R , Z , and A, G , of their greatest jt js
tion are those in which they are stationary■
these two Points that we can at any Time fee•* gF „
and it is in those Points that we fee Venus fu^h fpl^
ous Morning - Star or Phosphorus at A, and such 0sds
did Evening -Staror Hesperusz.tG. Hence
that from the Time Venus is a Morning ' ^ ueiflll
greatest Elongation at A,
of hes
--- to
- the Time
r fr e 'V
Evening Star in her greatest Elongation at o^ ,
1(
reft in Motion : "
'
‘ _half the
Consequently,
— T ^ J1
being a Morning or Evening -Star she is diri&
other half retrograde,

ft
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their Distances in the System above
‘gn’d ; But in the Ptolemean System, they
might
Q^y° -

’s ca(V to observe, that since the same
described in Times very unequal, viz. in
its o ? . tbe Planet describes the very unequal Parts
^ti 0,j rblts ROZandZMR,
the Velocity of the
lfl the 1 10 tbe former Cafe must be much less than that
; that is, the Planet when direct moves apj _lriu chr flower
•»w yi vr than
tiicvii when
vr irvri it
, v is
ij vretrograde.
,
£ » *»*■' *
le RipeJ
-' ' Ve consider the Dispositions of the Orbits of
.
. , we shall
.... .. observe
„„ .
.
.
of ' 0r Planets
the. same
Phæno,lt >.».em
em also. Let S be the Sun, ACH the Earth ’s Plate
Mars , and—
*t\ flMK -that
O L Q_the Firma- LVI.
■ of■^ 0 M- ars- Through Mars at M draw Q_M G Fig . 2.
r
to touch the Earth ’s Orbit in G and C,
Cau se the Earth and Mars do both move the
j *,the pj|,>but the Earth very quick in respect of Mars ,
f t Q, * n°rnena will be the very same if we suppose
C|<:rtce , e at rest, and the Earth to move with the Difi
> their Velocities.
se£in
then be at Rest in M , and the Earth
inf- hdotion from G . At G the Planet will be
i Rank
.^ ne'TTO
the
^rth:
Stars at Qt . When
^O
xj ,» among
—1
rt h
-1?I>—
. - ~
tr D
igtk at H , Mars will be seen in the Line H p.
C, btars at P . In the same manner at A, B,
will be projected
to the Points L,
lor 0
' "S. in eLPlanet wm
t
;QCrlbes y . Heavens. Therefore while the Earth
ptove " , Past of its Orbit G A C, Mars will appear
y‘ ch he- r° ugh the Arch of the Heavens Q_L O $
ji ^ r of 1*? from West to East is according to the
tbe Signs , and the Planet will be direct in
1S

^ ap.pe 3S Earth
proceeds from C to D , Mars
7 s on t>ar to move from O to N j and as the Earth
am*by L r°pRb p ' F , to G , Mars will appear to rea»6 ^ rch \ f° Qj and so measure back again the
y|e horn QS“ ef°re : And thus during the Earth ’s Pasich theref t0 O , this Planet will appear retrograde ;
°te must always be the Cafe when he is in
3 Opposition

r
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might and would sometimes be seen ^
Degrees from the Sun , viz. in OpP°*jtl
to him.

XI. FourrT
as1
Opposition to the Sun and nearest to the Ear*ih>
Conjunction he is always direSt in Motion ; arl
the Earth is in G or C-, the Planet must appear
Time stationary, for the Reasons mentioned in
The (ame may be strewn of Jupiter and Saturn > st'
the Earth has a much greater relative Veloci tj
fit
spect to Jupiter than it has with respect to M affi’ e
Times of the Conjunctions and Oppositions, as ^ f
progressive and regressive Motions, will -be more
in Jupiter than in Mars, and for the fame Re3'0
happen oftener in Saturn than in Jupiter. jJJbV. ,
25. Again : Another Phænomenon , which 3 fit1
proves the Truth of the Copernican System , \5s fie.
Venus and Mercury suffer an Occultation
c
Sun’s Disk, when they are in the remotest *.
their Orbits , as at D and O ; but this can never "'b^ f
in the Ptolomean Hypothesis, because there the , \t°
t\
the Sun is supposed exterior to the Orbits of m
Planets .
_
26. All these Phænomena of the Planets plasms
that the Earth holds that Place in the Heaven5 ^ 0st'
the present Philosophy assigns her ; but to ^ieVn^ fl etS
(’
over that she has not only a Place among the V nfle!
but likewise that she
is
carried in the _
■fame
^ V
with them about the Sun, we need only obfer ’0 fi
the Times in which these Phænomena happ erl e
Planets are no ways such as they would bc j^ e fip'
Earth at Rest, but such as they must neceffadv Jjstst
posing the Earth ’s Period about the Sun to
iO
Days .
,^
'a
27. For Example : Suppose Venus at any -c^ tP.
Conjunction with the Sun at V , then were the gg3)
Rest at T , that very Conjunction would hap? j5, 1
when Venus had made just one Revolution , 1
225 Days ; but every one knows this is c0j‘ |ap.
Experience , for a much longer Time than 1 j)CtV'■
i

Astronomy.
tt'ep ! Fourthly,
In this Disposition of
atlets they will all of them be someotlluch^
nearer to the Earth than at
'
^he
Consequence
of which
is, that
eir p - . —
pat n^ l!:ne^s an<^ Splendor , and also their
§re 6nt Diameters, will be proportionally
tfciater at one Time than another : And
'

observe to be true every Day . Thus
the

!V^nt ! ^'V° Conjunctions of the fame Kind ; as there
l°ti to^ mu st, if we suppose the Earth to have a MoP tl)ti’ r^S^ e f ame Parts in the same Time ; because
* plain, when Venus comes again to V , the
iS ' Pa" ^ ave P a^ec^ m ihat Time from T to some
^ till /s 1 of the Orbit , and from this keeps moving
2.8, -is? " gets again between it and the Sun.
Orated ^at l^' s Surplus , of Time is, pnay be easily
j~st>it a5supposing
the Earth to be at Rest in her
to 1*1iVf • ^ enus t0 move with the Difference of their
-1$5rt
h h 0ti
°ns . Thus
the, daily meanTi/rMotion r of the
w
Co * on
.
rr
16 36' o?,
and the daily mean Motion of Venus
3y ; The
^ •
Difference of these mean Motions
I®
re fore fay, As 37' is to the whole Circle or
0o', so is 1 Day to 583 Days , the Time
g
Conjunctions as required, viz. 1 Year
y .so th atl ays> in which Time Venus performs a little
o '^ e
2? Revolutions. In the fame Manner the
ljUn£p^ ^e sound for any of the other Planetary
"a 14"
—,■)-Stations ,j Retrogressions,
-o
•»£sV.
^4 Q’Oppositions
od . letguments
"
are plain , and easy to be unNi
5 *' Dbse^0^ of them require no more than comi,^
» Orvatho ion,
that is,•% in
other
,r common
‘a
:
,
rr *
. t. Words
. 1 .
. -r 1
to A.1-0e^ ignorant of the Truths here. specified,
ffsous
an unac .ountable Inattention to the most
t °Ple , and gifting Phænomena of Nature : And if
J^ ufe
not convinced by these Proofs, it is not
l^t efcn»7 cannot, but because they will not; ana
5 Si Pobu ’. -- - -- 1‘ j
'
1'‘Us vult decipi, dscipiatur.
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A s f i dft 6 if y.
the apparent Diameter of Venus, when f A
est, is near 66 Minutes , but when
not more than 9 Minutes and a half >but
Mars, when greatest, it is 21 Minutes,
when least no more than 2 Minutes an.& *
half ; whereas by the Ptolomeah Hyp °^ e
they ,ought always to be equal.
^
XII . The ffth is , That when the
.
are viewed with a good Telescope they ^
pear with different Phases, or with difi^r ,
Parts of their Bodies enlightened .
^
Venus is sometimes new, then horned
, 3^
that dichotomised
, then gibbous, after^ ^ (
y »// ; and so increases and decreases
Light , in the same manner as the
and as the Copernican System requires .
ij
XIII. The sixth is , That the Planes

^
j^s

of them , do sometimes appear ^
Motion , sometimes retrograde , and at
times sationary. Thus
Venus, as she ^
from her greatest Elongation Westvrsr
her greatest Elongation Eastward , wiH

pear direct in Motion, but retrograde aS ^J
passes from the latter to the former » ^
when she is in those Points of
s
Distance from the Sun , lhe seems f° r 0
time stationary: All
which is neceflaA j,
on the Copernican Hypothesis but cafl
happen in any other.
XIV.
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li{ercseventh
'

is , That the Bodies of
an<^ Venus, in their lower Conwith the Sun , are hid behind the

ris 0iy ; and, in the upper Conjunc°r ^ ^ Cen to P a^s over tbie ^ un *s Body
\Vjj- * _in form of a black round Spot:
itup ss ls necessary in the Copernican, but
Xv jb le in the Ptolomean System.
Mi]ct ‘ ^ HE eighth is , That the Times in
^ ^
Conjunctions, Oppositions, Stations7
3re etr °gradations of the Planets happen,
tio

bartjJ0<:
as they
would he, were the
fuc^ at rest in its Orbit ; but precisely
Vrould happen , were the Earth to
3boy* and all the Planets in the Periods
Q>i4 a®gned them : And therefore this,
^Of\j ot her, can be the true Syjlem of the
of - > and it will stand the eternal Test
\Q

tUre Ages , for , Mighty
op Truth , and shall

is the
prevail.

the H though the Planets all move round
*n Orbits commonly supposed cirlka{*^ et are they not exactly so, but ellip^Wr
forstl of an Ellipsis , which
V s vulgarly

called an Oval, as

call^ ef'cribed about two Centres
Ve

lhe ^

Foci, or

AB

S, F,

Focal Points of the EI-

Point C is the Centre ; A P
J£ls> or longest Diameter ; and B D
the
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the shortest Diameter : And in one ^
these Focus’s, viz. S , the Sun is P^ jt
about which the Planet moves in the 0 {
ABPD CXL
(
).
(CXL ) i . We have hitherto considered the P «c'
mena of the Heavenly Bodies without regard to t
curate Form of their Orbits , which is not circul^ 1^
elliptical; yet that it is very little so, even in ti>e^ hs
eccentric Orbit , as that of Mercury, will appe pis'
comparing their Eccentricities with their meSsl pi !'
tances from the Sun. Thus suppose the meaI1
tance of the Earth from the Sun be divided in t0
equal Parts , then in those Parts we have,

::: So : 387 : : 1 :■ , J
::: 5 : 723 : : I :
::: 17 : 1000 ::: 1 : 59n f?
: : 141 : 1524 : : 1
Jt
: : 250 : 5201 : : 1 . 'I'
■t
*'? 4>
: : 547 : 9538 : : 1 : IV*
:*c Ot
2. It is round by Experience that the Ortu^
PI. LVI. Planets are quiescent, or that the Line of the ^ p
F;g- 3* AP always keeps one and the fame Position
spect to the Fixed Stars : And the Apheliunt, °{e feV
A, possesses different Points in the Ecliptic in th
ral Orbits as follows.
'
y
In Mercury,,
Venus,
Earth,
Mars,
Jupiter,
Saturn,

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

: DS
: DS
: DS
: DS
: DS
: DS

o
o

'

"

In Mercury, t 12 44 00
Venus,4 ~
19 54
Earth, y
8 1 10

"

j

In Mars, M
0 3q
Jupiter,* 9 1 r
Saturn, t 2 7 ^ji

3, That the Earth ’s Orbit is elliptical is vveH
from common Experience ; for were the Orbits
the Sun’s apparent Diameter would always be th ^ w
but we find it is not, for if it be measured rvltN ^
crometer in Winter -time, it will be found com*0^
larger than in the ‘Summer, and it will be s£ ea^ d1?
all when the Sun is in the 8®of Vf,which
(
mev ’
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J, ^ Ence, when the Planet is in the Point
' ^ is nearest the Sun , which Point is,
for
ty}? e Place of the Aphelium) it being then 32' 47" ;
is °Ut
, reas Itwhen
. s*the Sun is in the 8g of as, his Diameter
31' 40
4Hi
to
- usjnef? Ce h *s evident that the Sun is really nearer
Per . ^ “e Midst of Winter than in the Midst of Sum'he i * this seems a Paradox to many, who think
^d tha(.rnU^: Ilee ds be hostest when it is nearest to us,
> eceml> ^
un is apparently more distant from us in
hs tru|T
’n June. As to the Sun’s being hotter,
h-aysj - ’*■ ’s so to all those Places which receive his
i^ ted
or perpendicularly, but we find his Heat
a'8iliort1f^ CCOUnt t^le Obliquity of the Rays, and
as Continuance
above the Horizon at that Time.
■ 't>ith r ^'SDiftrince , it is only with respect to th£
tf 0'
the Place, not the Centre of the Earth ; since
the Sun may approltch the Centre of the
^rth ain’ the
Mh
the same Time that it recedes from the Ze. 5.
Place.
^inte r^reea hle to the Sun’s nearer Distance in the
Pau in^ 6 ol>strve his apparent Motion is then quicker
Pay4Ummer
^"
; for in the 8° Of >f it is about bi ' per
Pay. ^ in the 8gof ss his Motion is but 57' per
Jrays 1 Cc ordingly we find the Summer Half-Year 8
r fol] ‘lg.er than the Winter Half-Year, as appears by
Wlng Computation.
1*1
ear includes Winter
Half - Year includes ■
9: Days.
In September 6 Days.
Oiiober
30
3i
& ay
November 3 o
31
June
December 21
30
July
31
31
January
i ' ZHfl
3i
February 28
September
March
24
2lf

V^

Half186s

I?

81

178J

PifsiEtence
°MII.

8 Days
6- For
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for that Reason called the Perihelion '
therefore , the Attraction of the Sun

strongs
6. For the Sun’s attracting Force being one
the Cause of the Planet’s Motion , and this Forc,® oi
ways increasing and decreasing in the inverse R alj' -{y
the Squares of the Distances, ’tis evident the Vp'0 jp
of the Planet will always be greater the nearer st
the Sun, and vice versa. Hence , the Motion of a ^
net is every where unequable, being constantly &cCmL
rated as it passes from A by D to P, and in the 0
Half from P to A it is retarded.
.
7. Yet is this unequal Motion of a Planet , reguss^
by a certain immutable Law, .from which it never ^ ^
which is, That a Line drawn from. the Centre of
to the Centre of the Planet does so move with theI q,
about the Sun, that it describes elliptic. Areas ostusp s xt
portional to the Times. That
is, if when the *.
moves slowest it describes the Arch A a in a given f L jq
'and when it moves quickest it .describes the Arch " hs
the fame Time , then will the trilineal Area A h
equal to the other trilineal -Area ^ 8 P .
..
PI. LVI.
8. To demonstrate this., let the Time in whst
he'
Fig . 4.
Planet moves through the Periphery
of its
.
. Orbit
vided into equal Parts, , and suppose. that in
the hr 11a\\
it described any Right Line A B, by the Ps0J■gp'
Force in any Direction and the Centripetal F° rc.^
jointly ; then in the second Part of Time itwould
ceed in the same Right Line to c, if nothing preV? ^
so that B c —
A B, as is manifest from the sirst ^ if
Motion.
sf
9. Draw the Right Lines SB , Sr , and th6,
angles A B S and B c S will be equal, as havihfL
Bases AB , B c, and the fame Altitude of the
^1
S. But when the Body comes to B, let the
{os'
Force act with a new Impulse either equql to , qyolh
mer or unequal , and let it cause the Body to declM6 q
;
the Right Line B c, and describe the Right Lut6 j a1
draw C c parallel to B S, meeting B C in C j a ss. 6

ft,

ftis
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his Light and Heat greatest, and
aPparent Diameter largest ; and in this
Point

atC
P>m
*n
fame Plane with the Triangle A S B.
Yrign , ’ and because of the Parallels SB , C c, the
the! ? ^ C will be equal to the Triangle SBc,
W
etore equal to the 'Triangle SAB. By the
hccefl- ay of Reasoning-, if the centripetal Force act
*4 e" ' 1}1j" the Point "., U,
" earning
”
. . me” £>oay
’ in
'
me to describe the Right Lines
i - h P , bc . the Triangles SCD , SDE,
t so . i n ; c‘ will be equal,
.
, and all
_ in the fame Plane
Pr*bed, Equal Times , therefore, equal Areas are de¬
pths s/r ?
Composition of Ratios , any Sums of
Y ^ bicjj
SAFS, are to each other as the Tin es
igles
^
'h^ - 3re ^ eibcr ibed. Let now the Number -of
6* ncr eased, and their Breadth be diminished
^
a p ’ then will their Perimeter ADF be ultiy'Hi cj1^ rve : And therefore the centripetal Force,
f I1of
®° dy is drawn perpetually from the Tano?1'^ a 1S Oorve, acts incessantly; and the Areas defHeif
^ -p.6 i*'f° in this Cafe proportional to the Times
pit. ascription.
^
1 3tlet is siCe Velocity
of the revolving Body or
j6t fallfr every where inversely as the Perpendicular
h
P]0ftl Centre
S to the Tangent of the Orbit
AV Sf
° the Planet .- For the Velocities in the
tiT > Bo
bc . are as the Bases of the Triangles
the C
c d . £Fc
- . as being the Spaces
described in
; and the Bases of equal Triangles are
Ssinn -Yas their perpendicular Altitudes ; andithere'n the evanescent Triangles A S B, A f>C , or.
% o .Pn Lines A r, B A C e, & c. become Tangents to
the Points A, B, C , tf f. ’tis manifest the
k Mic,i m those Points will be inversely as a ferfrom S let 1^ upon those Tangent Lines
Val l^ e!lce also it follows, that the Times in which
tches are described in any Planetary Orbit are

L a

directly

Astronom
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Point the Planet must consequently ^ tbe
with the greatest Velocity , But in
poitf

re <n'

PI. LVI.
Fi S- 5-

directly as those Perpendiculars , because they ar
vef-sely as the Velocities.
.
13. If two Chords of very small Arches de>c
in the fame Time AB , B C , and DE , EF , be c ^
pleated into the Parallelograms ABCV and
and the Diagonals B V and E Z be drawn ; th?"
those Tines tend to the 8un or Centre S, and he ^
portional to the centripetal Eorce : Eor the
,j.f
and EF is compounded of B V , Be, and E Z,
but B V = C f, and E Z = F/j but C c and F/ J j„
generated by the Impulses of the centripetal Poi
B and E , and are therefore proportional to the* 11 ’
consequently so are B V and E Z .
_$
14. Draw the Diagonal AC , and it will bise^ ftC
Line B V in h consequently
;
the Sagitta B b is
centripetal Force by which the Arch ABC is defcrl
whose Chord is AC.
15 Hence if a Bodv revolve in any Curve
about an itnmoveable Centre S, the Force in any

Q?> ra

P will be to that in any other Point p as ^-570 QB
•h
for the Sagitta Q _R , q r, whi
(
c^^
to S pxX qt 1'
P as"
s,) are as the centripetal Forces (F, _
/ ^ if
d1?l
w'‘en the Times (T , t,) are given, (by the lat t]]S
is, S : r
: f. But when the Forces are g[ ve!^’ S'
S<‘gittæ will be as the Squares of the Times , f/S - ^ tF5
A T : 11. Therefore when neither the Times v pj
forces are the fame, it will be S : s F:: X T 2/ ,
.
..^ A^
and so S
T 1 r- : : F : f, And because the ellip tiC -F"
S Q__
_P and S qp are as the Times in which they & jjv
scribed, therefore when the Arches P Q_and p 4 , t.Sf
definitely small, we have T : t : : \ SP X Q/E ’h»
qt : : SP X QT : SpXqt.
Consequently We
"SP'

XQ .T

‘ Sp * XqP

l6.

IA
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°W A, where the Planet is farthest diffrom the Sun, (for that Reason calPd
the
tile

j,
^

soU

SY be a Perpendicular let fall from S upon
§ent P R produced ; then will the centripetal

be

as

SY^xtSjP

for
^ *44 >

b£CaUse thC
the evanescent

Rcctan Sle SY X

ArchQ_P cois

w‘th the Tangent P R , and mav therefore be
A> d ^ the Base of the Triangle S P Q_, whose
is
‘ore „ Zitheri ,S P X Q_T , or |
X SY ; there¬
ft “ ° X QJT = QJPX S Y. Which was to be
iewn.
* V7‘ ^ rbe Orbit were a Circle , as PQVF, and Pl . LVI.
the^ jChorf drawn through the Centre of Force S ; Fig- 6.
g the Chord Q_M in such Manner 'as it may
he bisrAWln
Chord P V , we have QjKP =
^
V^ ted inK rhe
vanishing
but
III
Euclid,
(hy
-. 35.)
A1J
^
dV
of
T, Tr¬
rr in 'the r.
t . t- TrJ
, ’ -r
Of P i?V
n
(k>y eJr
P K- it will be V K: V P, and QJR. = P K
=
I 3-) also QJC — Q_P, therefore QP 1VP
Mr, and P y : QP 1
whence, in this Cafe, the
*c
0 -^ ’
Mi-al p
borce will be inversely as S Y * XP V.
-8
Wh
, since the Velocity is asp- so we have
‘erefore
SY»
^s 4 esi^ uare of the Velocity inverse y ; therefore
the Cf
tlire^ i tr ‘petal force is as the Square of the Velocity
l9- B an<^ 4 e Chord PV inversely.
the curvilinear Figure A P Q_be given,
Ml an if
ti>iua]]ytt °» S to which the centripetal Force is con"fc fout^ i ‘tedled, the Law of the centripetal Force may
* right.p .> wi1‘ch any Body P perpetually drawn from
^at p - ln d Course shall be detain ’d in the Perimeter of
Ure> and by revo ving shall describe it , viz. by
c“

« » S* ! ,hc Va‘“ °f th' L' p'-R-- -- si -rAd

-.

ao. p , * p V.
<Unfcrenl >XI" Xan ‘P'-e : Let a Body P revolve in the Cir~eJ° a Circle, ’tis required to find the Law of the
centripetal
L ^

I 5°
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the Aphelion) every thing is just the revet
And in the Points B or D it is in its
Distance from the Sun.

P*

PI . LVI.
Fig . 6.

centripetal Force tending to any given Point S . >Let
be a Tangent in the Point P, and S Y the Perp cncJdio;
ir a
1^
1 tr n
/•*•»!_
1
rr v
,
1n
T pM ,
lar, and V P the Chord passing through S. Let >s
be the Diameter of the Circle , and join A P .
^
the Triangle S YP similar to the Triangle V AP ’y ;

may be sttewn from

Fig . 7.

III . 32. Therefore ^
cp v P v
A(°
P V :: S P : SY ; consequently - ———- rS Y> aI1
AV
SP 2 X P V 3
as &
AV~
: SY 1 X P V, which therefore is
est
centripetal Force inversely ; but because AV 2 is a g'Vj;>
Quantity , we have the laid Force reciprocally as *
XPV3 ‘
.
.
21. Again : Let it be required to find the Law °J ^
centripetal Force by which a Body is moved, so as t° g,
scribe the equiangular Spiral P Q_S about the Cents? ^
In this Cafe all the Angles are given in every trn*
Area S Q_P, and therefore also the Ratio of all the
Eucl.

in the Figure S P R Q _T ; therefore the Ratio
OT
(bcis given, whence yr
-p X Q_T is as Q .T ; that is,
Q.R

QT 2is S*
^
cause of the given Ratio of QT to P S) -y y— is
as

Q_R iS ope
And this Ratio will be constant, let the Angle P
j,
changed in any Manner whatsoever : For let Q_R
when the Angle P S Q_is constant, and Q_T = b ’ji^
when it is variable, let Q_R — x, and Q_T z^ y >^ _J,
(by Lem. ix . of Princip.) it will be a : x :■b ,
,
bz A
QT 2 Q
_T * vvii*
wnence — ———
; which shews that -gafis
a

x Q-

R se¬

^

ways remain the fame as at first, viz. as S P . 1 n
P. QT 2XSP 2
.. th?
fore -- Ty-g will become S P 3consequent
;
1}
centripetal Force QR will be inversely as S P 3It
al

22 -

ter " rs
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the Planetary Orbits are
r though
a v elliptical, yet is the Eccentricity C S,
in
a Body revolve in an Ellipsis A P Q_, bya Force PI. LVL
'^ et-y
Zail/ ere d'.refl ed to the Centre C ; it is required to find Fig . 8.
Qy be drawn parallel to
^lat F °rce. Let
fee Tan
to KC ; and
perpendicular
P R , and PF
Para]iei
^tried-r,° " F join C Q : the rest as before. The right~~~
Anci rr —'
* P C is e(lual t0 twice the T ri'
gle
is a constant Quantity , as being
w^ich
i
^Porti ^
Particle of Time in which
! t0 constant
11 ' s des 0Ellipsis D K X P F is a
the
in
Also
L
r\ke<
<
•"°*'ftanttant
antity (per Conies). Therefore DICXPF
iS fe o '^
fe^ ’FxPC' °r Qjn X P F , that is, D K to Qjn,
the Point P is taken in the
wherever
Psi?
^^'ipr
* Cl1 I,
is a
>lfani Hen ce also the Ratio of D K to Qju 1
in the Ellipsis D K * ; Qju 1P:: G .
'
10X Jn ne Fut
j^ d thg rys/^ r Conies.) Now because (fy Q _R,
.feall ,, Terence between G v and G P is infinitely
a ' sierefore P -v X <nG - QR XPG; whence PG 1
f c^ °.nstant Ratio to P G X QK , that is, QJR or
0s etal Force is every where in a constant Ratio to
”
F C, the Distance from the Centre.
2z.
off t ence if the Centre C of the Ellipsis were to
C^tig E(j0. an infinite Distance, the Ellipsis would be
Body would
? ^ e, anj nt|° ^ Parabola, in which a the
P orce now tending to Centre at an int“e
rjfee
G;
Ln,CU»i‘ v v'i
equable,* or the same with
•. « inu become
ould
^.nCe^

3n

TheoryintoofanG*™
according
^ ' boh
thep
’
Hyp *’
changed
be the
should to
B0(i ara

the

by <t» fffZZ
Carve
~ » .hat
”'"now~ changed
.ft °”fCe
a centnpeta
from
it causes the Body
now
ady to rrecede from
because
5
thpr,Qste
feefttre.
"
<0f,ce

-!»
Let it be required .to find the Law of the PI. LYII.
S P Fig . i.
f ^3e Foci of an Ellipsis. Draw
Foc?f *o 0ne°
s d , and PH to the Focus H, and HI pa¬
rallel
ls, 4
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in most of them , so extremely small, ^ .
be almost insensible ; and therefore 1
m

l°n

110
the End of the second Part of Time the Body
ayc
rallel to DK . Now because CS = CH ,
V P’
S E = E I ; and because the Angle HPZy
th6
(per Conies)' and HI parallel to PR , therefose
alternate Angle P HI = PIH, and soPI — EH»
sequently E P = ?- A

=

C , from the

Gei*6'
H6

of an Ellipsis.

Let the Lctus ReElum of the Ellipl*5
AB C 2 zllS
. ,
E == n
, (because 2AC : 2BC - " ^ ^ - fl^ ,d
Qj_ ; intersect P S in
because Q_R -— -P ft*?vr"
- *.
. . Then
the Triangle P x v similar to the Triangle Ph - lc :
have P r : P :: P E ( = AC ) :PC; therefore Chjj
P vA:: C : P C : : L X QR : L X P w. (Theory
Again , LXP * : GwXuP : : L : Gt/.
Also, GtiX7iP : Q.9i : : PC I :DC 1, Qvr
b“£
1Theorem III . Again , Qjr 1 : Q_T 2 : : PE 1 :
when the Points P and Q_coincide, it is Q_jP ^ r A*
and P E 2—
C A' ; wherefore then Qjp : Q_T * If spef
: P F 2. Now because
PFXCDciACXB
1
~
'
" ' an1
nd la
Conies) therefore PF ‘ X CD ^
AC 1 X BC
:CL'
A C 1 P: F 2 : : C D J : BC 2; consequently Qjv
: : C D 2C
: Bv ( ‘Theorem IV .)
. vl,_
2Z. These four Theorems set separately as be ■
Theorem I . L X QR : L X P -0:AC
:
:P v‘
II . L X P -v:G v X v? : : L : G %,
III . Gt ; XnP : Q_'n1 : : PC 2:CNIV . Qjj* Q
-. _T 2 : : C D 2 C: B 2- qR
It is evident, by joining all the Ratios we have L ^ j}!
:Q .T 2: : ACXLXPC
2XCP 2:PCXG^
X C B2; but because AC XL — 2 B C 2, we hav c0,
QR : QfT 2 : : 2 P C : G v. Now when P --nd ^
incide, 2 PC — Ov , and then L X Q_R = Q- .
g pi
ySP '
multiplying each Side by
we shall have La

r
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be looked
as Ketet
XKJKJJWV .t upon
circular
U.jJ 'JLl
CKkJ
^ vvr - r, j ,
as represented
in Orreries and Di-r
iS’ without any sensible Error,
-VJ

3gra

The

Sj» .
i.Q.T l

Therefore the centripetal Force is as
itv , nve rfely ; 0r, because L is a given Quantity,
‘ he Erectly as _l_
?6

j

^

as

S p *‘

?|j!ch
now shew what Ratio the projectile Force
LS\ fsœ ES
-a
t0 describe a Circle has to that
^
paribtts) causes the Body to describe any
jiH'
.^ ot us astume this Ratio to be that of n
A te|y Put ting 2 a and 2 b for the transverse and con- Plate
tJg A j ?'etc rs of the Conic Section A N , the Circle LVIE
4s

to

its if

su PP°

se the right

Line

EF

to move pa -

of?L^e th n an<^ the Points a and d therein so as to
at Li6 Lurv es A I and A N ; and let the Distance
se L°m AB be call’d x, viz. AE = # ;. and
7.-1 •. tr the Diameter of the Circle.
E d in the Circle , and *L
-xx
.\r
*X
^ **= E a in the Conic Section. The Fluxions
A
r ,d, and r
. . —7d— xX*
a lC0r
. din;nw
tes L
E «, vi%
r —z
\/ —
a dx
—rxx ^d
AIT.
r , will be as the Velocities in every
l4sc t

sie Cu
U3c‘0ns

rves in the Direction E F or ^ B. But

are as —

■‘Wdi

Ar ,
ivy,

V'

V

—y

If

—
and - X 2d— x ' a 2

(I j —- #

- a-+ x

* \
, - ] and therefore when E F arrives to

' a> the Ratio of those Fluxions or Velocities
Cc °ttie tW
r d
h
a
e that of -to —X — 7-= , or as y/ £
V id
"%/ 2 (1
«>

Fig , 2 ,
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Orrery
is , therefore , an a.detl
Representation of the True Sofa *1 gjii
The

to

I

in the Point A. Wherefore \fd • ^/ ~g
^ a
^
n whence
;
we have nnad —bb.
0( $
28. And when x — d — AC , the Piit ance ^
Centre of Force, we have £ V/ %ax -f xx ^ ^
^co
become iad ^ . dd: ■b b ~ n n a d. Whence
±d
± nd
fore
a and
— -— "
b—
Having there!
^ 2— 1
vd1
Diameters 2 a and 2 b, the Conic Section is ^
Specie.
^
29. Now because Unity , or 1, represents ^ f'
jectile Force to describe a Circle , the FofC^ ^ e^
be any other Number greater or less to
Conic Section. And first let
— 2 ; then
rh
Tr - .
, „
-2 ~ n%= -± = Infinite
, or the Centre of the
0
will be at an infinite Distance from A, and con
ly be the Parabola A N .
ot ,
30. If the Value of nz be between x and
j
be any Number between 1 and */ 2 , then
JJ
nic Section be an Ellipse between the Circle
C
and the Parabola A N , having the Centre of
^
the upper Focus next A, as the Ellipse A L j
31. But if n be any Number less than 1, :
will still be an Ellipse, but within the Circ c, ^qCi1
the Centre of Force C in the lower or rem°
as the Ellipsis Al GO.
32. Again ; if nz be greater than 2, °r n »
Qv'
2, then will a be negative ; consequently 1
will be an Hyperbola, as A O.
~h
33 . Lastly ; if n'10= , then b —
’' -0 ~ \ d ,- that is, if the projectile Velocity be dim' 11

Astronomy.
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k, .-1an<^ gives a iust Idea of the Number ,
vZlQtl ? s \ J
J
’ ^rder^ and Positions of the heavenly
Bodies :
Q*'lnfin'
-t^len the Curve or Trajectory will become
ne A C : or the Projectile will descend di-

tn ,

*,!i rp« AC
trc of Force c '
~■'”: the
Area of any Ellipse, S, S,

s, the
Plate
V r >b thhe4 ector? A S B, B' S C , C S D , & c. and LVII.
f e hay^ q6nies
^'
in which they are described; then
‘ r5ytrv
:: T : T, and S : s T
::
: t, and so on Fig . 4.
. ' I ' ■. n ^ctor through the whole Area. Therefore
s<r ‘ Su ^ ~h 5: T + T -j- t ” Sum of all the Sec,b s tl\e "‘of all the Times in which they are described ;
^°le v " vie Area A to the periodical Time P os a
9fyj£ C^°^ Son. Consequently , S X P — T X A,
and in a given Particle of Time T,
ave p as A

S*

3s. tz
i-qq

25. we have the principal Lotus Rectum
’ hut in a given Time the centripetal Force

rs
y

is-

I

**ib.
Wherefore in a given Time L : QT *X
y Sj3Ij
r
0
scfib». .
0 Lf : QT X S P : S, the Sector A S B dev(*in a A•
4 -n
Aven Time . Whence P : ^ -7 ; therefore

fb' c ^

x*

•J 2

K
L»i.
,^uPlicQjL nJ ^ at. is, The Area of
<!
-j an
— Ellipse
rj - is in the
~~ r
Cr
koL f' att0 of the Latus Rectum and Periodical
36.
&5te ™o\v
_
.
„
> th en, . et a Transverse
=
Axis, and b Conju—
^ z - C ? C°nics) a : b :: b : L, ' and so bz a= L,
a%*
M
X L z. But the
whence a
:atl gle
th,
®X Z>; A, the Area of the Ellipse ( by Conks)
°re
sti

:P.

Xl * .

A : P X L ’ (by Article 35.) that
orj The Periodical Time is in the Sejquiplicate
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Bodies : But the Proportion of
&
and Dijiances of the Planets is not to o^ £jJ
t¥
Ratio of the Transverse or greater ■
^ ><tS
Ellipse.
37- Hence the Periodical Time will be the j, to5
all the Species of an Ellipsis from a Right L 11^, , of
Circle described upon the same transverseD :anlC
more particularly , the Time of describing d^e
Ellipse AED will be the same as that of t,,ej l<c
Ellipse A O D ; and the same also as the Ti 01® Sps'
scribing the Semi-Circle A P D , which is only 0 v>
cies of an Ellipsis, where the Foci coincide
ztil
Centre N , and the Semi-Conjugate N O bees j-jjjpl
Semi-Diameter N P. Lastly, when the
A O D degenerates into a Right Line A D by
ing the Semi-Conjugate N O in injjnitum, aIr js pi5"
.cus receding to the End of the Axis at IT lt, fotfl
the Time of describing the Line A D is st*H l> Sj >,
■plicate

Plate
LVII.

Fig- 5-

38. The Velocity of the revolving Body P iS 2
S Y being a Perpendicular let fall on the
j5 es,
from the Centre of Force S ; for the VelosiiT^ Pj
as the small Arch Q_P described in a given
Je
QJ 3 PR
—
, in its evanescent State : And ppl ,
the Right Angles at T and Y, and the Anglej ~
.
YP S when the Points Q_, P, coincide, the c. ^C(c°a
Triangle QP T will be similar to P S Y ; an f
give Q_P ( — PR ) : Q _T
P S : S Y ; whe*c
SPXQ .T ciivoT
Tsi 3thereso^
But S P X Q.T :. Lt
SY
n>
P 11''
That is, The Velocity is in the Su,■bduf c0tl ’f
S Y* *
' “"“ v "
~
' rlcU
W
of the Latus Rectum directly, and the P erf cn A
39. Hence the Velocities in .the greatei j o> j
Distances A and D are in the Ratio cornp° ul1 'pist®*1

A STRONG
lri

M Y.
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^ tr.r°® ^ ie Orrery , but by Delineation,
Whijh.
on 's Solar System; where the
several

in the same Fi
.inversely,
A and S-Di /lufitir
fe*1.1LS.S
h^
_ / *,
• bp/ ' mi Cr*i n *.1,
Jlst;
^ * ['"IVPT1
*n Ces a s :vcn Quantity ; because in that Case the
i +0,
Ri are the Perpendiculars.
'
0.
«ie,W n rf fore if a Circle D IE C F be described at
cit/^ v
of El]; *^ ance S D , because the Circle is that 8pe7j\ ‘P‘ iS whose
M- to the Dia- - Lotus ReSiuni is equal
biE ^ ,and f-nce in this Point D the perpendicu,'Qdv; nce
4(, in , ce is the fame in both, the Velocity of the
et-kEllipsis
“* a body
io"to that ot
J-' is
* u,1“- D
rL-" ~ at the Point
e Circle in the Subdimlicate Ratio of L to
,Ug
he n > or .

/ ”2 D S
as.v/ L to %

:^

w . •j.

Wl

and the fame may
th respect to the Velocities at the other

t;p11bi {n C°mpa re the Velocity in the Ellipse at the
ate
S I at thec Ce® w'th that of a Body describing a Circle
VII.
Distance C B from the common Focus
R
F ig- 6.
t0af> RT ^ dius of the Circle r AC = CDrSB,
set E*erts~ . er Semi- Axis B C , which is here equal
t). tne y ^ dicular S Y to the Tangent in the Point B.
the Ellipse be V, and in the Circle
*%
in
,v aN(j e <
>, ofS1 ^ Lotus Return of the Ellipse, so 2 A
Circle ; therefore (Art. 3 .8 .) V ; f u
"g*. "Tys
L:: X A : 2 B
:: ~ • f
Elt' V ’ °r V1 :
A1
B
2b
1'c 4et v r'(Ey
' Conies) A : B :: 2 B ; L , therefore;
f'k,sr
v , and so V = v.
x*— v\
con sequcntly V 1=
E ; conseauentlv
^Thr’
li {s j€ Priority of the Body in the Ellipse In the
to that in the Circle E F described with
^Qn
V^ . It ^ WrSB.
-n*- ths
/ a..*fi29 .)> that
_
/(hewn
_
i already
• 'been
(Art.
11‘ac yofa Bodt
y in the Vertex of a Parabola is to that
t0, ‘“Mt;
T at the same
focus , as \/ 2
tire Focus
Distance from the
‘-ame Distance
w •. AnY
> cause every thing that has been shewn
fcSs tld because
Fie . 7in an Ellipse may I.e demontde lotion
° os t ^Raraboh and Hyperbola, (See Frwcip.
Lib.
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several Orbits of the Planets are laid
in their proportional Distances

Plate
LVII.
Fig . 8.

Lib . I . Prop . XII , XIII . ) therefore in the Par(!K]c$
Velocity will be every where at P as a Perp erl V 1
S Y let fall upon the Tangent P Y reciprocally*
(by Conies) S Y 2 S: P, and so S Y : */ P S : ^ et
‘
The Velocity in the Parabola luill be every V>heft
'f
or m the Subduplicate Ratio
</SP’
versely.
\ ifl}
43 . We have also shewn (Annot. XXXlV - iO'y ^
Circle whose Radius is a, P = Periodical Titste’ y>
Velocity , that V P — a> an d V = and
—,
P
.» 1.
a1
a
~~ pz
P ’ but alsoP1 : a3, ( ibid. II .) whence V 2: "s ’11
i:i
V)
therefore V :
Z . Therefore the Velocity i
f
aP
. #
the Circle AG HI is to the Velocity in the Ch c 6
/ 1;
described with the Radius S P, as
J#
h_to
AS
or V : v :: \/ S P : \A AS r V ^ L . Buttb^, ^ io
cities in the Points A and P in the Parabola al
fr
the fame Ratio of \ / S P to \/ \ L by
( 42*1’A >' o
quently , The Velocity in the Parabola at thefts
asfi
the Velocity in the Circlean the fame Difance A ’ Qst
Velocity in the Parabola at P is to the Velocity
*n t ^ '
described at thesame Distance S P ; that is, in theRa
where of %
/ 2 to 1.
44 . Again j the Velocity in the Circle who jju5
is | S P is to the Velocity in a Circle whose
S P, as \/ S P to \A S~ P, or as \/ 2 to I » , ^ $
quently , The Velocity in the Parabola at P is et li
Velocity in a Circle whose Radius is S
§ P.
»irifl&le
45 . The angular Velocity of a Body P reV? at £'.
any Orbit , that is, the Angle which is 5X13 Qcfy

Astronomy.
ant^ t^ie*r
each other,Magnitudes
and with thatcomparatively
of the Sun,
express’d

*59

'viz. P S Q ,
g in a g;venp- ime by the Radius Vector S P dethe Arch P Q_, is
‘' '
as QT diS P inversely ;
that is, the Angle P
S Q_; 1 £ . fhis is
easy to understand
when
ly ?> descvu any
W°^Qrt'° n t £? ‘n a Angle is greater as the Arch P Q
gi ven Time , is so
' *t|eess VstK
Wu.°° ^^ pittance
Vf'
; astd less in
SP
P and
distance S
„r „ ^; r, Pr) the
and sp,
sp,j because
tyl y as*J* which
;, nthose Arches are became are Vej^fvss pj ;he
described are in
Perpendiculars
S Y , Sy, to the
p eiini(;ej n^s 5 asld
Tangents
A * Q p, Pmal]^ wewhen the Arches QJPand qp are
t, x and q t. may esteem them
equal to the
Whence
the Proposition
is evi46. Hfii
s)
ilCe the angular
Velocity at P and p is
as

bAliv,rA
Qts r ’ ^or t^r>e
sectors P S Q_andp Sq,
’n the

Sj '

-

' ^C

befame Time , are
equal ; whence
^ $ ^t X Sp.
•
Therefore
::
:
henceM > ' ^ * QPQJT : qt Sp
::
3
^
:
8
?
::
LP - Sp SP
' Sp

^ip^ > ndiohf FocI S’

os the Ellipse
:f i letth arS S Y
A B D let fall p
’
Iate
ro the Tan §ent
r
ne
'
centripetal
y m Vhe LVII.
etlini
„rr„„ c —Force
tend to the Y
- verier
; 4v
Focus
i
c
S
;
p
- r,
S'V' ^ ) soBi
aemw
** » -Then
will the
the Ve Then will
. "
eLefferSemi
' Axis
Vele
’
to the Velocity
—
(V ) m P , m the
Vl 0ySP .
Ratio
ft
Qo,Ce VT * v . ForV : :: CB : S XV f d .. *. T T \
*v.V V V T :: c ForV ; v .. ^ 3ut ■~ Y
v.{Art. ii .)
B* : SY 1. But ((by -Conks)
B CP
therefore V1 : v* : SY by
BC
rv
'X' Conies)
. : SY
o
j>y it ;s ut
v .1 -.
because of the similar 1
: Sp S:f ' S Y ;;
riangies
sp ■
_ S P ; wherefore or i am.
V 1 ; v%: :
E - Pr0!.0nsesil
»ehtly V : , ::V7F :
l°ti of a pY hat has
/SK
said it appears,
lanet in hsbeen
Orbit
that .the
is very unequal
-i
and
anomalous

i6o

A

S T R o N O M Yi

f of ¥
anomalous ; and this Anomaly or Irregulars
Planet ’s Motion is in itself very
ry irregular a
sometimes more, and sometimes less than al
And in order to explain this, it will be requifA® jW.
pare it with an equal and uniform Motion ° a .
moving in a Circle. Let therefore the Elbpl®
Plate
be the Orbit of a Planet , whose Focus is S, ltsF
LVII.
‘ ' A‘ B,
" and lesserO
On the Centre
Axis
t
Fig. io. with the
P° rrft
Distance S E ( which is a mean
between A K and O K , the two Semi- Axes
the Circle C E GF . The Area of this
an iy
equal to the Area of the Ellipse, as I have
my Elements of Geometry,
j
48 . In this Circle let us supposea Point to
an uniform or equal Motion through the Perip**
GF , in the fame Time that the Planet deM' fa. ^A
Ellipse ; and when the Planet is in its Aphtlf j fl1
the circulating Point be in C , and the Motifs 0(V
Point will represent the equal or mean
Planet ; and the Point Will describe round S
portional to the Times , and equal to the elbp
^
the Planet at the same time
describes.
49 . Let now the equal Motion or angfl ^ p ellll£t
in the Circle be C S M , and take the Area A ^
pjiA
to the Sector C S M ; and then the Place ■
in its Orbit will be P ; and the Angle M S P ’„ a
ji

ference between the true Motion of the
^
mean Motion , is the Equation , and
antI is
is call 1
ihaphœrests, from its being added to or
. Motion , to obtain the true or equated
,at"%fk
mean
50. Hence the Area ACDP will be
■
*' j(,
Sector D S M , and therefore proportional *° ■
tbaphtgrefsand
;
consequently where this Ai^a
there the Prosthapbærefis or Equation will
£|;
or a Maximum which
;
, evidently happ eIlS
, ,l£ O
Planet arrives at E , where the Ellipse anti ^ fi>F
cut each other. For when the Planet <^' cer'lj1e P' r)
to R , the Equation becomes proportional t°
, th®,A
rence of the Areas A C E and m E R,
GBRm; for when the Planet is at R
be at V, and the Sector CSV will be
3 r \dA,
fish
liptic Area A S R , that is,,A C E -J- C E R^

d

«Vd-A
fit
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M S V ; consequently
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AGE

■« ER —

IVtu
, • In the Perihelion the equal Motion and the true
Ct o st0f the Planet coincide , because the Semicircle
scriKj and Semi -ellipse A E B are equal , and are deff 0l^ €d
fame Time . As . the Planet descended
t-v»ln the
J
'''as
n 6 ^pheliumA to the Perihcliitm B , its Motion
^ ili
■°Wer,
~'ise ,
, or less than the mean Motion ; in which
hom
e
Equation
or Projlhapbœresis is to be fubtrafled
k>,
^*^e
*»'*» f.
r avxw
, mean Motion , to get the true Motion
r,A
and
J4

Planet.

h r‘her
^ ‘clce

durin g the Ascent os the Planet from the
E t0 the -dphelium A , its Motion will be
the mean Motion , as might be shewn in
a]] eWanner
as above . In A the Velocity is leaft
h is ’e and in B greatest , as we have strewn ; and in E
t0 the
mean Velocity in the Circle . For
c rea E planet is in E , let the Point be in m, and let the
hni te] S n and Sector m S i be described in the same in^ch Jit aE Particle of Time , and therefore equal to
b«t Spher ; for E h X S nE- ( h X S E = ) m i X triS ;
therefore E b — nli -i therefore the anEcit eEcity E ST at E is equal so the angular Ve>■*» which is the mean Velocity.
4$
order therefore to find the equated or true
a Li'ne7( E° m the Mean , we are to find the Position of
h 'ch E that shall cut off the elliptic Area A S P , to
j\°rti 0ri e whole Area of the Ellipse has the fame Pro^ the ^ t*le whole Periodical Time of the Planet has
^ given in which the elliptic Sector was dej°hger a . r AQB
be a Semicircle described on the pl . LVII‘he § x‘s of the Ellipse , we must draw from S the Fig . ithicb tb- 5 w ^ich shall cut off the Area A S Q ., to
ehti Qr(Area
?
° f the whole Circle is in the abovetk *' thepu- at ‘° >for then a perpendicular Q _H will
eHint• *^ e ‘ n E , so that the Line P S being drawn,
I 6 bdio]e <V^ rea ASP will be to the Sector A S Q _as
SArea
of rhe Ellipse to that of the Circle , as
54. ^
^ the jP cut an Ellipse or Circle in this Proportion
, h is
Problem long since proposed by Kepler,
III, ved as follows . Upon QC , produced if
M
required,

f 62
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required , let fall the Perpendicular S F ; the Ar®® C1
is equal to the Sector ACQ _and the Triangle 1L, J <
that is, equal to ; QC X A Q_+ IQC X SF 5 g &
because f Q_C is a constant Quantity , the Area r*^
o0 rwill be proportional to A Q_+ S F . Hence if
the Arch Q_N — 8 F , we have the Arch A N Pr ^;
tional to the Time or mean Anomaly of the P
which we can easily find by having the true A* 10
given.
,¥
’’ ft
55* For Example ; in the Orbit of Mars
QjC : S C 152369 14100 ; and because the h e 0
of an Arch equal to Radius is 57^ ,2957 8, fay, - gf
As the Radius
0 .0 = 152369 ^ 5-f/jij
SC = 14100
Is to the Eccentricity
So is the Length of the Arch
To the Length

of

an Arch .B, 5^, 302

= ©' 7

. 0(P
'
Then fay,
90°oo= t 0, As Radius S C
Is to the Sine S F of the Angle 7 SCF = ACQ _, which supposej 3° 00
So is the Length of the Arch B = 5o,302= 0, 7y_^ '
To that of the Arch QN = SF= 2, ,65i := 0,4 i 0
56. Therefore A Q_+ Q_N = 306 2+ %®5* qV
39' 3" . Thus from the eccentric Anomaly AT
gain the mean Anomaly AQ _-f- QN == A N, . ftiSt
to the Time ; and the reverse 0 . ftp
is proportional
viz. from the mean Anomaly A N given, to h
eccentric Anomaly A C Q_, L to be done by
thod of Infinite Series, as follows. Let the Arch ™ . aji<>
the Sine of the Arch AN be = e, the Go-sin.ea^/ ’^ d,
the Eccentricity S C — g. The Sine of the Arc ^ to
is equal to the Sine of the Arch AN — N Qj> C-5 s d>'
the Sine of the Arch A N— y, which Sine is
+ 7^ 3
—-pressed by a Conv. Series, e—
. . <r’/igt»tS
_
et‘ r
as Dr . Kail has strewn in h>s *■
——— ,
1.2.3.4,
mtry.
57'
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that Series s,
then Radius ( 1
^ is) SR
'):
- (/ } N Q_
; therefore Sineof AQ_
y~ g
i -a 1.2. + fey
.
3 r-2-Z-4
Consequently

W g *~ y .
g/Z nJLl£ „
t
l/ll ^ .if .il
~
_1
1 .2
Let *gg~
*■= *,
1 .2 .3
Z, _

*i + fg ~
u.
a, — - b, - gf1*2 . 3 .4’
v| _e
M- r,=
^
*'2.3.^.^
and the r,4
UU
—
and the
„
Equation will
becomez ~ ^ -{
'<'Viirh
z c^3
reverted fives y
— ~ra z' —
be
. which
<u4 + « r , K revertedgives y - xS
—%kRc.
a b e 5— £3
\ h^
■
( ^
the Valuesof
*J’ i c '
3> substituting
3 and d, y
x3 — ~c > zs
—
bc.
#+
j Vr.
2
2.
u4
st
SB. But if
the Arch A
N be greater
d l^fs than
than
-■
27o, then i. «= . = J I 90 Degrees,
e
Ili + u 2£ .
b '■£ £2! . i^c.
- fg , and >
<sr . And
. .. then a
5:1ex24 3
Ar“. 2? H
- > IsV.
1 h QfC —
This Series
v°0>00q; , • ct
expresseS the
in
| tee? fay* ° Parts , whereof
adiala* Aut t0 haveit
the
Radius contains
Pin
and Parts of
that . C” 57 adius ( x) isDegrees
to
this
a
ls-' •— °j
{R ) to Q .Series(r), so isDe'' — 0 'r. _29578
the
R
"
N
tv_ a - R L34,*- R
—
yin
<2+
%
c
3
’
~
,
Degrees
isc. ,j
2«
j
Eft .
kEn' t^to,1*be very first Term
of this
K ^ hiofj
. .,eterrn.
Series—z is
h
ine
the
o , . *he
«
Anomaly
of
the
Planets nearly
iet°Vs
Eccentricity
enough; for in
C4,/,.°nlv WhereC
the
Odt- ) PartQof_-aC S :: 1 :
stA1j°Q.
30°iwr
;
0,01691,
Degree, For
the
Example,
T her
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r The Log. of the Eccentricity CS —gThen ) TheLog . of the Sine of AN = *= 30°:
4 TheLog.ofRadia!ArchR=z57°,295:

The Sum is the Log . g e X R , or R z
Subduct the Log , of a — 1 -\ -fg

:0 .

There remains the Log . of — —y—0,4774 ^ 9^ ^ ^, ^
Rut 0,4774 Parts of a Degree are equal to 28 3 «
therefore AN — N Qj = 30?— 28' 38" = 29° 31 p
— A Q_of Angle A C Q, , the eccentric Anomaly jr, ^
the Triangle Q_C S, having two Sides Q_C and gje
and the included Angle given, we find the A
hil v«
C S Q .- 29° 3 f.
60 . Now making 2 C S = S H Radius , we f iS
^
Q _H : P H (:: C E (= A C ) : C D ) :: Tangent
Q _: Tangent of A S P —290 2' 54'' , the equated
equated Anomaly required . And that this is sufiR> ^
near the T ruth , let us fee the V alue of the second
of the Series,’2viz. . - a 3
=- 7-92°

Thus , the Logarithm of—
Multiply by

-

-

=

The Product is the Logarithm of
Add the Logarithm of

.c.

84i

Rz

Rz3
The Sum

is

the Logarithm of -

-

Subduct the Logarithm of 2
Rz 3
2a
To which Logarithm answers the Number 0,
©r the Teoldas Part of a Degree ; too small to ^ £J,
The Logarithm

of the second

Term

r6z
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Sch,
le

’d by
me

tbe outmost

Circle

of

the

(CXLI ).
The

tVf
0

And in the Orbit of Mars and Mercury the

Terms —
^ ~ will determine the Value
°f^to
«
%a>
(Qy? ° re than any necessary Degree of Exactness.
r,as sonT^ r'
Orrery (though a modern Name)
Et ymo
iewhat of Obscurit ■in respect of its Origin, or
JY,o r(
j °gy ; some Persons deriving it from a Greek
^ ot'°ns *C^ 'mPorts to fee or view, because in it the
VigSthe
heavenly Bodies are all represented to
hy that^c?. or ma<le evident by Inspection: but others
ffftetit r^ c^ard Steele first gave this Name to an In°t the this
]
Sort, which was made by Mr. Rowley
P't'iit ofate ® arl of Orrery, and fhew’d only the Moveae Hc
e tne° or two of the Heavenly Bodies. From
°^e<i ; *any People have imagined that this Machine
r.
tovention to that Noble Ford.
q the Invention of such Machines as we now
Earlier jy lES'IEs5 and Planetariums
, is of a much
^rcb'ate’
hrst we have any Mention of is that
\ a§h lnie^c: '>generally called Archimedes ’s Sphere ;
“phE JlElt was more than what we now-a-days call a
jhdsmEd Which is an Instrument consisting only of large
^* ac hinehcles
^
artfully put together; but this famous
?n'lc0jl rn ^ Archimedes was of a more complex Nature,
u?^ovv Ji of
a Sphere, not of Circles, but of an
■j
."
L
eCe3 obular Surface of Glass, within which was a
aft-°0ri Alechanifm
to exhibit the Motions of the
^rts'irjK' ^Un’ an fi the Five Planets. This Cicero
o .3- BU(. 18 ^usculan Questions.
ls Splip . triost copious and accurate Description of
e Poet- f-6 18 that of Claudian
, in Latin VMe. Thus
-y Pngs:
J
Jupiterh7*
p . in parvo cum centeret æthera vitreo,
r/Mt , iS ,ad Supcros talia diuta dedit.
*Uccine
mortalis progreffa potentia cura ?
7<am
Meus infragili luditur orbe labor.
Jura
M 3
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The principal Use of the Orrery- ls
render the Theory of the Earth and j
'

.

0

$

Jura poll, rerumque fidem, legesque Deorum?
Ecce Syracujius tranfiulit arte fenex.
Inclufus variis famulatur spiritus ajiris,
Et vivum certis motibus urget opus.
Percurrit proprium mentitus Signs er annum?
Et simulata novo Cynthia mense redit.
Jamque suum volvens audax indufiria rnundum
Gaudet, & humana Jidera mente regit.
fpuid falsa insontem tonitru Salmonea mir or ?
Æmula Natures parva reperta manus.
4. .This Machine appears from hence to have ^ jj|
sufficiently grand and universal, as comprehend!1^
the Heavenly Bodies, and exhibiting all their Pr^
Motions ; which is all that can be said of our c°^ u
modern Orreries . ’Tis true , this Orrery of -^r .■
was contrived to represent the Ptolomaic Syst elTV pfi
she Mechanism and Nature of the Instrument f b 0(
. fame, whether the System of Ptolomy or CopernlCli ’
any other be represented by it.
frit
5. The next Orrery we have any mention of 1
of Pofidonius the stoic, in Cicero’s Time , So
fore our Saviour’s Birth : Concerning which the y
in his Book De Nat . Deorum, has the followi^S,^
sage.—£htidft in Scythiam, aut in Britanniam,
Apt
aliquis tulerit hanc, quarn nuper familiaris nofi ef.
Pofidonius, cujus fingula cornerstones idem efficient
& in Luna, IS in quinque Stellis errantibus,
fMt d'
in Cœlo fingulis diebus IS noftibus; quis in
dulitet, quin ea Sphasra fit perfefla Rations f J rJeP ilS
:
If any Man should carry this Sphere of
“ into Scythia or Britain, in every Revolution 0 .
** the Motions of the Sun, Moon , and Fivo ,j ),t»
“ were the fame as in the Heavens each Day a - , 0f i t5
“ who in those barbarous Countries could donh
being finislied (not to fay actuated ) by petfeit 0f *
“ son ?” What can be a more genuine Accpnn
compleat Orrery than this ? And , by the way^ ^ e,
would Cicero fay, were he now to rife from the
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e'afy and intelligible ; and to evidence
° Ur Senses how all those Appearances
happen,

fee. ,
virin„ rlts Barbarous Britain abounding in Orreries of
ft Kinds and Sizes ?
AndQ 5° ni Ais Time we bear no more of Orreries
% fa^hereb till about 510 Years after Christ, when
(
though
^ ’aanl p*S- ^ evermus Boethius, the Christianone
which
^h erJJ. Philosopher, is said to have contrived or
King of the Goth wrote to him about, and
^ Ur£u J *" ^°r b‘S 13r°ther -in-Law Gundibald King of
^vid ^ 5' n which Letter he calls it Machinam Mundo
*s, a aPf>~- Cœlum gestabile,— JLcrum Compendium; that
f^eaye>! ach'lne pregnant with the Universe,—a portable
more can
®e fainy~Ta Compendium of all Things. What
7. / st our Orreries ?
and ( ter this succeeded a long Interval of Barbarism
*j>at ^ tl °s ance5 which so deluged the Literary World,
fill tjj6 g.tid no Instances of Mechanism of any Note
Century , when the Sciences began
^
again sixteenth
Accft rev->ve, and the Mechanical Arts to £ourifli,
hlanfjj'‘n§1y we meet with many Pieces of curious Workn^ay ^ ab out this Time ; and in the Astronomical
Mlaceparticu larly is the stately Clock in his Majesty’s
- Court, made in Henry the Eighth ’s
Mme a*' Bhampton
shews not
°nly th fr'D- 1540, by one N . 0 . This
aNda. E" Our of the Day , but the Motion of the Sun
, -vr jL Vio °n through all the Signs of the Zodiac , with
este a« ers depending thereon ; and is therefore to
a Piece of Orrery -Work.
8.
*ae drai f anot her is mentioned by Heylin at the Ca¬
the most conside;
bbie at° Lunden in Denmark but
r tb edr^, ' imes> that Piece of Clock -work in the
Strasburg in Alsace;in which, besides the
T °clc.pa
> tio ar> is the Celestial Globe or Sphere, with the
the Sun, Moon , Planets , and Eix’d Stars,
j ' ,of ^
lu Peri Qr Wa®finished in the Year 1574, and is much
K 0 tb at pompous Clock at Lyons, which also
CQlUai,
, .9- 4i. an Orrery -Part.
§0^ 0^ the Beginning of the Seventeenth Century
°* Mechanism began to be greatly in Vogue,
and
M 4
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nual ok
happen , which depend on the
— ,j,
nrnal Rotation of the Earth , andannuu*
the
.
Revolt
and Spheres and Orreries were now
no unc0|sl^'tj||
Things ; though Orreries bore an
excessivePr
ic^ j>y
very lately. The first large one made
in
Lo
^^
Mr . Rowley was purchased
King George I *3gslJ
-1,
Price of 1000 Guineas ; nor by
has any of that larg®
which contains all the Movements of
^e
Secondaries, been fold for less than 300 I.Primat^
at any
fince.
, r fiii5
10. There have been various Forms
noble Instrument , two of which haveinvented so ^
principal
tain ’d, viz. the Hemispherical Orrery,
and
the ^ 0ii£
Sphere; though the Orrery at
was made M ^
any Sphere, and with only the first
Sun and the East*!: at
Moon revolving about it ; but this was
State, and they soon began to invest too imp er j. , t
it, some ss1 f0t
Half - Sphere, some with a Whole or
Compleat Sph^1.* of
otherwise it could not be an adequate
Represent^ 1
the Solar System.
ir>
xi . The Hemispherical Orrery has
been tM
greater Numbers than any other, on
being made much cheaper and easier account o* A
than tho* cc
Sphere of the fame Size ; there being a
e!yt
between placing an Hemisphere en the Bexvast
of eM fin
1
and disposing an Orrery in a large
moveable'Sphefe■
then the Idea given us by the former
is very
and imperfect ; and ’tis surprising to
think thpy 11 ad«
have such a Run as they had, Mr .
having ^ 0f
between forty and fifty of that SortWright
since the
jjfic
Mr . Rowley his Master. And though I
incline to ^ g
few more of that Form will be
made, yet as the; ^g
had so great a Name , I have thought
proper to o
the Reader a View of one
in a Print.
12. This ill-judged and erroneous
Form of an r h
had this Effect with those who
knew the Nature ^ to
lw
Machines very well, that some applied
themsen^ ^ .!
construct Orreries in a Compleat Sphere,
others >0.^ ^ of
such Instruments
as served to exhibit the
Mot >°
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^ !'° nsf° Æe Moon: As , the Variety
°ns, the Vicissitudes and various
Lengths

j^l’d
®° dies separately, which they accordingly
Ahred Anet ariums , Lunariums , &c. and others
M SOrreries
in general, as giving false
hC System of the World , especially as the
t' 0t he r?eS 3Uci Dances
of the Heavenly Bodies could
V
Presented by them in their proper Proporlz. g
°bjeAt^ley mu ft he supposed to reason very weakly,
^r >t, ao\ atr inconsiderable Deficiency in any Instruiii|Cr
'e(s
most important Uses. No one ever
," '.r Pump, because an absolute Vacuum was
0>ot seer
° the Use of a Telescope, because we
•n haty] ^nh ;l hitants os the Planets . And on the
t0-, -^- present
vjjicut
the
Solar uyiitin
[" ''
System by
tiiv - uuicti
or
uy aParts
« kd ,, 01
L1
^hk 'iiorr'16'1*banner , is little less than mangling one
sots' T, nohle and uniform Parts of Natural Philo^ ‘rs j- le Planetarian Scheme therefore of Dr . DcistH‘ Ann became oxtindf.
Only

then

, adapted

to an

,

the

Armillary

Sphere,

M .^yftem'^ ac ^rne that can exhibit a just Idea of the
t^

ons 0 f

os the

World

with

diurnal

and

annual

this*
1 •heavenly Bodies ; and none but an Orcan ho that : Yea furthermore, such
'a rth, b CaPa^^e os exhibiting the third Motion of
\ tio, ° n^ meansf° the Armillary Sphere ; I mean
hd rev os
.
the Earth by which the Poles of the
%e^s"'
hat^ 6 a^oute^ Poles of the Ecliptic , and oclyA Or jv. lS Commonly called the PreceJJion of the Equi^s, ore
properly the Retrogression of the Earth ’s
as!^0tiol thfe Rea her may have a proper Idea of this
kit r ?ho\vs r
e Earth and its Axis, I shall explain
hs p " Eet D C H be a Part of the Earth ’s Orfhejlp P th^^L^' ^ ^ the Axis of the Ecliptic , E its Plate.
Itu Phits p e j ls os the Earth , P its Pole, through LXIV.
^Eclipj ^ ^ ^raw the great Circle EPA, meet- Fig. i.
lc A L in A ; the Arch PA measures the
Inclination
*1
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1$

Lengths of Days and Nights , the ^ .^ s
of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, the
jrl
Phases of the Moon, . &c.
0f$

Inclination of the Axis of the Earth to the
Ecliptic , viz. the Angle PC H, which is f° ul1 Qo
servation to be about 66° 30", and therefor®^ s
plemental Arc E P or the Angle P C E
16. Through the PoleP from the Point E HS
lesser Circle P F G , which will be parallel _ j a£3J
clip tic ; then if the Axis of the Earth be dire ' ^ ^ j
particular Time to P , it is found by Obstt $£<} ^
rSt^ j,
many Years, that it will not constantly be
i
■
the^
72
in
will
but
,
Heavens
the Point P in the
jbe directed so some other Point Q_, so that so .
P Q_= 1 Degree ; and therefore in the Spa®®
—
72 25920

Years , the Point

P or Pole of ^

0f *

will describe the Circle PFG about the 1° { rU
pd
Ecliptic E , which Revolution is call ’d the
>‘^
^
■
*
fl
of
Motion
Conical
17. The Cause of this
At
0f
^
Astronomers
the
all
to
unknown
was
Axis
sophers before Sir Isaac Newton's Time , n°^£ed p
being able to guess from whence it could pre ^ i¥ . ,
this divine Geometer soon investigated theJ-'
of, and demonstrated it to result from theE a ,fisif
tion and Gravity , that is, from the Spheroid 5 ^ n ,
the Earths for were the Earth a perfect G !e ’e p0‘
^
would always remain Parallel to itself, and na
. foliosJ
Motion . See the Erin dpia.
18. From this Motion of the Earth ’s A*1® ^
; as First-, a £0%t3c
veral remarkable Phœnomena
it
’tis evident , if any
;
cf the Pole-Star for
chance to coincide with the Pole P at any *l ^ thj6fl
after 72 Years be left at the Distance QJ ’
.
gree Westward , and the Star at Q_becoin
Lf,
in
m
North Pole-Star .
thAid
,19. Secondly, The present Polar Star
be on the South Part of our Meridian ; that 1 1v . ^
°ts
which suppose at present at P , will after 1 ^ sch K
be at G , which being 47 Degrees (in th®

As

i

TRONOMV,

I7X

Orrery, which is of a peculiar
E elegant Structure, the Earth ia

JV ,

.

'

itS

^1^ ant ^rom P »w'^ be on the South Part
r rfacea/a an London, which suppose on the Earth ’s
4% de For
if TR be the Equator , then the
$ ^380 LondonT b =z $i n 3.0', and its Complement
to
' therefore g p' — hp 47
== 0 — 38" 30' — '
"^ ds
the Distance of the present North Star
r j°' 7),' , outh at that Time.
P ^oje fly, The Circle EPA passing through both
jf^ Co/4° the Ecliptic and Equator , will be the Sols
and A the Solstitial Point, when the Axis
istst to n points to P ; but after 72 Years , when it
hl\ QlC r then the great Circle E QjB will be the
and the
®
Solstice, for the fame Reason.
§ffieY ? the Equinottial Pointswhich
(
are always
ty1®'Eit^eSE ^nt from the Solstices) must move in the
JV
t‘lr°ugh the fame Arch , the fame Way , viz.
peptic
Hence ’tis evident, all the Points of the
kj . tWj 0 m°ye backwards, or Westwards , through
4^ ee ev ery 72 Years ; which Motion is said to
k 1«: i Ue Lnua, and is contrary to the Order of the
?N rAs the , ' " • 1 '- ■' ■’ I^
other Motiqn , by which
the Planets are
nd the Sun, is said to be in Confequentia
, or
fio,
t^le Order of the Signs, viz. from Ariesy*
<
fy,’ °f the p Gminl 5 , &c. And this retrograde Mo■Eststno
*.Ninoctial
‘
Points is call’d the Recejston of
*°xes.
1This
Recession of the Equinoctial Points,

toXgU
t tL~—, »

~ u.

C
*
to^ *^Parent

'
wh° le Ecliptic , is the Cause of the
lfe„ hie sBt_ potion of the Fixed Stars forwards ; for
pi re]es of Longitude by which they
.

. .

-iiYshiftine;back-

\ a to Ecliptic
are ponpnu J
Sta« , vrhich are m~ o*' T

with

’ "thar is.
< ICircles
have -ft" " / ' "" ' tbe fait
°istt>"8>tudc, constantly “torea tno
centiThus all the Cotctellat ons d^

^

y chaage their 2Places at the Rate afoi - VjrigM
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its annual Motion passes round by a ~ {j,e
on which is engraved a Calendar, a°d ^
Ecliptic ; and the Plate which carri gS ^
Earth about has an Index on the °PP
Part from the Earth , to shew the aPP^ r1
Place of the Sun in the Ecliptic , so1 e. tjj6
Day of the Year ; and one Turn 0^ p
Winch carries the Earth once rou^^ ^
Axis , and the said Index over the Spa ^5
one Day in the Calendar : So that bf ^
means the true Place of the Earth,
apparent Place of the Sun , also the 1^
and Phases of the Moon , may be sea
shewn for any Day required.
The

Orrery - Part , containing the ^
Work, is placed within a large and rno"

^

p
tiful Armillary
Sphere,
which ^
about upon its Axis , with a fairly- eI1^ 04'
and silver’d Horizon , which is also
able every way upon a most elegant ^ £;
Supporter , with four Legs richly ^ r°Uj
at the Bottom of which is a nobso
filver’d Plate , with a Box and
^
bright Star of Aries, for Instance, which in
Time was near the Vernal Equinox , is n0^
near a whole Sign or 30° Eastward, and' is ^ JstlK
ginning of Taurus and
«,
Taurus is got lnto
r,Lc ^
and thus all the Constellations of the
‘flSr
changed their Places, and possess different o'v
what they formerly did.

4
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"»> Com
v> V Mt
-A88,

with the Names of
all
W *°mfs finely
engraven in Words at
fo]]„
‘*Q\v5‘ The Circles of the Snhere
are as
jivipASS,

Po,

is

ti

Equinoctial,
which divides the
^ ilf ln^° <:wo harts ,
viz. the Northern
bec e Southern
Hemisphere;and is so call’d,
it, ^ e_tvhen the
Sun comes to pass
%d does
over
twice every Year)
the Days
^hts are then equal.
This Circle is
4fCe
^ iuto 360
Degrees,
call’d the Right
^ l°n of the Sun or
Stars.
^^stl>
rps
es„l" "^ kipTic c is that great1
1S uli*L
Pott, of
Circle
which
the
—
^
the apparent annual
Path
of the
<
r°ugh the Heavens.
It
is
Qf
divided
efiual Parts call’d
Signs,
degrees each ; whose consisting
and
ers are as follows . x. Names
_ Aries-, the
fn\ ^2 ' . Taurus,
the Bull, a ; 3. 6she56 ^ wins, n • 4 .
Cancer,the
»!,*
Lion, a ; 6. Virgo, Crab, as*
the Vir^ ’ 7- Libra , the
— 1,
°rPion, m • q. Scales, —,
Sagittarius
,
the
Rowh , > to . Capricorn,
the horned Goat, fe-;
the Waterer, w ; 12.
Pisces.,
^
X. The Ecliptic
intersects the
\ ^ra Cin
^
Beginning
of
111an the
Aries and
Angle of
' Ih this Circle 23 Degrees, 29the Longitude of
the
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the

heavenly Bodies is reckoned
Ecliptic is the Middle of
The

Zodiac

, which

ffiii

A

is a broad / 1s^

Zone, encompassing the Sphere to
^
grees on each Side the 'Ecliptic; s° C% f
from the Figures of the several
or Cmjlellations of the Sighs, with wh1^ ^ ,,
adorned and embellished . This Zone c 0i
prehends within it the Paths or Os'3
all the Planets .
^
The

Meridian

ing through

the

is a great Cff c^e
Poles,

and

cutting ^

EquinoSlial at Right Angles ; so call d>^

cause when the Sun is upon any Mesl
it makes the Meridles, Mid -Day , or y ^
to all Places under it. Of these there 15

“ The „ General
lied

Meridian*

Alip

which the whole Sphere turns , aslfl
which are engraven the Degrees of
beginning and proceeding each vaf ^
the Equinoctial to the Poles.
Circle the Sphere is suspended ; and
^
moveable within the Horizon , the f -f!
may be elevated or reSlifed for the ^
of any Place.

.

A

The Horizon
is that broad 11
Frame , or Circle, which contains the *r j r,
Machine , moveable every way whk JlJ Jt

SpUJNCt

SUMMER.
WW

VV'|f»

WsW

Autumn

WlNT RR
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>i
)^ 0 c^Hed because it bounds our Sight
to heavens , and divides the Sphere in\ q. uPPer and lower Hemisphere. Upon
tic fy lrc^e are curiously engraven the Eclip\ % San<^ the Calendar, far readily find'I’irh. e Sun ’s Place for any given Day or

!^e, n ' "
'

. ' ^v

-

this Circle is also reckon ’d the
°f the Sun, & c.
\ -e^^ points
Points where
where the
the Ecliptic
- intersects
\^ uiu°ctial are call’d the Equinoctial
is °rtJiiSfoxEs
^
, because when the
lri them , the Days and Nights
are
the Sun is in one of them in the
ltl the* lt *s called the Vernal Equinox ; and
il<
%a^ Cr at Autumn , it is called the Au‘X^ pinox.
*re beginning
£
o of
— Cancer and Capricorn
the Soljlitial Points , or the Sol£>
d
' ch is4.^, as -much as to fay,^the
*
whi*
.
^ ^
^ t^ f. f the Sun> because when the Sun is
'^iep •
>e 0l uts, he seemsstationary, or not to
\ *^ ^ tne Days r The first is the Sum\pUf.

Jn

^y
- thcr the Winter Solftice.
!ji>uSMeridians
,
which pass through the
^4 / * °Ve ~uaention’d are call’d the Equi '
S°lftitml Colures
respectively.
> tile

the Sphere into four Quarters,
diddle of the four Seasons of the

The
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:3fe
The Lesser Circles of the Sphe fes“ ^
Tropics

and Polar

Circles

;

&

t/

all parallel to the Equinoctial , and aslh js
on either Side. The Northern -q^
that of Cancer the
;
Southern that of
J
corn as
;
passing through the Beg* 0111
those Signs . They are distant ft 01*1 ^
Equinoctial 23 Degrees , 29 Min 11
^ ’^
include that Space or Part of the
which is call’d the 1or rid Zone on .theAh 0$
restrial Globe, because the Sun lS fp<1’
Time or other perpendicular over eve1^
and extremely torrifies or heats it
1F
Within
23 Deg . 29 Min . of e'aCi
lie the Polar Circles of which tha1
Or
the North Pole is call’d the
because of the Constellation of the ^ tl1
that Part; and the other about the
Pole , the Antarhiic Circle,
- . TheyV
those Spaces which are call’d the ^ jclj
Zones, by reason of the intense C°
0
reigns in those Regions the greateh
the Year. Those Spaces which
the Tropics and Polar Circles, on eh
nfp mil VI
'ypvlPS- US ^
are
call’d the Perns erate Zones,
as
of
a mean or moderate Degree
$
Cold.
to
Th e Circles above are v.«—w,
besides
which
there
is
t
Sphere;

Astronomy.
ntf ° Altitude, for shewing the Height
^j
Luminary above the Horizon ; and
and most beautiful Horary Circle
t glowing
the Time corresponding
V‘ e Motion of the Sphere : Also the So}\. for
fixing the Sun to its proper
U .^ tht Ecliptic.
\
lS easy to conceive, that the Sun wistenlighten one Half of the Earth and
;
* * * * the Sun is in the Equinoctial,
V^ lrc^e which terminates the enlightened and
-Hemispheres
(
which
is called the
Po!ej
Illumination) will piss through the
s
°f the Earth , and also divide all the
^Hel
e'lsf° Latitude into two equal Parts,
'of
the Earth moves not in the Plane
lHeaC}
h uln oclial, but that of the Ecliptic ,
l& °f the Earth will be inclined to that
^Ptic in an Angle of 23 Degrees 29
> and therefore the Circle of IllumiKqq at
all other Times , divide the
°s Latitude into
two unequal
of

c

fince any Parallel is the Path or
any Place therein describes in
°lution of the Earth , or 24 Hours 5.
^8 •ti° re that Part of the Parallel whichs?Ht J^ elightened
^
Hemisphere will repre\ Je Hiurnal Arch , or Length of the
° L- Hi,
N
Hay :,
vrte

ijS Astronomy.
Day ; and that Part in the dark
will be the NoSlurnal Arch , or
the Night , in that Parallel of Latitude - _ ^
Hence

, when

the

Orrery

is

P ut Ljs

Motion , the Earth moving with its J
always parallel to itself, yet always iflC
. '§
to the Diane of the Ecliptic , will soiU etI ^,jy
have the Northern Parts turned more d^ y
to the Sun , and most enlightened ;
fi,
other Times the Southern Parts will
Hence various Alterations of Heat artd u
and Length of Days and Nights , wiu ^
in the Course of the Revolution ot fi,
Earth about the Sun , which will
tute all the Variety of Seasons, as wi^ fit
naturally and evidently be strewn lil
Orrery , as follows (CXLII ).
'a t0

Pltaa

LVIII.

{CXLII ) i. Though these Things are
^
Person who has his Eye on an Orrery , while
or reads this Account of | he Nature and Ma*1®1rje^ $
Seasons, and the Variety 'of Day and Night , ye
this Sort are not so easy to be obtained by
^ pi
and Cogitation only, unless assisted by a P^ gll ^
gram or Representation'; which therefore I
^
subjoin and explain.
2. Let S be the Sun, A B C D the Orbit J*
Q!^
annual Path of the Earth about the Sun. Ij141 ji >^jj
the Earth is represented in four several Positi0** ’ V
midst of the four Seasons respectively. On ^
are drawn the several Circles and Lines as
ÆCQ_ The Equator.
TOR
The Tropic of Cancer.
.c
P M L The Tropic of Capricorn.

*79
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first give the Earth Motion in
of Libra 5 the Sun will then
Point
e first
appear
North Polar or Arctic Circle,
j^ c The
South Polar or Antarctic Circle,
The
j,,®^
hro 0 The Parallel of London.
The Earth’s Axis.
sk
Axis of the Ecliptic Plane. _
7 > f The
V ’a the Sun is supposed to be at so greata Distance,
6' ®ays coming from it do arrive at the Earth
will therefore illuminate very nearly
tjthey
\ fif of the Globe of the Earth, abstracting from
hey fiction of the Air. And if we are supposed to
circulating about the Sun at a very great
^
erth
,c,e in the Positions represented in the Scheme,
tL lfi ave all the enlightened Part turn’d to the Eye
(lu'Ul °ctial Day in the Spring, but on that in.
lh
we see only the dark Partas on the SumH ^
k i» sinter Solstices we fee only half the light and ,
kh ; ^ stpheres respectively: And accordingly the
. 4. ft, ^ Us represented in the Figure.
find by Experience} the best Way to
Vy Ut I
kir * Idea of the Seasons, and Day and Night is
the Earth also in Positions exhibiting the
equally divided into the light and
misphere
He
k p
semicircular Areas, as in themext Plate ; Plate
S or
u W° mPare these both together in the Description. FIX.
lie c 8>n therefore with the Situation of the Earth in
,
5- 1,!°? and Autumn'.
%Pin Other of these Cafes, *tis evident the Sun is in
ikt f of the Equator Æ LL, and therefore equally
K/ , Jom each Pole of the World ; consequently the
1S .

Rumination

will

pass

trough

both

the

Poles

,

^d therefore every Place at an equal Distance
kht r s }de will have an equal Degree of the Sun’s
IT'S, , d Heat. And as the Earth revolves upon its
nktQr ^ ^*Hce must describea Circle parallel to the
nN-ts,V0lVe Half of which will be in the light, the
' the dark Hemisphere; and as Parts of the
Vlr cleN
ie asore the Day and Night , it is plain they mult
thest
N 2

Fig

;

. 2^

j

iSo

A ST JLOROM it
appear to enter

Aries>

and this will he

Vernal Equinox j for now , the Bun h

0

in

then be equal. Thus in the Equator , thed^ t)ie
Arch Q_C is equal to the Nocturnal Arch C * >' . jjJ
Tropics R O and L M are equal to O T and M ’^ e
the Latitude of England the Day E G is equal
Night GDj and so in all other Parts .
.
6. Hence , by the way, we may observe,
^
thp Sun always moved in the Equator , there coin
been no Diversity of Day and Night , and but °ne -c^ '
of the Year for ever to all the Inhabitants of the
No Alteration of Heat or Cold, so agreeable no^
to the Torrid and the Frozen Zones ; but the^ 0us
Uniform eternal Round of unvariable Suns had
uncomfortable Lot , every way contrary to that ^ je'
fition we find all Mankind formed with , of be>u§<
Rghted and charmed with Variety to an extrert1® stC
f
grec. The Obliquity of the Ecliptic is therew' jjjfe'
to be looked upon as a Matter of Chance or >■
rency , but an Instance of Wisdom and Defigf*. „ i*1
adorable Author of Nature, - who does no£h
Vain.
. ^jfbih
y. If we consider the Earth moving on l£S c0 jri eS
with its Axis N S always parallel to itself,, till
Wj.
into the Summer Situation , we shall-there fee, ^
this Parallelism of the Axis all the Northern Yil»^
Plate
LVIII. the Earth will be brought towards the Sun,- ,f sop lC’
PI. LIX. in this Cafe be in the Plane of the Northern
Jig . x. and' his Rays perpendicular Upon it, as at R'
Circle of Illumination a C f will now be rn fuC^
as to include the North Pole and all about it t0 to
‘ W
tance N A — 2Z" Jo" ; and on the contrary ^ ^
elude the South Pole S-, and Southern Region®
fame Distance S f. The Northern Climates mu q\i'
fore now have their Summer, and the Southe
>
mates their Winter as
;
will appear more particu
we consider,
8. First, The Sun-Beams fall more perpeu Uief
**
itpon any Northern Parallel than upon the sax»e

""■mi

\t>

j -- .
;

I

!:t{L
m:
°l'8
1VT
cf

w

STSONOMY.
m

.

all Parts of the Earth
eequally
'
enlightened from Pole to
Pole,

the A*f J■an<* have therefore a shorter Passage through
of^ ^ sphere. Thus , for Instance , in the Parallel
let the Rays i E , kg, be incident on the
1s;gyPnere
^ n mnm
their Passageh" ±-"9
E,
'
"h and
" " " */ 9; then will
k^thw T ter ^ an lt: would , be in the sarrife Latitude
“htijpj3™3’ and therefore will not be so much refracted,
"'ill {je ^’ nd abforb’d ; and consequently their Effect
be mQrm° rc considerable and sensible. Again , as Rays
^°rce. 6 Perpendicular, they will strike with a greater
Qth tyk- s° *he more will fall on a given Space ; oh
5(ld fj lch Accounts their Effect, in respect of Light
9, .^ at> Will be greater.
jV^y pje9Wl^j As the Earth revolves about its Axis,
Jl
lee.j **
n North
Latitude ’will
describe <at gtciucn
greater
tlest
* nc :*
A,|' Jl -uu itamuuc
wm ucionuc
-Parallel in the enlighten ’d than in the dark
|
5or , in other Words , the Day will be
■*'«Jy lan the Night . Thus in the Northern Tropic
Is ies
s atNal ^Arch JO
is RYJL 9, the Nocturnal Y Tx J, vvua
which
‘WJ
\_»»
the
p
asl the other by the Difference Y O .
Again,
£
a arasiel of Londdn the Length of Day is shewn
th ^
of the Night by ZD , which is shorter
cde p'(‘‘c Day by the Difference G Z . And lastly, at
s^lel . a.rCircle
,
c b a it is all Day , no Part of that PaJhicR a'n^ Within the dark Hemisphere a JE f . -On
-Ur,jj\ Cc ount it is evident the Light and Heat of the
a anV§rev er ln 2ny Pldce' of North Latitude now than
T ^ idft Cr Cime of the Year . It is therefore now
the Summer Season in all the Northern
t°r thx ^ the Southern Part of the World it is Winter,
tk A sals 016 Reaso'« reversed, ' viz. because -the Sun’s
A° ukh 111016 obliquely thtrePj they therefore pass
s c°anta | reater Quantity of the Attnosphere, on which
rN thp;r RA are more refracted, blunted , and stifled,
b effect weaken’d. Also a less Quantity Of the
’ r*ke
Will fall on a given Space, and each Ray
h a lefs Rorce , and lastly, the Duration of
N 3
' ' "
theit

L8r

'182

Ast

. r QNO

m y.

tuu.
Pole, and all the Parallels of Latitude
yided into two equal Parts by the Circk 9

tW‘
Illumine

Plate
LVIII.
PI . LX.
Fi g- 3'

, their Presence wi]] be shorter than that of their
or the Day will be shorter thah the Night ; .aS ft,
Southern' Tropic the Day is L X , but the Nffh^
longer by the Difference .M X ; vyhich Dift ese‘^ $
still greater the farther you go, till you come£ J'
Antarftic Circle
(
def where there is no Day at
all within to the South Pole 8 is involved in N *S;
greater or less Duration . . ■■ ■
- ’ rf j^ s
ii . For the same Reason?, , when the Earth
to the opposite Part of its Orbit , it will be Sw t]yC
to all , the Southern Climates, and Winte ? .
Northern
- .* It
-» »- is
evident this must
+'•>LUiO
-UXUIL necessarilyh^P^
u ^ wwuufj .^ - *
o<d
the Parallelism of the Earthy Axis, and the Ch aI, =.stO
her Place in the Orbit:
By which Means the
tf>e
illumines that very Half of the Globe which'
other Position was dark
in all North Latitudes the Length of the Days
equal to the Length of the Nights then, and r0 s^e\ of
in South Latitudes . Thus the Day (in the P^ /gti<
England) EZ ~DZ,
the Night in the Summer
and the Night now, viz. ZD = ZE , the Das a
Time . All which Things are too plain *s0 '
Schemes to want farther Explication .
cbst
.{ 5*
12 .. Thus

PI . LX.
f 'g- *•

the Vicissitudes

and Variety

of the b ^

tf

and of the Day and Night , appear in general ; ^ (tiexhibit the fame in an especial Manner for
cular Place, as London, another Scheme is. 11
.6 n v/i (t
" "
W
wherein the Sphere shall have the same Posipo^^
of
respect to that Place, as the Earth itself has.
o>
Æ N QjS be the Earth ; -Z will be the highest P°
Place of London;H O the Horizon , and N t£' - ' ,rt
Point or Antipodes, and Æ Q_the Equator , -q ^c^5’
P L the two Tropics , a c and d f the two P° as before.
tjrtll K
st
*3 Then when the Sun is in the Plane of ttor at e, the Semi- diurnal Arch, or half the L 0{£ ;
the Day , will be represented by Æ C ; and t
tpi
Night by C Qj which is eqyal to the former.

A 8T

R O N O M Y.

till
\ [\\ ^na

^°

>2‘ Hence

the Days

and Nights

equal, and the Sun ’s Heat is now

0,

at

lhe§, e Angle i?C/ >, which measures the -Altitude of
,4 Jn above the Horizons O , is 38° 30" — he. ,
*Udc 'Again : When the Sun is in the Tropic T R,
Wd ' qucnt ly nearest to the Zenith of London, the
forijj
- ' ^ nal Arch is then T I, which is longer than the
6 h ln the Proportion of the Right Angle ÆNC =
Mi nut rs to the obtuse Angle Æ N F = 8 Hours 16
p es>
N E S being an Hour -Circle drawn through
Senjj
__0lI1t I , and intersecting the Equator in E . The
Angj^ tWnal Arch is I R , and equal in Time to the
°f the H
Qj = 3 Hours 44 Minutes , the Complement
*5 r
er to 12 Hours.
’lastly
: When the Sun appears in the Southern
A at P , and most remote from the Zenith of Lon~
^tig|eemi
^
-diurnal Arch is then P K , equal to the
the hp'T H I) — 3 Hours 44 Minutes nearly, equal to
the5 §ht when the Sun was in the other Tropic ; and
equal'Ill"n°(sturnal Arch K L at this Time is evidently
° fhe Year.
he Semi-diurnal Arch TI at the opposite Time

Ptes lenevcr the Sun comes upon the Line N S,
as at
the Hour -Circle of Six, it is then Six o’clock,
p . ln the Summer Tropic , before Sun- set at I ; and
Vvhen^h*
:^e sinter Tropic , after Sun- set at K . Also
Pfesetl, e Sun comes upon the Line ZCN
(which reif is tk '
Vertical, or Azimuth of Last and West)
the En due Eaji and West, which happens at Y in
hef0re gthern Tropic , after Six in the Morning , and
“°Uthe 1X the
Afternoon , and vice versa at W in the
re

I7

fropic.

ahs0i ’ 1 is found by Observation, that the Air is not
gfees hf
till the Sun is deprefs’d about 18 De^ !l gleAr'W^ le Horizon , viz. at i, that is, till the
to the ,
z 18
=
° == H M j and drawing M V parallel
■he Cr?*° r Zon HO , it will represent the Circle at which
KVfiral p . or
Twilight , begins and ends, in the
’^ ec iinai'°lntS where it cuts the Parallels of the Sun's
10nj as at G in the Tropic P L , and at F in
N 4
the;-

Astronomy,

tftf
at a Mean between the greatest
least : All which Particulars
constitute

bis

agre^ 1

the Equator . But since R O = P
H ru 15 DegreeSt -j.
Arch O R is less than OV , and so
the Tropic ^
will not touch the Circle M V at all ;
which sheWS ^,7i
for some Time in the Middle of
Summer there isj ni
Night : And this happens between May
23 and

See my Synopsis Scienti ^e
Coelestis, on a
Imperial Sheet, New - Stjle.
. use
18. Moreover it is evident that C F
=K
G
?
fMb'
PL is parallel to Æ Qthe
Time , however, of de cs
ing C F and K G will not be the fame
; from ^
it appears there is a certain Parallel
in which the s\
light will be the least of-all, and another
in which 1
be a Maximum or greatest. The
former is whe 0(
Sun has 6? st South Declination , viz.
in Libs?, fgst'
Pisces X I7 P 30 ', which
happens March 7,
her9, in the present Age : And ’tis
plain the
light is greatest of all in the Parallel
which touch
Point V , on May 23 and July 22 , as
How the Time
^ is
of the least Durationaforesaid.
of
investigated may be seen in the best manner in 'P
r'
gory’s Elements of Astronomy
;
and
I
would
have pyr,
at here, but that it is very
tedious, and in itself a
ter of little Importance.
aueh
19. It is a Problem of much
greater ConfA^ u,
and Curiosity, to determine the Ratio
or Prop° rtl pjf
fieat
any Place receives from the Sun in
of thewhich
a^jeI£<b
Year. Tn Order tn f-hic if must he CO
#**
In Order to this it must be con
^ ^p
that the Quantity of Heat will be as the
Time-, if
pose the Sun to have the same
Altitude ; and as,f &if
tf the Altitude, if the Time be the
neither the Time nor Sine of thefame, ThcCT ^ ji)
Altitude be
the Quantity of Heat will be as the
Rectangle 0
duct of both.
y . i$
20. Therefore let a — Sine of
Latitude JE r,. ^
Co - sine ( or Sine of Z N ) = b ;the
the Sine of N ®
and of its Complement( or
Declination) S DfT
Sine of the Hour from Noon ( or
Angle Æl ' P ' M

Astronomy,

lS s

^ddl ^ 6 ^ ea **on we ca^ t^ic Spring

j the

3be^ ef° which is shewn by the Index to
^de ^J 1 th of March , as this Machine was
f« the OJd-Stile.
As
^Ar Lii

„

C0m EO —a , and Radius — I ; then is x/i —-XX
^ x Plate
* of the Angle ZNS fwi Sine of the Angle LXIVM
r
(P er Spherics) we have h c f I — x x ± ,a d- Fig , 6,
fluvSun’s Altitude S B ; which multiplied by
'° nt
° Time —z will produce the
tlf , °f the Sun’s
b.c ‘V
Heat , vip
viz . k; X be
JsJi — x~ rb a 3.
Sun’sHeat
’Putti
— r we
-g,
V
i
have
—
‘hepT’^
r
—h, a d’ —f
Hi
. 7.1ot
the Heat zzzXgb ±-f £
__ ^ «
Plate
lhS;‘
ow to
find the Value
of *, C
letA
fe ^ EC
theCo-fine
, -m>Krfta
B » A’ 0fe EXIF.
_ avvn infinitely near to E B, and B . P‘
gq
Cn *That
t*Sevident
i.
EC from
: BC the
:: fimdar
D G : G B, or hh .' Il -"

*/

He

ence z — —
h • wherefore —
b X gb± f ~ ::g :

U3
£lon of the Heat , whose Fluent is

xg ±

fz,

1 e gse ref° re is as the Quantity of Heat from Noon
Of**. pr®n Time , as required . '
h a 111this Theorem we may calculate the Heat
4ich
T ‘U Cne _^ S
..ar I*1 anyj given
o_
_ _ required
^^ H T
-i j:
Latitude
£Ples . shall give the several following useful Ex^Plez,
{V
to CfJ.
express the Heat of an
ftUCl' i , nt *itfc be required
.lt-.LjUlI .CU tu
wid&C- ti>e Equator. In this Cafe the
f ^Sue 0)
^ ' ace >s Nothing , therefore « = oj
~adz — o. In the other remaining
th ?S
^ = f?> = I ; therefore the Heat wiH '
Wf^ eat 1s f nce the Semi-diurnal Arch is 90 Degrees,
He TX0he* half Day will be as x m j and of the

itiji

1,1

f

■

jfttitug e Hat

of an Equinoctial

Day le requiredfor

■° t) 'epi
PM:- °f
rT ° 30 ' ; then because in this Cafe there.
-c 51

fnation

°f the Sun, d zz 0, and so a dz 0.
—

FiS- 7-

Astronomy.

As the Earth passes on from
East, through Libra , Scorpio, and

p»

Se'
And fines N S — 90 °, we have c — 1 ; and fot £
mi-diurnal Arch = 90 °, x — 1 also ; therefore th (ot
is as b — 0,6225 — Co- sine of the Latitude , v'j ert^
the whole Day is 1,245 , and' which is to that
g,
Equinoctial as if to 2 nearly. At the P°‘^ pol£|
therefore the Heat of an Equinoctial Day at th
is nothing . Lastly , in the Latitude of 60° * V'
of such a Day is half that under the Equator , °r
cause then b — f Radius , .or 0,5 .
, Bfr
24. In the next Place, let us calculate the H ea K
Summer Tropical Day. Here we have the Tim ®ss.clst
Day 8 Hours 12 Minutes nearly ; therefore the .-^ e
the Equator which passes the Meridian in that . cll rrir
123 0 z= . And because when Radius is 1 th®^ g
science is 6,28318 , therefore fay. As 360 : 6, 25 ^
of
:
~ 0 '0I745Z29 *> ste Leng*
Us
360
■efot
e
Th®
1'
Arch z in the Measure of the Radius
aof
have
The
The
The
The

Logarithm
Logarithm
Logarithm
Logarithm

of the Sine z = 123
0,01745
■ - a51
=
° 30'
•
d -23 ° 30

M1

Ml

bo°‘

■9 -

i

$’
Total , the Logarithm oiadz — 0,6698 ^ 9' <0
25. Then for the other Part of the 'Vhz°:Ci
(
Xb c, we have
%S
The Logarithm of the Sine ^ — 57 ° oo ' =^
The Logarithm:— b 38
=
° 30^== 9'^ -ss
The Logarithm ———c — 66 ° 30' ^ *
Total , the Logarithm of xbc — 0,4788
(r.
Therefore the Heat of half the Day is 0,66987 "zl^l>,b'
— 1,1486 ; and of the whole Day it is 2,297 ^ jxh
twice as great as that of the Equinoctial ^' A\ 0(z^
and greater than the Heat of such a Day to £
|ive under the Equator .
gfc.

Astronomy.
tits.

8^ ' to Beginning
of Capricorn, the
t}<
appear from the Earth to move
g llSh the opposite Signs of the
Ecliptic,
•driesy Taurus , Gemini, to the Begin¬
ning
vay 0 nnd the Expression of the Winter
th ^ ave the Semi- diurnal Arch2 — 57 Tropical
°>apd the
y/ atne as before. Therefore ■
2 57
° r - 755875
Th logarithm of Sine
-—
• m, e Logarithm
0of .01745 - 8.241795
6 Logarithm ofad -— 9 .494244
T
—
the Logarithm of adz— 0,3104 = 9.
th %br^
J .. ~ 491914
„»QQ_ .0 OTCM
= 0. 1684, and
,2 v ” ‘ adz — 0,4788 — 0,3104 =
0,1684 , and
p‘Gh’is11^84 = 0,3368 = Heat of the
%>v•
whole Day
almost
7 times less than that of the
'Pic.
Summer
is^7- T
{jj gw
e of
the Heat of the two Tropical Days
^ ^ Cat
0,3368 = 2,634 ; which is greater than
n’5-9. j ?* two Equinoctial Days with us,
which is but
means of
the
'‘ L"'
u by
by .meansor
of themor
—
Ec
have
^ T'iObliquity
much
v
the$ ,tvho live beyond the Tropic have much more
to* t 'ov*
1? ^ eat tilan we cou^ ^ ave
h r ha 7 always.in the Equinoctial.enj 0)'^ ^ad t}ie
And on the
t>.st0 ’live
.'l * w ‘h he found by Calculation , that
between the Tropics and the Equator,
for
lh!?r It C^e Beat of any two opposite
Days 0f the
t, ^ thefec s than the Heat of two
Equinoctial Days;
C °s Qt ^'e Beat of the whole ' Year is
less
the
S 3 e> than it would
be from a constant in
Equi28
r
Un
2 dEastk,
8 tt/r}
yjyaA» mt
let it be
t,e requucu
required
^ calculate
—,—
... Pleat of
the
or that
und
“- 4‘be‘to
for the
Tropical
bi' In
or that under the Pole , for
Tropical
and .y gzrxec —u the
a 3e^ce thel {pa^e ^~=0 ’ an^ x&~ x^c -t-0 ,- anu « — *.
’ a^ ° a ~ x*
.°r Beat
'!He
-of -ariy Day under the Pole
will be;as
*^ tiie C°
^
Jhe
Declination,
because
z is ssere always
r n ’ v>z, ->c —
r8n Deorees.' And unVs the'p V
,!Z' a Semicircle, or 180
Degrees . . ...
-f°Pical Su
tlle
^
a*ue
of
4
z
is th.us expressed for the
/
rrl,^

187

As

TRONOHY.
[jf

ning of Cancer during
;
which
■,
the inclined Position of the Earth ’s ^ ^
, O*o0
The Logarithm of Sine d —
23 * 30' — -9'
— z =i8o =
The Logarithm of
The Logarithm of
— 0,01745 = ^ /^
oli

Total , the Logarithm of dz — n,2$2 ~ 9'? *{e
The Double of .which is 2,504 ; which the*’®*0 pg¥i
presses the Heat of a Tropical D . y under the
which is greater than the Heat of any ^ avrf,at, ^
other Latitude . Hence we fee the extreme of y fst
well as of Cold, -is found in the fame Place,
the Pole.
,str
29. It is a Problem of another Sort, ‘To
she Heat is a Maximum , or greatest of all,
^ W
Da] , In order to folye this, let tlje Semi-d!uttta. ^^
z= a, z = Arch of the Hour from Noon , b ac
yjfi'
,pf the Sines of Latitude and Declination , and c
jf
angle of their Co -sines. Then (per Spherics,
nite Series) we have the Co -sine of the
Koon — 1 — £ z z + AfS4— 7*0.2% (fe. snd 1.st I
of the Sun’s Altitude — c— £ez *st-x, ’ c L4
fefc.J - b. This multiply by a J- —sz is a c-j - c£ * (0 ’
r—f rz 5j - - A o sz 4f - -A c z 5— T| -g « c z 6st* Yt<> 'j
fcfr. -f-« bj- - z b which
;
therefore is proportional !’
Sun ’s Heat , And this is greatest when its J.
t} c
‘equal to Nothing , viz. ci -\ ~bk •ac %z-taac c zz3z
— livacz ^z, isle. =
3%f j- - A cz*z
c z+i —
dividing by z, c■-J- b ■a cz- i f z - + :^ CM
cf- *b g— \
ez* — Tlo a c z s, '&c. : o ; whence
ac
hi
v*
* ,
-5 z4 4 - — z?
NowP
24 a 120

I

—5'

rev1

.; by
2ct
6 ’ 11= — , v :
k
24 «
izy_—
^
the Series we have z
A —1r A?
2 V1— ' *
fN
S rs — 5 r 3—X As &c.

i §9
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k\ ^ 0r^ ern Parts
will be gradually
it. ar^s the Sun,
turn ’d
and the Southern
Parts
from^ ^ bence the Sun'
s
Rays
will fall more
t},r Ql0rc directly
on the former,
a less
pass
Quantity of theand
Atmo«
*.
but in the
Southern Parts, the re- .
4r Also
in the Northern
Parts , the
^
of the Parallels
in
the enlightened
\ \{{^
f^.l3ere
ers
W Pl
*P
' 7Wrasse
-- w
t^ C
continually
, shewing
continuant
increase
, the
one ^- ecrea^c»
sbewing and
the
os'mIl(: increase of
the Days, and
Decrease
|re^febts
^ % : all
which
will
be in their
to q degree
*
when the Sun is
and therefore
that will arrived
be the
k 0f.^ °f that
ern Latitude
Season
we incall
; but
Summer,Latiin».
Southern
(t

3o. j

V?.!ur°m this
fc^ test 2’ orTheorem it will be easy to compute,
tif ‘rede°n any the Time from Noon when the
given
0r the Day
For Example: Let Heat
of Dav.
the Summer
be
Solstice in the'itLaf[J551p 30/, when
the
v 0s, by( Art.
Declination is 230 30' .
r’
24 ,S-25.
I t Ce
we have a ~
0,5709,
str) —
0,883, and 2,146,
ac —
Whence
by
—
^ Sit -ucreioie
Wefo;-e l±i. = A =
A
0,7207,

o»

Verms ‘of the

Series
-ot we
. Ml
Therefore
, *(v^r
have a
v th
Therefore
teie
—
s
X
A3
—
^ncumference
,' ^ umference b," 22Z0,7862
.
•
1
6,283

fay

e>

wntr u360°
Q ::

by alloV«n S 1k to■an0,7862
Hour , :itap
4,
C4^ "Whence,
hotteJl
'Time D)it Three in- .
at

th

‘f

th

Clock

tud*'
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tilde every
thing will be the reverie,
their Season Winter,

11
1

The North 'Frigid Zone is now
j5
enlighten ’d, and the Pole turned toVf ^e
the Sun as far as possible ; but now aS
Earth moves on , the North Pole retU jg/
the Diurnal Arches begin gradually t0
crease, and the Nocturnal to increase ; g
of consequence the Sun ’s Rays fall ^^
and more obliquely , and his Heat proP ^
tionally diminishes till the Earth
Aries , when the Sun will appear in & ^
and thus produce an Equality of Righ^ 0i
Heat , of Day and Night , to all Pastf t^
the World . This will be the Middle 0 ^
Season call’d Autumn , and that Daf
Autumnal Equinox. .
- But as the Earth goes on through ^ ^
Taurus , and Gemini, you will fee the
pass through the opposite Signs of . ^
Scorpio, Sagittarius. The North Pole 1®^
in the dark Hemisphere , and the Frig 1 , ;
is now more and more obscured the ^
All Northern Latitudes continue
S^ ys
ally turning from the Sun ; and his
fall more and more obliquely ° n 1gg
and pass through a larger Body of
mosphere : The nocturnal Arches c0il Jcto increase, and the diurnal to <leet ^
All which contribute to make the *^ fy

^

igt
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we call

Winter ; the Midst
0^ is shewn by
the Sun’s
entering the

b Sc ^rtlple of
Capricorn on the loth
of
^ se^ £rOld
( -Stile) as
by the Index may
fr0tl^ Sl?LY: As
the Earth
tben.ce through
journeys on
Cancer . Leo,
and Vir\ n e l-'Un appears
to pass through
tyuarius, and Pisces ;
Capriand all Things
t^ e' r ^ ace ‘ r
^ e Northern
Climes
tse t ° return,
and receive more
^ening Beams of the
directly
Sun, whose
the

Mepjheight does
n° W ^ ennow
Day
£tb eneach
s and
theincrease;
S
tedious
contract

their respective
Arches;

1?]; !^ery Thing
conspires to advance
the
Hej, ^ Season of
C°^ *Siircwn bythe Spring , the
the Earth’s
Midst
returning
% • to that Point,
where first we gave it
Am
these Appearances
of
^
as well tor me wthe Seasons,
fH/ re ^ lewn
e'vn as
well for the »~ Where at the
Southern Lakjj Maere
fame Time
at the fame
they hapTime
they hap
Order just the
^v e Order
reverse to what we
just the reverse
to what
Northern.
observed ’ for
Thus,w_
the Northern.
Thus,
^ 1S^ ummer with
us, it is Winter
with
He^ ant^ they
have
AlJ wi,° ttts
Days
are longesttheir
; and viceshortest
ICA lS most
distinctly seen in theversa.
OrAt
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At the same Time the Earth is
round the Sun , the Moon is seen costst arl
^7
circulating round the Earth once in
Days and a half ; whidf Days are ^
ber ’d on a silver’d Circle* and fheWfl^
an Index moving over them . Thus j s
Day of the Moon ’s Age , arid the ^^
proper thereto , are shewn for any reCr f
Time ; and also why we see always one
the fame Face of the Moon\ viz. on Ac_c<
of her turning about her own Axis tri
fame L
Time Jhe takes to revolve abo$
Earth.
0('
the
Again By
:
placing a Lamp in th ^
tery , and making the Room dark , ^ j^y
very naturally how the Sun is ecltyf ^
the New Moon , and the Shadow P^^f
over the Diik of the Earth ; and all"0 ^
the Moon , at Full , is eclipsed by P^ f
through the Shadow of the Earth .
^
also we see the Manner how Mercurf ^ $
Venus transit the Sun ’s Face in Form ^
dark roimd Spot ; and also why the/ ^
never appear at a great Distance fr 01^. f
Sun ; and various other Phœnomena, 0
like Nature (CXLIII ).
fU*
, ,
a t^
(CXLIII ) j . The Doctrine of Eclipse 5 j*
The Sun being a luminous Bo
f
larger than the Earth , will enlighten Ibnie^ •
be explained.
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is
acMn.e, which
exhibits
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a very curious
an Idea of the
Motion

ft'an,
°ne. hlalf of it, and cause the Earth to project a
■vheres*c;'s^ Shadow, as is represented in the Figure, PI. EX.
iS the
Sun, E the Earth , and HBD its
<ad,
‘OVir,

Fig. 2.

°,rC*Cr to find the Extent or Magnitude of the
&ire j Shadow, the Lines being drawn as in the Fi1, SB^ Mangle S B M, the outward Angle S D A
t|je T
~ D B S, the two inward and opposite Angles ;
pitiij:
viz. D S B, is that under which the Earth ’s
.ftsihjp^ ^ t CD appears at the Sun, which is not
jjS^
Ual *t^eref° re DBS, the Semi-Angls of the Cone,
;V1s Q to D S, which is the Angle under which the
‘^' ^ Ja ^ idiameter A S appears at the
° Earth
~ ‘ , which
~
in
\ n Astaticace is 16 Minutes.
ien ce
°tieoe!lce
Wc can find the Height of the shadowy
ft,icte
CBD
- “. -! for
in the
Right --angled
Triangle
'R-'""
7„
‘ Wt, ill
LUC IVlwm
N 6 IS
rmgiLU
i Iian ^"'-iv r^ ' ^R r»
16 j,B lv en the Side C D — I , and the Angle

CBD

* 1the 'F tSS ’ t ^iere CBD
the i6Side
, fay,
I,
^ oo°
' = C7 B.667849
angent oi fore t0 6nd
S t0 the 3Radiius
oo — 10.000000.
9°
*s XJ]
sl ity
"
1 = 0.
ft
3<
■thpT lA Tk ij n.g thof the Side C B = 214,8 - 2.332151
f);n ” ei ght of the Earth ’s Shadow being at the
S, .
Ar 4-h. ^ O . . ., —, . O Comldiompfprc
'tv^ °U
is
'i7Se ; at its greatest Distance it will make C B
%t mi ^et ers of the Earth , which is its greatest
Ce erice
we fee the Height of the Shadow is near
6n o es as
?k6o>
**great as the mean Distance of the Moon,
-.
But the Height of the terrestrial
.Tfore3
the»
’°re Ss ar Riort of the Distance . of Mars , and
involve no one of the heavenly Bodies but

of?kt5l
qj, «e 'same ; Manner
mm
it. ..may
ivianiici /"■uitij,
b«>- strewn that the
thfft 1\/T -^_ i n 1 1
1 t_
*mid- °° nSs ^ ad°w ( and indeed of ail Spheres
Iam eters bear no sensible Proportion to their
°L. jTr tn tile Sun ) is of the fame Dimensions with
O
that

v hnfl ^

%° reS
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Motion or Revolution of a Cdmet a$ ;
the Sun ; arid as this Sort of Mo1'10 ^:

PI. Lx.
Fjg- 3-

that of the Earth ;- whence those Cones are .j ^ ttlC
Figures , and so have their Heights proportional .
Diameters of the Bases. Therefore fay, As the jyjoO 11
ter of the Earth 100 is to the Diameter of the a to
28, so is the Altitude of the Earth ’s Sh doW slT tli«
the Altitude of the Moon ’s Shadow 60 ?-o& jyfoO
1'
Earth ’s Semidkmeters .- The Shadow of the pis"
therefore will just reach the Earth in her we3^
tance , which it cannot do in her Apogee ; hut
Perigee it will involve a small Part of the Earth S
face..
, re>5
6. Besides the Dark Shadow of the Moon , * . tO
another called the Penumbra, or Partial Shau° p tl>
e
represent which let S be the Sun, T the Earth,
Moon ; and let K C F and ABE Se tWo Lin cS, ,
ing the opposite Limbs of the Sun and Moon ; £‘ gh3'
evident that C F E B will fee the dark or ab^ Ugastl**
dow of the Moon , in which a Person on the
Surface between' E and F is wholly deprived of tsl 0the'
Light . Moreover, -Let K B G and A C H be
Lines touching the Sides of the Sun and M°°r
hately , and intersecting each other in the point uoV
e'
the Moon . Then will HCBG be the Peniun^ Q \ 0j
mentioned, and is the Frustum of the Cone
jF
for ’tis evident that a Part of the Sun will bet
Part thereof hid to a Spectator on the Earth s^fro^:'
between F and H, and E and G , or in other
the Sun in those Parts of the Earth will apPe
partially eclipsed.
, ^ dP j
7. To calculate the Angle of the Cone H 1Lesi
^ 1*1
SB, then in the oblique Triangle BIS, the e# „<
Angle B I D is equal to both the inward and
Angles IBS and I S B ; but I S B is that und^
the Semidiatneter of the Moon appears at theS
t— ^ fP
is therefore insensibly small ; whence the Ang s t*
r IB S or KBS = the apparent Semidiatn® Qou

Sun. Therefore the Part of the Penusttb1 q J

Astronomy.
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0^ ?Cr^orrsted in circular, but very elliptic
^ so in this Instrument, a peculiar
r

ConMg
^Qon *S Ecjus! anc! similar to the dark
Shadow of the
i 11htz 1 1)ow fee how much of the
Earth ’s
)Sr 3t an7 Time involved in the Moon ’s Surface
ShaIndark
order
to
psj e Quantity
of the Arch EF . T and
J
~the
*■"
Aocin
r' l!L sopposc the Sun to
Apogee,
be
. Oon j
an
Lllc uuu tvj to- ... . Ape ^
o, rigee ;and in that Case the Height
of the
"± \XKJVJWill
UC dUUUl
J i..
jptijft
la
<W" ’will
be
J, ‘
about
6i
'
'
’
Semidiameters,
'
^
?In
p;„.and
If^ nce of tbe Moon about 50 ;
>L
.l
is, (in Fig.
4 -)
PI. LX.
^li>T "so, DT — g6, aud TE =that
i . In this Cafe
he; e fsolf- Angle of the Shadow T K E
— 15 5° »
As.^j § least of all. Therefore fay,
Is ta/ A or the Side
T E = i = o.
^ iso. Side
TK = 5 = 0.698970
^ llle of the Semi- angle TKE = i 5/ 50^ =7
. 663238
°f the Angle TEK=
1 " 19' ip ' ' = 8. 362208
N f0 T
EK+
K E = A T E = A E = 10 35 >
sore ,* E = , » Tn- ~T too
" - 220 Miles Statute Mea-lc*
T~
3
^O
.
—
I9D
%. . ’VyV
—
' ' s therefore the
Diameter _of the dark
b 9Earth ’s Surface when greatest.
h" er ;i 1,L
“
Trr.ii find the Diameter of the
t ' ilu
tt4,ter 3 Manner
you
‘al
Shadow
at
GEFH, when
the
Earth ,
S» , Utnfof - U
n «auuw
.
.ac uic Miu .j —as
c. 5 3 t )ie s AH, that is, when the Earth isin Perihelia,
,l °°»
Apogee-, for then will the Sun’s
»T9at rft n; - I'1 her
'
-,v
- _ TIG
' aineter be equal to 16' 23 ^~
TJsi ,. the
jiHI ) '■‘bi-angle of the Cone ; and thence
58s Semidiameters of the Earth. we
In shall
this
p f ^ r tae Distance of the Moon from
the Earth is
-Therefore
, As
rk . P semidiameters
* T
"" G
^ = 1
of * '- - Sine of the Angle TIG=
fcI" .of
16' 23 ";
3t Q +
lV Ao gIe 1 G N = 35° 42' . Sut I G N
=
Z
and so ITG = IGN
= .
^ooV ^ Houfcle of which is 70° 50' ~= TIG
GEFH
D l°. Siiic ^ nearly
. /
etp0|'lt. Ce an Eclipse of the Sun
proceeds from an
°n of the Moon , ’tis evident,
if the Sun and
O 2
Moon
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Contrivance by elliptical Wheels is Rece^ j
to effect it ; of which we have

Moon were always in the fame Plane , there
cessarily be an Eclipse of the Sun every time
PI. LX. came between the Sun and Earth , that is, at eV5shG^
pS - 5- Moon. For let X be the Sun , T the Earth , andy ^ ci*
the Moon ’s Orbit in the Plane of the Eclip t] ^’
when the Moon comes to be at B in the Fd& cP'
^
TX , which joins the Centres of the Sun aJ1, Sp eC
it will be exactly interposed between the Sun ana ^
.^ ^
tat or on the Earth at V ; and smee the appar611
nitude or Disk of the Sun is the same nearly Pa^
of the Moon , it must necessarily be hid behind 41fd. 1
Disk at that Time , and so eclipsed from the S>g‘ ^ 1$
J eic<l
Spectator ; and this must be the Cafe when®
Moon comes into the said Line or Point B, vt%'
0( <K
New Moon .
11. But if ( as the Case really is) the Orct .^ jjji^
Moon he not in the Plane of the Ecliptic , but s
thereto under a certain Angle , there may be f#
Moon , and yet no Eclipse of the Sun at 1
Time . To illustrate this , let A B C D E E® ,^anc
sitf1
in the Plane of the Ecliptic , described at the
of the Moon ’s Orbit AGH , and intersecting * ;tb
in the Points B and D , making an Angle thete
w1
A B F , whose Measure is the Arch G C, j
90 Degrees distant from the angular Points
fntfe n{
B and D .
12. Now ’tis evident , if the Arch G C p ,
neater than the Sum of the apparent Semid*3 e fs°^
the
he Sun and Moon then at G , and some Dm ^ ygt
G towards B, there may be a New Moon , ^4 , of*',
Eclipse of the Sun, because in this Cafe the
co
\J I depressed
viV- »ULvU or
_A. elevated
tx
_ too much
Moon G_ is
Ct°
below the apparent Disk or Face of the Sun ~ r. a*
it , much less to hide or eclipse any Part there >
tzS
evident from the Figure .
13. At a certain Point M in the Moon ’s u J v
Moon will have a Latitude equal to they u.^ 3^ {<

'l■tro
rs,'
TSEIPA.

Astronomy.
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rmt

in Plate XII . The Comet represe;
'Steel
m this Machine is that which ap¬
peared
S,

ers
r of the Sun and Moon ; and therefore
^^'amete
'vh

eon is new in that Boint flie will appear
r°>n wh Utor ‘n the Point Z to touch the Sun only;
ihii(Ch Cn,ce this Point is called the Ecliptic Limit , in1as n is impossible there should happen a New
s' ^ t between this and the Node D (on
Sirf
}'QUsee p without eclipsing the Sun less or more ; as
the eP- artial Eclipse at K , and the 'Total Eclipse
at we have hitherto said has been with regard
J'pej,. ^ -Æno?nena of an Eclipse of the Sun as they
2P^ ei^ ator on the Earth ’s Surface, isinnowhose
f nith tV,
Re¬
^oon then is, and where there
of the Moon : But
^^
fute th° A^ ter t^le true titude
• on as any Latitude , there the Process
f^Cel1cuJ2s°
^ito Appearances of a Solar Eclipse will be
the IVr1m,° re complex, on Account of the Variation
^tudp° 0n'SLatitude and Longitude for every different
l5. f? an<^ consequently every Moment of the Eclipse,
tftaft- ut that I may give a clear Idea of this Affair of pi . lnl
the ■> lQ ns, let A B D be the Surface of the Earth , M F ‘g- i.
S the Sun, seen from the Centre of the
/ioojj ln the fame Point of the Heavens with the
a >i'n^A consequently centrally eclipsed to a Spectator
jS tvheW” ose Zenith the Moon is : But to a Spectator
-re else situated, the fame Phænomenoti will not
H?e^3tf\n ^ ame Circumstances , if at all. Thus a
view the Moon in the Direction of
®
at will
J ■flea 1' ^ ne B M N , and so her apparent Place in
at N , where it is evident her upper
j ’t'b w ?,ns he
the lower Limb of the Sun,
touch
l,t
-p
soJ
‘[d
atre ^ not eclipse it at all : But to a Spectator any
N 'V/ DetWeen -B and C the .Sun will appear to be
»Upsed less or more, as you ^ o from B to¬
ts . T
Or yE Atch S N in the Heavens is called the Pa■ ffcrence between the true and apparent Place.
<>£
O 3'
■

a? the Pi
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A

peared
in the Year 1682 , whose
*
TT
f
-I
* /-*
1
1
is 75 Years and a half , and therefore

^

•[]
Of

of the Body at M , and is equal to the Ang'l ei ? / ;i fltl1

BMT . Now this Angle or Parallax is c°IJ)t,s i°'
diminishing, as the Phœnomewn at M approac J _ >uf
wards the Zenith at E,' where it entirely vanil^ sjti
’ s
increases as it approaches the Horizon at G, ^ j sd
greatest of all, and is there called the
inp (gfth
rallax, which in the .Moon amounts to aHori%
tvhoS
as was Ihewn Annot. C XXXV.
17. It is here observable, that the Para!la* oJl lvlS
depresses the Object , and therefore when the
North Latitude it is diminished, but the South •v.‘c]]pt'ls
Is increased , with

PI . LXI,
Fig -. 2.

respect

to us ;

and

so the .

Limits are variable in every particular Latitude - ^ (e<
Solar Eclipse may in an absolute Manner be be* ^
sented by a Projection of the Earth ’s Disk, 3110f ^
Section of the dark and penumbra! Shadow g c8&"
Moon , as they appear (or would appear) to a Tjoiff
tor at the Distance of the Moon in a Right E,|tl
ing the Centres of the Sun and Earth .
.
18. In order to this , we are to find the Dj 1^ Sbj*
of the apparent Semidiameters of the Earth ,
^ Aj
dow, and Penumbra, at the Distance of the M0.^ cqP
to the fi.st, viz. the Earth ’s Semidiameter,^ !
to the Moon ’s horizontal Parallax, as we haVf e£C ;
That of the dark Shadow is thus estimated : JStfB ■*
the Centre of the Moon , D B its Diameter, V ffbs'
dark Shadow, and KAL the Penumbral CoN^
let E F be the Diameter of the Penumbra at th q st
and I G that of the dark Shadow, and draW
C E ; then is the Angle C G B = B H.C +
and soGCHxBGC
- BHC; that is, ^ t„ tj?
rent . Semidiameter of the dark Shadow is eclu 0{ $
Difference between the apparent Semidia®etets
Moon and Sun . (See Art . 2. and 5. )
19. In like Manner the Angle E C H
7 £},c1‘
pY
D A C , that is, the apparent -Semidiametet 0 ^
nuntlra at the Earth is equal to the Sum o* . st

Astronomy

j gg

,

|^ M- a^ ear in 1758. By this Piece of
c stnery is shewn the unequal Motion of
a Comet

n

.)
^ovAejmi1iameterf° the M° on and Sun. ' (Sec Art. 7
semidiameters of the Sun and Moon , and also
lhe^
’? horizontal Parallax , are already calculated
for^ 0011
^6 t Va tious Distances of the Sun and Moon from
cities f ’ and for hsst , mean , and greatest Eccentri20 0 the Lunar Orbit , in the Astronomical Tables. of
PI. LXL
tilea *therefore let A E represent a small Portion
of the Centre F‘g- 3of thenT^ Orbit , and E H the visible Path
to tlJ p nar shadows , which will exactly correspond
to
theg position of the Moon ’s Orbit with respect of
Point
the
therefore
and
;
Heavens
tbe
n
interc Nf 's *
E
lhe / " 'on g will be the Node , and the Angle H 8
the
to
Orbit
Lunar
the
of
Plitjgn2le of Inclination
2j P^the Ecliptic , which is about 5 Degrees.
^a,'tb s* ence is /E P Q _S represent the Disk of the
^ Veta] p Cort‘‘ ,1S so the Orthographic Projection) in the
is
c PHces txi, B, C , D , whose Semidianreter
Istast
’s
Moon
the
in
Minutes
of
Number
Hor: eclUal to the
and
;
Eclipse
the
of
Time
the
at
Parallax
Pntal
stfn
, , N , G,
^ese P ath of the Shadows in the Points q R
is equal
Semidiameter
whose
to th '/ ‘/e a small Circle
and . “ ifference between the Semidiameters of the Sun
^ °0n’iO°ni tFat sbAl be the circular Section of the
Shadow at the Distance of the Earth:
(
(by , slark
Lastly ^ if on the fame Centre we de&0
J
Cibg
to
’hee a Hrger Circle , whole Semidiameter is equal
Moon,
and
Sun
the
of
that n/,os tbe Semidiameters
.E represent the Section of the Penumbral ShaArea5 >b7 Art. 19. ) and is here sliewn by the dotted
hea(.'t,^ -ere then it is evident , if the Moon , when New,
^ad 0 e distance K G from the Node , the Penumbral
" ot fall near the Earth 's Disk, and so
therec
happen any Eclipse . If the Moon ’s
possibly
°t
•b*sta anil
/ ^r0in the Node be equal to Q N , then the
Peny 111
conicJ t*l Shadow will just touch the Disk, and
ij Ue
P & C the Ecliptic Limit \ which may be found

0 4

«a
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a Comet in every Part of its Orbit ? ^

how

from

thence

it moves

with

a retar . v

Yeloc1"
(i

pis'

as follows. The Line NC , as being the ricar?-s pel'
tance of the Centres of the Shadows and Di ^ ?A ^ st
pendicular to the Path E H , and is >' tn "
VIZNT - 62s 10" 4. - 16" -52"
-st
16' 23",
“ eq,“ 14." - - "!
I1 - - " O ’
the Moon ’s Horizontal Parallax
, and of the Sen*Ijh
:
ters of the Sun and Moon , all of them when
Also the Angle N
C , when least, is 50 2°' ‘ rJ. til6
fore in the Right -angled Triangle N
C , to 11
Side K C, we have the following Analogy.
As the Sine of the Angle N 8 C r 5 “ 30' — 8-9
^qqC^

Is to Radius
So is the Logarithm

of

00°- 00 =
the SideNC —95' ,5 =

l0,

°co00^

To the Logarithm of the Side 9 996
€ — ',4=
23. The Ecliptic Limit , therefore, is 99^
36’, beyond which Distance from the Node K
be no Eclipse ; and within that Distance if the
be New , the Shadow will fall on some Part of t*V
as at B ; where all those Places over which the Se j 0vfS
pass will fee the Sun eclipsed, in part only by the _aIA
Penumbral Shadow, but totally by the dark ShauO'^ ’^ er
the Sun will be centrally eclipsed to all those Pl‘ lC
which the Centre of the Shadows paffeth.
v/iy
24. If the Moon be new in the Node itself,
st6
the Centre of the Shadows pass over the Centr ? ej)t
Disk , as represented at Q .In this Cafe if the aP‘ guJi>
Diameter of the Moon be greater than that of t*1p arts
the Face of the Sun will be wholly obscured to ®
over which the Centre pastes; but if not, the
^ jjl
only be centrally eclipsed
?^ but his Circumferences?
appear a bright Annulus, or luminous Ring ?,
Width will be equal to the Difference of the D )a
of the Luminaries .
, „ j it
25 . As the Distc of the Earth is here pi'ojst
represents the Cafe of an Eclipse on an Equinoflsiy ste
so that A K is the Ecliptic , Æ Q_the Equator , 2* ^ js

Astronomy.
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0l
,Clt
y till it arrives at the Aphelion Point,
Here
moves {lowest of all; and from
thence
^*i$

^el

Ecliptic , P S the Axis of the Equator or of
^eLr ■’ ^ anc*^ the North and South Poles ; besides
^'Jiesr0ph s and Polar Circles , here represented by Right
^derfl 35 the
common Analemma. And by those who
a ^d this. ! -Prriio/O
-i^ ^
’T fVp
flip Disk
Trifle of
of the
th si Earth and
ond
r> . n.of sheJ Shadows over it tray be exhibited
h acef°ur the
Sun,, or Declination of the Moon ;
^ Vifse
tne dun
• 26. £ ^ee my Young Trigonometer’s Guide, Vol . II.
o Ph e

fl0h

Eclipses

are not quite so complicated

near so tedious and difficult in Calc dar,!° ar ones. The latter are only apparent, the
J its
s uc^ that
;
is, the Moon is really deprived
b ^st hah' ’
therefore must appear obscured to all
sheen- ltantS of the Earth equally, by whom she can
.11 eve’ V'Eereas the Sun, not being deficient in Light,
Sb*
5to f a^P ear !efpiendent to the le who do not hapV,‘ Ve on that Part of the Earth where the Lunar
nor

2), '^ PTs.

s a Lunar Eclipse is occasioned by the ItnA t0c , t'le Moon into the Earth ’s Shadow, we have
3do V/a cnlate the apparent Semkliameter of the Earth ’s
a this pat the Moon , in order to delineate an Eclipse
t
Thus let A B be the Earth , T its Centre, PI. LNI,
Jj Conical Shadow, D C the Diameter of a Pig- 4■
^ the ^ teof at the Moon ; and drawing TD , we
outward Angle ADT = DTE + DET;
^gle r£ D T E - AD T — D E T ; that is, the
Nrt(i’s g, ■
*■E , under which the Semidiaipeter of the
, etjn9j hadow at the Distance of the Moon appears,
sQritn! p to the Difference between the Moon ’s Hori4,1 D ]£p ' *ax D
^
T , and the Semi diameter of the

^8, j/*. *

v
*■ere fore A E represent the Path of the Earth ’s fig.
t|] EfJ p16 distance of the Moon near the Node q,
Ea.-th’ art of the Lunar Orbit , and the Sedlion of
' e fEll.iVfhadQw be delineated at &, B, C , D , and
• ,°°n at S I, 3N , G ; then *tis evident, where
the

AsTR

ON o M Y.
• a

thence it is seen continually accelerates
Motion towards the P erihelium, hr
manner as the Laws of Attraction re(l
(
The Comet is represented by a smaH
e
Ball, carried by a Radius Veclor, or
.J
jn an elliptic Groove, about the Sun
of its Foci ; and the Years of its * ^
are shewn by an Index moving

5^
Jthe nd
least Distance of the Centres of the Moon a
dow exceeds.the Sum of their Semidiameters, 1 e
be no Eclipse of the Moon , as at D . But wh .jNiu
D istance is less, the Moon must be partly or wW aSr

yolved in the Shadow, and so suffer an Ecl 'PjSj
B an.d 23;in which latter Cafe the Moon Pa
$
the Diameter of the Shadow.
29. But in a certain Position of the Shadow 3 , g$$
least Distance pf thp Centres N C is equal to £
of the Semidiameters ; and therefore 23 C is
x)1
Limit for Lunar Eclipses : To find which, we
— 63' 12" nearly when greatest, and the Angle
h
— 50 00 ' . Therefore firy
8-9*°?/
As the Sine of the Angle N js C = - oo' t^
' ^ rOC°:

Is to Radius
So is the Logarithm

of

90 ° oc/^
the Side NC = 63,2 ^

To the Logarithm of the Side 23 C —723^,2 22
^*>t, 0tb^
fr° .111
be
Hence if
**
.yiustiiv,v
a. j less Distance
UL a
u <- at
ivivuu
U4C Moon
ii the
8 than 725 ' = 12° 59 there will be an Ecl 'Plc> #
, S^ °ii
wife none can happen.
30. If the Earth had no Atmosphere, ^ . eJ P’
would be absolutely dark, and the Moon i‘a?? e{c
£
quite invisible ; but by means of the Atmofp
of the Solar Rays are refracted into and mi^esidlejij t
Shadow, by which the Moon is render’d vr
midst pf it, and of a dusky red Colour.
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^Uable

ion over a graduated silyer’d
^rcl e The
:
Whole being .a just Represenl°tt of the present T heory of those prodiSio Us
and \Vonderful P 'hœnomena of the l 'la1Ctary System (CXLIV ).
C‘

3s| a st ^ ^

) I . I shall

hers

present

the Reader

with

Compendium of the Newtonian
C’ometoYas the Limits of this Work will permit , or,
fsa ac jy’ as he may have an Inclination to read.
Sir
h[j: p as made the Doctrine or Jjlronomy of Comets the
l>e
ol his immortal Principia , and declares it to
Ibpliy die most difficult and intricate Part of Philo-

^

Ao

^itn ■ v-omit is a Sort of Planet revolving about the
C°ll ^q ,1.a’ VerF eccentric Orbit or Ellipsis, and which
itsQ ^ . y approaches very near tile Sun in one Part
k in s°it , and recedes to a very remote Distance from
^titz^ Other. Hence stis evident, they must undergo
thatt(Je •egrees of Heat and Cold . Hence it appears
^odiese C ° niets are solid, .compact, fixed, and durable
S> and not a Vapour or Exhalation of the Earth,
1' it'A •‘Janets , as has been usually supposed; because
jested 6re Cmh, it must inevitably be dissipated and dis—
Weq 111Passing so near the Sun: For the Distance of
SS, 00^ of 1680 in Perihelio was so small that it con degree of Heat above 200 times greater than
i3. Y ed-hot Iron.
l^ip, 1 et are they not so fixed, but that they emit a fine,
wyetp Cl^ Vapour ; which at first, while the Comet
• r,1i of^ reat WaY from the Sun, surrounds the Body in
, 'fibje an Atmosphere, and begins to render the Comet
Aj >oq’r A ?.the Cqmet approaches nearer the Sun, this
Eights beSlns to ascend from the Head or Nucleus, to
ug Sre ater and greater, as the Comet gets nearer
t ^Cighf 61 to the Sun, and makes those amazing Streams
j^ CfA6 ulually ttall their Tails. All which is easy
•' lvc h'oni a View of the Figure,
4, These
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th3
4. These Tails also are so fine and tranflucid>^
the Stars are distinctly visible through them.
'fteib
rife from the Head and ascend, they become rari fui
and grow broader towards the upper End . The ^
of the Tail is well known to all now living .fy 3
the late Comet ; in which we observe the Ta >l
small Flexure or Curvature , as they all liavs, jjjch
convex on the anterior Part , and concave behind .
arises from the twofold Motion of the Particles 0ct^
Tail , the one of the Ascent from the Head, £h® sti'
being the progressive Motion in common with th so
clem itself .
But as the former is much the grca£e j (°
its Direction is but little alter' d by the latter, a
the Position of the Tail but a little oblique and !l1
vated.
et3ff
5. As to the Cause of the Ascent of the
Vapour or Tail towards the Parts opposite to the ^
there have been various Surmises and Conjectn/®1’’ ,,J
so I call them, as not being attended with Certains tjiC
Demonstration . Kepler ascribes it to the Acti° n..
Sun ’s Rays rapidly carrying the Matter of the T al ))t t#
with them, And Sir Isaac does not think it difl'0l a ce5
Reason, to suppose the subtil Æther in those h ®®
may yield to the Action and Direction of the Sun- c0V
It is certain from Experiments , that the Solar RaL
lected by a Burning -Glass to a Focus , impel Tig
pendulous Bodies very notably, even so as tom ^ s,if
Vibrate backwards and forwards : And though 1 ^SJyp'
pulston of the Rays of Light with us, in our gr° u\e’>
diums, and on our sluggish Matter , be iiiconh® of>
yet in those free Spaces, and on the subtil Ey*a y V '
line Particles of the Cometary Atmosphere, i£
very great. I know there are other and 1ate^ 0lri et 5
theses to account for the Motion and Form of a
Tail ; but on Examination they appear to ^cheJ-e(°(6
cient, improbable, and unphilofophical, and t
shall not trouble the Reader with them .
,
6. The Bodies of Comets are very small, an psl
the Orbit of the Moon , as is evident from
they have no perceptible horizontal ot dhtrnal 1pir
^
and when view’d with a Telescope at their near6jI1gt^
tances appear less than to the naked Eye, by ^^ plen^

ter T3-{ate

6'2
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^spher °s t^lc' r Tails taken off, and that of the AtK lift Oa^ate^ by being magnified. The , Nucleus of

0 eas
^ o^ ot measured but a few Seconds, as I found

“kinu
. 7,Uring the Atmosphere by a Micrometer , aud
7. 0 I prJ“portional Part oe Ptoverfe 0t'ncr band , by their annual Parallax they
1 'I als0 t0ibend
^
within the Regions of the Planets ;
CallyaPpear sometimes dlreSl and slower than they
JVf
0?-Ve' sometimes retrograde and swifter than the
**
and lastly, they are sometimes stationaryv
r^re
b'bænomena arise from the fame Causes as
Cx P^a’ncd of the Planets .
( See Annotation
c-

S

^f|be~^

to deJsre. theLi"Comets
esaboutby Observation
Sun
, they aremustfound drawn
Q:

Ce
t>Ve

the

be

h ^ °tio ° rCe L° m a rectilinear Course by the first Law
And since this Force in all the Planets
55
%
5un
^ , as being the largest Body in the Syfia ares° te also this Force in the Comets respects the
«?Pit .,^ ore immediate Manner as being so much less
h'8P 0r at\ most of the Planets are. And lastly, as
5tU°f ce
pi anets iIS
s ilnveiuay
nversely m
in the
llh
tk in tjjg
le rianets
int duplicate
- Distance from
from the
the Sun,
Sun , the
the seme
seme Law
Law is
is
K °Pbt j.„ Distance
^d-V
Iv obTer
e‘PeA
observed
the Comets, which are in other
es
„. ,^ edli'
-ved by the
ies similar
similar to
to the Planets . The Comets
Sef ^ Sodie,
n°irJ'q .m°ve in Conic Sections about the Sun, having
V9. fp 1!st the Sun’s Centre . ( See Annot. CXL .)
L*s Piust'e6’ if Comets return in an Orbit , those Or0, > the and
their Periodical Times will
th‘Pi'cateT' riodic“1Times of the Planets in the fef(W '■at io of the principal Axes : And therefore
\l
beinS for the most Part beyond the P!ianeCV >ieh nS’ and on that Account describing Orbits
(j°Wly
. ^“ larger Axes than the Planets , revolve more
5S1 f bus if the Axis of a Comet ’s Orbit be 4
lr,ie0f
as that of Saturn’s Orbit , then would the
v l Li
6 period of the Comet be to that of the Pla~

V4V

4 to 1, or as 8 to 1,

*o.
IjT Orbsi

^

viz.

8 X 30 = 240

L iJ found by Observations that the ComeCXCrcm ely eccentric , and that the Por* Lomet describe*during the whole Time of
its

Ce

2o6

Plate
LX 1I.
Fig . I.
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its Appearance is but a very small Part of the
A
the Centre of such' an Ellipsis
removed tt° trjjfl
iplis being removed
Jii®
a Distance must occasion the Curvature at eac
to be vastly near that of a Parabola having stie 0{ *
focal Distance ; and consequently the M ot'|0!'qth slllt
Comet may be calculated in a Parabolic Orbit
any sensible Error .
, peri^ l>
11; Therefore the Velocity of a Comet in E
(viz. in the Vertex of the Parabola P ) is to
Velocity of a Planet describing a Circle about t ^ ,,il
at the same focal Distance 8 P, as \ / z to c ,
supposing the Earth to be that Planet , Jet us r ft
Radius of its Orbit SP = 100000, and the 11.
tK
the whole Periodical Time of the Earth 365' ^
whole Periphery 62^318, so is 1 Day to 17.2?^escf*^
described in one Day ; and in one Hour it wist ^
71,67 Parts . But as 1 : %/ %1720,2
::
1
the Parts described by the Comet in one Day > ‘jjl “
the Parts described by the Comet in one Hour
101,364 .
. ,
he P<
12. Whence if the Lutui Refhirn L R of 1 g ^ tl1
bola be equal to 4 times the Radius S P ot tbe
Orbit , and we put S P 2 100000000
=
; the Are^
the Comet will describe each Day , by a EV 3
to the Sun, will be 1216373s of those Parts,^ " jgjTsst
Hour an Area of 50602 -J. of those Parts . ^ st£j,eV .
strate this we must consider, that the Square ®
+
ameter of any Circle is to its Area as 1 : ®’7p
3,14159 ; therefore the Square of Radius ° r stj
Whence the
Area of the Circle is to the
k
PM as 3,14159 to 1. And the Rectangle
s,
T
X
But the Parabolic Area P L S —
tienc ®this Area P L S is to ti

Area of rliL

c>

sC1

c°r

to 3,14159 . And if the Velocity of the
3 . ~
and Planet at P were the fame, the Time in v^ i^
Comet would describe the Arch of the
woinii bo to the Time in which the Planet dejer>
pu
Orbit in the same Ratio of-4 to 3,14 ^59-

th?
pP
i*
.
$

Vc.■1<P>
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V,

ioy

'° Clt;«s are

as V 'Tto x therefore the said Times
3,14x59
,
1
to AX—Z that
is, as / —
T _ y
3
8
'a
rv >~
18 ^ g.
3,l41 59-J Wherefore fay,
— J , As 3,14159
J.
«J
jsh
^St)
0 ,
.9
9 ,
h? o ' b H . 9' -:. 10
aU. . 14
109D
•
14
"'ill1De■ '

H . 46 ', . the Time in which
UIhEt Will
,h „ Arch P L . If
M^
then P 8 '- =
wj 11 describe the
Arch
P L . u im .u >
^ iz^u—
I,"? l0' ^'-'
0 oooooo
We- have
- ,, tve
-nave
OQooo
- the
' Parabolic
^ —- r * .Area
j w P L Si

- ■>
I'^the^ 333 Parts described
in 109 D . 14 H . 46 ' ;
°re the proportional Parts
for a Day and Hour
-jCf”
['Ant p^ 2t those diurnal
and horary Areas are in difyMa
may be thus shewn . Let p r
q be a Pas des -?s t0 ^ le former P
Qj then will the Time
the Arch P RR be
to the Time t of dej ^ fcrik- 6iniLr
^
Arch p r, as the periodical
Time P
C'Cr‘hiftlsl^ a Circle on P S
to the periodical Tiroes of
"P S^ 3**“ rc ^e on P i ' by
the last Article . But P :
\ AS P si n R : • yl :: T : t ; also the similar Area?
®ities
^p' oanc^A r S " a, are as the
Squares of their
in

theYaiadP S 1 that is> A :

a " R 1: rh _ Now
} Ti
tor
Ti)Ule
111p *Iatne
—1- figure
-. Figure
XTi,
equai Spaces
equal
apau
^a are described
f s>aJne
of Dr
,ntaiile ,^es,
whatever
in
iNunmei
w
... _ in whatever
—j u,
* Number
„ 4 rPn?Aofand
Days
or
Hours
a will
consisare
'tiany £iri T and t , the Areas A
SUal Parts respectively j and a will consist of
and v/hich therefore
^ CaP the T p art 0y ^ and
—Part of a y or x and
;f o, ,
s A
aR
'r

r*

v r,

ft

t

Ry/R

t' v/r

i>A let „
^he j- 1? Quedfantal Area P S
R of the Parabola
^ j0
lv *ded into 100
equal Parts , that is , let AVir , , ^ En tTo j “ 1 of those
Parts , and so — : R -.
in >l£t >U
the Number of those Parts
100 A
described
3^the ‘n: will
this diurnal Area be N
- X A
100

5

A

T
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2C<
t

; N X R 1 v:

T

" r, by(

v '

Art. 13 . ) therefore N •
01 jfji

1

15. In like Manner it is shewn , that if the *~Ao‘ llj
tal Area p r S of the Parabola p r q be divide® ^er 0*
IOO equal Parts , and p S — r, and nt = ^ usP . fo
X
those Parts in the diurnal Area ; then n• : —'

ft : nA:: -

T

Ri

T

T

cp ^S”

: A . * = N X -A , if R = S
ri

f'

or the Radius of the Earth ’s Orbit .
, efi&
s’
16 . On thesePrinciples the Comet ary Calculus e« •

,

.

for in any Parabolic

Orbit the . Quantity

_ l>f ^

n' —

is the diurnal Area , and may therefore be est ee
mean1 Motion or Anomaly of the Comet for a Day ’
0
mid tiplied by the Time fexprefs ’d in Days ) be‘ jjfll"
the
after the Comet is in Perihelia at P , will give the ^
mean Motion or Area P R Q_S for any
Comet Qjn its Orbit . In order to this we r®3
the Time ascertained from Observation when

Plate

LXII.
Fig. 2.

was in Perihelia at P , and also the Perihelia 11
, ]iptic, ■
SP from the Sun ; as also the Place in the F c | jj)C^
she fame Time , the Position of its Nodes , 311^. .
nation of its Orbit : All which Particulars for_ $ !
mets the Industry of the great Astronomer of s J‘ ;/P
has supplied , viz. Dr . Hallcy, in his Corned
which I have transcribed , and added thereto 11
T hings for the last Comet , as they were det . ps 0
by the Reverend Mr . Beits, from the Obscr va 0i\
Mr . Professor Bliss of Oxford , at the Observatory
1
Right Hon . the Earl of Macdesfield , at Sb cr ,
Oxferdjhire.
n A fL
17 . From the Place of the Comet Q _draW *4 {0 tl
pendicular to the Axis ; and let a b be a 'l a,1» el !ji
Curve in the Point Q _, and B Q _drawn pcrPcJ^c hk
thereto ; then by the Nature of the Parabola
pi
A B r S R , the Semi- Latus Redium. And
puso ff
given Area P Q _S - - a, and A Q _= x, we
hr =3 a. or
-f -12
et■
, which
Cubic

A

Sis

RONOM

t

209

&Iv
_
A.■W
7*g'^ves the Ordinate
A Q , and thence we- have
S - tP A -(- P S == S Q_= Distance of the Comet
*he^ ,e Sim, which therefore is given. Therefore in
ax! sl S^e S A Q_, right -angled at A, we have SQ,
%g]e>' to find the Angle QS A ; and then P S Q_the
.j' om the
Perihelion is known . When this is
L’a ’ a the other Particulars are the fame as in the
I ^° ^r P alcu^ s. *" Efe are the Principles or Elements of Calcu^Ple * ^ ich we shall now proceed to illustrate by ExaHd obs^ athe *- Praxis may not remain so difficult
cfioi Ce Curs as it has hitherto been ; and we snail make
^he last Comet for this Purpose, whose mean
‘Pitied
^ 0r‘^ urnal Area is in the first Place to be deterS of 11 0r fier‘ to this, we have the constant mean MolQfl'I )'sl.^’0rnet nroving in a Parabola , whose PeriheOn. 1tance P8 —p.—I —Lemidiameter of the Earth ’s
> ‘^> &;V <100

109 D . 14 H. 46""
^ntUs

9'960138 therefore
^

: 0.91228 , whose

always at hand for

^ L0fi^ e Perihelion Distance P 3 —r —0,22206 , and
^t 0fJtar‘thrn 9,346472 , as in the Table , for the CoI?4v* But we have its mean Anomaly s = NX
n

Article

15 .) ; therefore to find n by Logarithms

'hepr
*Pk °Ce fi ‘s as follows :
' >
. It 7,
’’HicjjSar ithm of Perihelion -Distance
Multiply by
*tiep
, r°du<£f ;s the Logarithm ot
Vl(ie7^ 2, the Quotient is Log . of

r —9. 346tr1’

3_

: 8.039416
19.019708

Osteal Complement is the Log . of ~ - : ©,980292
^ioh add the Logarithm of
V of ?•

III,

mean Anomaly

P

^ —: 9.960128
8,7 : 8 ^ 0,940420

21. Having

Astronomy.

SOI

if *?

2i . Having thus obtain’d the diurnal Are#* ' ^ p
- by any Number
i ’luuiuci
U1 J_
yyy5
multiply this
of
Days
and D ^.<
1
Parts of a Day , it will give the Area P R QS , ot ^
Tims let it be M u
Anomaly, for the given Time.
for "January 23 D . 6 H . 11
M*

D. s-

Then from the Time of Perihelion,
Subduct the given Time,

19
Jan. 23
jFeb.

8

6 ll

The Difference will be
27
Wherefore to Log . of diurnal Area 8.718 = 0-^ ^
Add the Log . of the given Time 27,0833 = 1-48 ^
The mean Anomaly required,

= 236,1 = 20' J ^

22 . Having therefore the Area P R QS = 23^?I’
111'
can find A Q_= x, from the Equation x>j " 3 x ' vveP,u*
for if when the Quadrantal Area P S R is 100,
S R = x — I , then ’tis plain, x* %x ~ I + 3
12 a in that -Cafe. Therefore when the mean
'i .
is but -ris Part of this, we have ^ 3 x —r6 cl
0,04 ; which will be a constant Multiplier for rcu^ 5
any given Anomaly to fit it for the Equation©,04 X 236,1 = 9,444 =
3 * in the prest*1jvC*
which resolved according to the usual Methods
x 1,65
nearly.
23 . Then by.the Nature of the Parabola
AP-

1.’65 * 1’6-5^

1,3612 .

Also AP + P S '" S

fas

1,8612 , the Distance of the Comet from th®‘3.L‘>{J
the given Time . But to express this Distance I-gaftl*
fame Parts as the Sun’s mean Distance from the
contains 1,00000 , we must consider that the P erl W jfi
Distance P S — 0,22206 ; whence S R = ‘'’’tad} 01
Wherefore fay, As 1 : 0,44412 :: 1,8612 :
the Expression required
24. In the Right -anb.
- angled Triangle Q_A
the
Sides, we find the An
le Sides, we find the Angle QS 'A — 62 ° z6 ? ' , e 0 C
'
the obtuse Angle P S Q _— 1170 33I ',
fh^ ^
iiocentric Distance of the -Comet from the I ei j ^
tkt

;■

-Astronomy
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hclej

C 5'

.

21

the Perihelion iis in —,17 12 55 , if we
117” 33" 30" , we have the Heliocentric Longi

Al

AT Z9' ?5'

Plate

Descending
is in tt,
tr, 15
15° 45' ao"
K41* wC-**10u the
Ule JJi
Jc ending NodeMode. is

now found, the LXIL
nr 05' 55 is the Distance of the Comet Flg:2
fs>
^ ‘^ Node. Let the Line of the Nodes be B S st ;
fN ’tK xCT the perihelion P i s 1510 27 35 " distant
aurant
frt'- t, e^ °de st , it will be but 28° 38' .25" distant
Hvl^e Node V. If then from the Angle Q_S A
we .deduct
PS_ e? 28° j38'
. -25"
^ - A S st , we
av*
°
58'
5"
,26 . p ^ st - 3o(. ^ „
v>He
Q let fall the Perpendicular Q_N on the
then in the Right -angled Triangle
ih\ ^ v’n§ the Angle at S and the Side S Q_, we
* KadQ.Q.N as follows.
the 5“4 90
,
° = 10.00000a
^ is the
the AnSIe Q? N “
33 ’ 58' — 9-747374
y
5lde SQ
= 0,82650 = 9.917227
.
— — ,
en gth bf the Side QNz =o;462oO == 9.664601
Viiffst 11c h subtract

the

Comet

’s Place

V7 - A:

j6
: the
Right -angled Triangle Q_N D
*
Side now found Q-N , and the Angle of the
vy tion r>f -e .
_
r-i- u;.. nun
x- °
1the
the ComePs
Orbit , Q .N D —
— 47
° y', ^to
I lUd' e or perpendicular Q _D . Thus fay,
-90° = -10.000000
° *s thR'pne °fInclination QND —47 J 9' 9— .805138
v
S‘de
QN = 0,46200 = 9.664601

Qtheb .

-

-

38. tv rpend!cular Q .D = 0,33860 - 9.529739
A CoilVe Can now find the Heliocentric Latitude of
r the
ot the Angle Q_S D ; for
hhe_. (le Q
sW
_S = 0,82650 = 9.917227
H ;adi Us
QT >= 0,33860 = 9.529739
10 .000000
90 J
7 00.
, Ol
'net
j \ p- 0f Helioc. Lat . Q_SD = 24° 12' = 9.6x2512
1111the
Comet’s Curtate Distance from the
7 ' 15, we have this Analogy from the Rightsl ^gk Q_S D.
P %
M,
j.
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qo° ~ t ° -Cf 0op
As Radius
To the Sine of the Angle S Q_D ~ 65° 48 — 9'9 - 3z7
S Qj = 0,82650 3: 9,9^ ^ ‘
So is the Side
To the Curtate Distance 8 D — 0,75380 — 9' ^ qyi'
30. To find the Side N D in the Right -angle
0#
angle QND , fay,
.o° °i
9o° "~ ro
As Radius
To Co- sine of Inclination DQN = 42 ° 5T = 9'^ .^
Q _N n 0,4620 o —
So is the Side
To the Side

DNr

0,31420 = 9'^

gjjji'
31. Then in the Right -angled Triangles
can find the Heliocentric Place of the Comet in t"e
anl^ l
tic, or Angle D S N , thus :
As the Curtate Distance 8 D — 0,75380 —
Side
the Side
To the
ND = 0,31420 = ^' ^0°°°
To
90 ->
So is Radius
To the Sine of the Angle DSN = 24° 38' =
*6 c°
Therefore to the Place of the Node SI, 8
24 0 ^
Add the Angle now found
4>
93
f
£sl
l°
n
,
TheSumistheHelioc .PlaceintheEclrptic
32 . The next thing to be done is to find the ^Qfb lC
W
the Sun, and consequently of the Earth in
for the given Time ; which is calculated from the
in the usual Method as follows:

1741.
3fan. 23.
Hours 6
Min . 11
„

Mot . of the Sun. Mot . of Perihelion.
S ' « ' ,f
S. v
3 8 13 3°
5
8
.
1
9 21
? 3°
11 29 17 00
3
00 22 40 12
14 47
27

MeanMot .io 13 14 24 1 7 39
Equat .add.
True Place 10 14 22

3

- 3 8 16 3
10 13 14 24
458

21

tilt
z3xrxn
^*u•a.
st
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Sun’s Place
luutiu being found,,’ in
Earth ’. xii _o a •„ , i ■ .i

.cij
S
'Hi

fcw 14 ^ 22

03 ,

- “ Place will be in the, opposite Part of the
Vi'z' in ct. 14° 22' 03" at T . If therefore from

\ A e Dbtract

the Comet ’s Heliocentric

Place

at H,

43 = D S T,
the j have the Arch HT ~ 63°
49 43"
f 49'
Arwn&es ° Commutation. And as the Earth’s mean
,a rt, ,~v is 7 S. 4 ^ 58 ' 23 ”, the Logarithm of the
*ls0({ s distance S T will be 9,993947 . But S D is
we
HIV Angle DTS
K. G.li find the
Or J ' " ;J therefore
we . can
UJC. ICIU1C
thus
^ °ngation of the Comet from the Si
0-2-.
° f the Sides ST -f SD = 1,74000 = 0.240549
Is
"
~
9-366236
eir Difference ST — SD =-0,23240:
D“ T
r. , a
158° 00': 10.204211
1ang. of \ theAng.- 2
so T
D —T
ang. of i their Diff.
"’ 03 ’ = 9 . 329S98
tileT a „

2 12

^ ence 58' + 12’ 03 — 70° 03 :TDS, and
— 450 57 ' = S_ T D , or Longitude of
-j —
the^ 130 03'
hce ° niet from the Sun ; which added to the Sun’s
h, j I gives the Geocentric Longitude of the Comet at
to find the Geocentric Latitude,
0r^n ’ Qo° And
this Analogy :
have
e
W
,
Q
T
D
nSle
^
TSV - fiL LO- 9.953650
Commutation
h tttle Si neof
Sine of Elongation STD =45 57 '= 9’85^ 8
So
sa «g. ofHelio . Lat. DSQ = 240i2 '= 9.652650
—-j'
° the Tang . of Geo. Lat. DTQ = i9 '46 - 9-5$5568
Thus you have the whole Process of Calculation,
i p re 'ates to the Phænomena of a Comet moving, in
'stedf ola near the Vertex, and is the fame with that,
An{j “r the Planets' (from ’the 25th Article inclusive ).
9hdt h?ugh it is certain ( from what will be shewn by
y) that this Comet does not deicribe a L*avabola^
Ldtz^^Uipsis, yet the computed Longitude and Lati^re the fame which the Comet was observed to
Aw a^lhat very Tin,e j whence the Accuracy of this.
a har. | sufficiently appears: But as it is thus limited to
iiot ^a'ola, and only one. small Part.of that, and canthe^ .ex tended to determine the 7\xis of the Orbit, or
‘ute of its Revolution, I shall here supply this
great
P 3

2*4

Plate
LXIII.
Fag. I.
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great Deficiency by shewing a direct and gc6iri et1
^ j
Method of Computation of all the Phænoniena ^
Comet moving in any Conic Section, which '# aS
invented by M . Bongtier, in AA-r. Paris. An.
which Method I shall explain, illustrate, and ex ernP
in the following Articles . ’
'
a st
36. Let A KB I be the Trajectory of a Cornet, ^
its longest Axis , I K the shortest ; S, F , the tWP ^
in one of which the Sun is at S ; C the place o
Comet, C S its Distance from the Sun ; D C E a
gent to the Curve ' in the Point C ; C c the Space p.
over by the Comet in a small Particle of Tim e;
refit
FE , Perpendiculars from the Foci to the Taj 1?. \gi
Alt”1
'And draw S G parallel to D E , and join F C
s
ANO be the elliptic Orbit 'of any Planet ; !
theFoci . Lastly, let A L B be a Circle described '■
Q gj.
longer Axis ., AB ; A P T B a Rectangle about th
lipsis A IB ; and A Q_R B as the Square ab
Circle ALB; and put S 'C = s , SD^ b,
the Time in which it. is described ==f. The
'
1K,
Axis of the Cometary Orbit ABzi,
of the * ^g
U1C Circle
tary Orbit AOr
Silicic
UtitUUCU
?, the
U1A th^ ^ t
described
on
Axis A V O :p; the periodical Time of the ^
— t, arid that of the Planet = n.

37; The SpaceC c described, the DistanceSC
the Angle LCD, are all known by Observation^
therefore given Quantities . The mean Dist alice
Comet is A H
x, and of the Planet is A g>^ f
And because the Squares of the Periodical "Ti^ eS%^
the Cubes of the mean Distances, we have \ p
nd t: *; and therefore t
; (Ann . y^ f
q ^ q'
11.)
*
38. It is necessary now to find another Exp I'e”I^I)alJ
the periodical Times , thus : Because C c is.a very ^
Portion of the Orbit , it may be esteemed aRigb 1- of®,
and the Sector C S c as an evanescent Triangle ? «reif
Area f SDxGc f= if is given ; but as the gp
\ b e is to the Timeyj so is the whole Area of * t >.
the whole
whole period
}ipsis AKBI = A toto the
neriodical T J
^hat is, t

X A.
- \b

e

39-
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^o Worder to determine the Area A, we
must
4. ^ Cern
conjugateFCHK- , xthus : Because AB —
, ‘-therefore
— a\ and by similar
j , * es SDC and FEC we have S C : S
D :: FC :
G that
, x
4C is , a : b
„ j
a : -b X— ab ,— F E
and
th,

lerefore

F G = (FE — GE )

^ & :• Tr
'*

0« V~

^ —
—:
C ;C
E
or a :

Hence DE

Again , S C
/~
a

a

X

-—

—^
V ctG

: -x —
a

x s—

or SG = CE + CD

-bzf- - sf ft
iqb
■therefore
>; .- j-— - -Y

— TT

F S _ \/

4 a b 1 x f - - 4 cs- b %a

~4 a b1x 4

V' ■
——_

a s/a ' - h1. But

* x

SG '

FG

bz x z

az
ctl ^T. And therefore S H = f S F

__

A.jj ' Moreover, by the Nature of an Ellipsis,
SK ^
and therefore \/ SFC*— SH ~ HKz
=:
^v* 2.
-f- 4 ab '-x — 4 a1b%
y/ a x■ a»
4 st2
th,
l^f orc I K _ 2 H K ~
s/TsConsequently^
__
^ a
= A P T B, the Semi- Area of the
Jf;
Let
Q = Diameter of the Circle ALB,
the f its Periphery ; then since ' L H X P
~{ QJ ? is
Q,
of the Circle , we shall have Qj : * Q_P ( ::
1
V GQR ) :: AQRB -. ALB :: APTB -.
AIBbp ::
x
f :>
"
xb
,
? That
is, T : 4 qp a — \ /
—« : 4 a q

=

But2ATB= AJKB = A
F 4

2l6
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ilp x
'
%aq s/ ax — aa ,- therefore the above Exptc ^'101
f - h = tiz Vf ax¬ ■a a.
'Then e - — ^ 7
ib e
f
f px. — _
peq ** ax — aa t And , reducing the Eq uatl° ’
f
# = —2£
£ jl— = AB , the principal A*
„ 2j p q—ae n
ioi»
the Section, or Trajectory of the Comet .
ua tr
41 . If we substitute this Value of x in the M.

piss n1
-if P~T- a

above for t, we shall have t — = =—j~ - -~lTZwr -■

■-

-

’

the Periodical Time . Also because the Conjug ate ^ 4
2S _
'
” v a x —- a q -= . c, therefore * =: "
ssb%s
—

7 fr

whc„„

t = I K"= » *

pz q — a ez n 2‘
Sth 3*'
42 . From these Equations k plainly aPP®?r.’ ^ ^
when the Velocity of the Comet is such that / ‘ r the
Si 1/ , the Axis * is infinite, and confequ®n Lak r
Trajectory will be a Parabola but
;
if e a1ri1b®
thany"1p2q, it will be an Hyperbola; in I59*' u Ca^5
Cafes the Comet can never return ; But in a d■<] e'
•yvhcre/' /k y is greater than e a ~n2, the Comet ^ thc
scribe Ellipses; "among which we reckon tha
cand W
- 2, a* —
“ffACircle, where x —
f l p2-q — e a ~' ndescrtb^
■e~ C c ~ ^ -s/ — , the Arch of the Circle
;
n
2a
in one Day . '
.. e tbe
43. Let the Planet we supposed to clefcN pjp
a xt
v
w - ,
.
mea* 1
Ellipfis AN
O be
the' Earth
; 117then
will
its “ssnaO
0’
200° C
tance i q100000
—
equal Parts ; and so ?
?l.
ft.
and p — 628318 . Also the Periodical . 1 1 rcs jt>ea
so
j Year ; and ’ then if C c be the Space

a

A STRONOMY.
we have f — •
■= 0 .0027378 .
'
J 365,2,565
the other Expressions will tbecome for the

a’so
kri
’'' CiholenrSoArnnCor
. .
V n
W Axis , = S2!
™^ miU2L
‘_ _, miSm the
r"/\ r Vo
r « / \ r“•! i»
591826599535 ■ « - Z * *' '
4750560000 X « ■
H ‘cal T
ime t =
.44 . tr
591826599535Jhde rjl en.ce it appears, that it Observations could be
c‘ently exact to determine the Distance of the
rhe Space it moved over in its Orbit in one
‘i:i»ie en the Axes of the Orbit and the Periodical
the Comet may as well He computed as those
N of anet 5but this is a Matter of the greatest Nicety,
x‘ l ^
§
teatest
Difficulty, because the r//rMc
hornet , if it be such, can scarcely be dif^ Observation (however well made) from
f Co lcai Orbit , in all that Part of the Orbit which
Ue
e* describes during its Appearance. Hence
?>or tlty a e1 will generally come out either equal ■
t?give^r^ater than the Number 591826599535 , and
Axis * infinite or negative ; And if it chance
,°t dec °e than
the said Number , then is a or t be
>N^ Qed to the last Degree of Exactness, the Axis x,
ttitjj ri °tiical Time t, will be very different from the
f *5- A DUt more t^ is ‘n mother Place.
^ sll^ Parabola therefore is fully sufficient to account
jy^iotj ? Circumstances and Phænomena of a Comet’s
ftw
the Time of its Appearance ; as Sir Isaac
Of
” 'with respect to the Comets' of 166 ., 1680,
*
3i 1723,' and Mr . Bett's for the last Comet
^tid that the Reader may fee the wonderful
Pq, 1,11 between the Theory (though grounded on
ft Ne"a °!tcal Hypothesis) and the Phænomena of Eonjyl| hg^ .b-atitude of the Comet by Observation, I
t “^ pm^.^ bjoin a Table exhibiting the fame both by
fc^ th 'ou and Observation, and the Differences bptVl lipnCm‘^
erally
for each respective Time of Ob-
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u, ’v>»'°Hvet>s y( ing thus shewn the several Affections of a Plate
Potion, I shall conclude with a Word or two LXIII,
CSn
j ^ ftiticf
1t0 t^le‘r Tails. The
Atmosphere of Comets Fig , 2.
*iti
° f a very fine Vapour , will , when the Comet
* ^Pbdioti, be nearly spherical, and its Density
■eate,’ ^.s the Comet approaches the Sun , the Sun’3
ftOsu,
” ers the Atmosphere , and rarifies it by Degrees,
^ l he same Time the finest Part to raise from the
'V e , hse the Flame from a Candle, towards the Parts
?»d^
the Sun ; and as the Comet comes nearer
self^ ref the Sun , this Fume will rife and extend itis 46.

ps l ^ ^ er and greater Lengths ,

and make what is
\i "‘"' Ttiil of the Comet ; so that when they are
jd'd'I'aij'r*t^ a Telescope , the Nucleus, Atmosphere,
fte<j j ° f a Comet appear much like what is repres <?. " ^ Figure . - ■■ ■ _
i^ ioh length of the Tail is thus found by Obj5rth A Let S be the Sun , C the Comet , T the
t the Comet ’s Tail ; draw T S, T C , S C , Fig . 3.
p't.t §f p° Uc hing the End of the Tail , and meeting the
hNet l P ro duced in E . The Place of the Sun and
lo ; bi
p e‘ng known , the Angle T C E is known (for
is'0' ^STC
^
+f" _CST ) Also the Angle
A" ' of Devi. * ^ lo 1»m a. —_
ilWto,
'"' * is known
from Observation whence TCs
M oreover the Angle
. T C r is known also by
if hw * - Therefore in the Triangle 1 C e, having
[N tu^ ngLs TC « and C T r, and the Side TC,
fhe rhe
' "phleory ) we can find the Side C r, which is
H T*Sth of she Tail ."' And thus 'they have been
[j 48, p\ °e 40 , 60 , and 80 'Millions of Miles.
jj^ Use-,f avv S e cutting the Comet ’s Orbit in d ; then
jjCres0[. Whole Motion of 'a Particle from C to e may

4 into
^
M

two Motions C d and e d,tis’

plain,

that directly averse to the Sun , the Comet
t,A tes„aye poslfess’d the Point d when the Particle at e
'0|n the Nucleus., if the Motion had been every
■tip
-v
Direction of Sr , as the Line Sr kept
'’ " ' °
. 49. p "0ni Sorr to. .S E. ‘
P^ in
this 'is'not.j the Cafe, hut the Particles
oblique Direction C r, therefore parallel to
cutting the Orbit in D , and join D r ;
*ill
1 le compound Motion C r, arising from the
5, ■ " '
progressive
ls
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.

cV>
(J

progressive Motion of the Comet in the DireK >o>^ tj,«
and its Moticn of Ascent in the Dircdtion C e, S . je ac
Point D for the Comet ’s Place when first the Pal
, ^ il^
« began to ascend from the Nucleus. r
50 . Now the Time in which the Comet
any given Part of its Orbit D C may be
the 'I heory , and consequently the Time of tb ® g JT
of the 'Pail of the Comet from the Nucleus to
I have finished a campleot CoUJF
'
tremity e.Phus
of the

Newtonian

Philosophy

of Comets.

7 am patet horrificis quœ fit via flexa Comets t
fain non miramur harhati Pkanomena
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Lecture

xi.

any iff Measure

by

the

Celestial

^ Ofiofis, Of the Year

and Syand fbe QuantityTropical
of each. The
j nie tf the Equinoxes and Solstices
'Joined hy Calculation . Of Days,
Mural and Artificial .

The Equation

^ ^ ime explained. Of Weeks .
ORths, Periodical and Synodical .

Of
Oj

q

°nd New Style . Of Cycles ; the
the Sun , and Dominical Let^ Rs; the Metonic
Cycle, or Cycle of
^ e ^IooN , and Golden Numbers . The
°f Indiction . The Dionysian

^^cUe of

or

Paschal Cycle,

The

Julian

Asp 100, Lonomical
^^
Principles
^ ^r onology, bySirlsA AcNewton,

P ained and exemplified.

tzM
(i

Appendix

i<je*

. T Shall here give the Reader an ^
^
A . of the Year , as the grand an
ginal Measure of Time , and derived
the Astronomical Principles of the F jts
Motion ; arid then afterwards cohsi
Subdivisions and Distributions iflt°
Parts , as Months, Days , Hours . jseS i
Seconds, ‘Thirds, c & . for the Purp 0^1^
common Life , and the Uses of ^
logy , History , and other Sciences.
2. Time is in itself a flowing Qp al1 jjj
measuring the Duration of Thing 8’
its Flux is always equable arid uh1, 0f
rind therefore to estimate the
Time , we should measure it by sori^ ^
that is in its own Nature always 0
and the same Tenor ; For this Purp0
have no Expedient so convenient aS 0l
of Motion ; and because the M ea ul"piTime ought to be permanent , we ea^ jp
no other Motion fit for this Pn sP° e
, ‘Q$
that of the Heavenly Bodies.
n $
w
the
of
none
these,
Among
3;
are so obvious to every Body, and p* ^
common Sense, as that of the
Moon ; which therefore have been a§
upon by the Consent of all Nations
^
End , and indeed this seems to have
principal Part of the Design of their
ation . For we are told they were aPP° pi

*°

^ea^

i/les

Lecture
and

XI.
Seasons , for

Days

22J
and for

' Oen. i. That is, the Sun , by his
lotion , affords the Measure for
Vf ’ an^ by
Annual Motion the MeaW°r ^ Ears 5 astd tbe Moon , by her Re¬
vs-j,.°ns»gives the Measure of another Part
^
we call Months.
fliof 0R' it is a compleat Revolution of
^tninaries that constitutes a Year, a
V;l ’ and a Day in the Abstract , or absoVo

^ (1C°nbt'lcred- Hence it is necessary to
\ ^,er the Point which is to be esteemed
^OjjX°r^ um or Beginning of these Revoss And this , with respect to the Anev°hition of the Sun , is fixed in that
:the ^ ^
Ecliptic , which is the Beginning
| h *e,r; and the Time which the Sun takes
j ^ lnS from , and returning to this Point
S ’ is called a Year.
l/"S° tbe Space of Time which the
es to compleat one Revolution about
is call’d a Natural Day , or the
N
including a Common Day
^
; which Space of Time is subdiN
24 equal Parts , we call PIours ;
1^ e Ctl of these are again subdivided into
^in • ^ artS or Minutes ; each of these
Nt} ^ 0 60 other equal Parts call’d SeUiutes, or Seconds j each of these
into

224

As PENfilX
ifito Thirds , and so on in a Sexagefn^a
division for arty lesser Parts of Time-

inst1'
6. NcWj if tins first Point or Beg
oJtxti'
of Aries were fix’d, each Annual
of the Sun would be constantly the
therefore a just and equal Measure o ^
Year, which is call’d the Periodicd ^
as being the Time of the Earth ’s y ^ ‘
about the Sun ; and which consists0 fi
the fie
D . 6 PI. 9 14". For so long is
in
in departing from any fixed Point inHeavens , and returning to the fame
7. But since, as we have shewn
CXLI .) the several Points of the
have a retrograde Motion , ’tis easy
derstand, that by this Receffion of the ^
nox it will, as it were, meet the
cause that the Sun shall arrive to the
nox , or first Point of Aries, before
volution is compleated . And ^ p'
this Space of time (which is call’^
fical Tear) is not so long as the
’ vVi ^'f
for by Observations made at the
of many
Years
of
the
Time
of
\
.
.
— - sli!iniew
noxes , and dividing the Time elaf^ fit
tween by the Nutnber of R-evolutm1^ yr/
Quotient will shew the Quantity of ^
5
peal Year to be 365 D. 5 H . 48' Si ^
is 20' 17 " less than the Periodical Yq -jss

^ H Ji
(>>

^

H

h | -- h

/a L ECTURK XL
^

8- The
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* " L Beginning of the Year, or Time
lei* ^the
,
le ^ lln enters
the Equinox , is thus
^Mined by Observation . Let A B C be Plate
^ Ar^° n oL the Equinoctial , and DBE
nj Ce of
the Ecliptic ; then with a very *S' 24
Qf instrument take the Meridian Altitude
E . Sun, the Day before and after the
:%ir
^UcJ 110X5 the Difference between these Altl leand
^
that of the Equator will be
tvbj, un s Declination on those two Days*
C* suppose to be AD and EC ; which
*-stus known and the Angle of ObliyA ~
BD = E BC ——^.399 2q ^ we find
re st D B and E B ; and therefore we
k ^ s L B -|- E B is to D B, so is 24 Hours
®Lime between the first Observation
^)n; Moment of the Sun ’s Ingress to the
al Point B.
^

4u 'r the Quantity of the Tropical
is
better defined from a Calculation
the
6 bdoments
of the Solstices.
The In -t

*W *!°^ ^'bdoh curious and most certain
u^
owing to our late celebrated
; and is founded on an easy Ob* an^ therefore practicable by any
ut moderately {killed in the Con*'
etrv. ihg Method is as follows :
m4vo
represent a small Portion of the Fig.
Si
'QY
vhiich the Ecliptic K V M touches
> v kji
Point V . Suppose the Sun
CL
at
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th¬

at several Times near the Solstice be ^ ^
Points K, I, L, V , C, M , N , then ^ lU
Right Lines T L , I D j B C, E M, $ c- ^
^0{e
AO ) be
pendicular to the Tropic
&
Declination
’s
Sun
the
of
iiciencies
i° ^
Times from his greatest Declination
io . And from the Elements of
try , the Subtenses TL , D I, &c‘ 0 a( es
$cAngle of Contact AY K, are as the
of the Conterminal Arches VL » ’ , ph
^
that is, of the Lines V T , YD ,
Arches.
those
P th
are nearly equal to
i£S
when the Sun is in L, Part of
that Day will be the Line L C ; and ' q,
!
in M , the Line I M , drawn parallel
Let V Q ^be Part of the Solstitial , ° q\
then we have VT = LF , and VJP - ce
&c. also V F = TL , VG = DI, ^
# tilC
J >
: : F : V G, &c. so
L F1: I G 1V
Figure K V N has really the Prop ^ ^ tl1'
Parabola , and may be taken for such>
^ jb
out any sensible Error .
Points
three
let
11. Therefore
1
in the Axis V Q^ be determined ^QtyC$
^6
1
uprigb
an
vation thus ; let a b be
ac the Ground or Horizon , and cd *
iet nearly perpendicular to the Svn cfi
at Noon . Then let the Points h, j > ^ b,
the Plane mark the Shadow of the Ps ' 0{e
on three several Days at Noon;

^

to
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XI.

t^s ^ 0re’ an(I one after the Solstice. By
keanS We ^ ave t^ie Proportion of Dif5S „e between

the Points

F H and F G , for

Vv/ •' <? : : F H : F G. By the first Obat
from the Point H the Sun ’s Place
^ ls given ; by the second, from the Point
have the Place at L ; and by the
tL n having G, we have the Point M in
h'lirve.
^ 0W * et the Time between the first
\ ^ .ecorid Observation AT (= K L) ~ a ;
between the second and third Ob^/ l0ll TE (= LVM) J= , FH s= , FG
le CQ
’ ari(i TV - jfz the Time between the
Observation and the Moment of the
to be found . Then AV = a + xt
% ^ == b — x and
;
let the Latus Rec%c
s the
Parabola be p. Then
(per Co‘VsJ
have P - VF Xp, and therefore VF
}'

In

like Manner VH =

,

"■
i vc = g- 2**+■£• therefbre
FH
■VF

s ^-s- 2 ax

and F G

~lT~

■VIs) = - p

2 ax

"

2

—d ; where-

bz—
2

bx
d

Qjz

; and reduceing
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Appendixing the Equation , we have x = T V , the Time required .
Vi
13. But if the Order of the Qh* er ^
tions be such, as that the Observati 01^
the Shadow of the Gnomon in f i S
in the Middle between those of the Sha ^
in h and g ; then will AT = E £ ’ ^
so a
b, and
the Equation will beeoM^
ac- •a d
TV ; which gives this
2 d + 2 c
ib
; c — :d : : a : X, that
logy,
2 F G + 2 F H : G.H
l>.T± :: :: AT
AT ' :: * ' ' H/
14. I 8HTEE illustrate this Calcula^ ^ f
an Example of each Cafe. In the ^
1500 , Bernard Walker, in the
^ 0f
dune, at Nuremberg, observed the Ch0^ , 3
the Sun ’s Distance from the Zenith
large Instrument , as follows ;
.
June 2 , 45467T

(June 8 , A3
9, 44934 }> and
June 13. ^ gg
i.6, 44990J
(Jim. 1 ■- ^
The Difference of these. Chords are
very near to the - small- Distances F
E H ; therefore c 533
—
, and ^ ^
^
c—
is
477 ; and since thb , Time v 4^
Days between Observation , therefore a -p,
Whence we have 1.17.8 ; 477

7 ' 0 fh
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^
2', which added to the Time of the
I' / e Observation, gives June i x D. 20 IT.
°r the Time of the Solstice.
t c.
ti°IW Again, by the other three Observa■d.
We have t 107
—
, d -. 92,
} and a ~ 4 ; wherefore say, As 398 :
^ : : 40 . - 96 H . : 3 H . 37% the Disse^l*Ce between the ad Observation , ‘June 12,
l]xMoment
of the Solstice, which
\y e^0re enust be June 1 x D. 20 H . 23',
'j'j| Icb is but 2i ' different from the former.
(„e Time of the Tropic therefore , in Anna
We may conclude was Juke 11 D,
12'.
E will now give an Example of
0 , i0 riner Method by the Shadow of a
^. Qr ticm 33 Eeet high , which Gajjendus at
mac{e use of for determining the
Jii
0
b°rtion
of the Gnomon to its ,Solstitial
Jtb^.
This he did in the Year 1636, and
tli,^
'^periments were as follow,
^uHe
s 3176 A f p arts,of which
! q t n C2 i !
j-,
2i P '^ W Styk * J 3 175 s J the Gnomon
Zl j
she Shadow )t ~3 *75~ * j was 80/1,28,
'
f31759 1 ‘
v-te
indeed the End of tire Shadow , in~
nhid
^ of being received on the Plane c dx
bendicular to the Rays , was taken on
(st^ 3
the
XT
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• the horizontal Line , where the Points/
of* e
h, are referred to F , G, H, in
three eel1
Observations ; yet is the Ratio het^
F H and F G the fame nearly as the Ra ^
between / h and / g, because the
that Distance from b, in so small an
differ little from parallel Rays .
j5
17. Hence the Cafe of the Pr° ^ e^
still the fame . Therefore , let the Sh»< ’
lib
on June 19 , be a H =
31766
; on the 2G
a F —31751
; and on the 22d , a
i
31759 ; then 2 c 30
=
, 2 d -16 , c ■eft
—7 , and a —2 , 3 1— ; then the The 0
c b'u— dt
0,274 = 00 D, 17 H■2
. ad Fib c
'
'
(
which is the Time by which the ^° g0h
preceded the second Observation . Th ° ^
stice therefore was on June 20 D . 17
^
A7. 5. or June 10D . 17 H . 25' 0 . 518. The Difference between the
of this and the other Solstice is 1 3T ^ jji
47' : of which 1 D . iH . 12' arises
^
the Deficiency of the Length of the ^
pical Year from that of the Juli&n ^ e(
(as will by and by appear ) and the
Part 1 H . 45' from the Progression Q.^ St
Sun ’s Apogæum during that Space of
ML. 136 Years ,
rs$i
! 9-

1

to
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Days are

the

23*

next Part of

i!Re
These may be
(3; . We shall consider
^ ed into Solar and Sidereal Days . The
(e r Bay is that Space of Time which in^ Cries between the Sun ’s departing from
s; ^ ° ne Meridian , and its Return to the
a>iii
again- But a Sidereal Day is the
of Time which happens between the
to*f^ re of a Star from and its Return
And each
fame Meridian again .
Of
* Ih -v_

efe are divided into 24 equal Parts,
of ^ ours.
Because

the Diurnal Motion of the

its Axis is equable, every Revo
Will be performed in the lame Time ;

Mi, 11 about
0ri

all the Sidereal Days, and the
^Wefore
sf ° those Days , will be equal . And
Me^ other hand , the Solar Days are all
and that on two Accounts , viz.
of the Earth’s
and because of the Obliquity of the
to the Equator.
tie(-f ' iMis will appear as follows. Let 8 Plate
LXIV.
Mer? ^Un> AB a Part of the Ecliptic , A
Fig. 4.
MM entre of the Earth , and M D a MeN0v^ , whose Plane passes through the Sun.
Time of one Revolution about
ts the

f° the Elliptic Figure
0^.Ufe

fXlS’ *et the Earth be carried about the
rom A to B, and then the Meridian
will
Q^4

Appendix
th*

will be in the Position m d, parallel to
former M D. But ’tis plain , the ^ ellslJl0r
m d is not yet directed to the Sun> , ^
will not , till by its angular Motion h
attained the Situation ef, describes
Angle e B m B— S A ; whence it
that all the Solar Days are
long er
J
the Time of one Revolution , or Sl
Id ay,
.
p]asle■
22 . If the Earth revolved in the
of the Equator , and in a Circle about ^
Sun , then would the Angle A 8 B, ,s
consequently the Angle e B m be
^
of the same Quantity , and therefore ^
Time of describing the said Angle * ^
would always be equal, and so all th^ ^
Days would be equal among them * e
But neither of these two Cases have
in Nature.
23 . For by the Earth ’s Theory , t° u. ^
on the nicest Observations , the Orbh
\
Dllipjis, and therefore (as we have f
o(
her annual Motion cannot be equa>V ' ^
the Angle A S B described in the saute
of Time will not he equal ; f° r ra ^.;[1
Aphelion , the Velocity of the Eai'tb
be less than in the Perihelion , tPelC .q>
also the Arch A B will be less, and
{Ql&
quently the similar Arch e m, and

jfst

to

to
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ipp * C*^ me describing
it ; whence it
^ e^ - art os Time to be added to
jdereal Day , to ccmpleat the Solar
2’ 1Sahvays variable.
^tie ^ HE olher Part of the Equation of
6 ( a'a d most considerable) is that which
Of^ stom f

iie p] ane of
the Earth ’s Orbit
being inclined to that of the
he^ tor or Plane of the Diurnal Motion; Plate
OfT^tain which , let v v$ be
a Semicircle LXIV.
Fig. 5,
Ecliptic, and y PI * of the Equi^ ' S the Centre of the Sun , and A
\ ^ ^be Earth in the third Quarter of
Astatic; hf the MeriTan pasting
^b the true Sun S, and .its apparent
tic ^‘ I in the first Quarter of the EclipY ar.

Suppose, now , the Motion of the
- 111 every Respect equable , and first
|? bit out from £ , and proceeded in
in a given Time to D, the Sun
V ^ apparently describe in the same Time
Jtyej
of the Equator cy
>I. Again , supout from the same Point
and
d0cjt E same Time with the same equable
bi the Ecliptic , it would arrive to
<y
,^
so that the Arch ~ A = ^ D,
'Mtjj ^ <v C. Then ’tis evident , as the
rev olves about its Axis from West to
East,

Appendix
Ml

„■
Place wi
East , the Meridian of any
Ecliptic , and a ^
arrive at the Sun I ininthe
the Equinoctial >
■wards at the Sun C
Sun in die^ c],
by the
of Noonthan
Time
is, thewill
that Noon f , .
sooner
be
liptic
the Equin ° ^p
would happen by the Sun in of ,the AsC^
Quantity
and that by the
-pit"
turned into Time .
^
B C is &e
26 . Now the Arch £ D =
I os nt
Longitude
ference of the Sun ’s
Ag
y B.
and his Right Ascension
j
Angle
parallel to D C, and Dthe
the
S h, and
equal to the Angle
the ^
similar to the Arch D h ; therefore
revolves
in which the Meridian hf
is to be $
Situation ef is that which
it ^
to the Ecliptic Noon to equate
tji£
in
Time of the Equinoctial Noon
^
Ecliptic *
and third Quarters of the
^
Quarter , the said
second and fourth
1
eat
would
as
tion is to be subtracted ,
'
Const1*1
pear by making the fame
^ of
there ,
Pal
in different 6 ^ j s
27 . Now because
D h or B
Arch
the Quadrant this
of
different Length , the Equation
therefn ^ ^0
be a variable Quantity ; and
by * . j
the Motion and Time measuredequab
In the Equinoctial is always

to
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notLmg to make it otherwise) it sol-

Ve(j *^at the Times (i . e. the Days ) meav the Sun in the Ecliptic must be altiofa^
cqual
; or, in other Words, the
~'ays are sometimes shorter , sometimes
u8er.
th, than the equal Time measured out
<(j6fiuinoctial.
^
^T has been shewn already , that the
potion of the Earth precedes the
N js 111 the first Semicircle of Anomaly,
\j .^Prece ded by the Mean in the second,
. °re while the Earth is going from
^ Phelion to the Perihelion , or while
apparently moves from the ApoMl} ^ to the Perigæum , the Apparent Time
,C before the Mean , and in the other
^
of Anomaly it will be after it.
\ ^ erence of these Motions converted
IW lhte is the Equation of Time in this
and is to be subtracted from the Ap'Vrj

° tse / lrtle to gain the Mean , or added
rsl^ ^ an to gain the Apparent , in the
lr> tsp^ ^ hcle of Anomaly ,
and vice versa
2 atter.
S 9; fN°W both these Parts of the Equar.tme
^
' are calculated by Astronofror
w °r every Degree of Anomaly , and
ev
'l'e pC.r.y Degree of the Sun ’s Longitude in
"Die , and disposed in two several
Tables,
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Tables , with Directions for adding an ^$
trachng, as the Cafe requires ; f° ^ j$
all Times the true or equal Time ^^
had . And from thence it appears
apparent Time , or that shewn by the
viz. by a Sun- dial\ is but four Days jn 0(
whole Year the fame with the me^ ^
equal Time strewn by a good C‘°c ^
Watch , viz. about April the 15th , j tiTie
17th , Augujl the 31st, and Decentber ^
24th . Also about the 23d of OcloW ^
Equation is greatest of all in the Yea?’ ^
ing then about 16' 11", Clocks being dl&\
yp
inuch flower than Swi-rdials.
30. As the Solar Days are uneq tia ■’c jt
/
Hours must be so of Course ; and
g
appears , that there is no natural
{o
which can by its Motion measure
d
‘
truly or equally ; and the only 'v
do this is by the artificial Contri var*C^
Clocks , Watches , Clepsydrae, Hour -^’ a
1$
&c,
31. In different Parts of the Won
natural Day has a different Beginning'
** oi
" " aL'
- ■ Das
‘began their
•
ancimt Egyptians
^ lght , as do also the modern Nati° fiS
ce> SPain* Great -Britawy and ^
v
Parts of Europe . The jews , with the 0
- L
' ■« .iJo0mans, be gm their Day at S\n\-kiting

to
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%/ 'ynians began theirs at Suu -rising . And
Monomers begin the Day at Noon,
^ re ^on on to twenty -four Hours , and
V . lce twelve , as we do by our Clocks.
^ Life.
Ve"’ ^ Week is another common Mea^ mc oonflsting of seven Days , and
^ 1Ct^le Ancients supposed the seven PlaInfluence upon the Earth and
1an
t hings , they allotted the first
eacL Day to the Planet they sup^Vha}^ en to P re^^e ; from whence thp
Lays of the Week received their
^
^ lj ' Thus Sunday was Dies Soiis, i . e.
the Sim ,- Monday was Dies
^
\ I 1, e . the Day of the Moon; Luefday
fy les Mantis, i . e. the Day of, Luifco
> Wednesday was Dies Mercurii, i . e.
\
\ jy of Wooden or Mercury ; Lhursday
hp-i{€^ es Jwis, i . e. the Day of Dhor or
> Friday was Dies Veneris, i . e. the
Saturday was
^ &riga or Venus;and
atllrni, i . e. the Day of Saturn .
"""'■^ Month is another Part of Time,
^ Lorn the Moon , Because it is the

\

about the Earth,
^
^ is.°^ ^Crsolution
V ^ j.'ferefore also call’d a Lunation. If
f e<^ the Revolution of the Moon
'V 'j
to

fixed Point in the Heavens (as a
the fame again , it is call’d a Fe ~.
riodical
5

Append
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- 7.
nodical Month , and consists of 27 D '
j
43 - But if we regard the Time that
D,,.J
between one Conjunction or New - Mo°
the next following , it is call’d a Sy^ ^
Month , and is equal to 29 D. 12 H34’ These now mentioned are the
nomical Tears , Months , and Days :
used in common Life are somewhat j
the Civil Month is a Sp aC ^j c
tent. Thus
31 Days , and 12
or
30,
,
28 , 29
Months make 354 Days , which is ^
Civil Lunar Year ; and a Civil Sola1" ^
is the Space of 365 Days . Theref 0^ -,
equate the Civil Lunar to the Sol^r jjd
11 Days are to be added , which were
by the Greeks Epamogenœ, and by uS
.
Epacls .
35 . The Civil Soli- Lunar Year 0 J^
Days , being sliort of the true by 5
57", occasion’d the Beginning of the ^
to run forwards through the Seaf° oS
Day nearly in four Years, and 10
Years through all the Months of the ^
^
On this Account Julius Cæsar ordain
^
every fourth Year one Day should he
0^
to February , by causing the 24th
reckon ’d twice ; and because this 24
February was the Sixth (Sextilis) be 0
Kalends of March, there were in th 11
§1
two of those Sex tiles, which gave the

of
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% '^ extiIe to this Year . The Year, thus
was from thence call’d the Julian
Eut the fix Hours , added by Julius
^ G is too much , that is, exceeds 5 H.
by 11 ' 3and
therefore the Sun
\ J^ ear begins his Course 113 " before
\^ U^an Year is ended, which in 131
,SCounts
to a whole Day . Hence
^,

e Council of Nice, A . D . 325 , (at
* Time of Eajier was fixed) the
>alibe
of ^ Equinox
"
being upon the 21st Day
Ma
to arc h, it was found in the Year 1582
fiJVn on the 11 th of March , 1o Days
■3' r than before.
W ' ^ 0PE Gregory XIII . thought the Kato° erroneous , and resolved to refor lt> by restoring the Equinox to its
of Jsr Elace in the Year, viz. to the 21st
°iit arc h' To
do this , he took 10 Days
°f r?~ ^be Kalendar , by ordering the 5th
to ° * o6e
'er 1 ^ 82 to be call’d the 15th ; and
V f Vent the Regress of the Equinox for
to ^tUre, ordered every ioodth Year
thebst
^
0f only 365 Days , whereas in
\irf tan it: bas 366 , as being Bissextile.
^formation is therefore called the.
y^an Account , or New -Stile, and is
K%y% Papijls in Italy , Spam, France , Gerarid by some Protejlants abroad ; but
m
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Enghnd we have lately made a farth ef j,
rection , by throwing out 11 Days ;
^
brings us much nearer the Truth thai* ^
in

Gregorian Account. This therefore oug ■htt°
jJJ6
called the Bui tish or Augusti
ne A ce°l
in Honour of our own Nation and EnV
38 . Singe the . Council of NitOy ^ ^
present Year 1758 , there have clapi eC ^
wards -of 143 .3 Years , by which
Equinox does in the Old - StHe, at this - ' ^
fall on the to .th of March nearly , aI5 ^
Julian Account
is 11 Bays later
own . But even the Emendation , ° r .
Stile , (which we now use.) is not
for whereas by that four Days in 4 ° ° ^
are rejected , a considerable Error is c° l as
ted 1for the odd 11 ' 3' ,by which th®
iian Year
exceeds ., the Truth,
amount to more than three Day 5
Years .
If therefore at the End
^ ^
39 .1 Years we expunge three Days , the to(j ^0
nox will very nearly always - keep
tl
fame Day of the Month.
39 . In Computations
of Time,
it necessary to fix upon some reIfl^ r if
Transaction , or memorable Event ,
gJLxordium or Beginning - of the Reck 0
^
these are called Epocha ’s or Ær -a ’s*
some compute from the Creation of
The ancient Greeks from the

■dirf

/0,1

XI.
to Lecture
,
t&e Q/
776 Years before
tymptaas, beginning
Romans from the Building of
:
P vIst The
about 750 Years before Christ.
Egyptians use the Æra
of E Chaldeans and
y ' aGonaffar, beginning A . ante C. 752.
^ Ur ^Jh Epocha is the Hegrra or Flight
i8 f bo met , A. C . 622 . The Persian Æra
C !!ed Tesdegiri, A . C. 632 . And that of
Y ^hrfl ans t jie Firth of Christ hnce which
reckon 1771 Years.
Besides

the

Measure

of Time by

Years , we find it became needthe Use of Cycles (i . e.
to introduce
0^ , ^ ) of Years \ as the Metonic Cycle., the
°f the Sun, the Cycle of Indi. 51 ion, and
ren y ^lian Period compounded of all the
lov Of each of these I shall give the follilS short Account.
br

151011

lU 1, The Cycle

of the Sun arises hence:

Number 365 be divided by 7, it
Remainder of i , which shews
the a
Of, aft Day of the Year is the same Day
ty. Week with the first. Now it was
customary to place against the seven
OfA 111 the Week , the seven first Letters
Alphabet , A, B, C, D , E , h , G , and
re’ as th07- were continued through
'b it is evident the fame Letter must
stand
R
° L- III.

y°

y

ea
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of ^
stand against the first and last Day
Year, viz. the Letter A.
WIll
1
42 . Hence,- if the first of yanuafj
be a Sunday, the Letter A will point out
the Sundays in that Year ; and fince Ml
I st of

'^
January

in

the

next

Year

is

^

the first Sunday will be on the 7th , ag aI^
which stands the Letter G, which
fore will be the Sunday Letter for all t
Year. Again , the first Day of the
lowing Year being 'Tuesday, the first.
will be on tl 6th , ag;T lUi"
ich tljA Cj° re which
the Letter F, wrist
indicates danthe
through that Year, and so on!
whence his easy to observe, that theW
ev 1
ters which point out the Sundays in
Year will be in a retrograde Order ,
^
A , G, F, E, &c.-And
because these f
ters strew the Dies Domini, or Lores
U
they have been called Dominical
TERS.
oJ»
nab1'
43 . Now, if all the Years were co
th*
be
ones, the fame Letter would not - ^
Dominical, or the Sundays would not be
on the fame Days of the Week , till
a Cycle or Revolution of seven Year»>• ,
Sundays

. *raOl u

nee every 4th Year has a Day exo ^ o(l
nary , this Day will interrupt the Succe
of the Dominical Letters , and cause ^
11

^ Lecture

Xt*

thef

t|j
b^
t

Days will not be shewn again by
aiTle Letters after a Cycle of seven Years,
Years, which is called
=
4 ><7 28
Sun.
the
of
C>-/e
B EgaU se in every Bis ex tile Year the
arsie

^ or 25th of February is reckoned twice,
it „^oth those Days have the fame Letter,
the01 °w«j that that Letter which shewed
^ays before the 24th of February
Ml[ ^Un<
ot*» shew it afterwards , and therefore
peVe
%% ry such Year there will be two DoExample , the Year
Letters. For
Was Bissextile, January 1 Sunday, the
^il(^ niCa^ Letter A ; but the 24th of Fe ~.
ry being Friday had the Letter F, and
tlj ^at urday the 25th ; therefore Sunday.
2bth tou st have G, which for that
X 011 W as the Sunday Letter the remaining
the Year.
'Bo find what Year of the Cycle the
etit
to
is, add 9
or any Year of Christ
the
given Year, (because the first Yeas
^v;/ IllIST was the oth of the CycleJ and
Of >y 28, the Remainder is the Year
Example : The
Mr Cycle required ;
by t 7469 + = 1755, then 1755 divided
•
y a— / a 7
^8 1
^j r . ie aves 19, the Year of the Cycle reE,
fy. . whose Dominical Letter is
r^ ng to the following Table :
CycU
R L
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. 2. 3. 4 . 5. 6 . 7 . 8. 9. 10. 1*■
XW .i > / .^ E. D . C. B G. F. E. D B . A'
E.
A.
C.
Cycle 13
. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19- 20-^
Bom.Let B D . C. B. A E . E - V' f'
E.
G.
tyr/e
22 . 23 . 24 . 25 . 26 . 27 . 28.
Bom . Let . A. G . F. ^ C. B. A.
Cycle

46 . The

Metonic

Cycle,

so (

ll^
c£t^e(j

from the Inventor MesonJ otherwise ca ^
the Cycle of the Moon, is a Period of
teen Years, after which the New and
{ifl6
Moons were supposed to return on the
Days of the Month , and Hours , as he^ ^
because if the Solar and Lunar Year he»^
together at any Time , these Years hel^
to each other as 365 to 354 , could P0*incide again at their Beginning till at j,
certain Time , viz. 235 Lunations , ^
make 6939 D . 16 H . 31' 45", and i°
teen Solar Years are 6939 D . i8fd - >
Difference being only 1 H . 28 ' 15'' lhe^ s ^
two Years will then begin again very n^//
at the fame Time , and the New and
^
Moons come round again upon the
of the Month.
2

47

'.

to

^
^
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Yet this Deficiency of an Hour and
cause the New and Full Moons to

^ Ppen s0 much sooner each Cycle in the
■
j^ Vens than by this Reckoning , and this
Years amounts to a whole Day;
4 therefore , at this Time , they happen
five Days sooner than they should
tjj* by the Rule settled by the Nicene Counler b°r finding the same by th ^Golden Numthe Nature and Use of which are to
'Dderstood as follows.
Taking

any Year for the First of

^ Cycle, the Ancients observed all the
[^ Son which the New Moons happened
^ 0ll gh the Year, and against each such
^ey pl aced the Number i ; in the 2d
eC*r of the Cycle they did the like, and to
^ P Day of the New- Moon annexed the
^ uQiber2. In like Manner to every New
f^ ^ Day in the zd Year of the Cycle they
^ Dined the Number z ; and so on, thro*
Years of the Cycle. This being done
h ? UeQy cle ->the same Numbers were fitted
t ^ ^ ondar to shew the New Moons in
^ 1Year of any future Cycle; and, upon
^ Cc °Unt of this their excellent Use, they
were therefore called
in Gold, and
}^ °^ en Numbers for those Years respecliveT.

R3
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4,9, But because these Numbers f°r
observed New Moons are not of lasting ^
(.as above shewn) the best way of disst0 ^
these Numbers is hy the Mean Lunations\ ^1
they 'may be found from Astroncn11 ^
Tables ^for each Year of the Cycle,
are the same in every Cycle, and do not ' ^
greatly from the true . But however *
vantageous this may be in civil Life, ^ A
not to expect: this Innovation should ^
Place in the Liturgy of the Church ^
England, which still continues to cows
the Moons , as it does the Equinoxes)
the -old erroneous Rule established by 1
Council of Nice, which are called $ cC‘
iW
qjtical New Moons, in Contradistinction t°
true ones in the Heavens.
co. Besides these, there was anothct pe*
•
co*
nod called the Cycle of IndictioN * fa
fisting of 15 Years ; it was so called be ca^
the Numbers of this Cycle indicated
Time of Easter .' But as this Cycle
Connection with the Motions of the ^
venly Bodies, I shall say no more of R h
but refer the Reader for a farther
of this and other Matters purely
logical, to the Authors who have wrote
Chronology, or , if they please, to an Cp'li°

XL
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^oieriLL in my Philological Library
lterary Arts and Sciences.
Period is one that
is ^ ’ ^ He Dionysian
Cycles
^ade by multiplying together the

Sun and Moon, and therefore con532 Years , for 28 x 19 —532,.
4f
not
)| er the Completion of this Period ,
Qj
, return
and Fall Moons
.

the
■I1
% r„

New

(f.

was called the Great

to

Bays of the Month , but also the
D;
tys °t the Month return to the same
h;
. f the Week ; anil therefore the Doh.'aoFs0
Letters and the Moveable Feasts all
again in the fame Order . Hence
t(YE.

The

Julian

Period

Paschal
is the .last I

^1}
coriixf. trieution, and the largest of all,
of 7980 Years , being composed' of
t}j
Indietion %
u Cycles of the Sun , Moan, and
■
—
The ^Be
hs ~,o
7980.
=
15
x
iq
X
4
hi
fYriod was 764 Wars before
ts b Tus
;
*hd^ reation ’ antl is not yet compieated
,
Periods
comprehends all other
^
Qerefore
and Epochas, and the Times of all
Actions and Histories , It had
jt stable
,
^ aruc from its Inventor Julius Scaliger
^ ■
0 has eternized himself thereby.
I can ’t conclude this Essay without
• § before the Pleader the Astronomical
R 4
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, which Sis
Newton makes use of for settling the ^
Epoch a of the Argonautic Expedition*

1
£

which he makes the Basis of his Chs° -5
logy . He observes, that Eudoxus, in
Description of the Sphere of the Anci^ g
placed the- Solstices and Equinoxes 111 ,
Middle of the Constellations Aries,
Chela, and Capricorn: And also that
'Sphere or Globe was first made by Mur ^
and the AJlerisms delineated upon jt
Chiron, two of the Argonauts .
^
54. Now it has been strewn, that hf »
Precession of the Equinoxes the Sta rs j
back 5o vper Annum. And since at the
of the Year 1689, the Equinoctial ^°‘
ed1
passing through the middle Point , betvsr
the first and last Star of Aries ydid the 11 ^
the Ecliptic in « 69 44 ", it is evident?. ,,
the Equinox had then gone back
^'j°
therefore , as 50" is to one Year, s° iS fn c&
44 ' to 2645 Years , which is the Tim e
the Argonautic Expedition to the Begi stI^ 6
of the Year 16go ; that is, 955 Years i>e ^
Christ is the Æra of the Ar &° na
Expedition.
a*
55, But our great Author is JEO
°fe P. ^
polar and subtile in this Affair, f? e _
the Mean Place of the Colure of t^ e

to

Lecture

XL

%

^ar ana S°lft* ces ->by considering the several
(y a they pass’d through among the other
J0jf
^ Rations , as follows , according to Eu~
a'

tbe ® aGk
^ r*es 1S a Star of the
gnitudc , marked 7 by Bayer i; n the
* <* the Year 1689 , its Longitude was
38 45 ^ ; and the Equinoctial Colure
through , according to Eudoxus, cuts
^ cb ptic in 8 6 ° 58' 57".
of In the Head of Cetus are two Stars

^ e' 4th Magnitude , called v and I by
fyjj * Eudoxush Colure passing in the
k^ e between them , cuts the Ecliptic in
^ 38' ^ 1^, at the End of the Year 1689.
^ the extreme Flexure of Eridanus
was formerly a Star of the 4th MagQeteof( late it is referred to the Breast of
\ Q'It •
is the only Star in Eridanus ,
which
this Colure can pass ; its
Vis
V
e was at the End of the Year 1689
^
^2 io ", and the Colure of the Equi¬
psr Passssg through it cuts the Ecliptic in
12

, So / 4°~
!>a^ '
If

the Head of Perseus,
a Star of the 4th
T^f Bayer; its Longitude
at the End of the Year

rightly deMagnitude,
was y 23®
1689 ; and
the

2ZO

Appendix

the Colure of the Equinox passing thi0^
it cuts the Ecliptic in « 6 ° i 8' ss 1- ^ . t|y
60 . In the Right Hand of Perseus, rl%^
delineated , is a Star of the 4th Mag 1*1*^
whose Longitude at the End of the . ^
1689 was » 24','25 72s\ and the
tial Colure palling through it CLlts
Ecliptic in y 4 0 56 ’" 40 7',
j * 6 5» §
j 8 658
all
of
6j . Now the Sum
these Places of the <| *s 7 12 \

6 18 0

Colure , viz,

j a
:6 4°
l« 4 Sl

Is — 1I 2 2 6 0)
17
6 29
The cth Part of which is
b
W0 °
^
which is therefore the Mean Place,
the Colure in the End of the Yeas es
did cut the Ecliptic
a like Manner he det^ r^
62. After
Sumr/s.j
the Mean Place of the Soljiitial ou«-q .
1
•
.
77
T
n
,
,
7
be si 6 ° 28 147 T\ which as if4 I'3!
to
lure
^ j-p
90 Degrees from the other , shews 4 ^
rightly deduced. The Equinoxes
then departed Is 6° 29 ' from the
1$.
Points of Chiron, Ihews that 2628
-.me
o>c
have elapsed since that Time,
lir

Lecture

to

XI.

ho'■r
e

tics C°rre( st than the former Number (Ar^ ‘) though ' less

by only

seventeen.

some other Methods , of a like
re>
he
also shews the Æra of the Ar? Sts
^° ught to be placed in that Age of the
X
‘hcl ’ atu^ saving fixed this most ancient
\V0s

a’ he makes
fy)
0^ eriCe thereto
^ hr

his

Computation

in the future

with

Part of his

thus our great Author has , with

^ to a sagacity

, so conducted 'his Design,

his
Chronology suit with the
^ ature i with the Principles of Af%
tUSj J *' with Sacred Hijiory, with Rerodo%i rr

h. ^

6 Gather of Profane History , and with
l° eW

though many have thought sit
an d find great fault with his Chro-

j

^et > how little regard ought to be

tyi

^ lem 1X1
a7 from hence appear , that

iy^c Newton w ras undoubtedly equal to
? C^.
ln a il the common Qualifications of
°n°l°Sifi->and vastly superior to all in
^ Uc fi were essential . Gentlemen should
^ JV
{ 5 Modesty not to criticise on the great*kafc ever lived , till they have cdn-

\-

i^•

le

World , at least, that they under-
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R
G
The
general
in
0 *’
Of the Globes
of the Sphere described. The P° slTL^
cfft
of the Sphere . The So lv t i on
blems

on ^Celestial

^

GlobE -

Globe described. p
Terrestrial
Blems on the fame . Of the CoNsT# 1^,
of the Northern and Southed
tions

, sid
Mrsp here, FlamsteedhC at aV ° G
an^sis
the Stars . Of the Distance
st'
.
Stars
the
of
.
Yhxnomzna
p¥
of the surprising Velocity
p,
afl
*
Light
of
Of the Abberration
Telescopic Motion of the ^tafS
Bradley

,

Mics 7or Art

The Principles

of Dialing

°J nfph

} .J
demon

by a Dialing -Sphere , hfto^ 0 pj

Doctrine of the Sphere , and ddel ^
T RI AN6E R^
calculating Spherical
Harvest

- Moon

explain 'd.

a Meridian Line . The
Dimensions

of the Earth

Tle^
deters"-

f

'‘she Use of the Globes.
th^Uai Mensuration of a Degree

under

A
and at Paris.
on that Head. Of the,
^Th
ographical
Projection
. Of
Stereographical
Projection,
^he

e Arctic
Circle
^ Calculation

^

Globular Projection .
-f

Chart

Of Merca-

, and a new Method of Con-

stting the Idable /Meridional
Parts
hixtons. dPhe Nature of the Rhdmbinvefligated, and applied in Sailing.
, ^ 10 Map of the World

t

on

the

Glo-

Projection . A Map of the CounLapland where the Arch of the Meju lari ’was measured by the French King ’s
vLth lee-maticians.
• ■

l

ar

*Lis Lecture I shall explain the Use
both the Globes, by giving a succinct

^

Cc° unt of the Nature and Design of
ari(l a Solution of the Principal Proare u^ua ^7 performed thereby.
Globe is suspended in a General
lan> and moveable (within an Hori^ ak° ut its Axis , in the same Manner p[ ate
\ (j . milldry Sphere of the Orrery ; and LXVL
j^ c^es of that Sphere , already described,
^
° U t^e corresponding Parts of the
*S>os\ °f each Olobe ; and are therefore
'ed to be known.
The

2L4

The Use of the Globes;
The Surface of the Celestial
is a Representation of the Concave Sur
of the Starry Firmament, there being i
picted all the Stars of the first and S^c
Magnitude , and the most note$ of U $
^
rest that are visible. So that by this
we may strew the Face of the FLea^ s ^
tv ,^ nr
any required Time ^by Day
or ^ ist
in
the
throughout
Year, in general ; ^
regard to any particular Body, as the
Moon, Planet, or Fixed Star.
The Stars are all disposed into
j
lations , under the Forms of various
mals , whose Names and Figures are P'^ jj
on the Paper which covers the Globe ; ^ e(S
were invented by the ancient Ast r011
of
and Poets , and are still retained sot
of Distinction and better Arrange 016
those Luminaries , which would be , ^ fy
wife too confused and promiscuous ^
Conception , and a regular Method 0
ing on them (CXLV ).

Qvs
^
(CXLV ) i . The Surface of this CelesTiA ^
may be esteemeda just aud adequate tteprestn
the concave Expanse of the Heavens, notw-its Convexity ; for ’tis easy to conceive the 'gta rs .
f th®
in the Centre of the Globe , and viewing
CF e,
its Surface, supposing it made of Glass, aS.
are ; and also, that if Holes were made in ' q ]o ,
of each Star, the Eye in the Centre of £1 tofe‘

The Use of the Globes.
ro
)1
obl,

der to understand the following
eisis, st will be necessary to premise
the

{'
rf

0r

N,

^ Posited, would view through each of those
Ve ry Stars in the Heavens
represented by
reM CaU^ " wou ^ t>e impossible to have any distinct
Ideas or Notions of the Stars in respect of
r 1first rr*° er>Magnitude , Order , Distances , idle. withV ,‘t reH.,«:_
i
. . .. _
_ j_
.
K
Cueing them to proper Classes, and arranging

tli

,Jks1Certai
n Forms, which therefore are call’d Aste-

'' ■no
A°r
st‘y
A°r Constellations

this
;: this was done in the

^e3Ven ®esf ° the World by the first Observers of the
tjJH 0n’
those who made Spheres or Delineations ;
R6 first j~ lr Isaac Newton reckons Chiron the Centaur
45'fitr^ ”0 formed the Stars into Constellations , about
t)ia(.eI ° the Argonautic Expedition or soon after j
v
s 6 ^evera I Forms or Ajlerijmswtre, as it were,
jjhp , Jrnbolical Histories , or Memorials of Persons
. ln gs remarkable in that Affair . Thus Aries , the
Hsri ls r - - —
ih e th ^Orrunemorated for his Golden Fleece, and was
w.Hum ° f theSi Sns’ bein§ the B lsign of the Ship
fled to Colchis. Taun
Taurus , the Bull,
J' Hoofs
, tamed by Jason ; Gemini , the Twins,
f> is and Pollux, two of the Argonauts the
;
Ship
L T r£[ p-Iydrus the Dragon , &c. which all manito the Affairs of that Expedition , which
ct>out forty or fifty Years after Solomon ’s

i

.

tec ' S ,r eans they could make Catalogues of the
u fiy otd their Places in the Heavens , and call them
st 'rs‘ r Names . Hipparchus is said to be the first
I , Co • a Catalogue of the Stars , which was aftert\s by
Ptolemy, and
adjusted to his own
140 . The Number in this was 1026.
I fbi!
made a Catalogue of 1022 , re-

K

'>0,

S C°° St 6 * Car I 437 - 'Hycho Erahc rectified the Places
ats 5hut his Catalogue , published by Longoc°ntain s but 777 , for the Year 1600 . Bayer
a Catalogue of 1160.
Hevelius composed a
Catalogue

she Use of

the

Globes.
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the following Definitions in relation
■ s
to , viz ,
of the
I. The Declination
Stars is their Distance from the B^ lfl
in Degrees of the general Meridian *1
either Pole, North or South.
res'
II . Right Ascension is that De£' p'
fieS"
the Equinoctial reckon ’d from the
. Uet l^
. - i- .
ning of Aries , which comes to the ivl
pe'
with the Sun or Star .
is
Ascension
III . Oblique
to
gree of the Equinoctial which comes
• rifi t
Horizon when the Sun or Star

'
18>

And Oblique Descenfion is that Yo^ sp^
comes to the Horizon on the W el pt'
when the Sun or Star is descending
.g $
ting in an oblique Sphere .
^
Difference
IV . Ascensional
Difference between the Right and
Ascension.
V.
,

Yea

pt ‘g
Catalogue of 1888 Stars adjusted to the
But the largest and most compleat of all 1S g>o0,tui
2bv Mr . Flamtieed. containing a^° Ui7„e
Catalogue by Mr . Flamjieed, containing , j -y,^ tN
which scarce iooo can be seen by the nake^ A 1a
clearest and darkest Night . They are recti^E p cs [i
.w
Year 1689. They are distinguished into
^ is
of Magnitude , in their proper Constella^
Names , Latitudes , and Longitudes here so e„ch jjjjd
^
ther with the Number of Stars in each, and 0 L
ticular Magnitude , as I have taken them
Volume of the Hijloria Cœkjlis. Note , *\lv e ^
,
titude is South, the other North , in the TW
4.unless marked to the contrary .
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Sun

of the

Longitude

' The

\^

or Star

M Arch of the Ecliptic , between the first
^ lrUof Aries, and that Point of the Eclip^ to which the Luminary is referred by
Meridian pasting through it ; and is
ere fore reckoned in Signs and Degrees of

4‘ The

Constellations

of the
Lat.

Long.
~~—

^cs ,

-

', ;.

V

/

,
°
OO OI

H Zl

06

y ib
n 26

49
36

21 3I
18 27
09 46

r
n

O

26

14

48

11 IO O7

sffi 22 49

l 8
10 19

SI 12 19

H

ss 12 33
if 0i

—■-

13

. ~

2

65 0

I

I

I

135

. III.

5 6 28

I 3| ai |44 51
6

I

12 22,22k

_J_ I 1

2|
^79
0
O
7*

6

95 2 2

-5

89 !i

10 •9

O

1140411 18 347V. 49 1 2
i
28 35 n 27 s.
114 26 48 12 467 V.
2
51
/ 20 46 -3 57 s -_ h
1
t 22 55 10 59
5°j 0
Vf 26 29 07 31
v? 27 26 08 zz
5 1'0 O
!
r 21 29 07 27
- 07 2 4 21 04
99 ! r O
X 2 i 57 23 02
X 11 06
v 26 47

V°i

I

1r.

7 :39191

59

07 39
20 42 17 3s

n . 10 57

Ti£ 00 10 OO 24
^ i 9 23 2 1 24

\io

Twelve Signs-.

j23 06
109 05

- 09,0

10

45

5 1i\zi
12

6
3

•5j25
23j 4J
34

7 2,1;o

6

1 6 -7>; 4^ l

— - - -*r-

VI . The
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!j

it*

VI . The Latitude
of a Star ,s^ e
Distance from the Ecliptic towards
North or South Pole.
. jt
VII . Amplitude
is the Distance at
the Sun or Stars rises or sets, from the '
or West Point of the Horizon , to^ ‘al
the North or South.
5 . The

Constellations of the Northern

0 **

Henu sP

2S
2 IZ W34
41>*5.
- 49 SS|
53! 66\1 3
4s 10 3
0 IC 7
6>43 2/
7° j 1
zc 37 3S
0 C 4
Aiiser cum
H 47 41 3+| °
H
I 22 2 2£
Auriga.
6s | 1 2 I JO
12 3C 32 13
1.
4SJ 22 34 2j 15
Bootes4
1 0 8 10 ;I |J7
M. 00 54 60 33 55
T 21 6 38 18
0 5 7' 9?
Cajfwpeta.
56
jo
□ 8 4 59 53
27
u 10 40 29 24
Camelojpardus .
58 0 0 O 4
£5 10 39 45 43
j
tV' 00 39 59 32 35 0 0 3 7 S *
Cepheus .
8 26 37 75 27
i4
Coma Bercni ces. HR 16 53 15 14
^'
40 0 0 0 8 s - 4 4.8 33 56
0
0 6
Corona Septeh. rr^ 00 58 44 21 21 0
20 54 56 25
0- 20 55 37 39 107
Cygnus.
I 6 ri 3
X 23 17 74 10
O|
8 49 23 OO 18
6 0
Delphinus*
16 31 33 44
°| 0 j
per totam >713
Draco.
7 8 13 l9\
49
'Hircutnf, ?7 25
oj I j
Li 14 12 0 9
0
Equulcus.
10
21 7 5 *3
°l
T
«
Aquila aim An >3'tinoo.
ft

3
18
29
8
•or 20
Vulp
X I

Andromeda .

4I

vm.

The Use of the GlobSS.
Azimuth is the Distance between .
^ °i'th Point of the Horizon , and the
where the Vertical Circle, passing
^e
of the Sun or Star, cuts
Horizon;
is . •

T h E A L TIT u D E of the Sun

or Star

Height above the Horizon , measured

lts

=== 28

7|2j 15

t 2 8 29 :69 33
25 29

'“ce,.
X
a
51
T

e%

iV

aJ0r.

4
19
6
28
9
3
26

39

2i

4I30
42 43
27 53
24 -7
43 10
3554
14-66

50
12
34
3
39
28
1.3

95 !o | O II

16 o 1o
44 o !o o ! 312 21

1o

« 8 3|i 1 17
a 10 48 41 13
~ 23 37j 9 iz
V 7 i ? '44 24
-rf 20 oo'35 35
^
8 37st3 _s5
7 Z8! 7 59
n 31 42 28
’<? 6 23! 4 59
10 8 18 17
nL 27 58 6 54
Zf 1 29 37 18
-3 55
20 54

23

O Io

59

o II

a 104a 17 6

21?

2; 5 1

114; 28

6! 3 32 10

oo
o I6

.6 58161 3s
■‘nor.
’eS o

o;o

a 21 43165 42
.0 17 1977 50
5152 52

25 43 !33 56'

s

^

oi i I 0

14 31

m
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dt*

in the Degrees of the Quadrant of -dh ,tu
.
or moveable Azimuth Circle .
X . A Star is said to rise or set Cos0 cst
when it rises or sets when the Sun rhesXL A Star rises Acronically , if
When the Sun sets.
6 . Constellations in
Ar a cum Thuribulo.
Argo, or Navii

jAs us.
Canis major.

the

Southern

HeMISF # ^ *

6 23
t IS
9 0 0
27 18 37f !
® 2+ 57 22 24 !2 r 0 0
2 30 14 ; J
SI H
9 45 44 32I
0 0
21 24 62 4^
3 7
u
34 44 32
7
LS 25 12 59
f

I

y
)0
y
0

4 f
C 4

3J

i

1 4 >l jit

2B 16 48 9 45 l
9
I 0 3
I 0
0 49 23 47 ' 1-*
a
4
X 18 .36 2 42
44
0 2 6 13 9
, Cetus.
78
« 14 30 34 M
0
Centaurus , cum - 25 42 i 1 28 1
6 I
0
0
5
1
m 28 30 21 t;9 (' 3
Lupo.
0
I
hi 26 30 63 35
Cameliontis.
0 0 0 O 9
3 39 75 24 !:o
f
J
u 14 54 55 42
I
ColumbaNoahi. T5 6 46 60 41 io| 0 2 0
8
Y? 118
12 28
0 O 0 I 3 Corona Aujir .
10 14 22 36 I2j
=.= 6 26. 10 21
2 3
0 O 3 2
Cor -vus.
'3 3 21 44 i ° !
2 2
'SR 19 26 I I l8
Crater.
11 0 O 0 8
-> 3 58 22 42
i
v' 16 38 ,8 26
20 zO
stridanus.
68 D O [2 -5
n ! ! 15_J4 33 “
c>0
14 54 .!9 43
0 2 I
Grus.
3
o|
23
18 zji i-i 5 5
|Cants minor.

Hydrus.

<?

25

59 (64 1oj"[O

r 3 37I78

5!

3
°l 0 j

A

ISiBiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii

■fi
^dlS
>
m
{$i<
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^
£-Y
ouv
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'‘V'
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m
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3:!Qt
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..fxvivui
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A Star rises Heliacally, when it
jjj e^Ses out of the Sun - beams, and is seen
before Sun- rising : And it
fet Morning
thS ^ e^laca^j ->when it is so near the Sun
^ ^ cannot be seen.
attl . . A Right Sphere is that whose Poles Pl.LXV.
Fig . i , 2,
Horizon and the Equinoctial, 3111 the
n

6 44*34- 45
IQ 0 O 3 1 *
1'
9l45 46

28

4usca,

m. 16 20 55 12

Nw

pynix.
ans .

7

—
m.
^ anSulu
X,
'Phi,‘as.

0 j0

0

58 47 4
n 29 34 >3 13
0 0 0
a. 10 5° 3- 1I -9
a
7 32 3 X1
24 4
TK 15 I I 34 4 SO
36 I I
24
O I 3
LP 24 1- 5° 49 -4
-W 29 47 3 - 39 J O
I c
24 14 55 5
=2= 11 19 67 5Z
8 1O 0 0
"1 14 I I 82 35
2
3 34 52210 X 2
22

22

6 72

12
21

2
IO

3 6?0
2 0 0

29

7

*5 20 z5 O
I 0

5

4

6

I 0 0

O 7

7

_

2

I 0

0 0

a 19 59 I
O 0 O 1 7 32 I
"i? -3 5 *9 43 . >!
1
3 16 45 27
2 3 0 0
22 43 59 46 9, O 0 4
1
t
5 35 4 - 32 r O , 2 O 2 0 0
2
h
48
-7
$
7 36 7° 12
« 18 32 88 H

Num

1

6' O a ! I 2
2 3

4

5

1

6

20
7

943 7 11 43 94 169 445 174
1* 2 '* * ’
'At
1511 4 23 93 227 356 695 113
e' n hemisphere,
h $0url
^ o
allmi/pbere,
! J°f ern

547 4 20 56 136 '-45 176 IO
3001 15 54 192 457 67O 1316 297

s 3

an4
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and all its Parallels cut the Hon 20*1
Right Angles.
8 . The Li fe of such a Catalogue of Stars is_verjr^for from hence we learn , ( 1.) If any new
I ime appear , which have never been obsery eljLj lfls to
anv Star
Sfar ,/ which
wmf ' fi now
nnw/ ^nnporc
shall - ^. foP
(2 . ) If[f any
appears , shall
come disappear .
(A . ) If th
theknew
new Star
Star ' vV
”1
(3
appear be the lame with a Star that has apP ea pet 1'
merly ; and therefore , ( 4 . ) If the Stars havpj ^ jyjea 11
*
odical Times of Apparition . Hence ( 5. ) *
or Method of predicting the Appearing or Dd aPr c0 (fl^
of Stars . ( 6. ) By a Catalogue of the Stars
J
pare their refpedtive
iU1'
Places
,
,
*•
1
-> -Situations
- ? and
j,
with Ease . ( 7. ) By this Means we also eon’s
determine the true Places and Motions of chs
Bodies
i’lanf ’Jes
es in general, and of the Sun , Moon , Pl^ p^ po
Comets in partipular, with many other usesso
It serves besides.
ryfS
9. Now it is actuallyr Fact , that some neW

pear, and that others disappear : yea, that
their apparent Magnitude , and disappear by ^ (l^
Hipparchus the first of Men observed a new
"Years before Christ) which occasioned b' s ■
(Catalogue of the Stars. Another is said to haj e3‘ j,j-ig‘
A. D. 130 ; another A. D. 389 ; one excecdsoe^
in the 9th Century , and another in the Y ear *
10. But the first new Star, of which
^
good Account , is that in the Chair ot CajjV
observed by Cornelius Gemma on the 9th ol Tj . ,j- ^
1572 , and by Tycho Brake on the nth - ^
Newton says it equalled Venus in Brightneis -v ,
Appearance , and gradually declined in its
^ S1^
totally disappeared in the March following - ■; e Y6‘1'
is supposed to be the sains that appeared so
0l- nst
945 and 1264, having its Period about 31
Years.
, . st otW
11. In Aug. 13 , 1596, D . Fahricius obsess
^ yl
'new Star in the Neck of the Whale; and thr
dm
17th Century this Star was observed to app ear
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p ^ -IV. A Parallel Spbere is that whose
°^ es co -incide with the Poles of the Ho¬
rizon,
"sliePPerioc hcally, its Period being equal to 333 Days.
to (j hasnomena of this and the like Stars are supposed
.ti^ g6 ° wmg to the Spots on their Surface, which foine, and sometimes decrease, in the Man‘^
tier Screase
SUn aS We have observed they do on the Surface of our
^ 0r that the Stars are really Suns, and have each
e ' tern of Planets , &c. about them, like ours, can
(>
sofjj° ^°ubt to those who understand the Rules of Reatightly , as I have before observed, Annot.
AjfjS" 1- And therefore, as they revolve about their
Spots may cause a great Alteration of Luf’
tre those
I'hj'jt.? >d sometimes wholly obscure them for a Time.
no Wonder if Bodies at such a Distance should
Us, Appearances produced by Causes quite unknown to
j ^^e more on this Head in Dr . Longs Astronomy.
hq. ■?.* -^ s to the Distance of the Fixed Stars, we had
ley

Hopes of any Estimation of it, till Dr . Brad-

soyeSan his Observations on them with an Instrument
1:^ y exaS , as that he is of Opinion , if the Parala Star amounted to but one single Second, he
UiUst nave observed it ; and therefore that such a Star
e ^ above 400000 times farther from us than the
SUsl
Plate
if S represent the Sun, X the Earth , ATB
thit , and R a Star at such a distance S R or T R, LXIII.
a'i A ESemidiameter of the Orbit S 1 stiall subtend Fig . 4.
se | v gle XRS — 30'"', or half a Second, then we find
^ . htance S R by this Analogy :
Is ^ Tangent of the Angle TRS = 30" — 4.371914
90° = 10.000000
^
S0 Radius
SX — I — 0.000000
l he Snn’s Distance
__
its

Ui at

*^e distance

of

the Star SR

en

424700 =?. 5.628086.

Patsies^ Ut the Distance of the Sun SX = 20000 SemU
■s of the 'Earth ( fee Annot. CXXXIV . ) ; and
supposing
S4
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rtzon , or Zenith and Nadir ;
and the
noctial with the Horizon ; and all the
rallels parallel thereto .
.j

XVt ^
pis'
supposingSR = (TR = ) 40CCCO ST , then is
& o0?
tance of the Star from the Earth TR =
400000X 2°o0o0°
8oocooooooSemidiametersof the Earth , or
3iu re’
X 4000 = 3200.000000000 0 Miles
of EngUfi^ d - t>
c
Hence it appears, that though
so very great as at the Rate ofthe Velocity of ^ c0jd>
1x42 Feet per , e us
or 70COCOO Miles per Annum, yet
it would ^ A
457143 ° Years to pass from the nearest
^ (s
Cannon - Ball would take up twice thatStar to
Time from us to the Star ; ( fee Annot.
itself, with the inconceivable XXV . 4. ) 1 o00°°
of
c0tfl'
Miles per Minute , takes up moreVelocity
than 6 Years Is1 r eljf
ipg from the Star to us.
Therefore how ^rnl ig^,t,
great must those Luminaries
be, which appear so^ r3sS
e
and of such different Magnitudes ,
at such 1111
Distances !
. gt*1?
16. The different apparent
Magnitudes of 1:1
are owing to their
Distances from u®‘^ ^
we Telescopic E i es, different
we should see many moreStars, and more, have been
discovered in tbcp (conimonly called the Seven Stars and
;)
all
. Af
of the Heavens called the Milky
Way
(
or
f
0h'
well known to be owing to the
Refulgence
gious Multitude of Stars
through th° ^ ^ \>t
of the Universe, though disseminated
at so great a Dist alice a i* 1
invisible to the naked Eye ; yet are they
dii cer!!‘^ p(0'
great Numbers through a Telescope,
and m° re
portion as the Instrument is better.
, . r ph^''
17. Hence likewise we account for
that particu
iiomenon we call a nebulous Star, or
bright Spots that appear like Stars in an cloudy yj ei,v;
indite
'
oJdf
■
for
in
order to this you have no more to do than
to diiect a good Telescope to
any one: of
c thCH>, -jit
you will be agreeably surprised with
a View ’UaU1'
Multitude of very small Stars, which
were the v
cf the luminous Spot to the naked
Eye ,
^
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Xy

'J

J

^ose"
Qblique Sphere is that, one of
e Poles is above the Horizon, and
the
the very small apparent Magnitude of the
constant
,,jHi- rIV0; 0' Ve their
--- -- v- - - Twinkling
-.
-6 ;, for being but
"tl
,
every Qpake Corpuscle or Atom floating
tk-r 'vill
"' be
—^ big
uifi
<thja thev
‘■
' ‘e-'enough to cover and eclipse them,
Line between
the aStar
b - betr §et ln the right nine
uuuvccu me
tar
jjS Sv e 5 which Alternations of momentary Occul^
Apparitions make the Twinkling of the
I
speak of.
Otic
here give a fuller Account of the small
i.a>?a.rent Motion of each Star about its true
h' A .nH^ ^ ^ aVe alread y begun in a former Annotasi!
OTrlpr fn ii ndi =»rfl -'2rt/d fhf * T^r \rr *f» /if
Ar.
, ln order
to understand the Force of the Arn Lpt c showing
Representations are necessary,
hfr fo>Hi o '3e fo e bun , AB C D the Earth ’s Orbit;
Plate
n. “ suppose a Perpendicular
erected , as S P,
LXIII
i( S.’ though
„ a*
_ Star at _P . Nov / if the Spectator were
V
he
h ' g -Ss
V 5!H ^ould view the Star in the fame Perpendicu- 7.
fe'vifibl ,n0lts ue Place P , projected in the Points in
J be Ieu“ rface 0f rhe Heavens . But if the Specta¬
cle jy ^fod about the Sun in the Circle ABCD,
, Ms aatneter
‘
is sensible at the Distance P , or subPf Ml s len foble Angle
A PC , then in the Position A
Pbœnonienon P in the Right Line A P <?,
't
B p fok Point a. For
the same Reason in tne
^ill fe’
D , the Star will appear in b, e, d; so that
.»?0,
» ->
to have described the little Circle abed.
. |p,®e Distance
of the
Star uS iP be
un,6 't J)ia,
laiV
" ‘- “ moc ui
uie out
w* so 6great , that
(,,c 5ppe ter of the Earth subtends no sensible Angle,
(? c<*be as a Point , then will also the small Circle
L ;, tha„Cc me insensible : and all the Lines A P , BP
s V be.
.
0e —
esteemed
perpendicular to the Plane of the
“la >->->J nt^ be directed to the fame Point in the
f M^ - ' fothe Perpendicular S P , as to Sense . So
Oafe the Star P would ever appear in the
fo’gbt were propagated in an Instant.
!n this very Cafe , in which the £
°cit §ht be propagated in Time or with ;
’ en as the Earth describes its Orbit
Spec¬
tator
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the other

below it ; and the E

j
s
d

tator will fee the Star in an oblique Direct' 011
^ . 'I’l'jJ
0 -1
in the Perpendicular , as we: have formerly
to
the
Earth
’s
Orb
is, if GF be a Tangent to the Earth ’s L£ .!]jpti.e£A,
and B E perpendicular to the Plane of the N ^ 0
the Point B, then while the Earth moves thr® .
indefinitely small Arch G B, a Star at E WiJ'
^ tl-e-yv
^
to move from E to e,. or to be in e when
$
arrives at B.
-„t
22. Now since the Distance .S B is but a \ ° c0\\<ff’
respect to the great Distance S P of the Star, l£ fo ‘0
that we may refer the Spectator from the feVs vjiig1j
A , B, C , D , to the central Point S, for ohfeN
Phœnomena of the Star at P , which will not
thereby. Therefore if c a be parallel to A C>„ h '0
make the Angle P S a equal to the Angle E ^ ^
plain the Star P must appear in et, in the Dj re£ feefl ‘
Also when the Earth is at D , the Star will
t'
the oblique Direction S c at c, the Spectator .
,
ferred to S.
.
23. For the like Reason, viz. because b **spg el> J
or alike situated in respect of D B, and to the
r ih
in D and B, therefore the Star at P will a?L-jjiS?
15
and b when the Earth is at C and A ; and st> j e(css'
Space of one Year the Star P will appear t° ^ id1
small Circle a de b, supposing the Star in the rjistd1
of the Spectator ; but if the Star be at an¥eCo0e 3
from the Zenith , the said small Circle wiH °
Ellipse, as in Fig. 7 .
c^ s °.t
24. These small elliptic Motions of the
P<
easioned their Declinations to vary, and a
at bf \ </
tances from the Poles of the World , and *■
Space of 20" on
|
one Side and on the °s e(s lCl
,’s
this could not happen on any account of w ^ Al
because the fame thing was as well observe ^ el>
near the Zenith , where there is no Refract1
where situated. Nor could it result from
'
m a‘
of the Earth ’s Axis ; for that would have
equal Distances of the Stars on ops
Pole unequal, which never happened
25 '

-
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Parallels obliquely cuttin g the same
The

j^ rs". Neither can this be a Parallactic Motion of the
'h 0 ’ for then while the Earth described the Half of
vi c *st ABC , the Star would describe the Semicircle
^fe!h'Vbereas ic isound
^
by Observation, that the Star
k" es the said Semicircle abc while the Earth deI[s Semi-Orbit BCD. See(
Art. 22 , 23.)
V ;'^ ‘° re it must arise solely from the Velocity of Light
a Stnsible Proportion to the annual Motion of the

l,No

jlerej.
The three Positions of the Sphere PI. LXV,
hrst0peic ribed are represented in so many Figures ; the
Which is the Direct or Right Sphere, which is
vP^tiai those People only who live under the Equi°rE p ircle Æ Q_, because to them the Poles of the
r, -j,. ar‘d S will both be in the Horizon PI O.
}j\ fe tse ihcond Figure represents the Parallel Sphere, Fic
Ho • ^ x's of the Earth P S is perpendicular to
jj%r r, ^n , or the Poles P, S, are in the Zenith and
J3rts 0f 7'his Position of the Sphere is peculiar to the
05,)y tl ttlE karth under each Pole ; whose Inhabitants,

7s <ere were
, would perceive no circular Motion
7ats a(.Ull
>Moon
, or Planets
, nor any Motion of the
But this must be understood of a Person
1,fell ar prec!'i"eiy on the Ends of the Earth ’s Axis,
ns tbe only Points on the Earth ’s Surface which
kI UCg^
no rea -I Motion , and consequently which can

{f.3- pjj 10 apparent Motip .n.
third
Fig
a fere eT Oblique Sphere is represented in the
makes
an
ljb ' 'p. i n this the Axis of the World P S
l
with the Horizon H O , of a greater or
? tA mbcr of Degrees according to the Latitude
Hen
.% 0s lac&<Hence
it appears that all the Inhabin t*le Earth have such a Position of th'e Sphere,
^hofe under the Equinoctial arid the Poles.
e p f Arch P O measures the Altitude or Height
9J‘on. °‘e>° r what is commonly called the Pole’s Elethis Arch P O is ever equal to the Latitude
- ace Æ Z , as will easily appear thus : It is ÆZ
■ ■
•
+ZP

'tfV o
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G$e

The Problems on the Celestial
the following,
+ ZP=

=)
ZF
=
(ÆP Quadrant

pK

0 $'

so

~pPjfe#
Mf dr1
Æ*

if therefore from the two equal Quadrants
you subduct the common Part or. Arch
maining Arches ÆZ = PO ; which was to^ eth0^y
5. Hence appears also the Reason of the i pj ^ e 7’
rectifying the Sphere or Globe for any g'^ 11 p he
e jSjift'1^1
Æ Z , w’z . because if the
or Latitude
vated so high above the Horizon as the Place , jgbc
from the Equator , the' said Place will then be ti ^ jc
>
Point of the Globe , and consequently that
.
alone all the Phanontena of the Heavens and t
®
in such a position of the Globe , can agree.
6. Hence also we observe, that the CoMpl
^
the Latitude Z P is equal to the Elevation of *•
tor Æ H above the Plane of the Horizon - ,uers°(,
+ ZP = (ÆP = ZH = ) ZÆ + Æfli V"‘
subduct the common Part JE Z , and there re
.
each Side ZP = ÆH ; which was to
th s0l fj
,Whence the Angle Z E P = Æ E H ,
7. Any great Circle of the Sphere p,
th : Zenith and Nadir Z and N , as Z E ^^
are called Azimuths or Vertical Circles; of ^ 0fA
which pastes through the East and West P0?11,
f pfr#
Horizon , as ZEN, is called the Prime VcrtlC
Arch of the Horizon A E is the Amplitude 0 p ojpt b j
'
nomenon emerging above the Horizon at the
this is called the Oriive Amplitude, because st 1
pstA
as on the Western Side it is called the OccaJ^^
tude, because it is there setting. The Afch
sored by a Quadrant of Altitude Z A is 1 .
of any Celestial Body at B, above the Horizon4
8. As I judge this a proper Place, I so all bet
the Philosophical Principles of GnoMoNICS,
ef Dialling . In order to this we are l ?j e(i6ls'
that as the Time which passes between soy j ^ e£j jstj
leaving the Sun and returning to it again is “st ambs

bb

14 Hours , so if we conceive , a Sphere to

c c°n

*Fhe

\p

Use as
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Globed

I. To rectify the Globe.
EVATE t^ie
to r^ c Latitude of
ace> and every thing as directed un¬
der

'^h ■

Meridians,, the Sun will orderly come
- these mamwiu
«Uf 0r one
of them at *the Beginning
of every
s» O
^ .
f
' —'
?Hf
e p^
uch a Sphere may be represented by the Fi’<
c
p
w
'Cr
:,*te4
^ ®B, where the several Meridians are repre- PI.LXV
"tir.. -j
.V 1PJj S, P 2 S, P 3 S, and so oh to twice 12, Fig . 4,
9* al*.
H^
these Meridians divide the Equinoctial into
d \ 2 Barts , each Part will contain just 150, because
Kef'dia ^ 36° °= the whole Circle ; and since all the
e
qc Bass through the Poles of the World , the
J\ n0Be* ,° Meridians all intersect each other in one
No r. L'ne P S> which *s the Axis of the Sphere,
^ is i\* e said Axis PS is in the Plane of each of
>lo%Me Bdians.
UPP° so Z to be the Zenith of any Place, as
.f nd D W B E the Plane of the Horizon fixed
% 0f s Sphere, constructed with the said 12 MerN
Ax\« ^ r?CircIes, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3,4 , 4, &c. then will
^ Pn^ of the Sphere P 8 pass through the Centre of
^ at dl, so that one Half N P will be above the
Mt .’gn<* the other Half N S below it.
{/.the pP.Pose now this Dialling- Sphere to be suspended,
op'lts ^ 0>nt Z , and moved about so as to have the
{ / he jr and B exactly in the South and North Points
. orizon, and E and W in the Eaji and Weft¬
's fitis] ” Sn will the Sphere have a Situation every
M 'h?" t0 t^atfi° t^le Barth and Heavens with re"0 given Place London, and the Axis of the
l)cl2. i?hthatfi° the Earth.
Hl 3t te nti ^re sore the Sun shining on such a Sphere will
'',e^le sa.e with all the same Incidents , and produce
t'?e Effects , as would happen if the said Sphere
kPhe
^ r 6 Centre os the Earth , or the Centre N of
t^aUs
e t^c Coincided with the Centre of the Earth ;
^at-q estance
^
betwixt the Surface and Center of
j ls insensible at the Distance of the Sun.
13. Now
of

'I h’ e Use os the Globes.
der PRO B.
which see.

of the serrejlrU

Qlob
h
ft h

13. Now ’tis evident, as the Sum revolves
0ft^
a Sphere, it will every Hour be upon, one
of the 12 Hour -Circles, wzz. from Midnigh*' ft
it will be on those Parts of the Circles
1
the Eajiern Hemisphere, and from Noon toM 1 ft
will pass over all those in the JVeJlern. h
e;
ther evident, that while the Sun is in the ^
mifphere it will be first below and then above
f,
of the Horizon , and vice versa on the other Si ^ the 14. Again : When the Sun is upon any °ne^gS it*
Hour -Circles, by shining upon the Axis it cs e 0 ft^
cast a Shadow on the.1_contrary Side,
on the P\aI1
f> ..r_nc
it ^. . rf/w
Horizon , on the nether or upper Surface, as ll
^
or above the said Plane . .This Sh'addw of the
of th^
li
be precisely in the Line in which the Plane o.
Circle would intersect the Plane
Plane of
the
1
of the B °sse ^
ft
therefore Lines were drawn through the Cc
C
each
Side
th!
Plane
joining the Points
.
Hour -Circles touch it , as 4 N 4, 5 N 5, 6 N so ^
Shadow of the Axis will fall on those Lines at
ginning of each respective Hour , and thereby cf t
the Hour -Circle the Sun is in for every B° u
Hav .
.3
f
15. These Lints are therefore properly ca ^ gsI ts ^
.Lines; and amongst the rest, that which rep re
U
Hour of 12 at Noon is N B, half the
^ jJ
DB ; whenbe it appears, tnat
that the
the iHour
-L -)n^ . jict
-nour-"
N 2, N
bfc. which serve for the Afternoon ^ tP
the East Side of the Plane , arid are numbered n
North to-the East • and on the contrary . ,
ft 0'1
16. It also appears, that as the Sun’s AU^ s
the I lane is greater or less, the N umber of Bo * ' \\\
the Sun will possess above the Horizontal Pl an"r $
also greater or less. Thus when the Sun
ejrig
Equinoctial , its diurnal Path for that V 'si
Equinoctial Circle itielf ÆE QW , ’tis PIaU1’sl*
.Arch Æ E = E Q., the Sun will apply t0
^

C'U

h
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the Sun

’s Place

syi
in

' E*ft7c.
r,
Find
lH>s ,
>lf of jd ° w the Horizon , and to six above it, in each
(1 Shaj"e ^ ay ; and consequently, that on that Day
Su,°Wwdl occupy but 12 ot the. Hour -Lines on
fr,).' ft nice°
F the Plane, beginning and ending at 6.
.
Nal D whcn the Sun is in the Tropic of Cancer, its
,A> ti ^th for that Day being the Tropic itself T C
. h]a Snia nifest the Sun in the Forenoon ascends above
Sfi
* Paffing between the Hour -Circles of 3 and
rUe
0rnineb and descends below it in the AfterItVrTs 6* ' the Hours of 8 and 9 : Therefore on the
ijSujY tropic the Shadow will pass over 16 of those
T nt tr_|> S‘ And vice versa, when the Sun is in the
3b~^ topic at O , its Path being then O GI H, it
Vet,° Ve the Plane between 8 and 9, and leaves it
r l8.
and 4.
_
v6Cjt [ 0,il what has been said ’tis evident, that if PI. LXV*
a^ l b, es be supposed removed, and only the hori- Fig . 5.
\V
Qy,,
. ar\e remain, with the Half of the Axis N P
"^ the same Position as before, then should '
fan
.
‘“tituted
an
Dial, every way
w
_ Horizontal
j »ith those in common Use, as represented in
>to JSUre, with onlv the ' Addition of a Substyle
V ' fse" en^er Style
N P very firm.
^ Np .CeaPpears the Reason why the Gnomon or
^hole Dials is always directed to the North
Ac '•f
contains such an Angle P N O with
I;."l.e: r _ 12 N B as is equal to the Latitude of the
^ 0ll a% , the Reason why the Number of Hour - '
to1" 6 tthese Dials exceeds not 16, and are all drawn
to t? 12 and 6 again on the Northern Part , the
^ direct
, Southern ; and why the Hour -Line of 6
y<£ i/? and V/esi, as that of 12 does North
If '

pa Plane be fixed with the same Sphere in a Fig . 6,
L' ti^ n^ ’nion, or perpendicular to the Horizon , and '
"g ^dth the Plane of the Prune Vertical, i - e.
bomh and North ; then will the Axis P S.
5 still
'
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the &

Find the Day of the Month ist
Iendar on the Horizon , and right 3& ^
it is the Degree of the Ecliptic wh lC
Sun is in for that Day.
0$

• j ¥.
still pass through the Center of the Plane N?
ark °UV
lower Semiaxis N S will by its Shadow )nal
f e iipPy,
Hour -Lines on the Southern Surface, and 1 rsl>e‘
Semiaxis N P will do the fame on the Northern ’ g
Hour -Lines are determined in the .fame
, -n t¥ U
those on the Horizontal Dial ; and it is plain?
cannot come on the Southern Face of this
jji (
Six in the Morning, nor Urine on it after
Evening-.
21. Also it is evident, that all the Hours
in the Morning , and after Six at Night , win ^ t>
on the Northern Face or Side of this Plane’ ^ sL
Time of the Sun’s being above the ^- oXs sis 1*ft
Place . Hence , the Reason of a Direst ^outs c\i is^5*
Vertical Dial easily appears ; the latter os 'W
^ ()<
PI. LXV. represented apart from the Sphere, with its se c°
.
k 'L- 7- Substyle, and Hour -Lines : And the fame ma;
ceived for a North Er est Dial. g
jl ” ^
22. The Gnomon N S contains an Angle
*j
Z N P with the Meridian or Hour -Line 0 f .W a
Z D , which is exactly the Complement of *
0l
P N B to 90 Degrees ; or the Elevation of *
is in these equal to the Complement of the D
the Place : And what has been said about <£,0 °,^
of the Hour -Lines is the fame for the B ^ J)' 1^
Quarters , &c. Likewise if the Rationale 0,-Æc tl{
,r <
South Dial be understood, nothing
„6 can
. . .. be
understand of a Dial which does not face t
North -directly, but declines therefrom any ^ ey ^
Degrees towards the Fast cr West .
11^
would know more of the Mathematical yt - yjfp
Calculations for all Sorts of Dials , may nzV
-J
to the Second Volume of my h/laihetnal1
TUTES.

The Use of the Globes,
^OB . III . To find the Sun 's DecliB Nation:
the Globe , bring^ the Sun ’s
Hi ' * '

to the Meridian , and
^ 1)
k^degree which it cuts in the Meridian
pE^ ^clination required.
^■GB . IV . To find the Sun's Right
^ Ascension

:

^ RlNG the Sun ’s Place to the Meridian*
in which the Meridian cuts
gree
\ tj16^
^ ^ uinoctial is the Right Ascension re(ji

K

«0B . V . To find the Sun's Ampli^^ GvE:

the Sun ’s Place to the Horizon*

\ } tIie Arch of the Horizon between it
& or West Point is the Amplitude*
^or? east
pi. °r South.
K 0 B. VI . To find the Sun'sAltitude
any given Day and Hour i
the Sun ’s Place to the Meridian ;
^
liif e Hour ^Index to the upper XIL tsien
Globe till the Index points to the
, where let it stand ; then screw-"
^
>aiour
>Hj
Quadrant of Altitude in the Ze*
it over the Sun ’s Place, and the
c°utained between it and the Hori\
Vire^1^ § lve the Degrees of Altitude re*
V° L*III.

t
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PR OB . VII . To find the Sun's Azl^
for any Hour ofi the Day :

j^ft

Every

^

thing

being

done as in ^

Problem , the Arch of the Horizo*1 ^
t-aihed between the North Point an
where the Quadrant of Altitude
is the Azimuth East or West as requm’ ^
PR OB . VIII . To find the Time ^
Sun rifies or sets:
Find the Sun’s Place for the
bring it to the Meridian , and set the ye
Hand to XII . then turn the Globe 11 ye
Sun ’s Place touches the East Part 0 ^ 0{
Horizon , the Index will shew the D° y
its Rising : After that turn the & 0 p'
the West Part of the Horizon , and t ^ ^
dex will shew the Time of its Setti^c
the given Day .
r rftj
PR OB , IX . To find the Length °J
given Day or Night:
This is easily known by taking
get'
ber of Hours between the Rising aI1 p ayi
ting of the Sun for the Length of t^l£ y o*
and the Residue to 24 , for the Lenl?
the Night .
,
P R O B. X . To find the Hour off
having the Sun’s Altitude given Bring

the Sun ’s Place to the ^ e j# 11

and set the Hour -Hand to XIL ,

ifi

The Use of the Globes.
Globe in such Manner , that the Sun ’s

of Oiay move along by the Quadrant
^ ^ Ititude, (fixed in the Zenith) till it
^ sles the Degree of the given Altitude ;
, ^ stop it, and the Index will shew on
s 0rary Circle the Hour required.
^ 0 B. XI . Tofind the Place of the Moon
,for any given Day ^ 0r any Planet
Weaver 's Ephemeris,
or
's
Ak-K Parker
>0^ ^ inst the given Day of the Month

& ^'ill find the Degree and Minute of the
‘to

the Moon or Planet possesses at
^
}) ''hich
tf n'> Under the Title of Geocentric Moin ’ The Degree thus found being marked
I^ e Ecliptic on the Globe by a small
tQf °r otherwise, you may then proceed
, Lat1le declination , Right Ascension
\ \ Longitude, Altitude , Azimuth , Rising,
^ \* n^' ^ettmZ^ & c-st ' ie stune Manner
been shewn for the Sun.
^ 0 B. XII . Po explain the Phanomena
-Moon.
j °fthe Harvest
^ ^ Order to this we need only consider,
^ wben the Sun is in the Beginning of
t/fst the Full Moon on that Day must
the Beginning of Libra: And since
1)^ the Sun sets, or Moon rises,, on that
Equinoctial Points will be in
’
| e those
horizon , and the Ecliptic will then be
T 2 least

1*he Use of the Globes.
Arch
least; of all inclined thereto , the Part °r ‘Vlfc
which the Moon describes in one
fp
13 Degrees , will take up about an
the
above
ascending
Quarter
and a
zon ; and therefore so long will he ^
Time after Sun -set, the next Night ) ^ Qsyy,
the Moon will rise. But at the ° pP yy
Time of the Year, when the Sun is ^
Autumnal, and Full Moon in the ' ^
Equinox, the Ecliptic will , when the ^
is setting , have the greatest Inclioati°P ^
the Horizon ; and therefore 13
will in this Cafe soon ascend, viz - in a yet
a Quarter of an Hour ; and so lonA p^
Sun -set will the Moon rise the nes of
after the Full : Whence , at this
the Year, there is much more McoV"
than in the Spring ; and hence this yg
tumnal Full Moon came to be
Harveft Moon, the Hunter 's or -S^eP 0<i
Moon : All which will clearly be
the Globe.

■4*j

P R O B. XIII . To represent the F^ eVf oj
Starry Firmament for any given &
the Night.
x\fi'

Rectify

the Globe ; and turn

lt

)

ye
till the Index points to the given
then will all the upper Hemhphers
Globe represent the visible Half of dl€

'I!. T

mm!
im$

Kb
Æ
T
°\VKTL
.
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■
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ijj^ ' arid all the Stars on the Globe will
be
Ve c* Situations as exactly correspond
to
111 the Heavens ;
which may therefore
gasify Pound, as will be shewn.
08 .

XIV . To find the Hour when any
known Star will rise, or come upon the

^ Meridian : '
Ec tify
the Globe , and set the Index to
1q8en *
turn the Globe till the Star comes
tyjl}^ -Oorizon or Meridian , and the
Index
p ew the Hour required.
OB. XV . ‘Tofind at what Time of the
Tar any given Star will be on the Me^ r *dian at XII at Night.
the Star to the Meridian , and
tjle what
Degree of the Ecliptic is on
^ 0rth Meridian under the Horizon;
t}tcttd
^
in the Calendar on the Horizon
§tee
°f the Year against that Dea«d it will be the
Day required.
-VII).
’Turor

r - I shall here represent the Cases of
/ ^ s\l 0nomical Problems, as they are
Tp ^ c s es of the Celestial Globe , or byperformable
fet f rrTctlon of the Sphere in Piano. the StereThus ;
bl Q.S be the General Meridian,
Plate
m ^ e Axis of the Sphere,
LXVl.
jj (bCtbe Equinoctial Line.
Fig . is
^ she Horizon of London,
^ ■ ^ the Ecliptic , or Sun’s Path.
the Prime Vertical, or Azimuth.

t 3 ep
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These are the chief Problems 0 f
Celejlial Globe; We now proceed t0

tltf

e

E P the Axis of the Ecliptic,
N AS an Hour -Circle or Meridian,
ZAD an Azimuth Circle,
E Y P a Circle of Longitude.
sz I 25 the Ttopic of Cancer.
kf kf the Tropic of Capricorn. val
2. By Means of these Circles various Spher1^ tt1^
angles arc formed for Calculation . Thus M
Place of the Sun in the Ecliptic ; then in ths
angled Triangle A X C we have
, ef
C A the Sun’s Place, or Longitude from t
nox C.
AX the Sun’s Declination North.
C X the Sun’s Right- Ascension. r
;*«V>H
A C X the Angle of Obliquity of the
^
3. And supposing the Sun rising in the Hor'
cm the Lay of the Summer Tropic , and N M fpfjtSo
Circle ; then there is formed the Right -angle
N O M , in which we have
s.
N O = Æ Z — the Latitude of the P' aC
^
M O the Amplitude from the North.
N M the Complement of the Sun’s
ONM the Ange of the Hour fromM1
O M N the Angle of the Sun’s Positi°n’ , \ ^
4. On the fame Tropical Day the Sun 1S
, ‘ pjoss
©’Clock , because the Hour -Circle of
> ht-^
upon the Axis NCS; therefore in the
Triangle I C K we have
I K the Sun’s Altitude at Six.
C K the Azimuth from the Eaft at
C I the Declination North.
to
XC K the Latitude of
Place.
:0fl1'
KJl tutthe- X
, Cul
A tls1t>
Again ; when the Sun on the fame i si
' '
-’
due ,L,W
VerticalZ
C D , his Place when
Lt O ; therefore in the Right -angle
'e have
he

Sun’s Declination North.

'.e Sun’s

Altitude

when EaR r>r

,»,/j,
r
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tVi

^ tflC Terre/trial i but shall first premise
e following Definitions relating thereto.
I . The
5 C the Hour of his being clue East or West,
£ ~ C G the Latitude of the Place.
tste ' Pappose the Sun in the liorizon at M once more $
p the Right -angled Triangle M C R we have
S M the Amplitude from East to West.
i ~R the Declination North.
■pR the As.ensional Difference.

^ C M the Co-Latitude of the Place,
fcR M C the Angle of Position.
' the
oblique Triangle A Z N we have
pp N the Co- Latitude of the Place Z.
N the Co- Declination.
. ^ the Complement of the Altitude AT.
"rN Z the Hour from Noon equal to Æ X.
N the Azimuth from the North,
Qther to iamc mav he done for any Star at A, or any
§ ^ ace.
"lY;’ lastly , let Y be any Star, then in the oblique
lan
y§R
Ewe have *
y R fN
the Co- Latitude
of the Star.
-XN the Co- Declination of the Star.
j . E = Æ as == the Obliquity of the Ecliptic,
j , R Y the Star’s Longitude in the Ecliptic,
q
Y the Hoar from Midnight .
:>
°r the Canons and Method
of Calculation I shall
s- he
Reader to the second Volume of my Young
* U
••‘
t leter’S
eccr s Guide
ijuiae,, wna:
wdiat j.I nave
have uuuc
done being
ucmg as uwui
much
the0>
last Nature of the Subject at present requires : And
wh° have no Globes may solve most of these (and
4t a v 0(Rer) Problems by my ’Synopsis Scientia Cæle/lis,
1'ess_ery small Expence , and with the greatest Exact^

be

Reason

of the Pbanomenon we

call the

jhay ®sT-Moon is extremely easy by the Globe , and
1 the rr be. re prefented in a Diagram thus . Let H O
“e the ^ tizon , ÆQ _the Equinoctial ; then will T r Plate
Ecliptic , when the Beginning
LXVI
0
0 tttof Aries is inn the
.
r ?: _
Western Fig
. 2.
T 4
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iW

I. The Latitude
of any P^ cegr
^
Distance from the Equator toward8 j eWestern Horizon ; but when the other
there, t R will be the Position of the Ecliptic - . ^ atT
Vernal Equinox if a Full Moon happens, >t
in the Eastern Horizon at Rising ; in one Day , jj
will describe the Arch Gc ; wherefore th® ,0’Cl°?e
Night so much Time will intervene between b15
^ ^ tn
and the Hour of the Moon ’s rising, as is p?e
Motion of the Globe while the Arch C c Is 3 ‘
above the Horizon .
VeaO
11. Whereas at the opposite Time of the t
at the Autumnal Equinox, if a Full -Moon happ
the next Night the Moon ’s diurnal Arch to be p0(iti^
above the Horizon is C b — C c; but since the ■q (}1
of C b is so much nearer to the Horizon Bia£ol it
will ascend much sooner above it, viz. <n a
fifth Part of that Time , and sometimes in 1 • r stuS
the Moon ’s Orbit sometimes makes a »l j2 g-met*1'1!
with the Horizon than TCHruCr,
an“
a less Angle than r C H - « C b. But for *»°r
Subject fee my Philosophical Grammar.
. pec^ l
12 . Because in many Cases it is absolute

to have a Meridian
Plate
LXVI.
? >§• 3-'

-Line at hand, I shall
•

jh^

aw

-t a one 01- -,t

the bestwhere
Way the
of making or drawing such a^ ‘ a str^
Plane
Sun can shine, thus.
jht >n >
Brass-Pin or Steel Wire A B be fixed uPrlS J bd°[
Point A, on which, Point as a Centre you j -Q Ft
described several concentric Circles, as C D
&c. Now
to make the Pin A B exactly
a5
let three Points be chosen in the outmost '-' ll n’ eS, if
G, H , in which place one Foot of the Comp
f1
extend the other to the Top of the Pin B- ^ po1’’,
is to be bent one way and the other, dlDjj ® • oti ^
of the Compasses will fall nicely on the M > • a>'
Top B from each Point of the Circle F , 5
then is the Pin well adjusted.
tfre’
f ??
13. Then observing in the Forenoon w° erf eseiU
, ,
yf the Shadow A C touches any one Circle, t ^ jyjistk$

*rhe Use
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K.

^ reckoned in Degrees of the
(so '
' Meridian, beginning at the Equa¬
kj.
ls t
e a'l ‘0n gitude is the Distance between
tile
Of^ ep idian of any Place, and the first
gre ai)c^g Meridian, reckoned in the De-.
\y^ of the Equator towards the East or
^ Climate

is a Space of the Earth ’s

parallel to the Equator, where the
the Day is half an Hour longer in
the of
Mallei which bounds it on the North,
t^at W^1^G-1 terminates it on the

fv*

Isoso A Zone is

also a Division of the

taso'8 Surface parallel to the Equator, in
Coij^ of the different Degrees of Heat and
in the pre-’ ^ Hich
ten
„ we have described
yinor
:ure.
,
L^ arif
then in the Afternoon make a
;
stsosoiso at 0 and
socle so where the Shadow’s Point is in the fame
) >thra§ain- Then bisect the Arch C E in the Point
Se A°^ h which and the central Point A draw the
and it will be the Meridian Line required,
t
so „ 6 d°ns in several Circles, the Operation will
, so rso e Exact and certain.
so so have here added the Figures of the Celestial Plate
sotsososohl Globe , with all the principal Circles LXVI.
'amess as they are rectified for the Latitude fig -4>5*
I
Note^ These Globes I now make from the
so
Isoheter f*’s Plates , of 3, 9, 12, 17, and 27 Inches
■son ' and with many new Additions, Corrections,

' lavements.

V . The
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V . The An toe c1 are those Inhab1^^
of the Earth who live under the sas°^ ^
ridian , but on opposite Parallels , a0. ^ 0f,
therefore equally distant from the
Their Noon and Midnight are at the ^
Time ; the Days of one are equal 10
Nights of the other ; and their Seal0
the Year are contrary.
VI. ThePerioeci
are those Pe°P 6qs$ ,
live under the same Parallel , but °Pj f
Meridians . The fame Pole is elevate ^
depress’d to both ; are equally dist astt j, eu
the Equator , and on the fame Side ;
;
Noon to one, it is Midnight to the 0 ^
the Length of Days to one is the
plement of Night to the other , and the^ ^
trary , and the Seasons of the Year <
fame to both, , at the fame Time .
ij^
VII . The Antipodes
are those ^ ^
Feet to Feet, or under oppojiteP
e
Meridians. They
are equally did aIlt
the Equator on different Sides;
contrary Poles equally elevated;
of one is Midnight to the other ; the
Day or Night to one is shortest to the
and the Seasons of the Year are c0lJ

&c.
VIII . Also the Inhabitants of the
rid Zone are called Amphiscii
Shadows

fall on both

Sides

, becar

of them.

ise

f
t}iC

^
^

ffof'
th

el>

f
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j TX. Th ose of the Frigid Zone are called
Bills
their Shadows fall all
dp. scii, because
°und

them.

x And
the Inhabitants of the Tempe^ones are called Heteroscii
, because
ey cast their Shadows only one way.

0A
Continent
is the largest Division
Space of Land , comprehending divers
X/Entries and Kingdoms , not separated by
at

^

er>

An Island
is any small Tract of
surrounded by Water.
XIII. A Peninsula
is a Part of Land

% ^passed with Water all around , except
Part , which is called
W-. An

Isthmus

, being that narrow
Cck of Land which joins it to the Conti-

tig.
ht.

A Promontory

is a mountainous

fX of Land standing far out in the Sea;

v °ie Fore-part is call’d a
end.
?VI . The

esti

Ocean

is

Cape

or Head¬

the largest Col-

^ j°n of Waters , which lies between , and
^r°ns the Continents.
'ji
The Sea is a smaller Part of the
t^Ue ous Surface of the Earth , interceding
e Elands, Promontories , &c.

XVIII.
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ves/
XVIII . A Gulf is a Part of the Sea c oPe
where environed with Land , except on
small Part call’d
XIX . A Strait,
which is that nar»
Passage joining it to the adjacent Sea.

.£y
^

XX . A Lake is any large
of stagnant Water entirely surround
Land.
:d
n&{
The other Parts of Land or Wa ter
no Explanation.
I shall
now proceed to the
of the most useful Problems on the
trial Globe, first premising that the

1#

of a Place is equal to the Elevation of t'°e ^
at that Place ; for if the Arch of the ^
ridian between the Place and the P° ^ 5
added to the Latitude of the Place, it
90 Degrees ; also if it be added to the
<}
Elevation , or Arch between the P°^e cc
Horizon , the Sum is 90 Degrees ^
,
the Proposition is evident .
.
PROB. I . Po find the Latitude °J
Place :
Bring

^

the given Place to the Brazed

ridian , and observe what Degree it iS
for that is the Latitude required .
■ ^
P R O B. II . po reffiify' the Globe
Place :
^

The Use of the Globes.
f.^ Aisp, the Pole so high above the Hoas is equal to the Latitude of the
t]^Ce’ screw the Quadrant of Altitude in
it ^ enith ; find the Sun ’s Place, and bring
to Meridian
; set the Hour -Hand to
^e,UPPer XII . ; and place the Globe North
pruth
^°
by a Needle ; then is it a just Reje6 Ration of the Globe of the Earth , in
j^ ard of that Place, for the given Day at

Q0n.

^OB . III . To find the Longitude os a
^ SlVen Place:
Ri Ng the Place to the Brazen Meridian,
erferve
°^
the Degree of the Equator unfame, for that expresses the Longi' squired.
^ OR IV . Lo find any Place by the La -

f)

^
tQ

tlt
111

ude and Longitude given :
Ng the given Degree of Longitude

Indian
^

, and under the given De-

of Latitude you will fee the Place re^ftOR V .

find all those Places which
have the fame Latitude and Longitude
To

^ ^ith those of any given Place:
^ 111 Ng the given Place to the Meridian,
lVj,
those Places which lie under the
have the fame Longitude : Again,
Globe round on its Axis ; then all
those
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those Places, which pass under the sas°e ^

gree of the Meridian with any given >■
, f(
have the fame Latitude with it.
PROB . VI . To find all those Places
it is Noon at any given Houf
Day in any Place :
Bring the given Place to the Me6 ^ ^
set the Index to the given Hour ; th esl ^
the Globe, till the said Index points t0 ,
upper XII . ; and observe what Places h^
der the Brass Meridian , for to them it lS
at that Time.
PROB . VII . When it is Noon at otl?1'
Place , tofind what Hour it is at any
given Place:
Bring the first given Place to the t
dian , and set the Index to the upp es
then turn the Globe till the other give 11 ^ \\
comes to the Meridian , and the Inde*
point to the Hour required.
\ PROB . VIII . For any given
the Day in the Place where y°u figs
find the Hour of the Day in any
pe
Place .
Bring the Place where you ate * tll-;
^6
Meridian , set the Index to the given
p'
then turn the Globe about , and
*
,
other Place comes to the Meridian

The Use of the Globes.
^ ill shew the Hour of the Day there,

paired.

^0 B. IX . To find the Distance between
any two Places on the Globe in English
Miles:
one Place to the Meridian, over
H
lc^ fix the Quadrant of Altitude ; and
taying it over the other Place, count
i(H ^ Uln fier of Degrees thereon contained
n them ; which Number multiply by
6q Wee
a half , (the Number of Miles in one.
j?s Ge) and the Product is the Number of
Miles required.
'•OB. X . To find how any one Place bears
^ J r °ni another :
one Place to the Brass Meridian,
, lay the Quadrant of Altitude over the
tyj*ier<
and it will shew on the Horizon the

St

on which the latter
ff*. thei Compass
e sC°
t)
%
r
wom the former.
^QB . XI . To find those Places to which
Sun is vertical in the Tirrid Zone,for
any gi ven p) ay
the Sun ’s Place in the Ecliptic for
tj,
^ given Time , and bring it to the Meri¬
ts * and observe what Degree thereof it
S’fiven turn the Globe about, and all
^ aces which pass under that Degree
^ Meridian are those required.
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f 0

PR OB . XII . To find ’what Day 9
Tear the Sun will be vertical to anyi 1.
Place in the Torrid Zone.
^
Bring the given Place to the Met *tb&
and mark the Degree exactly over it >
turn the Globe round , and observe the
Points of the Ecliptic which pass under ^
°T ^
Degree of the Meridian : Lastly , offee
the
Days
Wooden Horizon , on what
the Sun is m those Points of the L ci i
< u
for those are the Days required .
^
PROB . XIII . To find those Places
^
the
where
,
Zone
North Frigid
gins to shine confiantly without Jett ^P ^
any given Day between the xoth ojT'-

, £0(
th of June.
Find the Sun ’s Place in the Eclip^c^,
it to the genets.
the given Day ; bring
ridian , and observe the Degrees of
tion ; then all those Places which are th^ j^
Number of Degrees distant from the
^
are the Places required to be found .
what
PROB . XIV . Tofindon
begins to shine confiantly without
on any given Place in the North
and the

10

Zone, and how longle;

.

th

the Globe to the Lati^ ^
Rectify
the Place ; and , turning it about , 0 jy.
what Point of the Ecliptic between

The UJe of thi Globes.
and also between Cancer and
fides with the North Point of
0 Etorizon ; then find, by the Calendar
^ ^ le Horizon , what Days the Sun will
^ er those Degrees of the Ecliptic , and
ey Will satisfy the Problem.
XV . To find the Place over which
the Sim is vertical , on any given Day
, p-nd Hour:
k Pntd the Sun ’s Place, nd bring it to the
er idiar,
\
an’ and mark the Degree of Decli0tl for
the given Plour ; then find those
^ Ces which have the Sun in the Meridian
Ki
Moment ; and among them , that
Cancer,

tibra co

ti0^.u passes under the Degree of Declina
is the Place desired.
h () B. XVI . To fad ) for any given Day
aud Hour , those Places wherein the Sun
ls then rising, of setting , or on the Me¬
ridian ; also those Places which are en. tighten’d., mid those nahich are not-.
Iv o the Place to vVhich the Sun is ver!ca]
,
.
. .
lo
the given Time , and bring the fame
1-" ^ er idian , and elevate the Pole to
latitude of the Pla'ce ; then all those
Of..6S which are in the Western Semicircle
^os 6 Arizen
have the Sun rising, and
^ (| C!tl the Eastern Semicircle fee it settingv to those under the Meridian it is Noon.

OE. III.

u

■Lastly,
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Lastly , all Places above the Horiz° n
enlightened , and all below it are in
ness or Night.
PROB . XVII . The Day and Sour °f ^
Solar cr Lunar Eclipse being gi'vs (
find all those Places in which the f
will be visible:
f £<v
Find the Place to which the Sun lS
tire
tical at the given Instant , and elevate
the'1
Globe to the Latitude of the Place;
rs >'
in most of those Places above the >
rizon will the Sun be visible during the
Eclipse ; and all those Places belo^ ^
Horizon will fee the Moon pass tht° Up
the Shadow of the Earth in her Eclip^2' ^
PROB . XVIII . Lhe Length os a
being given, to find the Number off ^
in a great Circle of the Earth , ana 1
the Diameter of the Earth :

Admit

■^

that one Degree contains ^

Statute Miles ; then multiply,
(the Number of Degrees in a great
0>
by 69s , and the Product will be 25 ^
the Miles which measure the Gircurniy
of the Earth . If this Number be
by 3. 1416, the Quotient will be 79l J
Miles , for the Diameter of the Earth . fi
English

PROB . XIX . The Diameter of the ^ft
■being known, tofind the Surface in 72 ;
Miles, and its Solidity in Cubic
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the Diameter be 7964 Miles ;
j 1Cri Multiply the Square of the Diameter by
y *4*6, and the Product will be 199250205
near, which are the Square Miles in
hi ^tirface of the Earth . Again , multiof the Diameter by 0.5236,
s Cube
^
q?

the Product 2644 ^>^ 7^9 I 7° wiH be
Number of Cubic Miles in the whole
°^e of the Earth.
^OB . XX . Lo express the Velocity of the
^urnal Motion of the Earth :

^. tJv'CE a Place in the Equator describes
oh 25020 Miles in 24 Hours , ’tis
V
is aep*t the Velocity with which it moves
Isf *be Rate of 10427 in one Hour , or
Miles per Minute . The Velocity in
j>P Parallel of Latitude decreases in the
^Portion of the Co- Sine of Latitude to the
«&Us. Thus , for the Latitude of Londony
^ eg. 30 Min . fay,
l o.oooooo
—
—Radius
hd °"sine °f Lat’ 51 DCS \ 9'794l4 9
is the Velocity in the E- 2.232046
M.
SUator,

°3o

"Po

the Velocity of the City 7 .

XW

. .OAM.
U L

r

95
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That is, the City of London moves a^° ,
the Axis of the Earth at the Rate of 1- s
Miles every Minute of Time . But this
far short of the Velocity of the annual
tion about the Sun ; for that is at the
^
of 60000 Miles per Hour , or about s
Miles each Minute , supposing the Vs ^
ter of the annual Orbit to be 82 MiH* 0llS
of Miles (CXLVIII ).

TH*5**
seV eI a

(CXLVIII ) t . 'I might here shew how the ^ 0jf
Spherical Triangles are'formed for the Solution 0
of these Geographical Problems, as I did Before
J
^Astronomical ones ; but as the Method is the
th9
need not again repeat it . However, to faeil1. (a*
Ideas of the above Definitions , &c. I have a 'ft'c
before mentioned ) a Print of each G^0^' rjeif 9
Rationale of the several Methods of solving *r* £)'
of this Sort cannot be well shewn without
,th*
upon the Globe , and a Praxis cum viva voCi
Demonstrator .
, i0 ^
2. I shall here subjoin a few Things relating ^
Magnitude of the Earth , and the Dimensions 0' , tW
veral Parts , together with the Manner of ac<tll *i eSp!
Knowledge thereof. First then , the most nafus(fd y
and certain Method of doing this is, by first .fa 0
the Length of a Degree of Latitude in the M
^ 7.
any. Place ; because if the measure of &ne ps
once found, the Earth being supposed-round, . ff otl
all the other Measures may easily be deduc
this .
„i e,S^
Thus
it
,
_|w<
.
3. Thus if I take the Height of the Norths ge$ts
in this Place with a very good Quadrant ot ^
and then proceed directly Northward or Sout v W
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^ h ERE is a geometrical Method of derih
^ng the Superficies of the Celestial and
Terrestrial

v th
tHwfEhirne Instrument I find the said Star raised or delust one Degree ; then ’tis evident I must have
Hi l 0Ver iust one Degree on the Earth ’s Surface*
w . therefore might be known by actual Mensuration,
11 stostible to find such a Part of the Earth ’s Sur¬
lily 3S is exactly even and spherical , and truly in the
CjT • w tllis * s f carce ly to be expected any where,
StyP* in such a Country as Holland, which is level,
overflowed with Water , and that frozen into
hen
lCe"’
tl>e iCy Surface may be near the Truth ; and a DeUf 'oasured in the Meridian upon this Ice must of
Eq
ti0 e. be pretty exact , if due Regard be had to Refractaking the Height of the Pole . Thus Snellius
</n
IT ?% measured the ^Distance between a Tower at
and another at Souterwode three Times over, and
11a straight Line in the Meridian on the Ice , whence
^r'g° n°tnetrical Process he measured a Degree ;
some Mistakes had been made in the Calcula¬
tion as
indefatigable Mr . Mufchenbroeck attempted
tfie the
TVr5mo-lf».Q nnnn
unrl fnrmpA
nino
*■
^ ■
funthe funupon thC
formed #Triangles
uig- anew , and
found
and
1700,
5/o ent;a^ blase of Snellius in the Year
ty

St

33poises to

a Degree.

Vh ° w this was but 27 Toises less than had been
Vp ^ the Royal Academy of Paris -, and this was
fj ^tle different from the Measure of a Degree some
a ^ fore by our Countryman Norwood, which re<4,, fr0m his measuring the Distance between Lonhe did in the Year 1653 ; and acto rdatld fork, which
S»'?. to him the Length of a Degree is 69s of En *~.
lijf)

stiles.

. Greaves compared the Englijh Foot taken from.
’
tfie bdr
St ^ - Standard in Guild- Hall , London, with the
i'ojjj ards of divers "Nations . The Proportion between
°b them is as follows:

V 3

The
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Terrestrial Globe on a Plane ; and this .
call’d the Projection of the Sphere in
The
The
The
The
Tire
The

Englijh Foot ,
present .Roman Foot ,
Grecian Foot ,
Paris Foot ,
Leyden or Rhinland Foot ,
Bologna Foot ,

i .ooo
0 .967
1.007
1.068
1.033
1.250

7 . If th <z French Measure of a. Degree , vizToifcs , be corrected by making proper Allows
the Procession of the Equinoxes, the Aberration of -At
in the Stars he made use of , and the Refraction sis}
through the Air (all which were neglected by R . ,,1
the true Measure of a Degree at Paris will be 569W
Toises.
8 . Nov / since the famous Caffmi and Sir Jfaac 1$
i'
had both of them shewn the Earth could nos 11f
rally have 2spherical Form , but must be a Spheroid'>
since these great Men differed in their Accounts of gy
Sort the Spheroid was , Sir Isaac shewing it to be 3,1 ^
late Spheroid, and Caffmi strongly contending fpf
Oblong Spheroid; the King ot France was nobly 111
?- gjy
to have this important Affair derided , and accof |
ordered the Length of a Degree to be measured 21^
g
Equator , and at the Polar Circle , that by c° nfi <rW
them with the 'Length of a Degree near Parih
f
be known whether the Earth were oblong ° r "
wards the Poles.
10 . And since a Determination of the Fig ul’e ° j s 3
Earth , and its Dimensions by actual Mensuration ^ ,^
Problem of the highest Concern in Navigation
^ jt
n°my, Geography, Levelling , 'Hydraulics , &C. 4
quite uw.cu.u
necekaryy the
Reader
should nave
fpvc an
an Idea 0 ■
rue rv.
aue ; mourn
JVl;1Ma
anner in which this was effected by the Fren cj
th ematicians , and which
therefore I shall give fr° 1J ^
fnined , ^
•Book entitled , The Figure of the Earth detent
by Maupertuii .
'
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The Use of the Globe,5
q^111s
j one Half of the Globe is projected
0sle Side
of the Plane , and the other
Half

tyejj.' s he arduous Task was performed in Lapland by
(he
Clairaut, Camus, Le Monnier, Maupertuis ,
tyitf
Outhier, and M . Celsius of Upsal. They
fat
the0Qr, Stockholm, and from thence 'for the Bottom of
Ph of Bothnia. Being
arrived at Tornea, they
iff ^ C’r W ork ; for fr°m thence they fat out , July 6, •
to rec °nnoitre the Country , of which I have here Plate
V54
r Map , by which the Affair is made easy to LXVII,
ttra-nd.
ta^ g' -^ fter twelve Hours Voyage up the River, they
lhe j/ ° the Hamlet Korpykila, and from thence through
°re^ they went on Foot to the steep Mountain
firs
). ,d tyhofe Summit (a bare Rock ) they made their
Fætlmr Up the River they met with anH ic high Mountain called Avasaxa, on the Top of
V
they built a Signal. They
then went up the
Xsnglio, and crosseda Morass to the great Moun^' xss arr ilakero, where they built another Signal.
^ ence they returned back again, and in their
faiij Cr ofled the Forest to another very steep Mounkfw ah’d Cuitaperi, which afforded a very fair Profj , 0 ah the rest.
toV' ^ ftcr this they went some to one Part and some
!'% l0thcr, and built Signals on the Summits of other
tear stains, yjz , Kakama, Puttings Niemi, and Kittls,
thevy Pillage Petto. Then
taking the Angles which p; 0.< 2 .
Rays made, connecting the several Signals by
tyrant
0f two Feet Radius , furnished with a Mit? er’ they constituted a Heptagonal Figure T C A P
*
extending from the Tower of the Church of
j, MJ T , to Kittis at Q.
■Jettg" ^nd because the Truth of their Work may the
r aPP ear, I shall here set before the Reader the
the
a the
^
Angles, of which the several Angles of
ePtagon did consist, viz.

U4

I. The

Use of the Globes.
Half on the other ; and if the Pla«e ^
that of the Ecliptic or Equinoctial , aS ^
1 th

o
x. The Angle
2. The Angle T C A -

CTK
f KCT
«KCH
t HCA

=
=
=
=

e

i

-4 - - t
P N,«

100

9 E 4,

3°

112 2 3. The Angle CAP =

{haP
=
r APH -

4 . The Angle A P Q_= ] hpn =
(NPQ . 5. The Angle
PQ .N =
CQN P =
6. T -he Angle QN K = -j P N 'H CHNK =
(NKH =
7. The Angle NK T = < H K C tCKT
The Sum of all,

53 ^5 E,5,
31

2

3? S

87' 52 . 4,7
4° 14 0
5l 53 7,*
93 ^ , 5,3
27

11

Iff

9L P
12
,11196O

37
eq uft

15. Rut since the Angles, of any Polygon ar\ -j(r ui's
to twice the Number of Right Angles that, the jgjes
has Sides., abating. 4, therefore the Sum of the ss
of a Heptagon is 14 -—4 rz 10 X 90 " — ooo ?ol)l^
if their Heptagon had been taken on a Plane, > e t)it
have exceeded the Truth but by 1' 37" ; but »
Figure lay on a convex Surface, the Sum ought little more than 900 °. And thence it appears t° t|ii*
a' surprising Degree of Exactness they attain cd
' Undertaking .
.
16. Now In order to measure the
Q_M , which lay through the M-iddle of the
or rather the Line q m, °which was the correct
Mf»'
between the two Parallels where they made
s cj h
comical Observations with a Sector, ( whole Ace's .^ J)
incredible, and of a Strudture not here to be de ^ ^

TIjs

Use os the Globes.

je! .^ afe of the Celestial Globe , these ProluslS are
then call ’d the Celestial Hemi>
spheres.

!%’ ■
.
■y t 'k 0r^ er t0 measure tt>is Line q m, it was necef“egin with some Base-Line to he first of all meaN) ’ ail<
i then to compute a fundamental Triangle or
L T^ 'ne Grounds of their future Work.
slUS they pitched on the Distance between
and the Village Poiki, for the Base- Line B h,
et ‘ lay along the River , and could be most ac-.
j V meaiured on the Ice. It was measured twice
Th

first Mensuration gave

1 he second

—

—

Poises. Feet. In.
7406 5 o
7406 5 4

she
Jjj " tnean Length therefore is
7406 5 2
t^
ing this Base-Line known , they calculated
Sn,j ^. Triangles A B b and ABC, from which they
“e Distance between Avasaxa and Cuitaperi to be
tt Sirs^ A C ; from whence they proceeded to find
ve p. es and Angles of all the other Triangles round
N f g'Jre, as A H C , A H P, P QN , C T K , We.
Oin thence having found the Sides A P, P .Q,,
Ale's a s ’ P C , they formed the Right -angled Trir >o O P> AFC , PDQ _, CGM, by drawing
A tk. P’’ P D , at Right Angles to the Parallels pastjjtte
Q_ and M, and parallel to the Meridian
- and _the fame they did on the other Side the
.5 ic
—_
r
tiy 'jT s is there represented.

having thus measured the several Lines , they
pQj^nd as follows.
On the other Side.
Ap ^ 935°,45
Ap ~~ 14213,24
- l32d7A8
Qr , 8566,08
24995,83
22810,62
g - 16651,05
T,t>tal
54940,39
—
54944 , 7 6
54940,39
-tef(
?4C ataMean the MeridianLineisQM —54942.57
4.
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spheres. But with regard to the T er'
Globe, they are generally made ° n^^ e

i
20. by very accurate Methods they
Length of the Line qm = 55020,09
Ta *- i * £
still more correct Distance qu = 55023,47 ;cai
Distance or Arch q u, by the nicest Astrc-no cqn^ ^
serrations and Corrections , was found to f . ^ ',611
57' 28",67 of a Degree . Therefore as 57
to 55025,47 Toises , ib is 6o', cr I Degree, t0
Toifes in one Degree at the ArSlic Circle.
21. If therefore from the Length of a D en
viz.
57437’9
at the ArEtic Circle,
you subduct the Length of a Degree 7 ^fjoiSA
at Paris , by Picara , — —■ j 5

]
poifeSi

512,2
— —
the Difference will be — ■
he
or 3282,878 Feet of EngliJ]} Measure.
Degree,
a
of
Length
the
having
22. Hence,
dius of Curvature is found for any Part of th® . i £^
Meridian . For let R denote that Radius,
3,1416 : 1 :: 360 : 2 R :: 180 : R ; there
57437^9 Toises , for t-- : 1^^
180 or R
c/£ 0^0 '
16’
3,1416
Qtf
vature oftbe Earth ’s Surface in the Latitude 0*
*
En1
Lapland ; and in France the Radius of the
in pr
vature is *>- 180 X 56925,7 Toifes ; or

Miles those Radii are R ~ 63g94, and R -- W& ftv
23. We are now prepared to assign the Pr°P°J.
the Axis of the Earth to the Diameter of the -> $e
khis actual Mensuration ; in order to
must first of all premise some Theorems, w h,cJ t £P'
pjr
from the Properties of the Ellipse. Therefore
denote the Elliptic Surface of the Earth , E *.th*f s!>c
meter of the Equator , and CP the SeRii'3*ls anf
Let Al be the Radius of Curvature m pi
Earth
the Ellipsis, I E a Tangent ; and a* aj!«
of
I
Point
iro 'j!

Plate
LXVI.

Fig. 6.
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° f the General Meridian or Horizon,
’•hen they are commonly call ’d Maps

of
J‘5: j yP er pendicular to C P and C E . Take the Arch
1 e 4 • £ree>an<^ 15 rawA i and the Perpendicular td\
-thc p ls the Centre of a Circle touching the Ellipsis
^itus° lnts I , i. The Angle I B E = D IF is the
Place I . Now put Z ' CE, a = CP,
a ‘Us nT ^ h y ~ D I; and let 1, t, s, denote the
’’AUfti" n^ent, and Secant of the Angle IB D ;
fy."piA let A I ee: r.
L slere fore 17 t 1-}- = V, and so / ’ — r = 1. The

1 : a,

— a.

I.

or,

II.

Theor.

V
3 — —az ~

p,

the Parameter .

Theor,

iz

A,
H

41 : r :: p : I E — sy.
5.1 : t :: y D F = t y.

Theor.
Theor.

6 t : 1 :: lF = sy IB
:

= ^.

III.

IV.
V.
Theor.

VI.

Oi

: : ji : DB = -t , Theor. VII.
. fy r ionics 8;EDXD
« : DI ‘ :: CE ‘ : CP *.
Air fy
9
zs
—
xx
:
yy :: zz : uu :: 1 : a. Theor. VIII.
Æ ^ ausi
10 CD : CE :: CE : C I , per Conies^
V 1fy
11 x : %:: z : x + ty,
w- j
12 zz — V1+ ty x, or za—-4 = ty x.
Ify re (9)
1 : a /:: y x : yz :: t x : y.
y — atx , or x — — . Theor. IX.
at
A,
id

also

V

(l

ax' 1 =DB . Theor
. X.

+)

etef.
Qre
\ <1.
^ >1

y ~ stx ,
zx=z x* xty ~ xz +
at
' x*.
z = xzX i -j-att , ■.• z = x v/T + att . Th. XI.

« also 18
^ - —r—

also *9 y -

* lA - att

t a- r= — = L = .
y/ i -\- att
.

Theor.

Theor.

XII.

XIII.
Because
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of the

World: And the several Cisc^eS’
Parts of the Surface of one Keinil 'p^ er so

D C : D B :: .r : a x x:: : a '■:z * '• u *
CD : CB :: i : i^ :: CLCi.

Because
Theref . Conv.
Whence
Also we have
Wh . conjointly
Again -—>
Conv . and Inv.

D d {—gl ) : B b :: 1 : 1— a. Ss
.,^
GI : ^ I :: B F : D F , because I G 1'
GI : Bi :: BF : DF - aXDF .
vp fGI : B £ :: AI : AB :: RF : DF —£ * pf'
IB : AI :: BD4 -aXDF : BF = B yT

In Species.

—
:
t : r :: —
t -jr* er tyJ tA
'\S y ,

That isj

-{- t y.
7

,

*1
— - r i::

-f- t t i: -f 11 ;
.G'a x
rtf:

Whemtesiy, 18)129 r :

X
_xXi + rtif-*
, ana %%
j *s

Whence also

\ _ >'7 j- - r 'atf

Therefore

___j

s1a 1a
Whence also 122 it

77wr
ct ' 2T -

P.or any other

_ 3 s
r -X & B . i*
.ft
s*a

- - r 'att

*-\ - a '*tt

. XVII.
slT ,:

_ r TX i 4 - <?*/ __ r * X 1
'
sb a %s
e it"'

Lat. we have

Z2

Whence it is

r^s s

r # it s s —
1 -“ r r_
L r f 11
<* r
r 3s sr— 3s s

Therefore lastly I35

..

Theor

| |
r^rtrr ^- Ftts s
&w>25 . From these Theorems we can C!ls f &sj
ever relates to the Figure and Magnitude ot ^
and first: to determine the Value of a, or tlw ^ ;Sf
sr to
that is, of C E to C P. In order to ^
have r , s, t, for the Latitude of 6on 20 3 jyjjdAndx, 5, t, for the Latitude of 490 2-2'*being

s
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ott the said Plane , as they
mqU
/
u appear thereon to an Eye placed in
the
the

^rtze measured in France.See
(
Art, 22 .) For
—
; whence by Logav lrtl° T 3994, sad r 3958,4
1552,9 i also
We have r i' s s = 593, and r? ss.
N
^ 3^ 3090,1 , and i-r 11s s =
2109 . Therefore #
^ ^4J9>
Whence we get 55: « :: 313,22 : 309,72
^E e..' ^ P- Therefore by Mensuration it appears, that
N « «* » C P in a greater Proportion than that of
<** * 9. as was nbfcrved in the Scholium of Annot.
*6. p ut.

r ~ . az at E,
r

%

^r at P ; then a %:
7 - = 7:: d : D;
V/ a V
' «
'fiW
—I
#3
^' d ■ a — aD ; and d cza \ ' afD
“
>and
L
" fc3D ; therefore ^ : D :: z 3:
—-

, ^ Th, TheoremC» =
ivw ’ v

E = tAt +Jlliu

(by

.
3 a.
Vr f s) eSu®l to 3971,1 Miles ; and so the Dia°*the Equator is equal to 7942,2 Miles. Whence
Ve“

^

^

M cjG

= CP 39
=

2^’2

Mlies

i

J®
Axis of the Earth is equal to 7852,4 Miles;
>iS0 Equatorial
Diameter exceeds the Axis by
,s the q,90 Miles , which is near three times as much
heory gave it . See Annot. XXXIV . 36.
f any
’
given Latitude the Radius of Curvature is
a s1Z
Nd
hYTlheorem XIV , viz . r —
•; and be1 -p ti 11 ^
'Ne
ti fn^.er the Pole P the Angle IB E is a Right one,
Nd
^dl in that Cafe become infinite and equal;
N
®re fore r -= -JL - —.4.016,6 Miles, which is the
v a
greatest

3 °i
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fie"
the Pole, or Middle Point of the other
misphere . Hence it will come to pa&» ^
(rl&vr
greatest of all. And under the Equator that .
nilhes, and there s ~ i , and t =: o ; and. iot
3881,8 Miles the least of all.
29. The Radius of Convexity being known* v^r

the Length of a Degree in any Latitude by t
the
logy ; As 180 : 3,1416 :: r :

the Degree required . Thus under the Equator

c

W£l

Vef s>

— 6j f Miles , for the least

t'8o"~*

r

•0< 6

and under the Pole we have ft-H. 1-. X 401 6,6 :
a an1
'
x8o
n£,gr<
:
Latitude
of
Degree
the greatest
Miles, for
- 1Cr\ 2L
nr »i
_ TV/f ' 1 _
O
, 1. _
7-\
'
3
also
Thus
.
Miles
68,92
is
Degree therefore
($ 1
:6st
,
3858,4
in the Latitude 49 ° 22 s 180
Miles ; and in the Latitude 66 " 20 it is j#

0

the 5^
3994,1 = 69,709 Miles.
29. If the Length of a Degree be known, ^ t>>
* ?(
dius of Convexity may be determined, and t
Latitude

of the Place by Theor.

XVII . tt =

for if the Tangent of an Angle be known,
itself, that is, the Latitude , is known ah 0- f
31. Hence also the Radius of any ParalR
tude may be discovered ; for, by Dbeorem^-f '
%

^

■A V c°

‘

.to(
■= x = ——= -==== ,■and 180 : 3,H l6 :: * '
r the £ 3^
Y 1 +att
In
of Longitude in the given Parallel .
^
180 x 3971,1 — 69,309
Length of a Degree in the Equator .

x ~-z ,- hence

f# 1*
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Stars

and Constellations of the Heini6les> and the Parts of Land and Water
in

%

. ° ce the Circumference of the Earth under the
^CeecT 1S69,309
^
— 24951 Miles. I might now
,Sa S k° Cah u^ate the Surface and Solidity of the Earth
ero >d; but the Process would be tedious, and
v*)ype j!0 great Purpose, enough having been said for
*V er! °n to form a proper Idea of the Magnitude and
^r ef. ° the Earth . I conclude with' observing, that
p §teeak° ut 2 I Miles between the greatest and least
Latitude within the Compass of our common
s „n' *I\
score
If our Theory of Navigation,founded
-■ • then,
"
.
' a>l<
^ tf

not neceffary to have 07ie corrected acforegoing Measures? See my New Treatise
p^t^ st^ APHY and Navigation
lately published,

C

S>ts ‘ng new Tables of Meridional Parts and Sea
0fh a'v^ aPted to the Spheroid of the Earth , and fitted
*Ce; being calculated to every Minute ofa Degree.

b

able of Arcs of the Meridian to the Spheroid,
\fsfspf
the Equator. By the Rev . Mr . Murdoch.
opherc.

D.
Spheroid. J

10
120 . 0

11
22
rz

300 . 0

420.0

5 40 . 0111

5S7 .0;
645 . 8j

7°4-5|
' G
Ob
1>

Diff.

600 .0 13 . 0
660 .0 14 . 2
720 .0 ! 5 -5
780 .0 16 . 7

H

822 . 1! 840 .0 17 .9
1

15

880 .9]

900 .0 19 . 1

16

939-; |

960 .0 20 . 3

l 7 998-5

1020 .0 21 . 5

18 I0 57 -4 >ioSo .o 22 .6

3 <H
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th eIf
in the Mips ire not represented in . iug
liatural and just; Distances, and in
in their
LU
^ fret

Mag stltU
0 . 1Spheroid. Sphere.

19

Diff.

1116 . 3 I I40 .O * 3 -7

2299.2

20] H75 . 2 1200 .0 24 . 8
241.60.0

21 1234 . x 1260 . 0 25 .9
22 1293 .0 I32O . O 27 . O
6q

2477 -7

25

:0-°

27

6o.°]

28 .0

2537*3

24 1411 .0 1440 .0 29 .O

2596.8

1470 .0 1500 .0

3° .c

45 2656.6

26 I529 .O 1560 .0

3 1,0

46 2716 .4

27 1588 . 1 1620 .0

3I -9

47 2776.2

28 1647 . 2 1680 .0 32 . 8

48 2835 .9

29 1706 . 3 1740 .0

33-7

49 2895.5

3°

1765 -5 1800 .0

34-5

Zl

1824 .7 1860 .0

35-3

3*

1883 .9 1920 .0 36 . 1

52; 3075 .0) 31^

33

- 943 -l ,1980 .0 36 .9

53 3135

34

2002 .4 2040 .0

35

2061 . 7 2100 .0

*3

z5

1350 . 0

s
44''

.0
.0 3*

37-6

5.4l 3i94 -9|

co
! CO
I C
1T
-j

5513*54-9

36 2121 . 0 2160 .0 39

-°

37

2180 .4 2220 .0

3s

2239 . 8 2280 .0 40 . 2

39-6

*r

44''

8o’° I

45

56' 3314-9;
57| 337° ^°

58!.Z4; 5-I

.'
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^ ^ flitudes and Forms , as on the Globes
: Yet most of the Problems of
^selves
f]p. ^ Globe are performable on these arti^ . Projections , by those who understand
But these
s* Nature and
be best understood from a View of

Things

.
Use

Sphere, Djf5S

N

75 4460,8 45OO.O 39 -2

3600.0 44-7

76 4521 -3 4560 .0 38.7

3615.7 3660.0 44-5

77 4581 .9 4620 .0 38. 1

3720 .0 44-3
/^1 |1*vj
3736.0 3780 .0 44.0

78 4642 .5 4680 .0 37.5

1

64 3796.2
3840.0 43-8
6S
£856 . 5" 39OO.O 43-5
66
3916.8 3960.0 43-2
6?
\ 3977-2 4020 .0 42.8
68
42.5
^37 -5 4080^0
1
69
\ 4097.9 4140 .O 42. 1
7o
£158.4 4200 .0 41.6
7,
4218.8 .4260.0 41.2

7z
*3
^N.

Spheroid, Sphere, Diff.

3495-2 3540.0 44 -8

1/O1*
/O
dr
6r

D.

79 47° 3-i 4740 .0 36.9
SO

4763 -7 4800 .0 36.3

81 4824 -3 4860 .0 35-7
82 4884 .9 492O.O 35-i
83 4945 -5 4980 .0 34-5
84 5006.2 504O.O 33-8
85 5066.8 5 100.0 33-2
86 5127 .5 5160 .0 32.5
87 5188.2 5220 .0 31-8

4279.3 432O.O 40.7

88 5248 .8 5280.0 31.2

4339^5 4380 .0 40.2

89 5309-5 5340.0 30-5-

2*44 _0o-3' 44.40 .0

V9U

III.

39-7

90 5370 .2 5400 .0 29.8

X

those>
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t.

■pr 'sU*^

those Prints ; and a Specimen of the A
of their Use (CXLIX ).

(CXLIX ) I . The Solution of tr,oft of theL ^
graphical
Problems
may be performed by 3 ^ pl '
romdricalCalculation, as is evident from the Or >?(s
agram we before made use of for the .Solution o j 3Ce»
ncmical Problems. 11ms
if A and Z be any tw° ff/s
on the Surface of the Globe , then in theTriang* e f

Plate
LX VI.
Fig . l.

we have
'
ZN the Co-Latitude of the Place,Z.
A N the Co- Latitude of the Place A .
^
Z A the Distance of the Places A and 2 *r
another.
Z N A the Difference of Longitude.
. 0( h
/ - Z N the Angle of Position, or Be# rirl&
from Z.
of 1>
Z A N the Angk of Position, or Betift^S
from A.
st'
as
2. After the fame Manner may Problems or ^

Cation

be solved ; and indeed the only true 3 Qfift

tural Way of SaIling is upon the Jrcb ° ‘ s , rf 0
Circle, which gives the nearest- Distance between < ^
Places on the Surface of the Globe ; and there ^ thc
nearer a Ship keeps to .the Arch of a Great
^
Jliorter will her Way or Passage be from one
another . Thus in the fame Triangle Z N A’ Hxd1'
proposed to sail from Z to A, the Ship ough- 1 ass
rested upon the Arch Z A. But in order tCq;J-ine,i°
quainted with this Method of Sailing, the P °° j fip
the Sphere must he well understood ; therefor ^
refer theKeader who desires it , to Vol . II . of lT1
J ^
Trigonometer’s Guide. .
ni ‘hsoP^ ,C\
3. However, I shall here subjoin the
Principles of all Kinds of Geographical and

Fix

Maps and Charts : And first I shall stievv £"e ^ 0
bf what is call’d the Orthographic
ProJ e£ . je, °(
the. Sphere . Lct ABDE be the Primitive f

Plane of the Projection, which we may iuppow
Meridian ; and lct A ED be 4 Great Ctrc-6- '.

-L.

Vj,

D ri

ie.
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^ ane ' n any Angle B A E . Suppose this
to be projected on the Plane into the Curve
t|w » by Perpendiculars palling through every Point
jeft. j > is required to find the Nature of the proCurve A F D.
di
Will
Si obder to thi °j let E F arid I G be two PerpenG I parallel to C E , and H I parallel to
>
Cp ars draw
cm’ and G g to CI ; and from g let fall the Perpendi,
S *! ^ ’ then is the Right -angled Triangle G HI
and similar to g h C, and g h C is similar to EFC.
t ^ fore putting AC = EC = *, CI .= *, GI = y;
t; r p 5 b, and H1 =: v ; then by the Property of the
S e We have A I X I D = G T , that is, y y =z a a
; but GI : HI ::
=
*' ?-nd y — \ta — sr GI
h C :;) EC : EC ; that is, y y: :: h : b ,- there'ore
by _ b
•' • ' which shews the Curve
— “ vGr —
a
;
u a
s*F T\
p J to be ail Ellipse, whose Semi-axcs are A C and
Pitcf

’ Hence the Circles of a Sphere viewed at ati insiliitji
the
distance are projected into Ellipses. Thus
^llihr°s Elimination on the Disk ot the Moon is ari

5(j yb

as observed Annit.

CXXXV . 23. Thus also

Ptoj5re set in the Sun-Beams will have its Circles all
And hence it _is we
Vftfed into elliptic Shadows.
call ’d the
Projection,
. ruÆl the Orthographic
5 ^ Mma j which fee in my fore-cited Book.
^Cp ° w because CE : CF :: Radius : Co- firie of
, of every
Ci tc. > it appears that the Semidiametcr C •>
into the Co-sine F C of its Elevation
!®
e projected
^bn,,.
that ^ tlae Plane of Projection . Hence also it appears
^i '^ this Projection the fame Nurriber of Degrees,in
di(fept Circle, as B C E , will be projected into very
Tlju etlt Portions of the Diameter of the Plane B E;
bep ,lo Degrees from the Pole of the Primitive will
Vpi e£ted into the Arch C K , but io Degrees from
p ?riphery will be projected into E M . But C K is
a® the Right Sine of 10 Degrees to the Versed
Ke
h l 0 the fame ; that is, as 1736 10152 , or nearly
Hence the Reason why the Spots in the
to t .
appear to move so much falser over the Middle Parts

X 2
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3o8

of the Disk than on the Outside, and why then'
is always unequal ; with other Phsenomena of c

Plate
LXVIIL
F ‘g- I.

Nature .
7. The
SThere

Stereograpbic

is that on which

Projection
our

n^e

^
ot 0$

Maps are c0in,1si> e

made, and depends on this Principle , That i-f ^5 a-jolh
of any Meridian be supposed the Plane of the Pr°Je.j ^0then an Eye placed in one Pole of that Meridian '‘Vsit'
ject all the Circles in the opposite Hemisphere n'
cular Arches on the said Plane. Thus let AGDr £0(
M
Meridian ; then the Diameter A D , dividing h
of
upper and nearer Hemisphere, is called the
a>A
Measures;and an Eye placed at the Pole E wst*.P
every Point B, L, G , in the opposite Semicircle it1foe
Points H, I , C , into the Line of Measures A
'
Visual Rays E B, E F , E G .
tTsCcSi
8. Hence if the Arch A B ~ F G — to ffjfsstfP
then will their Representatives in the Line of * r
faeA H and I C ; and the Points H and I areoffP
,
through which the Circles of 10 Degrees aP<
Q0 &
Degrees do pals in Projection , viz. the Circle*
and GT E , as is evident from considering the.
Hence the Reason why the Meridians, do all 1^ ^ ot1
to each other in the middle Parts of the Map £, pafts
the Outildes ; and consequently, why the l'eveIf1jy[ap Sr
of the Earth cannot be duly represented on such
cither in respect of Magnitude or Position.
. < si-"
9. On E as a Centre describe the Arch C 1
draw the Line E K ; the Arch G K will be pl°s^ c
into the Line C L , which is the Tangent of tbff,r M
CEL. But the Angle CEL is equal to P*3. QbAngle G C K , or Arch G K ; therefore any iVX ngr|'j
is „projected
into a Line C L equal to
,
_ the^ j ca1
of Half that Arch . Hence the Line C D . ^dra
1
the Live of Half - Tangents in respect of the OP

G K D.

jvL3p
S

10. On this Projection are.usually made all. t ^ (faes
of the World in two Hemispheres ; there is a fu eMe'
calPd the Globular
Projection,
wherein all Qj0\jC
ridians are equally distant, as they arc; on the ^
itself. They are circular Arches here, as in the a
,o{
jection , and are drawn after the same-Mann ^r*
1
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$ Injected by the Eye on the Surface as they are.
of Maps the several Parts of the Earth have
^
file» sort
Si * Proper Proportion of Magnitude , Distance and
nearly as on the Globe itself. As Plate
?* on signed
LXXII.
is for that Reason very useful, and
^ot ^° rt: Map
llfe Cornrnon, I have given one here for the Reader’s
j]f \ c°rrected from the latest Observations. I have
on the GlobuJust publiihed a New Planisphere
the Solution of Geographical and
j}n with
finical Problems thereby.
fu-l p Besides the foregoing, there is another very use(o r.°jection, generally made Use of for Charts , and
f 0 ctimes for Maps ; it goes by the Name of Mercas Projection

,

but was first invented

by Mr.

]e]s!^ <long before. In this the Meridians and Para!are straight Lines , and the former equidistant from
gj. other. Hence in this Way the Degrees of Lonijj in every Parallel are the fame, and equal to those
Equator ; also the Degrees of Latitude are all
I).
thep *ial ’ ^oth which are contrary to what they are on
Therefore Maps of this Sort do not exhibit
file ^lobe .
vs^ Ue Dimensions or Proportions of the several Parts
e Earth ; however, they are very useful on divers
^pco.
fyT°unts ; and that which I have given from Dr.
thn A .to illustrate the Account of the Winds is of

^
sind.

tfJG*' ^ ut t^le greatest Dfe of this Projection is in Sajl-

ir! ,» I shall here therefore shew how it is constructed
be an Arch of the Plate
«.-.o.- Let
Manner,
si - ^ following i\yTo
sip at°r contained between any two Meridians A P, LXVIir.
is Meeting in the Pole P of the Sphere whose Centre Fig . 2.
filep ^ P011 the Points A and B let there be erected
^ er pendiculars A H and B I , and let D E represent
df/l -rch of anv Parallel between the fame Meridians ;
thr C A and t B, K D and K E perpendicular to PC j
and E draw CF , CG , and join I G ; lastly,
Wo^HhD
"tfL
rhe Perpendicular P LNow the Arch A B in the Equator is to the simidi' Arch of the Parallel D E as A C to D K , or as Ra^IJJUIS^ now
i- / ..UU Suppose
XK D
sine of
LI1W Latitude A
theJ> rhc Coui the
VU - iUll
into
projected
file p ridians A P, B P, to be in part
er pendiculars A H and BI ; then will the Arch
PE
X 3
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• Cas®
D E be projected into FG = AB ; but >n
D E , the natural Length of the Arch., is t° F ^ ^ f as
trailed Length, as the Radius C D to the Seed?
1* q p ;
the Latitude, or as the Cosine L C to the RadiM
for C F : (C D = ) A C :: D C : L C .
f #Itf
14. But in whatever Proportion the Degre £S ^ ft
Parallel are increased or diminished by a Fro)f
Piano, in the same Ratio ought the Degrees of s
also be increased or diminished ; otherwise
Bearing and Distances of Places would be lost,
Cafe of the Plain Chart, where the Degrees of L; ft
are all equal . The Degrees, therefore , of
^ of
Mercator ’s Chart increase in Proportion of th? ^CC
the Latitude to the Radius.
}AeT
15. But that the Reader may fee how such
dian is projected., let R C H be a Quadrant of th®
tive Circle , and R Q_a Diameter ; draw Q,8 ;
pi >
the Arch S H be projected into H I, and R S if g f
but A I is the Tangent of f R S (by Art- Y-)
and CI be perpendicular to AH , and draw j e ^
gents S V , C K , to the Points S and C mc et*n°
produced iri V and K . And let H I — x, H S ^ ’
AH = r.
•
'
‘ ••
' aV it Z
16. Then because AT : AH :: AH : A v > J*
ATX AV = AH ! : ; for the fame Reason it >S p >
AK ^ ARctATXAV.
Wherefore AV
he W \
:: A I ; A T ( = S B) :: Qj : QS . Let Qj
infinitely near to Q_S, then S s : L, and1fff QJ S>,
pa
because the Angle - A I Q_= T I S '= !I SfV"
their
therefore the Triangles QJ i and QS s are (in
gs :•
cent State ) similar, and therefore Q_I : Q_S : - f
p^
x ; i. A
: ; V ; A K ; consequently, it is A \
A Ki X .v. '■ '
' '
’,, Jc ci
17. But A K X x is the Fluxionary F c?v ££ tt*u$
what is' called a Figure of Secants, which
■fj ^
explained . Let R C H be a Quadrant as besof ’pditR
an Arch , of which let the Secant be equal to IQ
it
applied as an Ordinate to the Absciss H I tp Xl c QJr
this be conceived to he done for every Point in f . v th®
st rant , we shall have aCurveBNP
describe
Point N , which appears to be a reiiangulaf Dfl^ jji>
by compleating the Square AB . Now drawing^ ^ jy

p ^

? >g- 4-

5
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near I N , we shall have I N X / n rr I N X .<
i
of the Area I H B N , which
=
js^ ^ KXi) Fluxion
belonging to the Arch
Secants
the
all
of
R 5,0n3posed
» and is therefore called a Figure of Secants.
£1 “• Now the Fluxion of the Area 1 HBN is to the
X
* U*‘°n of the Rectangle IHBD as IN X .*■to I D to
^ *s> as I N to I D r= A R, w ~, as the Secant
^ adius. Therefore the Areas themselves are in the
Ratio ; that is, the Area IK B : R X x S: : : R ; :
Z represents the Arch z protracted,
f* 'supposing
Area
feme Manner it is sliewn, that the Fluent or
Z :
as
z
X
R
to
is
z
X
V
A
^., 0,1 ging to the Fluxion
the
to
equal
is
k
X
V
A
of
Fluent
f Ut" this latter
1 HBN, because their Fluxions are equal(by
: X z : : Z : a ;' conf l6 0 Therefore IHBN R
X z X Z ; whence I H
R
=
z
X
N
B
H
I
ntly,
b^
when R — tBut the hyperbolical Area I N B H is the Ldgato A I, that is,
1,sl or Measure of the Ratio of AH
i

I
t —Tangent of J- the Com.f ~~~ supposing
t
x
"
J)L
ri\ ? ent ol' 2< ^ ut an)r Hyperbolical Logarithm is to the
a°ular Logarithm of the fame Ratio , as 2,302585,
X
^ tc>I ; therefore the Tabular Logarithm of t1
of th.e
gives the Length
=
h’3°2S85 = INB H Z
Natural
the
.° tr acted Meridional Arch , answering to
rch zorHS.
and
,^ if
_ a denote a greater
2o.
. . -A and
_
*0 Therefore
eFer Arch , beginning from the Equator ; then the
2,302585
^ Crigth of their Difference A — « will be

of

or

“*50

102585X ~ -

or 2,302585 . X

is, From the Tabular Logar-tthm cf the
>
!£■ 1 That
of the Loser Arch a, fubduit
Complement
-e
C
*
°
f
thf ent
Arch A ; the Dijfererice
Greater
the
t':>e tangent of
’n
the Meridhpal Farts of
give
will
2,302585
by
^ spiled
s,
e '4>‘cb A —
l,02l ‘ As I am upon a Subject of this Nature , it will
is or
Proper ty observe, that since the Ship’s Course
ouah .t
X 4
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ought to be upon a Rkumb-Liue, which make5 es cS
Angles with every Meridian, therefore the D >“er5^
of Longitude will be the Logarithms of the 1 an» ^
of the Half- Complements of the Latitudes, aS"lTl U,
•thus
shewn/ Let Æ Q_be a Quadrant of the Eqa ^
PI. LXX.
P the Pole of the World ; P Æ , P A, P B, fs*- I $e
Fig . 5. veral Meridians projected in Piano,
and Æ a be, & '
Rhumb- Line making equal Angles Æ « A, J£ b**
with every Meridian.
r tfc22. Then if we make Æ Ar AB = Bi ^ pi,
and very small, then may the Triangles Æ P a'1jf j]as>
ÆPc, c& . be esteemed rectilineal, and will be * irnj so
and thereforeÆ P : P a : : P a : P b : : P b : P % t\p'
on. Now if Æ A expound the Ratio of aP to lEf ’ ra f
because the Ratio of b P to PÆ is double the Rat>° c' pi
to PÆ , and ÆP = 2ÆA, therefore Æ B will exp-- p
the Rat io of b P to Æ P. Again, because
’ tcC
=: 3 X « P : ÆP , and ÆC = 3 Æ A, therefore ^
expounds the Ratio of c P to Æ P ; and so of
23 . Therefore the Arches ÆA , ÆB,
are the Logarithms of a P, b P, c P, &c. in refpc oir
P Æ . But Æ A, Æ B, &c. are the Differences or ^
gitude made in failing from Æ to a, or b, & cj ’ eJl ts
a P, b P , &c. are Tangents of half the Comp *f .fist
of the Latitude A a B b, ( 5c. ( See Art. 9 . ) ^sb
1
the Differences of Longitude in failing on any RhuW"
Logarithms of the Tangents of the LJalf- Ca-Latit^ N ^fi
24. Hence the Rhumb-Line has acquired the
^
of the Logarithmic Spiral. He ®ce also it follows, £h f
Table of Logarithmic Tangents is a Scale of the Diffef j 'jy
Longitude on some Rhumb or other. Thus the Tab 11^ of
garithms of Tangents in present Use are Difsore 11
^ 0f
Longitude on that Rhumb which makes an
of
$1°, 38 / 9 " ; and the Rhumb which makes an AnfL
Ji° 1 142 ", is the fame for Neper’s Logarithmic
gents. They who would fee the Demonstration0 ce
-4s also how a Table of Meridional Parts is st 0111^
3constructed, and likewise how all the Problemsc1 ff£r
vigation may be solved by the common Table 0
rithmic Tangents only, may consult
Mglogia.

See also PhilosophicalT ranfidlions,

W■here
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Theory is given at large by its Inventor Dr.

Hq

Scholium.
talc^'. *■have here added a Table of Meridional Parts t
,at fd for the Oblate Spheroid by the Rev. Mr.
fe , ’ ‘n his new and learned Treatise of Mercosur's
aPpHed to the true Figure of the Earth. The
W * °f the common Spherical Projections are not so
V d niah in many Cafes, as to be inconsiderable and
y .^ gerous. For instance, if a Ship fails from South
25° to North Latitude 30°, and the Angle of
43° > then the Difference of Longitude
' *he Urk
', exceeding the
V }y 0rnm °n Table would be 3206
h(icffer'. ence 3141 by 65' or Miles. Also the Difwould be 4512, exceeding the true DifVe
^ ^ 4423, by 89' or Miles : Which Differences are
t° be neglected. For other Instances of such
5
y ^ ^ ion of the Charts , I refer to the Author abovey j^ ^ d.

See also my New Treatise of Geography

^Vigation

lately published.

Farle of Meridional Parts to the Spheroid and
Sphere, with their Differences.
' ftiei ■nut. Spbere. Diff.

6

D. Spheroid, Sphere, Diff.

9 530.4 542.2 11.8

60.0

i -3

" 7-Z 120.0

2.7

IO

589 .9 603.0 131

180. 1 4 .0

II

649.7 664. 1 14.4

24O.2 5-3

12 709.6 725 -3 -5-7

293.8 300.4 6.6

13 769.8 786 .8 17.0

352.7 360.6 7-9

H

411.8 421.0 9.2

15 890.9 910 .5 19.6

A 71.0!1*2.
1< I* 10.5

16! 951.s| 972,7 20.9

830.2

848.5 18.3

3*3

s1*.
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b.

Diff.

Spheroid*
Spherei j

>7 IOI3 . 1 1035.3 22.2
18 1074.8 1098.3 23.5
19 1136.8 1161.6 24.8

D . Spheroid»

Sphere
-

Pis

39; 2497 -2! 2544-9
2622.6
4°i 2573.9 ;

+7-7

21 1262.0 1289.2 27.2

41 2651.8^2701-5
1
1
5o.7
42^ 730 .9 2781-6
5W
43 2811 .3 2863.O

22 1325.3 1353.7 28.4

44 2893. 1 2945^ 5^

23 1389.0 1418.6 29.6

45 2976.2 3029-9

24 1453-3 1484. 1 30.8

46 3060 .9 !31^ 5

z5 1518.0 1550.0 Z2.D

47 3147 -2 320^ 7

26 1583.3 1616.5 33-2

48 3235. 1 3391J

27 1649. 1 1683.5 34-4

49 3324.8 33^

28 1715.6 1751-2 35-6

5° 34i 6 .3 3474j >

29 1782,7 1819.5 36.8

5i 3S09.7

3° 1850.5 1888.4 37-9

52 3605.3 z6^

20 1199.2 1225.2 26.0

3- 1919.0 1958,0

39

-o

1

53 3703. 1 37M

32 1988.2 2028.3 40. ,

54 3803 . 1 3864s

33 2058 .3 2099 .5 41.2

55 3905.7

3+ 2129.O 2171

56

07
5*
550
36.4
5^

59.9

6o-t\
6>-5
62j.

35 2200.8 2344.2 43 -4

63j
4010 .9 4073-9
647
57 4118 .9

Z6 2273,4 2317 .9 44-5

58 4229 .8 4294-^

37 2347.O 2393,6 45-6

SS 4344 -o 4409J

38 2421.6 2468 .3 46-7

60' 4461 .5 455^

-4

42.3

65^
64b
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Sp here. Pis6j
v 4582.^ 4649 . 2 66 . 5
g2
s 4707.8
4775 -0 ; 67 . 2

63
X

^

37

-i 4904 .9 67 . 8

54

s 497i .o
6r

5039 .4168 .4

V 5*09 .8 5178 .8 : 69 .0

the Globes.
D.

Spheroid.

76

Sphere.

■D#

7136 .2

72IO .O

731-8

77

7393 .0

7467 . 1

74-1

78

7670 . 1

7744 -5

74-4

79

7970 -9

8045 .6

74 -7

80

8300 . 2

8375 -2

75

81

8663 .8

8739 .0

75-2

82

9070 .0

9145 .4

75-4

83

9530 .2

9605 .8

75 -6

84 10061 . 1

10136 .9

75 -8

85 10688 .7 10764 .0

75-9

-o

^6

\ 52S4-o

5323 .6 (69 .6

H03 .9 5474 -0 : 70 -1
68
\ 556o.2 5630 . 8 70 .6

\

6n
y9

N

^

7o
s

3-5 6794 .6 7 *-i

5965t9 7 *-5

h
\

.7 6145 .5 71 .9

86 11456 .5

11532 -5

76 .0

s

6334-7 72 -3

87 12446 .0

12522 . I

76 . 1

A^ 6!6 534 -3 73-7

88 13840 .4

13916 .4

76 .0

-i

89 16223 .8

16299 .5

75-7

co

37-75

h ^3
>3

•S.

h

\

6745 .7

73

' ^ S^ 8_697 o .3 73-5

90

co
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Appendix
Co NTAINING A

%sico -Mathematical

theory

OF

L
^ar Motions and Irregularities,

Vr *ON
r>
^cession

o F TH E

of the Earth

’s Axis,

AND
of

the Equinoxes

;

iNP THE
H
of Matter,
k Potation of the Quantity
of Bodies , &c.
SNsity , Weight
fe k

On ;he Surface

of

the

&4RTH , JUPITER , and SATURN,

9

the Subjects treated of in the
w c"en}
' Jpo
Appendix could not 'well be brought’
the Body of the Book among the A nn0ta fw ''
and are the most important Part of the^^
tonian Philosophy , they could mt on fist
count be omitted. and therefore I haV6 ^
annexed them, to completea System°J j ^
Science. And I have taken such a
^
I hope will be found not only more na tUr<i
concise, but much more adapted to^ y
those difficult and intricate Ideas east
apprehended by the intelligent Reader»
ffS

*

k

h

*
I
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i.

T he

Motion of the Moon about
the Earth is similar to that of
haters of the Ocean revolving about
'he
garth ’s Centre . To shew this , some
;/jf SDuh be premised ; as, first, 'That
fy tra &i°n of the Earth upon any ParV
^ ater 2S the fame 01s 2t would be,
;f thefame Quantity of Matter con- Plate
^ k T int0 a p 0int in its Centre. For let LXVIII.
^
O be the Earth , C its Centre , P a Fig. 6.
i^ ^ e at any Distance P A from its Sur^ ' let P G be drawn through P and C,
0 ^ O the Diameter of any Circle B D
1^ ' ° f Section of the Sphere perpendicuto
Axis PO.
N«
, Cl+ BP -x; then
h 0\V put PN
al ’—B N\ which is
PN ‘ - X
*8
the
tt^pe ^ rea of the Circle B D O E ; the at|w ,ltl§ Force whereof is 2 x x, and is prol0r*al to the Quantity of Matter or
^Un berf °
Particles which act on the Cor-*
e P in the Periphery of the Area , and
in

Appendix.
in Directions similar to P B. And ^
the Force of Attraction ls as the
of Particles (2 x * ) multiplied
^y e
Force of each Particle , which is aS
Power (n) of the Distance ( *) ■
> t^ie^ 0ie
2 x * x xn 2~ * xn+ 1will be as the
or absolute Force of these Particle®’
is, in the Directions P B.
p ^ is
3. But the Force represented by ^ Ji
resolvable into two Forces P N and d ^0 c
which the former only causes the C°rP (e
at P to approach the Sphere . Th
as PB : PN : x : a : : 2 * x»..j -.- I- :. 20. ** \9
the Force with which the Particle
attracted in the Direction PN ; the
^
of which ~ aXwhen (
corrected) *S
«+ 1
. she V*
whole Force of all the Particles m 11 q 0f
of the Section B D O E, to attract
puscle P in the Direction P C.
¥
rnn

st

4 . I say, the Fluent \ ax. n~—
n 1+
■fit'
r{C'
corrected , for it is at present too
^
because when the Area of the Sect^ ^ t
comes a Point , or at a, then this
has the Value

be

2 a »+ 2

n+ 1
deducted from

which therefore^
-sit
t Flu^
the general
/

A PP£ NDi X.
fho -j- I

and their Difference

-2a n~\-:

nj - - I
®f 2
PN
1—
PN xPB ^P

-- 2

Of ^X n ~\ -j

1.dX n~\ ~1

n+ . 1
c
fy]i , n + 1
as the Forces of any circular Areas
hv
{y Op attracting the Corpuscle P in the
lse ction of its Axis P C.
Now since in Natural Bodies this
rQ\v
in any single Particle is inversely as
^Wer
%
s e Squares of the Distance, therefore n
and so the above Expression of the
0 PM

°rce will become I — p -p.
Now if we put AC = r , P A = f PC
^ cr
rt

~ p
2

AN
jJAGx
2
-pA O5+
+
^r c zcy
Hence2ry

= 2 rxy — c~ AO % and
P A x A N = (c c -}- 2 r y
cl + C X
-2 rr = ) PO
f i c + 2cx
+ 2cy = 2c t +2T

and y —c -1J 2C

PN = r>

B ~ c -j- x, and
_

2CX + XZ
+ 2T

cb Jr /lCX -lr X'

—-

,

b

because the
p cause b -2r + 2cJ. And
°rce of Attraction in the circular Plane
^vse Diameter is BO is i - 2n
PB
H
.+ 2 c x + x1V 2 r xj- - xz if we multib x c+ X
V
Y
°L . III.
P1/

A PPEND I X.

2

ply this hy the Fluxion of the Distance
y —? Cx+ 2X' , we shall have A
whole Fluent ilT y i
§ proportional
^
„ n A 0s
the Attraction of any Segment B ^
the Globe upon the Particle P.
x
7. Hence , when x = 2r, the E*P
lion will become

C T"1 th^

—or simply -r~r>10
3 bb
bbj
t
Attraction of the whole Globe. When ^ ^
appears , that the attractive Forces off} ^ ^
Bodies are to one another in a Ratio cotnp 01
^ -. s
of their Quantities of Matter direSlly-> dtl eS
the Squares of the D fiances from their P erl f
inversely. And
therefore since the No#1
of Particles only , and their Distance
the Centre enter the Expression of the * ^
it is plain the Effect will be the fame nf^
a Corpuscle P placed any where without .
Surface of the Globe , as if the whole
of Matter were Contracted into a Point at
Centre .

Q . E . D. £

8. To apply this : If all the Mat te^^
the Earth were contracted into the
and the Waters of the Ocean were to ^
tinue their diurnal Rotation the ^ Caed
they now do, they would then be aste .
aU
in . the fame Manner by the Earthftloon

:f^e

ctri car experimex

t s.

R _:g

jljipe .tidi .ocI . T/r/e. I.

I

Appendix.
as
they now are, and hive all the
^ e Pliænoraetla . And therefore if a
^ vi instead of revolving at the Distance
^ the Earths Surface about its Centre,
Jyj5re to
revolve at the Distance of the'
|at°°n) every thing Would happen in a iimi/ banner , and the Effects of the Earth
5 Sun in disturbing the Motion of the
lj ete^ would be like those which are proE Ce(
^ iti the Motion of the Water by the
and Moon , but only in a less De¬
j-

ll^ * Another
Thing to be pretnifed is,
^ the Moon revolves not about the Centre
0h jhe Earth as the Centre of its Motion;
therefore in order to consider its MotioQ
iti the best Manner , we must deterthe Distance to which the Moon must
^ Amoved from the Centre of the Earth
i[8E , (and considered as the Centre of
"
-j revolve
'he /r otion)' that
it may
about it in
arhe
periodical
Time
that
it
takes up
l\y,
' together with the Earth , in revolv[A about the common Centre of Gravity,,
***nnot. XXXVI.
0> In order
to this , let D be the Distif E of the Moon from the common Centre
tt> Jr avity, and d that of the Earth from
'
will D 4. d be the Distance of the
Y
Moon
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Moon from the Earth , which , at a
is 6of Semidiameters . Now let * = ^
tance required ; then because the attra ^
Forces (F and f ) in any two disterefh
tances are as the Squares of those
inversely, we have F : f : : as : ^ ivefl’
Again , because the Periodical Time is S1 the
or the fame in both Cafes, we haVe^ osjJ
Forces proportional to the Distances
;
the Centres of Motion ; (SzzAnnot. p
Consequent!/
therefore F : f : : D :
- C7VP’
: 4. d\ therefore x' —D T a A, v/
at : : x '-D
and multiplying by D -j- */, we have
^
D -p t/>xD ; whence D -p/s
D + d1: ,vJ; therefore y D p </ : J ^
+ </ : * . But D / : D : : the
bf Matter in the Earth and Moon
th er : the Quantity of Matter in the h
alone ; that is, as 40,31 to 39,31 . ™ ^
D q-

y W - : : «<« =60==
Distance at which the Moon would r / /
about the Earth at Re/I in the same ^ }>
^
now does.
Plate
^
11. These Things premised, let S
LXVIII,
Ft rr 7
Sun , T the Earth , and P a Satellite reV pjp
ing about it, and let S K be the Me an
tance of the Satellite or Moon fro&
’
Vot cC
Sun ; and expound the accelerative

32
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b

YWhich it is attracted towards the Sun S.
N take S L : S K : : S K* : S P1, and S / :
S* k: 1 S^ ; thenshall S
L , orS / ,ex-v
, n dthe accelerativeAttraction in
any .
^stance
of
the SatelliteSP
or S p. That
s
the
Force at
P is to the Force at
p as
:
to S / ; forS K = S and S K3 0
is >P <S 1 =/ S x S f ; S
therefore L : S/ : : V
: SP - .lei

I

H

LXVIII
T, and draw paral- 8
*2. JoinPT and p
Fig
the
Lines
L
Mand/
w, meeting
in
. 8,
M and m. Andthe
Attraction
S
L,>
/ : thereto
' ! sresolvable
into
two others SM
and ^

and S
m and
/
m. Hence
the
Bodyf
/ Surged
with
a
Threefold
Force ;
viz.j
.That by which it
is attracted
or
tends ^ards
T
, arisingfrom the
mutual At^ion
of
the Bodies
T
andP . ( a. )The
°
rce LM, or Im, by which it
is likewise^Ted
towards
T
. ( 3. )The Force S
M,^
by which it
is urged towardsS
, or^
a( Tedin
Directions
always
parallel to
t
3* *By the first of these Forces the
Sa- I
* teoughtto
describe
an
Ellipsis about
T
°ne
of its Foci, and therefore Areas
pro- ‘
tlQ
nal to
the Time,
as is evidentfrom
was
demonstrated
in
An not at. CXI
.
.lls
is

upon

Supposition

tjhe

1 fixed

BodyT

wasY
:

Plate
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m

fixed ; but the Case is the fame, supP0
it moveable with the Body P about a c0tI1
^
moil Centre (which is really the Cafe
the Earth and Moon) as Sir Isaac N^ °^
has shewn in Theor. xx . and xxi . Lib-• *
the Principia .
14. The second Force LM , as it c°nfl
. spires to impel the Body in the Dire# 1j
P T , is to be added to the former , ^
defers&
causes that the Body shall still —
Areas proportional to the Lime, _ But bec^
this Force is not in the inverse Ra tl0
the Square of the Distance, it will, c°^ e
pounded with the former , cause the C^1"'
which the Satellite describes to deviate n •
an Elliptic Form, and the more so, c^ . ^
paribus , the greater the Proportion is
this Force bears to the former . ^ ^
Forces L M , I m,
z, have been shewn (
PT
./ -T . atfe
—; ’
LXXXIV . 9.) to be as.-and
SP! tbfl
therefore increase and decrease witn
Distance P T or p T .
. ^
15. Lastly , the third Force SM
pelling the Body P in Directions paralfe. ^
T S, will compound a Force with the ^
mer two, that is not directed from P 10 0
and so will cause that the Body P
longer describe Areas proportional to the P

r39|

gfcSS;
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(as we have shewn ). It will also augment
|| le Aberration
of the Orbit from an Ellj ptic Form , on a double Account , viz. both
because it is not directed from P to T , and
also because it is not inversely as the Square
the Distance P T . For the Forces SM
'8n : : - L : : S^ :S P *. These
jj
SP J Sf
Errors therefore are least of all when the
^ cond and third Forces (especially the
^ird ) are so, the first Force remaining the

W.

*6. Let S N expound the Force by
^fich the Body T is accelerated towards
> then if the Forces S M and S N are
5)lual, they, by attracting the Bodies
T and
^ Equally, and in parallel Lines , will cause
110 Alteration
in their Site or Positions in
Aspect of each other . But when the Force
M is greater , or S m lesser than the Force
® the Difference N M , or N M, will be
alone by which the Proportionality of
Times and Areas , and also the Elliptic
*°rm of the Orbit , will be disturbed. Elence
NM or N « is nothing , or least of
the aforesaid Perturbations will vanish;
is, when the Body P is nearly in the
P°ints G and D of its Orbit.
. 17. We have hitherto supposed the Body pj ate
* revolving about T in the fame Plane Otvni,
Y 4
With 1£‘ 9'

Appendix.
with S ; let us now suppose it to revolve lfl
a different Plane , and let the Semi-Or^
be above, and C D B below tne
CAD
Plane , in which are the Bodies S and
In this cafe the Force L M will have
fame Effect as before, viz. will only tesl
or impel the Body P from P to Ib But th^
other force N M, by acting in a Dir ^ ^
parallel to S T , and therefore (when . 1Q
Body P is not in the Nodes C, D, ) incb ste^
to the Plane of the Orbit PAB , wiU> ^
fides the above-mentioned Error in L° av
tude , induce an Error in Latitude , or dmu
the Inclination of the Orbit.

1

For let P q be drawn parallel
N M , and let P p be the Space th? olJ£ g
which the Satellite P would move lst
Orbit in a small Particle of Time , excln*1
18.

of the Force N M ; and by the Force ^ ^
alone suppose it in the same Time nun
through the Space P r ; then compB at^ e
the Parallelogram V r s p, and drawing ^
Diagonal P ; , that will represent the
Motion , and s the true Place of the Sate ^
at the End of the said Time : But his e ^
dent the LineoJa P s is not in the Pl aste
cg
the Orbit CAD.
it follows , that by the F01”.^
19. Hence
N M the Body P will be accelerated in ,l

TMotiost

j
f
l

j

» --• n
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^ °tion from C to A , and from D to B,
retarded as it passes from A to D , and
^r°tn B to C,

For let P q be drawn paral-

^ to N M, and expound that Force, then

Coi ttinuing T P to r , and drawing
q r per¬
pendicular thereto , the Force P q becomes
te solved into
the two Forces r P and rax
rvT .
2 '
Of
. Which the former , acting in the Direcdo
11 P T , does not disturb the Planet ’s
Moin
Longitude
,
nor the equable Defcripdo
n of Areas : But the other Part r q, actItl:
J m the Direction r y, conspires with the
^ ption of the Satellite P in its Orbit , (as
parallel to the Tangent abJ and there^ re accelerates
its Motion in Longitude.
die fame way of reasoning , by making
%
■
e like Construction between A and D it Plate
■LXIX.
Wili
appear that the Motion of the Satcl- Fig . 1,
Hte
^ f will be there retarded , the Force r q
Clrig on that Side in a contrary Direction.

Again

, as the Planet

passes from

1 fo B, it will be again accelerated ; for
^ P s here express the Force N w, which is
tj ^ negative , or acts in a contrary Direc¬
ts to the former N M , that is, from p
?/ ’ Opposing p s parallel to N m ; for then
j c°nspires wsith the Motion of the PJanetJ
^J ^e Direction of the Tangent c <i. In
fame Manner it is shewn the Planet is
retarded

Appendix.
, B to C , by the coo
from
going
in
retarded
t s.
trary Direction of
r,,ice
that
,
appears
it
21 . Hence also
accelerated *r ^
the Body P is constantly
^
D to B, the Velocity
C to A , and from
Points
in thethe
will be greater
in
than
the Satellite
and B D.f cateris paribus)
C and
will (cœterisparib^)
22 . The Orbit also and D than in thS
C
be more convex in
the swifter
for
Points A and B ;
ht'
deflect from a &S
they
less
the
,
move
^ j
given Time . Moreo
a
in
^
Course
^
L
line
B, the Force
in the Points A and
^’
contrary to each= nth
J
^
N M are directly
NM — LM
and their Difference
the B° ^
which draws this
Force
the
as
be
will
; and since
from T towards S
the Body is at A , ^
K L is greater when
there he ^
, the Body will
less dene
when at C or D T
will
so
, and
nrged towards
^
. The same mafB ^
Line
Right
a
Point
from
Body is in the
ff ewn when the
°- .
Annot. LXXXIV . z
the Force k I. See
^
will t
^the Body rP wm
uuy
she -P ^ m
23 . Whence irthpr
in the
T in
frnm
T
from
fanbus) recede farther
; as is e^jjjch
at A and B
^
,Orbit ?
C and D than
the
of
observe from the Figure
^
therefore nearer t°
and
,
curved
less
is

Appendix.
^ and B, than at C and I). What Is here
^ is upon Supposition that the Orbit (ex^iive of the perturbating Forces) is a Circle,
not an Ellipsis, which Cafe will be conllWed by and by.
24- Because the centripetal Force of the
Central Body T , by which the
Body P is
j^ in’d in its Orbit , is augmented in the
v0l nts C and D by the addititious Force
h
and diminished in the Points A and
n. J the . Force
K L ; and because K L is
5W,
ays greater than L M from C to A (and
^Uble thereto at A : See Annot. LXXXIV.
2 1, 22 .) and from A to D, (where it
forties equal to it) therefore the centri. Force (F) is upon the whole dim!-,
^ed by the Action of the Body S. And
^us e F : — , (by Annotat. XXXIV . 6.)
tr
P v;
f before the Radius T P {a) remaining the
the Periodical Time (? ) of the Planet
vbe
^
augmented by the Action of the
Oty
‘'er K L ; and because in that
Cafe P :
y | > it appears the Periodical time will he
Creased in the Subduplicate Ratio by which
corce
£
F is decreased.
j;
Again,- supposing the centripetal
rce p t0 re ]Tiain the same, (as we may
when

33 *
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X.

it,
LXXT ?v aIi with respect ^
the Distance P^ f ^ 22,) then howe* s
r p %,may
,
vary, we have
neither the T);aiance
' * (a)a'norTherefore
when
the centripetal
Force

F are COnstan
rmff , t,
* we have P : a-s/t\/----a

V/p , that is, the Periodical Time (P)
be m i D
Plicae^ P
com pounded of the Sesq^
^atio of the Distance ^
and the
Ratio ~S __, , .
\ / f’ wbIch is fubduplicate of that
os dTmt?st,'hr f nM Force F is incrcaf

of the A/v ^ b7 * e Dootease or Increase
26 F
°f * e dife ot Body S.
also ,h
Wh“‘ haS bc“ sei-I, »

b7 the B d enAx,'S° f ' b- EHipsi, dese» --J b
P> or Line of the
h-wards b“ “L ot,on backwards and f°p
the fi^ /fTurn ?’, but i -- Progress exc« *
the wK { 1and )7 that Excefs it is U]7f
qneniia t° C3rncd forwards, or in Confi'
P is ’ 0r the Force by which the Bods
D, whc,bf fht0WanE E In the Points C an
pounded
ofof the
?, F° rce
M LM
V vanities
is cDJJ1
'
Force
, and ,the
cen¬'
trist'
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hi
!p?tal Force or Attraction of the Body T.
k*
* e former Force L M , if the Distance
f 1 be increased, increases nearly in the
illle Ratio ; and the latter Force (F) is inVe stely as the Square of that Distance , viz.
^ tr-rr- ; wherefore the whole Force is as
r X 17
PT

+

PT 1

27. Now F

anF .

PT 1

TP

+

PT ;

is a less Ratio-

For Example : Let the El-

.V ls- (when the Satellite is in the Quadra **
^.ses) be APB ) and the Axis be AB ; the
Pdances from the central Body T let be
j?' • C T :: 6 : 5 ; then the centripetal
^ rce at P will be to that at G as 25 to 36;
die additional Force (L M ) at P is as
=== 6, and at C as T C = 5 ; therefore
, e compound Forces at P and C are as
^ ^ 6 : 36 + 5 ; or as 31 to 41 , which is
e^s Ratio than 25 : 36. For as 25 : 36
Ql . 36 x 31
44,04. But the Ratio 31

4r ’
ls

25

less than the Ratio 31 : 44,64.
Hence

^

, since when the Force at P

P
the Planet describes an Ellipjis
PX 7
PAB;

333
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LXIX.
fig . 2.

A PP E ND I X.
r ,
is as
P A B ; and when the said Force
Spiral P ^
the Curve is the 'Equiangular the Sate^
(by Annot. CXL .) his evident
, describe
will with a Force as P T + -JL
P 1"

FiJg- 3-

than the &
an Oval P a q still more curved
it.
lipsis, and therefore will lie within
any P01*1
were the Planet P to set out from
P cuts all the thse^
P (in which the Radius Toblique
Angle)
Curves in one common
Path ito& ^
to proceed first in the Spiral
const^ "
Radius T P would
towards s, the said
A^ 5 e
same
the
in
Curve
the
ly intersect
it proceeded 1^
secondly, if towards
as at P . ButArch
A>
P
from
the Elliptic
be
Angle T P A would continually a
to
iiig and approaching nearer
when it al
Angle , which it would make
if it sct
rived in the Point A. Lastly ,
Angle
m the Oval P a q, the said
appf 0^
would alter much faster , and
more quickly to a Right Angle,
j^
a, because fromof 11
happens in the , Point
Deviation
or
Curvity
greater
Spiral P s.
2 9; T He r e f o RE by thi s compound

i'

c,r)\

removed b^
the highest Apsis A will be the
Ellipsis A ,
wards to a, or the Axis of

Appendix.

<3 ty
do

*511

^
^

recede into the Position a b and
;
. this
be the Cafe every Time the Line of
, e Apsides comes into Square with the
)

| j' ^° * On the other hand , when the Sateli y Is in the Syzygical Line C P it is urged
' j a Force in the lower Apsis C, which
tf.e<dual to the Difference between the cen^ 'Petal Force and that expressed by KL;
k in the upper Apsis it is equal to the
^ er ence between the central Force and
d > Which kis/ as PT or AT , as being
^ oie thereof ; therefore the compound
tCe about
the upper Apsis is as L_
P T
1T , which is a greater Ratio than that
I
V J.
or, in Numbers , 25 —•6 :
Pf» J
But 19 : 31 is a greater
W)^
: 3 r*
than 25 to 36 ; whence the Path of
t})etellite
^
P a q is not so much curved as
\ bipsis
^
P A B, and therefore lies befo(it^
and the Spiral P rs; and thereh . as the Radius moves from P towards
]lj lt

sooner makes a Right Angle with the
at A, than with the Oval P aq, which
e*s at a. The Line of the Apsides A B
°te goes forwards in this Cafe, and be-

Pfe

'V,

a b.

Zi. And
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0

aniatiuous Part
tne ablatitious
Decauie the
and because
31 . And
is twice as great as the addititious Part
for the upper Apsis, and KL = 2L^
^
the lower ; therefore the Ratio of the c01
tPc
pound Forces, which is greater than in"
Ratio of the Squares of the Distances
verfely, will upon the whole prevail?
cause a progressive angular Motion oi
jp
Line of the Apsides .
32 . Hence his evident there is a cer ‘
Point between the Quadratures and
gies, where the Apsides are quiescent > ^
find which , let P be the Place of the Sate^
lite in the Apsis required ; through P J
^
P q equal and parallel to N M or T
0
produce it to K, then is P q 3=
(Annot. LXXXIV . 21 .) From q let J,
9
P r0Cl^
the Perpendicular ^ruponPT
and the Force P q is resolved into two oi
which q r , by active ^
;
P r and q r of
^
pendiculariy to the Radius , does
^
celerate nor retard the Motion of P
acting
,
r
P
Part
T ; but the other
y.
contrary thereto from P towards
<
ar
toW
P
of
nishes the central Force
j,
But the Force L M or PT augm ^
-pt
the Point therefore where P r
that required . Now because of ^ y:
Triangles T P K and q ? r, we have 1 ^

Appendix
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£ K :: P q 3(= P K) : P r - P T , in the
Case proposed. Therefore 3 P K? = P T 1j
WhenceP T : P K :: V ~~l : I.

33- Hence we

have this

Analogy; As

^ " 3 : 1 :: Radius PT : Sine P K pf the
^ rch C P = 35 0 16c
The Point , then,
^Itere the central Force is neither increased
**0r diminished
by the Force of the Sun,
^d consequently where the Apsides are at
is at 35 0 i6 ' on each fide the Qua^ratures, or at 54 ° 44 from the Syzygies
^ each Side ; so that the Apsides do in each
Evolution of the Planet (cœteris paribus)
backwards through 1410 4 ', and forwards
trough 2i8 Q56 '.
34. Stnce the Progress or Regress of the Plate
apsides depends on the Decrement of the p.XI^
Ce ntral Force in a greater
or lesser Ratio Ig‘ 4'
that which is duplicate of the Dis*afice in going from the lower Apsis A to
upper one B, and also on a similar In¬
dolent in returning from B to A, and is
therefore greatest when this Proportion of
^6 Force in the upper Apsis to that in
lower Apsis does most of all recede the inverse duplicate Ratio of the Disdces ; it is evident that the Apsides in
^ -ir Syzygies by the ablative Force K L
Vol . III.

2 vfiss

33-8 Appendix.
will go forwards more swiftly, and rnot6
flowly in their Quadratures by the addM"
tious Force L M.
35. For let the absolute Force of Astra0'
lion in s be — a, then because this is every
where in the Ratio of p—— at the BodyJ P*
the Force by which the Body P is attract 0^
towards T will be as - ^ ri. Again , if thc
Satellite P be within 54 Degrees of th°
®7zysi es A or B, its Force is disturbed bf
is ever/
an extraneous . Force (b), which
where as K L or k I ; therefore this perttu'"
bating Force is b x K L, or b x kl\ so th&
the Force upon P in the Points P and f
(within that Limit ) is every where in th°
b x K L to _iL — b x k ^
Ratio of - p 'T %
PR
which Ratio , when P is in the Points ^
— b x A T to rgVpt
and B, becomes
b X' BT , (because then K L : k I :: A ^
- P T , and T P = A T , and p T = B T , aS
has been shewn .) Now this reduced to a
is T B7 x a * **
common Denomination
>< T ^ to / Th 1x a — 'b x T Bh
bA
36. N ° 'V
‘
‘
.

y'/ rtV"fcrI

.jy /,A, m

A PPENDI Si.Z6. Now this Ratio recedes so much the
rri °re from
the Ratio of T B! to A T 1,
AT 2TB*

by how much a — b x AT 2

cedes from an Equality with a ~ b x T B3,
°r by how much A T is less than T B ; that

re

when the Line of the Apsides is in the
^zygies as in Fig. 5 . In this Position Phtd
^erefore the Apsides will go forwards swifter IXIX-

4 n in

any

other.

. But when (in this Cafe) the Body P is
Jj1the Quadratures C and D , the additional
°rce L M becoming equal to C T = T D,
C T 4- T D being here less than in
^7 other Situation of the Apsides, (as
4.) from the Nature of an Ellipsis,
^erefore tire Ratio or Quantity of the pert,J fbating Force thence arising will he least
all ; and consequently the Apsides will
sec cde siower in this than in any other Si- .
Ration . Hence , upon the Whole , the ExCeB In the Progress of the Apsides will
!tl this
Situation be greater than in any

^ber.

38, If the Line of the Apsides be si tu¬
Fig- 6'.
rn the Quadratures , then for just contr.
the contrary Phænomena will
44ry nCauses
; that is, they will recede most
s\v
Wtly when the Satellite is in the Quadra-

7<2

tares.
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tures , and proceed most slowly when it
in the Syzygies . So that in this Cafe the
Regress might exceed the Progress, and the
Apsides upon the Whole be moved tn
eedentia, were it not that the Force
by which they go forwards at A, is «eas
twice as great as LM , by which they 8°
backwards when the Body is at C.
Art. 24.
39. The Excess of the progressive abo^
the regressive Motion of the Apsides vvl
be augmented , if the Bodies P and S m° ve
both towards the fame Parts ; for then th®
Apsides will continue a longer Time in a°
near the Syzygies , than if the Body S
fixed ; And on the contrary , as their h'
tion would be contrary to that of S wh eI^
is in the Quadratures , so the Time of *
Regress will be ssiorter ; therefore the *■
1
by which they go forwards will, upon .
Whole , be from hence very much
ceased .
^
40 . From what we have demonst ra ^
(Art. 28 , 29, 30.) it is evident , that I

Plate

R° dy in descending

from

the upper to

LXIX. lower Apsis be urged by a centripetal
7* which increases more than in a duplieat®
tio of the diminissied Distance from ^

Centre , it will describe a Curve A c b
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r'*or to the Ellipse A C B, and consequently
t^ ore eccentric, inasmuch as the Ratio of T B
t° T A is increased by being changed to the
Ratio of T b to T A.
41. On the contrary, if a Body sets out
■from the lower Apsis B towards the upper
\ and is attracted every where with a
4orce that decreases more than in the du¬
plicate Ratio of the increasing Distance;
then, being less attracted than it would be
the Ellipse, it will describe an Orbit ex¬
terior to the Ellipse, as B da ; which also
ls more
eccentric than the Ellipse, because
^ a to T B is a greater Ratio than T A to

42. By the same Way of Reasoning we
|hew, that if in the Descent the Force be
tecreased in a Ratio less than that of the
square of the diminished Distance, or in
^e Ascent it be diminished in a Ratio less
than the Square of the increased Distance,
the Orbit described will be less eccentric thaq
the Ellipse.
43 . Therefore
when the Satellite P is
te the Quadratures C and D, if the abso¬
lute central Force be to the absolute adds*
t'onal Force as a to n, we shall have the
Vstiole Forces at C and D, in the Ratio of

Z 3

a
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a
a- n x G T to -JL _ -f « x T D : which
)
1
CT 1 '
is as T D l X ^ + n X C T 3to T C 1 X a + ^
X TI ) '.

But this is a less Ratio than

th

at

of T D " to T C2, because C T is greater th ar
TD . Therefore in that Part of the Or
bit where the addititious Force L M tabeS
place, the Eccentricity will be diminist lC 5
' r
_
by Art, 42 .
44 . Again ; supposing the Satellite
the Syzygies PQ , then the Force^ J^ ^
will be to that at P as TP ‘ X ^ — b ' ' T- _
to T Q 3X a ~ b X T P 3, which Ratio #
greater than that o,f T P " to T Qjh ^ ecaU aIT Qjs less than T P ; wherefore in and
the Syzygies the Eccentricity of the Ot
will be .increased, (by Art. 40 , 41 .) _
Eccentricity therefore of the Orbit
twice changed in every Revolution of *•
Satellite.
Plate

LXIX.

H
I-

'ig. 6.

45; If the Apsides be situated in *of
Viftaratures , then , because the Ratio
is greatest of all, the EcceflW•t
^ A of the Qrbi t v/ in be } east of alJ>
Again 5 wiien the Apsides are in tb®

Fig- 5-

th = Eccentricity is the greatest.stf
*
the gK the
the / ™ e Reason
Disparity of A T and T B_ Hence
cits
Eccentrr
f

343
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Eccentricity of the Orbit is continually in¬
casing as the Apsides pass from the Qua¬
dratures to the Syzygies , and vice versa.
46 . It has been already shewn . (Art .
*7, 18.) that if the Plane of the Satellite ’s
■Orbit be inclined to the Plane in which are
Bodies 8 'and T , the Motion of the Sa¬
tellite in Latitude will in no -wife be dis¬
turbed by the Part L M of the extraneous
Eorce, but only by the other Part NM,
and not by that neither when. the Nodes
'C in the Syzygies ; but when they are in
*he Quadratures this Perturbation is greatest
°f all.
• 47 . For let P be the Satellite in its Orbit pj ate
C A D, inclined to the immoveable Plane PX1X.
CFD in any Angle ADF; and let P S Fig- 8‘
eXpound the Force of the Body S, attracting
site Satellite in the Direction P S. Prom P
Et fall the Perpendicular P q to the Plane
•CF D, and draw the Right Line T a S ;
siren the Force P S is resolvable into the
which the former,
;
forces S q and P q of
0 F D, ■noes not
Plane
said
the
being in
disturb the Satellite ’s Motion in Latitude;
'hut the other Force P q, being perpendicu¬
lar to the Plane CFD , is wholly spent in
drawing the Satellite from its Orbit G A D
towards it, and therefore .is proportional

Z4

to
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to the Force by which the Motion in ^ a'!g
tude is disturbed. But the Force P f ^
evidently greatest when STD is a
Angle , and is nothing when that A° S
vanishes.
48 . When the Nodes are in the
(statures C, D , as the Satellite P passes
the Quadratures to the Syzygies the O .g
nation of the Orbit is diminished , and 1
increased in going from the Syzygies to
Quadratures . For let P qas( before) re^ e
sent the extraneous Force N M , and
1
Direction of its Action ; we have
;
that the Body P will describe the Lin e0^
in a small Particle of Time by the c°^
pound Force, which Linesla P s is not in e
Plane of the Orbit C P D, but deflects *
it towards P q\ so that the Satellite fe \
moves in the Plane T P s, which pi'° 15 t
will not meet the Plane E C F in & ^
in another Point e, toward the Op?
tion B.

slate
LXX.
lg**’

49 - For with the Radius T p de cr^
the Circle E C F D in the
fixed Plane V
*ng through T and S, and in the
T P s the Arch of a Circle P c inten e
the other in c. Now
because the
^
N M is very small, compared with the
tra } force , therefore the Angle C ? c' - oA
Xnclist at
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.Mination

the

Pl

anes CPT

and f ^ T,

f feeding small, and the
Arch Cc an in^simal
Quantity ; therefore since P A
^ nnite Quantity , the Sum
of the two
^ rches P C + P c is less than
CA + AD,
^ ,a Semicircle ; and hence in
the
hangle C P c the external Angle spherical
P C F is
j, ater than the internal
opposite Angle
Vqj^ ‘See(
my Young
Pj ' H-) That is, the Yrigonometer's Guide,
Inclination of the
CAD to the Plane
CFD is greater
Inclination of the Plane cPT
ft ret° » which was the first
Thing to be
",
In like

Manner we prove , that as
to “ °hy P goes from the
Conjunction A
! t^e^ e Qnalrature
D, the Inclination of
!
Orbit will be increased
; for if, in this
' srj.jf’ through the Points P
and s we de^p e an Arch of a Circle in
s> the
Plane
said Arch P s d will the
meet the
t) , e 0 F D in the Point d
between F
the exterior Angle P ^ F, the and
new
\ ^ ation of its Orbit , will be
greater than
'■
vas lntei'ior opposite Angle
PDF , which
^^
Inclination
when
the
was
^ ^ oh was the second Satellite
thing to be
14 1- ^ e nce tis’ evident , that
in this Si°h of the Nodes the
Inclination of the
Orbit
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Plate
LXX.
Fig . 2.

Orbit is least of all when the Satellite Is 111
the Syzygies at A, and that it returns ton s
former Magnitude at the next Node ; *
the fame Things are in the fame Ma^ ,
Ihewn when the Satellite passes through £l
remoter Part of its Orbit DEC.
52. Hence also the Nodes in this
tion have a retrograde Motion., or are c‘1,^
ried backwards from the Site D G to ac \ ^
half a Revolution of the Satellite ; anCLJ^jfrecede as much more during the other H*
Revolution.
53. If the Nodes K, L, are in the ^
tauts after the Quadratures C and D,
(i .) The Inclination of the Plane tO1
pasting fi'Oto
constantlyJ diminished in ±
of
rf
Node K to the 90th Degree at Ft
(2.) It will be increased during the h
from that Point to the next Quadra ^ ^
or C. (3.) During both these Tran h®’ ^
the Motion from K to D, or from L
E .^6
the Nodes go backwards . '(4.)
from the Quadratures to the next N0|
inclination of "o Orbit is 'dltnmiih.ee,
The first, second
the Nodes go forwards,
and third are strewn as before,

(^ ’
49— ^ )
stated . 2nd the fourth is thus demonQuadrature

becom
*’d ^6*
o Power
has Pa{
’ ta Sste
}Ute p NM
,iegath'e»
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Vgatlve> or acts in a contrary Direction
^es .re ^P e<^ to A and hence the Lineola P s
ffQ Cri,
°ed by the compound Motion deflects
;
^ rcb of the Orbit P p towards
' 0|. ^ide B A ; therefore ’tis plain , the Arch
rj: a Circle P s L described with the Ra1 P in the Plane TP ^, will meet the
h, Ce F L B in a Point / between L and
'Fen, as before, we shew the Angle
j
is less than the Angle P L F j and
' ^ ^ ode L has, during the ?dotion through
i) ' §one forwards to /. The fame Things
Fetl in the Transit from C to K.
it
From what we have demonstrated
smears , that during the whole Transit
> the Node K to the Node L, the Inst
a ll^tic of the Orbit is more diminished
^ ^creased, and the same Thing happens
’
other Side in going from Lto K;
*iths°re t^ie Inclination is always less in the
1A^ Uent than
in the preceding Node.
’
^ i8 will be the Cafe, more or less,
'
tilG ^ G<
^e ^ 1S P lacec* Fcttveen R
6,Hen
^
the Nodes are in the other Plate
\ ,auts’ viz. between S and V , and R and p XX”
iJ th en, (! .) While the Body P is pa ss. ‘S'*
r°na the Node to the next Quadra¬
ture,
Oq

A P PE N D I X.
turc , the Inclination of the Orbit lS j
creased, and the Nodes go forwards-to
In passing from the Quadrature
Qoth Degree from the Node H or
Inclination is diminished , and the
^
go backwards . (3.) In passing frost* in¬
to the next Node , the Inclination 1
creased, and the Nodes still g° back"^ ^
The second and third are demonstr^
together as before, (Art. 49 .) and t
is thus shewn .
,r£ efl

57* The Satellite being at st,
K and C, the Direction of the stores ^ ^
is that of st q whence
;
the Lin e0 jedescribed by the compound Force,
t(y
flect from the Arch Pp of the
i'1
wards the Side V R ; and confess^ ^ st
circular Arch described on the
through the Points s and st, i" ^^ ^ 5 ^
T s P, will meet the primitive -Cire ®
in a Point k between K. and S.
^ tl gk
the Angle sk F is greater than the^
st Rst ; and the Node K is carried
^ jug
Jequentia from K to k. The
is shewn for the other start of 11
LGK

.

since

58 . Hence it appears , that
Nodes go forwards only while the
is between the Node and the next

the

llite

b,

A PPENDI X.

' and backwards while it passes from
t0
next ode
^
, the Nodes in each
utl0n S ° backwards more than forwards \
«/^ ere fore, upon the Whole , the Motion
tL c Nodes is absolutely backwards, unless
l^ev aPP en to be in the Syzygies , where
are quiescent ; because in that Case
br^ obon in Latitude is not at all dif^
the Force N M, and consequently
^ ere the Inclination of the Orbit is the
ate stofall .
(See Art . a 6.)
-L
the
Errors in the Satellite ’s
^ Al,
k hitherto
described are little greater
0 °njunction of the Bodies P and S,
ln their
Opposition ; because the geHier^
8 forces N M and L M in the for—
t|je j ate are greater than N m and Im in,
tW ^ er j as we } iave fliewn in Annotation
' N.rt. 9 , io , ii , 12. Also it is
I’Orc ^ ewn, that each of the disturbing
anci LM is inver:scI7 as the
\ of the Distance, and therefore be>\ Cheater than the Distance ST is less,
'tcre^ ^erlhelio, and less as the Distance
^Qa^es> viz . in Aphelia.
Ok these disturbing Forces, since
V ,1S near twice as great as L M, therele Diminution
of the central Force
‘ Ceed its Augmentatior ; doubly ; and
so,
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P wist be
so, upon the Whole , the Satellite
joint FqrcC*
less attracted towards T by the
T
of 8 and T , than by the Body
a
consequently the Satellite describes
19
Orbit , and its Period of Revolution
greater.
S ^ ^
6r . In all that has been said, if
Moon, ^
Sim , T the Earth , and P the
h're|^
-Theory of the Lunar Motions and
larities

'

is contained

in the foregoing ^

tro-n ^
ticles . And as this Theory results
1'
eXfOg
Laws of Attraction , and was first
®
reason 111
tated by Sir Isaac Newton by
consonant
less
no
Priori ; so it is found
of^ s0fj
the Experience and Observation
, "
mers : For from thence it appears ^
Circle
a
not
That the Moon describes
Th at f
an Ellipse about the Earth . (2.)
is
Eccentricity of the Lunar Orbit
n^ ’
bem g when least but 43619 ; when
55 237 > and when greatest, 66834
1° °°^
. aits as the Radius contains
goes
(3-) st hat the Moon ’s Apogee
^ .f
wards m the Syzygies , and backward
e
wh°
the
e Quadratures ; but upon
a Re
goes forwards , so as to complete
s
ution ^m about nine Years .to (4.)
t
the
Moon s Orbit is inclined
(5-)
the Ecliptic in a certain Angle .

£,
£G
dt

*J"nvf
TrzwV
XXTL
.
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■

lnc ir‘a^ cn f °

3‘SI
'

the Lunar Orbit is vawhen least 5°> and when
ateft 5° 18 '. (6.) That the
Nodes of
tlie

tVlc

t>inc<U°0n S ° sometimes backwards , some^ ^ forwards , and are in the Syzygies
^ Cent‘ (?-) That the Motion of the
ar Nodes
is upon the whole backwards,
Rate of o° per Annum, and so as
^plcat
a Revolution in about 18 Years
y a half . Such is the Surprizing Harmony
^J j’ Newtonian Theory with Agronomical
ffftion, evc7i in this tncjl difficult Part ,
, Halley might well fay,
Panduntur viBi penetralia Caeii,
^atct extremes qua vis circumrotat Orbes.

Kjj£

Us bine tandem qua causa argentea Phœbe
US
œl u'is g r^ditur \ cur fubdita null;
^. e,nusffftroriomo
numeronm jr ana rccufet ;
Qn*eant NJi , cur que Angesprogrediuntur.
6-> ^
111E f ;me Method of Reasoning , by
1'VVe have explained the Tides, and the
fy ? ^ Jeory ->docs also furnish, us with a
Explication of the Motion of the
\ t/ ^ :<is. For
let us conceive numeVt ? 0(hes, such as P, to revolve about p,
^tth T , at ati equal Distance, in equal LXXI.
Times , Tig . 1.

^
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_
Times , and in a Plane inclined ^ $
Plane of the Ecliptic , ’tis evident each
will be affected with the fame
the Body P. Again , Let us suppose 1 ^
Number so increased as that they ^eC ^
contiguous to each other , and thel
form a fluid Annulus or Ring of c0
Bodies .

^4

63 , Then since each Part of the ^ ^
observes the fame Laws of IVIotion ^ ^ ^
and because while one Part is so attra1pjaP?’
to augment the Inclination of the * ,y
the contrary Part is affected by athec°^ c\v
^
Force to diminish it, therefore
nation of the Plane will always be va5.^fc^
and goverrjed by the Difference of the
fCc
which act upon it in contrary Parts .
$
greater
since the
64 . Therefore
always prevails , the Parts of t^e /^pp0'
which are in the Conjunction and *^
sition will move more swiftly , and
nearer to the Body T than those in the
^
dratures {by Article 21 , 22 .)
j|l
^
Nodes of this 'Ring will be quiescent
Syzygies , but in any other Situati 0^ ^
1^0 ’
go backwards , and swiftest of
til
Quadratures (by Article An—cL v
the Inclination of the Ring will b- e*L
where analogous to that of the

n r»o5<
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bit.
^ ’ and consequently its Axis will in each
^volution oscillate to and from the Axis
^ the Ecliptic , and be carried backward
y the Retrocession of the Line of Nodes.
^ .^5- If the Quantity of
were to be diminished
^ e Motions will all remain
ePending on the attractive

Matter in the
in any Ratio,
the fame, as
Force of the

j^ tral Body T , which is still the fame.
the Diameter of the Ring be diminished,
e Motions will be in the same Ratio difished also ; for Effects will be as their
aisses.

But

L M :

- ; and , because

. TS3

in

ls

v *

V

constant , L M is as P T . Also MS —
T

]\ /T

__ = S T ; therefore M S is as

S-p T

k a>
given Quantity . (See Annotation
XXIV . q, it .) Consequently the Mo^
of the Ring will be every where as
'e diminished Distance P T.
^ ^6. SuppPse therefore the Diameter of pj atet
^ e Mng to be diminished so far as to be LXXL
_^Dal only to the Diameter of the Earth , Flg<2'
^ d the Body T to be spherical, and every
^ enlarged till it equalled the Bulk of
Cq[^
. artR > then would the Ring of Bodies
5 Cl de with , and be contiguous to the
° L- III .
A a
Surface
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Surface of the Earth , and would also ^
here to it . And suppose the Plane o ^
Ring made an Angle with the Plane P
^
Ecliptic of 23 Degrees and a half , then
,
all the Motions of the Ring c°ntl°iIV
only in a lesser Degree ; and would be £
municated to the Earth , because it a ^
firmly thereto ; for the Earth equib
in Æther will yield to any Motion
t(j
upon it from without . But the _
of the Ring being now communicat e ^
the Body of the Earth , will be farther ^
minissed in Proportion as the Ma
^ £S
Matter to be moved is augmented .
jg
.
67 . Now this Circle or Ring

- .

encompassing the Earth by Supp 0 ^
^
actually the true State of the Eart
we have ssewn its Diameter through
Equator - Æ Q^ exceeds the Length 0 ^
Axis ND , (Annot. CXLVIH -) ar7 ^ att er
oed
fore it is surrounded by a Zone o
upon the .Equator analogous to this
Ring of Bodies , and which muh 0
- t is,
produce the fame Effects .
in the Equinoxes,
. 68 . Hence
Nodes are in the
’s
Earth
the
. when
or when the Line of the •Nodes (' vl ^
^
Equinoxes ) pass through the Ear
Sun , .the Inclination of the Eq uat<b ^ jf,
Ecliptic , that is, the Angle Æ T E ° r fs

5
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this
^0Neatest ^of all ; arid from
“ UU1<
■“ *=> Time
J. uut it
^ VVs less t;u the Sun arrives at the 90th
^of ee’
Solstice) when
the Line of
j , es are in the Quadratures , and then it
le *st of all.
Therefore

twice in a Year the In-

Ration of the Ecliptic and Equator is
t^‘ fished ) and twice again restored ; and
(X Hodes (or Equinoxes ) constantly go
4 ^ War ds, and carry the Axis of the Earth
aith. ^
a retrograde Motion about the
Pj ts of the Ecliptic T F, tracing out the
K*
2° r ratlner vermicular Curve HIGH
o Heavens among the Fixed Stars,
is?°*
; the Plane of the Equator
^ lric iined to the Plane of the Moon ’s Orfor the latter makes an Angle of but
5 Degrees with the Plane of the
^j HC ; anc} therefore the Moon (though
f)r ^ s Sody than the Sun , yet being nearer)
tjj Uc es a greater Effect than the Sun on
^ctuatorial Ring or Zone of Matter,
f° augments all the aforesaid Motions
Earth ’s Plane and Axis . Sir Isaac
\\ t0H ^ as Xewn fProp . XXXIX . Lib. III .)
Th tke Part of the annual Recestion of the
) °xes, which is owing to the Sun , is
5 N'',
Ikl 2oA and that ' which is owing to
°° tt is 40" 52"^^ $“o' '" therefore by the
Aa
joint
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Plate
LXXI.
FiS<3*

joint Influence of the Sun and Moon t ^
Equinoxes recede yearly about 50 '00 '" 12 ’
by the ObferV^
which is likewise verified
tions of Astronomers for 2000 Years Pal '
^
See Annotation CXLI .
the
explain
now
71. I shall
uled by Philosophers for computing _
Quantities of Matter , Densities,
of Bodies, &c. in the San, the Earth , J
, and Saturn , by Means of Sate ^
■piter
revolving about them . In order to this
Q^ y, express the Quantities of Mat ter
the two Bodies A, B ; also let G, g, be 11
respective Forces of Gravity at . the
Distances A C and B D. Let T , cI ’-> be
Periodical Times of Bodies revolving a ^
A and B at those equal Distances ; afl ,- eS
^
T f t, be the Periodical Times of
a
^
A
Distances
revolving at the unequal
B E, which call D and d. ^
£
72 . Then in the given Distances
B D , we have Qj y :; G : g ( Art. 7-)
G fy
I:- (by Annot ., XXXI ^ '
1
T1
Whence Q ; aL: : — : A . ; and multip ^ * ^
'^
the latter Ratio by D J, we have Q—
A
D'
ibi,<
(
',
st
3
:
;
D
f
But because T 1 :
T 2 r*
Jft.

p;
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-Arf,

0.:

- ; consequently:

ii .) therefore
:

<- . That
;L

is, The Quantities of

latter in any two Bodies are in the compound
Ratio of the Cubes of the Distances direSlly,
nhd Squares of the Periodical Times inversely,
°f Bodies revolving about them.
73. In this Calculation the Bodies A and
& are supposed at Rest. We consider the
Sun at Rest with respect to Venus, and Ju¬
piter and Saturn in respect of their Secon¬
daries ; and we have reduced the Distance
the Moon to 60 Semidiameters , at which
die would revolve about the Earth at Rest.
Now let the Distance of the Earth from the
1000
'—
—
Nun be put
then Venus revolves about the Sun
723
5
—
at the Distance
the 4th Satellite of Jupiter at the ? I , ' 47 ? 5 ,
3
—
—
Distance
the 4th Satellite of Saturn at the 3

—
—
Distance
the Moon at the Distance
sof Venus is

J
3>° 54
19414160 '

144192 9"
I 'he Perio - J of the Jovian Sat .
1377674'
Sat.
Saturnian
the
of
j
dicalTime
2360580"
Lof the Moon ,
A a 3
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'74 . Now suppose the Quantity of
.
ter in the Sun be 10000 , then for that 10
72 Z

Jupiter say, As

12,4771

19414160" 21441929
.
y_
5 ° , {bj ^' irt. 71 .) the Density 0
'Jupiter compared with that of the SLirJ'
By the fame Analogy the rest are f° un *
and in each they are as follow.
In the Sun, Jupiter , Saturn , Earthy
IOOOO ;

10000

.

9,305

.

3,250

. 0,0512

. 0,0 ° ^ *

75 . Now if these Quantities of Mat ^
are divided by the Squares of the Dia^ ^
ters of these Bodies, the Quotients
as the Weight of Bodies on their Stipes
(by Annot. IX . 3.) The Diameters of &
Sun and Planets fee in Annot. CXXA ^
Then these Gravities will be as f°^° ^
In the Sun, Jupiter , Saturn , Earthy A ^'
10000 , 936 ,
519 . 431.
76 . In homogeneous , unequal ,
^
Bodies, the Gravities on their Surfaces , ,4
as the Diameters, if the Densities are
(Annotation XIX . 3.) But if the Bodie®
equal , the Gravities will be as the Ujlfi ^
because they will be as the Quantiti °® ^
Matter , which in this Cafe are as the jj eS
fities (Annot. XVII .) Therefore in 3 °Gf^
of unequal Bulks and Densities , the
vities will be in a compound Ratio of

A P P ENDI X.
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Qnieters and Densities. Consequently , the
densities will be as the Gravities divided by
therefore in the several
;
the Diameters and
bodies as follows.
ht the Sun, Jupiter , Saturn , Earth , Moon,
ioqoo .

9385 .

6567 .

39539 . 48911.

77 . As it is not likely that these Bodies
afe homogeneal , the Densities here deter¬
mined are not to be supposed the true , but
hither mean Densities, or such as the Bodies
tvould have if they were homogeneal , and
°f the same Mass of Matter and Magni¬
tude.
78 . Let F, f be the Forces of the Sun
ahd Moon to move the Sea ; D, d, their
distances from the Earth ; then F : f ::

1 . [Set Annotation XIX and LXXXIV.
9, 11.) Let B, b, be the Bulks ; R , r,
Densi¬
the Diameters ; and N , n, the
ties of the Sun and Moon : then will
q B; : N : b n R: : ! N : r 3 n ; (A±nnot.
XVII . and XIX .) wherefore
Lastly , let A,

a,

be

F : f ::

D-

the apparent

diameters of the Sun and Moon, ; then
R r
•
any Body ap’
. ~2because
Mil A : a ::
pears
A a 4
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pears larger the bigger it is, and less ist
proportion to the increasing Distance;
therefore A 5 : a 3ZL
:: — .
. Hence F \'f :'
D d‘
A 3N : a1n. Consequently , N : n F: : th 4

/ A

£ ./

A 5 ' a 1'

But (according to Sir Isaac Newton)
F xf : : 1 : 4,4815 . See Annot. LXXXI ^ '
28 .) And A : a 3a
::
712 " : 31 ' 16s 11 &
a Mean , by Observation .) That is, A .' tl
79.

3864 : 3753 .

Therefore

r

N : nTj7
: : ~^

10000 2 48911 , the Ratio
3753’
the Sun and Moon , as above strewn, Art. 7®'
80. The Quantities of Matter being Q-5
q R: : 3N : r'Sn , ( Art. 78 .) and with
fpect; to the Earth and Moon , N : n : ’
39539 : 48911 ; and R : r 109
::
: 3°’
(Annot. CXXXVI . 4 .) therefore Qj q :;
ro 93X 39539 - 3° * X 48911 : : 32,31 : 1
0,0512 ; 0,0013 , as determined in Art. 7 ^*
81. The Weight of Bodies on the Sut'
face of the Earth and Moon are in the cons
pound. Ratio of the Diameters and DenftR^
(Art. 76 .) that is in the Ratio of 109 *
39539 to 30 x 48911 , or as 431 to l 4r*
(as per Art. 75 .) or as 3 to 1 nearly,
I

Appendix.
82. Having
the Quantities of Matter
m the Earth and Moon , the Distance of
common Centre of Gravity is deter¬
mined : For the Distance of the Moon from
Earth ’s Centre is to this Distance as

4°,31 to 1; which Ratio is more accurate
^an that of 41 to 1, made use of in Annot.
^XXVI . Art. 2.
83s The Theory we have here been exPiaining is applicable to any System of three
°r more Bodies, as well as to the Sun, the
^srth, and Moon, Thus
the perturbating
forces and Irregularities of Motion in the
system of the Sun, Jupiter , and any of his
moons, may be estimated in nearly the
^tne Manner , (mutatis mutandis) as also
lWe of the Sun, Saturn, and his Satellites ',«
lastly, between she Sun and primary
Janets, by putting the Cafe more gcnemily, (as Sir Isaac does ) in supposing both
^ and P to revolve about the fixed central
^°dy T , which we may suppose to he the

^h , and S and P any two of the Planets
pleasure. Therefore , to use the Author ’s
Words (in another Cafe) for Conclu*’°n : U/us igitur bujus I 'hcor ire latifjimepat et ;
^ l(ite patendo, Veritatem ejus evincit,

4t

Abi

The

TSTorthPole

^ie

Gz , oeitx

Froze

ctxojst

'VoxtliFole

Sfirwvn ^ /vmyt/i&

ic.

ITuihortlied

^ \ Me ^ u/ated 6 if
■tro/ST/ueivn
/v ""

A°\
n

or

erfia
XisrUlf

^^ *^ 5853 * * )- ■
J» i® ca

pH -akCo \C E
K&rw3nit>.,< *- f' I r { * i\
.
“ftoih^ ZL^
Krx...Ssx^««
L. - . :S,--T777
aI
ja I

b^
Gallop y M ■■
ffJBer / wd

c

.
1 X.l2<tnrtT

t/fiT mtftJi &p Alsl
states

o*ko .•.w V

. ij 1 / st JL--'*
-S°iaribp

_ *^ Hen trial
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Lj <

J>>nrifXt ncL
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C,

°ncernm7
-s

the Improvements

Opticai / Instruments
I,

m

.'

Compound Micro -.
Universal
Sc:o ? e . II . Of a new cons rutted Solar
. III . ^ MM Reflecting
Microscope
the

Telescope

and Megalafcope in one'

In

->

. The Theory and Application
, by Means of a
°f a New Micrometer

•ftrutnent. IV

divided Glass. V . The new Improve¬
ments in resratting Telescopes considered.
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Of the Universal

Microscope#

^ the first Edition of this Work a
Plate of the universal Compound Midesigned , but through InCr °stope was
vCrtency was left out ; and since jhat
Time
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Time having made considerable Impr° vC
nients , both in its Form and Use, I
supplied that Deficiency in the Print
one of the most elegant Construct !011
can think of, and of the most extents
Use ; there being no small Object os ^
Kind but what may be readily and °al1 ^
viewed by it. It has all the Apparatus
Scret^
Glasses, reflecting Specula , adjusting
wluj,
Besides
.
others
with
&c. in common
0
Stag
moveable
a
the Contrivance of
the Objects , and the Joint on the Top ^
which it . is placed, either in a perpend 1^ ^
lar or horizontal Position , are Advant a$
^
of a hdi 01
peculiar to this Construction
vvili
which
of
Description
The
.
scope
• easy to understand as follows :
Plate I.

A B C is the Body of the MicroscopeA is the Magnifier , of which there a
-•
four of different Powers .
B is the large Middle - Glass for a01P
fying the Field of View.
C is the Eye - Glass at the Top.
D the Joint on which the Microscope ^
moveable on a perpendicular , obhfi
or horizontal Position at pleasure . , ^
E is a Screw, and F the Socket by
it is taken off and put on as Occa
requires.
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G HI is the moveable Stage on which
Objects are placed to be viewed , and
has a Motion about the Centre.
K is the Screw in the Centre L, by
which that Motion is adjusted and
regulated.
M N are two Pieces of Brass moveable
upon a square Stem , to adjust the Stage
with its Objects to a proper Distance
from the Magnifier A.
O is a Screw for fixing the Piece M to
the Stem.
P the adjusting Screw for moving the
Part N up and down to its proper
Situation.
Qjl the Brass Pillar on which the whole
is supported.
STV three strong Feet, serving as a
firm Basis to the Microscope.
W a reflecting Mirror , moveable ver¬
tically in a Semicircle X , and horizon¬
tally in a Socket at Y.
The Body of the Microscope, the Stage,
krtd the reflecting Mirror are taken off
and the Legs folded to¬
fr °m the Stem ,
gether, so as to be conveniently placed , and
take up but little Room in a Shagreen
^ase, which is therefore of a portable Size.
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Solar Microscope*
II . Of the New
Microscoi
of the Solar
Plate
HE
being
HP
first Edition
the
*
in
given
That
Jviz.
,
Accounts
'
two
I11
on
, perfect
of Part of the
only
View
exhibited a
bad Cot1'
very
a
of
that
to
strument, and
it proper here
thought
F1'
Ihuclion , I have
extraordinary
this
of
^
add the Figure
Improvements
the
all
strument, with been ' able to make in
have hithertofollow:
which are as
Microsc°Pe
Solar
Common
First , The
a proper
's, fixed to admits
Wilson
of
Form
was made
But as this
at a
Apparatus :
the Instrument
in
only one Magnifier for another, in whic 1
Time , it is changed
in a Shde'y
are contained of mag*11
all the Magnifiers
Degrees
different
are iwM^
and so all the
in a dark Room
Object
an
fying
_^
Obp*
the
.
Part
's
diately at Hand With Wilson
\
Secondly,
a
the Glass with the O
towards
Was moved
is moved towards is £°lin
Glass
the
this
in

and Pinion, which
ject by Teeth
better Way.
to be much the
°^
Form the wh t^
old
the
1 hirdly, la's Microscope was obliged
dy of Wilson

C

HUM
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be

turned round several Times in getting a
focal Distance , by which Means a
t°tion of the large confused Image beso great as to be very disagreeable to
. e Spectators , which is intirely prevented
^ this new Form , where there is only a •
. °tion of the Object backward and forward
lfla tight Line.
Fourthly,
Those which were made ia
\W°d had the Looking - Glass move by
^ ^eel and Pulley , with Cat- gut Strings
girted tight upon them . But this Me^ an isin being often at Fault , and giving
. entlemen a great deal of 'Trouble , I have
^ftituted in this new Form a Wheel and
'^ion with Teeth , as well in those made
E Wood as Brass, by which the Motion
^ the Glass is rendered always constant,
5rta in, and easy.
^ Fift hly , The Looking - Glass in the old,
njttt is raised and depressed by a Aiding
^ ire ; but in this new one, whether in
^
or Wood , the said • Glass is moved
/ a Screw , and therefore will always
^Ud in the Position it is set, and give no
r°tible in the Experiment.
J. ^tXTHLY
, The illuminating Glass was
fewest on the Outside of the Frame of
ls Instrument
j but in this new , Con¬
struction
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o(
struction it is placed within the End
the large Tube , which is much more c011
venient.
Upon

Plate II.

the

Whole

,

the

old

Confiru ^

of the Solar Microscope rendered ^
heavy , clumsey, and iil- contrived In^ '
one who has see"
ment ; whereas
every ^
wuu «•*- ^
the Form which I have here given 10
Plate allow it to be the most neat and e a.
light and useful that can be contWe
The several Parts of which are as folios'
i o"
A B C D is the Square Plate screwed
to the Window - Shutter.
0 ^'
EF is the Looking - Glass < the
fide. ^
G is the
Screw
moves
down.

Pinion , which , by an End
on the other Side the * j
the reflecting Glass up

Wl^ '
L is the Pinion by which the
contained under the Piece
j,.
M N is moved , and by which the
o"
ing - Glass E F has a circular
given it.
.p
O P is the Tube containing the
at
Hating Glass at O, and a Drawer
js
by which a due Quantity of
thrown upon the Object.
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Qjl is a Part substituted instead of Wil1son's Microscope , the Inner Part of
which is fixed, and the outer Part
rnoveable for the adjusting a due fo¬
cal Distance of the Object from the
Glass.
& is the Part consisting of three Brass
Plates , in which the Sliders and Tubes
containing the Objects are placed , as
in Wilson's Microscope , and kept to¬
gether by a spiral String Wire within.
S is the Brass Slider containing the seve¬
ral magnifying Glasses, Which may be
successively applied to the Object by
which it may be instantly magnified to
any Degree at Pleasure;
T is thd Pinion by which the external
Part QV is moveable backward and
forward , for procuring a true focal Dis¬
tance, and consequently the Image of
the Object with the utmost Facility and
Exactness.
Of a New Reflecting

Telescope,

long observed the great Per- p]ate j^
tTAVING
section and Usefulness of Reflecting Fig' n *
n
l ^ kscopes above Refractors , arising from
^eir Nature and Construction , I have been
more
B b
Vol, III .
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more solicitous to cultivate and improve th^
Instrument than any othcf ; especially wh e0
I saw much Room left for that Purpc^e'
The Reflecting Telescope, as usually made’
has not half the Uses it is capable of;
when it is well considered, it will be found
to answer the Purposes, not of a TeL e'
scope

only for viewing

distant Bodies,

likewise it is the most com pleat MegaL ^'
scope , or Instrument for strewing all Ob'

jects at a very near Distance, and all tbe
larger Sort of small Objects in the greats
Perfection . In the third Place it gives die
most perfect View of any small Object*
opake or transparent ; and therefore iS 3
Microscope

of the very best Kind,

far exceeding common Refracting Mies0'
scopes, as Vision by reflected Light is
exquisite and perfect than that by Refr aC'
lion . Indeed there are two different
by which the Reflecting Telescope may be
used as a Microscope, each of which
its peculiar Advantage . In the fourth at1
last Place, this Instrument is a Solar
1V1
1'
croscope

, by being screwed into the

Pla

te

ABCD
of that Instrument above ' de
scribed. In all these several Ways I
used this Instrument with great Success, as1
Pleasure. I have , for these Purposes , c0llj
trived

(tppe/rrftic

~SL
.JP/rtte JL.

-f

f

Mien o s co pe

Wmi

c
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hived ' it in a different Form from that in
Vhich they are usually made, and by which
Cleans they are easily applicable to the fore¬
going Purposes ; and even those that will
fttew Jupiter 's Moons are hereby rendered
Portable, or adapted to the Pocket.
These

Pocket Reflecting Telescopes have

a Drawer , in the End of which the small
speculum is fixed, and adjusted by Teeth
and Pinion . They are equally applicable
to use
at Sea as at Land ; and, notwithftanding many People have been persuaded,
that Refracting Telescopes are most usehst at Sea, the Absurdity of this Notion
hist evidently appear to any one who con¬
siders what we have in the foregoing Lec¬
ture sufficiently demonstrated , viz. That
the natural Cause of indistinct Vision is
vastly less in a Reflecting Telescope than
a Refractor ; and this upon the Suppohtion that the Quantity of Light and mag¬
nifying Power are the fame in both . To
c°nclude , I am thoroughly satisfied that if
the Nature of this Instrument was well con¬
sidered and understood , and People could
he made ready at the Use of it, they who
c°uld afford to purchase it, would never
have any other . Rut though the practiCft
l Application be very easy, yet as it is
Bb 2
new
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new and unusual , and requires some
small
Degree of Dexterity , I have no great
Ex¬
pectation of its being soon made public
os
brought into common Use, when I
find
by Experience , how easy, cheap ,
and conimori every Thing must be for that
Puspose, and how few there are to
encourage
any Thing of a different Kind in
the pre¬
sent Age . I had thoughts of
illustrating
the particular Uses of this general
Catop~
trie Instrument ; as likewise to shew
how a
Reselling Telescope
, a Resetting Microscope
and a Reselling Solar Microscope, by
talline Speculums of a different Form
and
Position , and, of a more perfect
Nature*
might be constructed and applied to
Use>
but have declined that also for the
Reason^
above mentioned.
IV . The Theory os a New
Micrometer*

AS

the

Perfection

of
Astronomy de¬
pends upon the most
accurate M9*
thods for measuring the Diameters of
tbe
celestial Bodies by Means of those Instsu"
ments we call Micrometers
, applied i^
Telescopes for that Purpose, it has
the sagacious Astronomers Occasion
to conc
trNe
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trive them in many different Forms ; but
all of them , till very lately , were applied in
the Focus of the Object- Glass, to measure
the Images of the heavenly Bodies formed
there , and they maybe justly reckoned among
the most exquisite Inventions of modern Me¬
chanics.
as the Diameter of the Sun and
Moon are so much larger than the Planets,
the Micrometer which serves for one, could
But

not be so well adapted to measure the other;
which put some Philosophers upon think¬
ing of a Method by which they might mea¬
sure the apparent Diameter of the Sun , with¬
out being obliged to take the Whole of the
Sun ’s Dhk into the Telescope ; and this they
at Length ingeniously contrived by forming
a Telescope in such a Manner as to make
two Images of the Sun in the Focus of the
Telescope at the same Time , and bringing
them into Contact with each other . And
this Instrument they properly call a FIelioMeter.
The first

Instrument

of this Kind

is of

a late Date , and was the Contrivance of
the late celebrated Servington Savory, Esq;
of Exeter, who , in the Year 1743, in a
Tetter to Mr . George Graham., dated Novemher 30th , gives an Account of a new Way
B b 1 of
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of measuring the Difference between the
apparent Diameter of the Sun at the Time
when the Earth is nearest to and farthest
from the Sun , with a Micrometer placed
in the Telescope invented for that Pur¬
pose. Though the Charge , or magnifying
Power of the Telescope is so great , that the
Whole Sun ’s Diameter does not appear
therein at one View .— “ This , fays Mr“ Savory, I doubt not , will at first Sight
" seem impossible, since only a Part of the
" Diameter appears , and ' no visible Mark
" or Point therein from which such Mea" sure can be taken . And , indeed , it is
“ so by Observation with our common Te" lescopes, whether refracting or reflecting
" ones . I have therefore contrived some
" Dioptric Telescopes , and a reflecting one
" either of which , by representing the Ob" ject double, will , if well made , answer
‘‘ the Design .”
After

this he proceeds to shew at large,

by cutting of a large Object -Lens into four
Parts or Segments , and combining the two
outer ones together , or the two Middle
ones inverted , how he could form this
double Image of the Sun ; but as those
Images were not well defined and free from
Colours , he proceeded to a third Method
ef forming thole Images by Means of two
Object-
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Object-Lenses entire , but of small Diame¬
ter ; but in this Cafe the Difficulty lay in
getting Object - Glasses exactly centered , and
of the fame focal Length in so small a
Size.
He then had Recourse to reflecting Mir¬
rors , cut them asunder, and combined their
Frustums to answer the fame Purpose. How¬
ever, all his Attempts of this Kind left the
Instrument but imperfect ; and after this
We find the fame Thing attempted that
M . Bougner read before the Royal Aca¬
demy of Sciences at Part. r, in the Year
1748 , a Memoir, in which he describes an
Heliometer with two Object- Glasses for
measuring the Diameter of the Sun and
Planets . It is probable this was taken from
Mr . Savory 's Experiments some Years be¬
fore , but of this we have no particular Ac¬
count.
However

, it was soon considered , that

an Object - Glass divided into two Segments
through the Centre or Pole , would more
conveniently answer the Purpose in those
two Parts , than could be done by two whole
Glasses : Forasmuch as each Segment would
form an equal Image of the Sun , and at
an equal Distance from the End of the
Telescope ; or in other Words , the focal
Distance
Bb 4
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Distance of each Segment would be exacts
the same, and the Images of the Sun and
Planets formed exactly in the fame Plans
Jn the Focus of the Telescope.
And since the Centres of the Sun , each
Segment of the Glass, and its Image are all
found in one Right Line , therefore if one
Segment of the Glass be fixed in the Eod
of the Telescope , the Image formed in
will also be fixed, or remain constantly ltt
the same Part of the Focus ; and if the oth ei
Segment be moved in the fame Plane over
it , as its Centre or Middle Point is re-?
moved from that of the fixed Segment , I*
0
likewise is the Centre of the moveable Image
equally removed from the Centre of the
fixed one ; or the Centres of the two Images
will always be equidistant with the Centres
pf the two Object - Glasses, and consequently
the Diameter of the Sun or Planet (being
equal to its two Semidiameters ) must he
equal to the Distance . between the two
Centres of the Segments , when those two
Images are in Contact or touch each other
in the Focus of the Telescope. And this is
the whole Ground or Reason of the new
Micrometer , which will be best illustrated
by Figures , as it is applied to the Refract"
ing or Reflecting Telescope, as follows :
Let
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any very distant Plate III.

Object , as the Sun , &c. and AB its Dia ^- Pig. I.
p^eter ; also let E F G S represent the Ob¬
ject- Glass consisting of two Segments EFG
and E S G divided through the Centre N
*n the Right Line E G. The Angle under
^hich it appears at the End of the Tele¬
scope will be A N B equal to the Angle
^NL , under which the Image K L is
contained . Now , suppose the moveable
Segment EFG were by a mechanical Con¬
trivance drawn oif to the Position H I, the
distance of their Centres would be NO;
and the two Lines A N and B O pasting
through the Centres N , O, of the Seg¬
ments, if produced , meet at the Focus in
h ; and since B L and B K do also pass
through the Centres N and O, and the
Object being at an indefinitely great Dis¬
tance, the Line O L will be parallel to N K,
and consequently the Angle N L O is equal
t° the Angle K N L or A N B, that is to
% , the Jingle under which the Object ap¬
pears from the End of the Telescope( or to
l'^e naked Eye) is equal to the Angle under
"which the Distance between the two Centres
°s the Segments appear from the Solar Focus
cf the Telescope.
And,
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'vbich the Object appears is equal to that
L, under which the Distance N O of the
Centres appears . ^ E . D.
Concerning

this Vitreous

Micrometer

M may farther observe that its great Excctlency consists in this , that it depends
■klely in measuring the Distance of the
Centres of the two Segments , not only
Mien applied alone at the End of a Tele¬
scope, but even in Conjunction with the Ob¬
ject- Glass of any common Telescope ; for,
lri Figure 2( ), let E G and H I represent the
M.
^0 Segments , as before, of a Glass whose Plate
Fig . 2.
^° cal Distance is very long , suppose, for In*Wce, 50 Feet, then at a small Distance
from it let A B represent the Object - Glass
°f a common long Telescope, whose focal
distance of parallel Rays is C d, or its FoCUS of very distant Objects dc. Then
this
^lass, combined with the foregoing Seg¬
ments, will have its Focus shortened , and
common Focus of both will be in Point
Then because the Triangles R O Q^and
are similar to the Triangles rOq
Md p N m respectively , therefore the Images
^Q ^ and P M will be similar, and alike
Msited to the two small Images rq and
^ 9 ; and therefore when these two Images
are in
Contact in the Focus of the Semi3
Lenses?
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Lenses , they will likewise be in Contact
as
in the shortened compound Focus . And
Sett 1'1"
the Centres N and O of the two
farth er
Lenses G E and I H are separated
from , or brought nearer to each other,
Focus will be moved ^
and when the Centres *
the Images in each Fo cllS
also coincide , or btco^
, the Difference in eveiT
grea ter
Case being only as to large and small ,
in
Consequently
or lesser Distance .
Sett 11
two
those
which
by
Micrometer
sarsl<!
Lenses are moved by each other , the
Turns of the Screw which measures
Im a&
Angle O P N , and which brings the
Fo°llS
into an exact Contact in the single
Pus
fame
the
will be necessary for
at
so t , '
pose in the compound Focus also ;
1J
by this Means we have an Opportun
in either;
Images Manner
similar
and O coincide ,
respectively will
one entire Image

^
Q^.
of measuring the said Angle OsoP great
have
to
obliged
out being
of the * e
a, Length
so unmanageable
scope.
, the larger the focal Did arlf^
However
^
pf the Lens A B is, the more distinct
appear;
Contact of the Images will
because this is the Point on which
whole Perfection of this Micrometer ,ds»
pen

Pends, it will be likewise necessary to have
^ so contrived , when applied to a Telescope,:
tn~at the Centres N O may be equally distant
from the Axis of the Telescope or Centre
°f the Apperture on either Side ; because in
frds Cafe the Point of Contact in the two
^triages will be just in the Centre of the Foc'as, and therefore the most distinct that it
hossbly can be.
But

the Application

of this Microme¬

ter to Refracting Telescopes will be less
c°nvenient than when it is applied to a
deflecting Telescope ; for if it be placed
the open End of the Reflecting Tele¬
scope, as in Fig. 3 , then will the Rays that
te nd to form
the larger Images R Q^ and
^ M be incident upon the larger Speculum
AB , and from thence reflected to a com¬
pound Focus, where the similar Images r q
a-odp m will be formed as before ; the Rays
Proceeding from these two Images to the
Waller Speculum a b, will be reflected back
trough the Hole of the larger , to form
fre Images
and P M, which likewise
vfrll still be in Contact in the Focus of the
dye- Glass D C, where it will be distinctly
Perceived by the Eye at I . This Contact
^ill likewise be thewn in the Middle of
Focus of the Eye -Glass, if the Centres
O and

Plate III,
Kg - 3-
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O and N are properly disposed, as before
mentioned.
From what has been said, the general
Rationale of this Micrometer will , I pre¬
sume, evidently appear ; but one Thin
must not pass unregarded in an Affair c
luch Moment and Consequence as the
suring these small Angles in the Science
Astronomy , which has been customary tc>
suppose, that so far the Focus of a TeIlS’
or the focal Distance of Rays parallel to
Axis , is equal to the Radius in a double
and equally convex Lens . But this is t°°
great an Error not to be noticed here ; s°r
in different Sorts of Glass there is found 3
different refractive Power , and the F°cUs
of parallel Rays is at a different Distanc^
in each ; but this Distance in no Sort 0
Glass is equal to the Radius , but falls fb° rt
of it more or less. Now the foregoing
Demonstration regards the Radius , and n°£
the focal Distance of parallel Rays.
this Affair will be best illustrated by
ample as follows :
Let the Sine of Incidence be to the Sine
of Refraction out of Air into Glass as
to n ; and let —

n. — a, then will a
n
press the refractive Power of the Glass >

r and
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and the Theorem for a double and equally
convex Lens will be — ^ = f which
2. ad — r
^vr parallel Rays , becomes ~

2 a ~ f- }whence

r 2= af \ oxs\ r :: I : 2 a.
Therefore
to represent this Matter in
lts proper Light , we will state the Propor¬
tions of Page 378 from this correct Theorem, and they will stand thus , d : f : :
Zad—r : r ; andd +f :f :: 2 ad : r\ that is,
^ Qj QN :: 2 ixAN
: NL :: AB:
^ O : Hence N O : A B :: r : 2 a d ::f : d.
0 ^, the Distance of the Centers N O has the
•f'^ ne Ratio to A B, the Length of the ObjeSl,
as the focal Distance of parallel Rays has to
*he Distance A N , or as the Radius has to the
fold Distance multiplied by 2 a. Whence
’tis
ev ident we cannot use the Radius without con¬
sidering the Refraction of the Glass ; but the
f °cal Distance of parallel Rays serves equally
f°r all Sorts of Lenses, is most easily found,
^d therefore fittest for the Analogy , as bef°re determined , in measuring Angles and
^stances.
With

regard to the Planets , as fupiter

the largest of all, and subtends an Angle
t° the Eye of 3112 ", the Diameter of his
Wge in the Focus of a 50 Foot Glass will
be

3»3
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be about half an Inch , and that will be the
utmost Distance to which the Centres of the
Segments will be required to be separated f°r
measuring the apparent Diameters of the
Planets.
But for a Heliometer
, the Diameter
of the Sun being near ten times as great
as that of ‘Jupiter, will require the Centre9
of the Segments in a Glass of 40 or 5°
Feet Focus to be removed from each other
at least to the Distance of 4 or 5 Inches >
and to take in the whole System of ‘Jus1'
fer ’s Moons , the Distance of the Centre9
will be required much larger ; and there
of
fore for such Purposes the Segments
Glasses of a less focal Length must ^
used.
As this Micrometer has many Advah' 1
tages above that which is in common
so on the other hand it is liable to
Objections ; fc\r since the Images of
jects can never be well defined but in ^
very large focal Distances, and since th°
Glasses are not made true without great
Care and Difficulty , they will come de*r’
and then we must run the Risque of fp 01 ,^
ing them in cutting them asunder ; f° r 1
they are not cut nicely through the Cents3
it will derogate from the Value and Go°
net9
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ftess of the Instrument . Also since at the
same Time a very great magnifying Power
in the Instrument to which it
is required
for Astro¬
is applied , it can be applicable
nomical Purposes in only Reflecting Tele¬
scopes, because of the Conveniency of adapt¬
ing it to the Tube of the Telescope , and
moving it at the same time you are observ¬
ing the Object through it*
V . Concerning the Improvement of Refracting
and Telescopes
Microscopes
Compoftion of Glasses.

IT

by a

in

Annotation
been
has
Errors
. that the
Art. 18fhewri
. already
CXXVIII
arifng from the different Refrangibility of the
Rays of Light will be as the Cubes of the
lineal Aperture of the Glass direSlly, and the
conse¬
;
Squares of its Usance inverselyand
quently in Glasses of the same Aperture
the Indistinctness of Vision will be in¬
versely as their focal Distances ; wherefore
if, while the magnifying Power and Aper¬
ture of the Lens continue the same, we
can increase this Ratio of the focal Dis¬
tance to the said lineal Aperture , we shall
in that Proportion increase the Distinctness
of Vision , which is the very Point in which,
the Perfection of Microscopes and Telescopes
consist.
To
C c
Vol . III.
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To illustrate this , let A E D G be 3
Lens , F the Focus of parallel Rays , f the
Place of an Object O B ; through the Point
F draw a Line to intersect the Object 19
the Point B, and falling upon the Lens in
the Point A. This Ray will be refracted
into A M, parallel to the Axis of the Lei 15
F C O ; from f draw the Line F A, which
by the Lens will be refracted to its refp eC"
live Focus V ; then will LV represent th?
Image of Part of the Object B f ; let IVl
be an Eye - Glass by which that Image lS
to be viewed, which therefore must he
placed at its focal Distance P V ; from lt
draw P L, and parallel thereto drawM ^ ’
then will the Angle M O P be the viss3
.
' ll
Angle under which the Image LV 'vVl1
appear in the Eye at O.
We are now to show how this Im3£c
may be viewed with more Distinctness
and under the fame Angle and Aperture
as before ; and this is effected by subs 1''
tuting two Glasses PI I and U S instead 0
the single Glass M N ; for by this Me^n5
we shall make the fame Angle by two
fractions which before was made by 0° ^
and that will produce the desired Esse<^!
for let the Glass HI be placed at its
Distance IP from the Centre of the
Glass M N , then will the Ray A H (vvhi°
befct e

1

I-

Jt*

af

I $

oil

I
I
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before proceeded to M ) be now refracted
into HP , and the Ray A V will at K be
refracted into K Z ; draw the Line IL and
it will intersect the Ray H P in X , and XZ
will be the image of the Object B f. All
this we have demonstrated in the Optical
Lecture.
Let this Image be viewed by the EyeGlass U S, whose focal Distance T Z or
T P may be such that the Ray H P may be
now a second Time refracted at U into
U Qj parallel to MO or L P draw T X,
which will also be parallel to U Q^ then
Will the Image Z X , or rather the Part of
the Object B f, be seen under the Angle
T QJJ equal to M O P, as at first.
Now it is evident , that were the Glass
U S alone by itself, the Indistinctness of
Vision would be inversely as T Q^, for that
Would then be the focal Distance of the
Glass ; but now this Glass TU , in Com¬
position with the other Lens H I, Ihews
the same Image under the same Angle and
Aperture with the focal Distance T P ; the
Indistinctness of Vision therefore now will
be inversely as T P, or in other Words,
the Distinctness of Vision in the first Cafe
by a single Glass will be to the Distinct¬
ness of she Glasses in Composition as T
to T P, or the Image will appear so much
distincter
Cc 2
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distinctcr by the two Glasses H I and XJ8
together , than it would do by the single
Eye - Glais M N alone , in Proportion as
T P is greater than T Qj all which is evi¬
dent from the foregoing Principles of OpticsW i t H respect to the Lens A E D, if ^
be a small one , and the focal Distance
C F be short , then will it represent th e
Object -Glass of a Microscope, and the small
Object O B will be viewed to much greats
Advantage by Means of the two Eye"
Glasses H I and US , than by a single Eye"
Glass alone M N . Whence the Reason Is
evident of the usual Construction of th*5
Instrument , as we have before shewn.
But

if AE .DG be

the Object -Glass

a Telescope , and FC its Focus, then vviH
O B represent a distant Object , vvh0^
Image W L is that which is viewed by a
single Eye -Glass M N in what is called
' Astronomical ‘Telescope; but this Image
more distinctly viewed by two Glasses I ast
T , than by one alone ; and therefore fuC^
a Telescope should consist at least of th ree
Glasses.
the common Telescope the Image
L W is considered as an Object , and anO'
ther Image is formed of it, as was shetvn
m Figure 8, of Plate XLVIII , and as ^
uires
have now shewn that each Image req
In

the
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the Addition of a Lens to £hew it more
distinctly , instead of the three Eye - Glalies
Which you there fee represented in a com¬
mon Telescope , there ought to be the Ad - ,
dition of two more, or five in all, next the
Eye , to shew the Object to the best Ad¬
vantage . These , together with the Ob¬
ject - Glass, make six Glasses in all, in Tele¬
scopes of the best Sort.
If AGO

represent the small Speculum

of a Reflecting Telescope , then will O B
be the Image formed by the large Specu¬
lum before it , and I, T , will be the two
Glasses contained in the Eye -Piece of a
Reflecting Telescope. And , indeed, with
a little Reflection it will appear , that if
two Glasses, by breaking the Refraction
into two Parts , is an Advantage , three
Glasses will be more so, and therefore in
some Cases might be successfully applied.
Also

since the Distinctness of Vision is

by a Composition of Glasses promoted,
the Aperture of the Glass next the Eye may
be somewhat encreased, and consequently
the Field of View thereby enlarged , which
is the great Advantage of the Six- Glass
Telescope.
We shall now give the analytical Investi¬

gation of the focal Distance of the three
Glasses; in order to which,
C c 3
Eej;
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Let F = IP , the focal Distance of the
Glass H I.
y —T P, the focal Distance of the
Glass U 8.
x —P Q, the focal Distance of the
Lens M N.
And because the Image W L is to be con¬
sidered as an Object with regard to the Glass

II I, therefore put IV =

d,

and

IZ = /

Fd
and we shall have—f as( we have
F -\-d
shewn in Annot. CXXV .) and from hence
we get d

F/

F- /
But because the similar Triangles I Z
I VL , and IT X , IP L, we have
IZ : IV : : ZX : VL : : IX : IL : : IT I P : :/ + y : d j- - x ; consequently f : d /: :
Therefore d

■
f .. . Hence
J F
—/
F x— = D ■ ■yby(
we get / —
put¬
x
X.

ting D = / + j = IT .) Whence lastly, x =
F7
Fx — xD
atD—'V/
: r —-—J
F + y- ■D; ^ F. •x
x <—

D = F + 7 - sr.
X
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By these Theorems we solve any Problem
.relating to the Composition of Glasses for
any given Power of Magnifying ; for In¬
stance, suppose the focal Distance x of the
■Lens M N , were i f Inch , and that of the
to find the
large Glass . H I, ^
focal Distance y of the Lens U S, that is
to be combined with it at the Distance D
— 2 Inches , that shall magnify just as much
as the single Lens M N . We have the
Answer by the second Theorem , where
x
1,5 ; F = 3, and D — 2 ; hence y ■=

3 X i,5 ~ M x 2 4
3 — i,5

>5
i,5

i.

So the

focal Distance of the Lens U S must be
one Inch . If D — i , then y —2 ; and if
D = o, then Y = 3.
VI . Of the latter Improvement of Refract¬
Telescopes.
Reflecting
ing

B

Construc¬
mentioned
last
the
ESIDES
tion of Telescopes, , which is to be
looked upon only as a Correction of di¬
optric Instruments , there is of late another
Improvement still greater , which tends not
only to lessen the Abberation of Rays in
refracted Light , but even to prevent any
sensible Effects arising therefrom ; and this
is
Cc4
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is done by Means of a double or treble Ohjetl - Glass in all those Instruments where an
Object is viewed by Means of its Image
formed by refracted Light . The Construc¬
tion of a Telescope for this Purpose with
Fig6 3^ * two Object - Glasses in Fig . 3, where ABCD
is a Plane Concave Lens of what is called
white Flint
'
Glass , and CDE a Double Con¬
vex Lens of green or Crown Glass ; ' by
Means of the different refractive Power of
these two Sorts of Glass and their unequal
Figures , it comes to pass that , all the Rays
of Light incident upon those Glasses from
distant radiant Objects , will pass through
them in such a Manner , that whatever Abberation is occasioned in the heterogeneal
Rays in Refraction through the first Glass
is so far corrected by the second, that those
Rays emerge from it nearly parallel among
themselves , and are converged to one Focus
(F) forming an Image IM , not sensibly com¬
pounded or coloured , and therefore more
perfect and distinct when viewed by the EyeGlasses than that can be which is made by
a single Object - Glass.
Now , if those two Glasses could abso¬
lutely prevent the Abberation of Rays , or
produce an Image entirely free from Con¬
fusion and Colours , then only three EyeG1asses
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Glasses would be necessary to view it, viz,

E , G, H ; for since, according to common
Optics , the Lens H corrects the Errors
arising from Refraction in the Lens E;
and therefore if the Image I M be perfect,
the second Image K L will be so likewise,
and therefore may be viewed distinct and
without Colours by the Eye - Glass, or
Lens G.
But

we always find in the Construction
of those Telescopes five Eye- Glajes , as they

are usually thought to be ; though if you
examine them , the Position of the first will
be found within the focal Distance of the
Compound Object - Glass, and therefore co-,
operates with it in forming the Image of
external Objects ; which Image , therefore,
cannot be so purely achromatic as it would
be if it were formed by the Double ObjectGlass alone.
Not

only so, but the focal Distance of

that achromatic Object - Glass is by Means of
this Lens somewhat shortened , and the mag¬
nifying Power of the Telescope thereby di¬
minished . I can see no Reason for the Posi¬
tion of this Lens within the said Focus of
the Object- Glass, since, if all the five EyeGlasses were placed without it, the fame ex-r
tensive and more perfect Field of View would

393
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be obtained , and at the same time the Tele¬
scope would magnify more , and be truly
achromatic , which now , strictly speaking , it

really cannot be. But for more Satisfaction
in this Matter , I shall refer the Reader to my
New Elements
of Achromatic Optics,
in Six Parts.
VII . 'The Nature of Visual
Glasses explainedy and sewn to be an Improvement
of Common Spectacles.

IN

Treatise
I

the
first
Edition of this
had
no Occasion to make Use of Spectacles,
and therefore did not so thoroughly consi"
der their Nature , Form , and Use as since
that I have done. It appears to me very
wonderful , that an Instrument of the moft
common and necessary Use, should have
continued so long of a Form or Make quite
contrary to that which the Theory of Op"
tics and the Nature of Vision require , and
yet pass unobserved by those who use them,
and uncensured by those who have wrote
on this Subject ; especially if it be consi"
dered that the erroneous Construction is
itself most obvious, and in its Effects very
prejudicial to the Sight.
THS
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Fault of the common
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Spectaples

consists in two Particulars , viz, ist , The
Largeness of the Aperture or Diameter of
the Glasses ; and , 2dly , their oblique Posi¬
tion to the Axis . of the Eye ; both which
must in Time have a very sensible Effect
Upon the Texture of that curious and de¬
licate Organ of Sight , the Eye. But
the
Harm we receive being not immediately sen¬
sible, is not considered by common People,
and therefore not regarded ; and when at
Length they find their Eyes weakened and
impaired , they reckon it as the natural Con¬
sequence of Age , without being apprized
how far their Glasses have contributed to pro¬
duce that Effect.
That

the Area of the Glasses in common

Spectacles is visibly larger than is necessary,
no Body will dispute, when they consider
how small the Pupil of the Eye is when
compared therewith ; and that no more
Light can be useful than that which enters
the Pupil . Suppose, for Instance, the Pu¬
pil of the Eye were 4 Part of an Inch
in Diameter (which is larger than any I
have yet observed) and that the Glass be one
Inch and a half in Diameter , then will the
Area of the Glass be to that of the Pupil
as 225 to 4 , which is more than 50 to 1;
4
so

*y6
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so that there is at least 50 times more Ligbt

upon the Eye than is necessary for the Pur¬
poses of Vision.
If

the Aperture of the Glass were n°

longer than that of the Pupil , though ^
would make the Object appear more dis*'
tinct , there might not in all Cafes be Ligb £
enough to strew it ,so plainly as might be
desired ; neither , as the Glasses are placed
at a considerable Distance from the Eye>
would there be a sufficient Field of Vie vP*
It is necessary therefore , that the Aperture
of the Glasses should be larger than tha*
of the Pupil ; and it is well known by Ex"
perience , that if the Aperture of the Glassy
be f of an Inch , it will answer all Purpose9
of reading , working , &c. by them , and 111
this Cafe but f Part of the Light can come
upon the Eye as goes to it through a com'
mon Spectacle- Glass ; and therefore by
eluding three Parts out of four of the sup er"
fiuous Light , must tend greatly to the Safetf
of the Eye , and procuring distinct Vision
the Object.
Whoever

considers

the

great

Fore®

which the Action of Light has, and the e^"*
stuisitely tender and minute Vessels in tlm
Compages of the Eye (exceeding that 0
any other Part of the Animal System)
not
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hot wonder , that if by so great a Quantity
of Light which is thrown upon old Eyes
by very convex Glasses, they should become
debilitated , weak , and watery in the Course
of a few Years. So potent a Cause as
that of Light by the Constancy of its Ope¬
ration produces very considerable Effects,
though by very flow Degrees . The con¬
stant Dripping of Water will in a Course of
Time excavate the hardest Stone,* though its
immediate Effects be not in the least dis¬
cernible , nor any Thing more conlidered
than the Action of Light upon the Eye.
The Difference then between the Vi¬
sual Glasses is as represented in Figure 4,
where A B is the open Glass, as in com¬
mon Spectacles , and C D the Glass of a
reduced Size in the visual Form ; the dark
start between that and the Steel Frame
E F is a Black Zone or Circle of Horn in
which the Glass is placed , and serves at the
fame Time as a Safe-guard and Defence
to the Eye against extraneous Light.
The second Thing in which the com¬
mon Spectacles are most egregioufly faulty,
is their being placed direct before the Eye,
or both in the fame Plane , by which Means’
the Axes of the Glass and those of the
Eye make a considerable Angle with each
other;
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other ; whereas they ought to coincide, of
the Glasses should be so placed before the
Eye in two Planes equally inclined , that
their Axes may both unite in the Object to
which the Eye is directed , and they become
■one with the Axis of the Eye . To illufFig. 5. 'irate this , let A B be the two common
- SpeEtacle-GlaSes-, whose Axes A C and B V
are parallel , and thereby directed to Ob¬
jects only at an infinite Distance, quite
contrary to the Design of these Glasses,
which is to shew a near Object , as supposs
G ; then the Glasses E , F, are so placed in
the new visual Form as to have their Axes
tending to, and uniting in that Point G )
by which Means they become coincident
with the Axis of the Eye , and the Rays of
Light are regularly and equally refracted'
to the Pupil . And consequently the Vision
or Appearance of an Object will by this
Means be rendered the most natural and
-easy that it possibly can be ; and indeed the
Difference is so considerable, not only Ist
itself, but likewise by Experience, , that I
may venture to prognosticate , that in ,a
few Years Time , after the Aversions whish
arile from Custom, Interest , and Novelty
are worn off, the common SpeSlacles wsd
be looked upon as the Opprobrium of the
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Optical Science, and become equally in
Contempt and Disuse ; while the Visual
Glasses

will approve themselves the genuine

Result of Optical Philosophy , and be used
at least by all the prudent and thinking
Part of Mankind . Those who would see
a larger Account of this Matter may confual my Essay on Visual Glasses, which has
passed through four Editions.
VIII .

Description and Uses of

ri al Telescope,
vatory

r<? Port

E

qua to¬

able Obser¬

, by Mr. James Short , F . R . S.

whofirs adapted aFdescope

T

the

to

this

Machinery.

consists
of
two
cularInstrument
Planes or Plates
, marked
Acir¬
A,
Which are supported upon four Pillars ; and
these are again supported upon a Cross¬
foot , or Pedestal , moveable at each End by
the four Screws B B B B : The two circular
Elates A A are moveable, the one above
the other , and are called the horizontal
Plates , as representing the Horizon of the
Place ; and upon the upper one are placed
two Spirit -Levels, to render them at all
times horizontal : These Levels are fixed at
Right - Angles to one another : This upper
Plate is moved by a Handle C, which is
called

HIS
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called the Horizontal Handle , and is diu
vided into 36o °, and has a Nonius Index
divided into every three Minutes.
Above

this

horizontal Plate there is &

Semicircle DD , divided into twice go° i
which is called the Meridian Semicircle , as
representing the Meridian of the Place*
and is moved by a Handle E, which is
called the Meridian Handle , and has a No“
divided into every three Mi¬
nius Index
nutes.
Above

this Meridian Semicircle is fas¬

tened a circular Plate , upon which are af¬
fixed two other circular Plates F F, moveable the one upon the other , and are called
the Equatorial Plates ; one of them repre¬
senting the Plane of the Equator , is di¬
vided into twice 12 Hours , and these are
subdivided into every 10 Minutes of Tbn e‘
This Plate is moved by a Handle G, called
the Equatorial Handle , and has a Nonfat
Index for strewing every Minute.
Above

s 3
this Equatorial Plate there i"

Semicircle H H , which is called the De'
clination -Semicircle , as representing th6
Half of a Circle of Declination , or horary
Circle , and is divided into twice 90 0, be*
ing moved by the Handle K , which *s
called the Declination -Handle . It has also
a Nonfat

II.
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a Nonius Index for subdividing into every
three Minutes.
this

Above

Declination - Semicircle

is

Fastened a Reflecting Telescope L L , of the
’Gregorian Construction , the focal Length of
its great Speculum being 18 Inches.
to adjust the Instrument for
In order
Observation , the first thing to be done, is
'to make the Horizontal Plates level or ho¬
rizontal , by means of the two Spirit -Levels,
and the four Screws in the Cross- Pedestal.
This being done, you move the Meridian
Semicircle, by means of the Meridian Han¬
dle, so as to raise the Equatorial Plates to
the Elevation of the Equator of the Place;
which is equal to the Complement of the
Latitude (and which , if not known , may
likewise be found by this Instrument , as (hall
be afterwards shewn). And thus the Instru¬
ment is ready for Observation.
T0

find the Hour of the Day , and Meridian
of the Place.
First

find , from

astronomical

Tables,

the Sun ’s Declination for the Day , and sot
that particular Time of the Day ; then set
the Declination - Semicircle to the Declina¬
tion of the Sun , taking particular Notice
whether it rs North or South , and set the
Declination - Semicircle accordingly.
Vol . III .
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You then turn about the Horizcrital
Handle , and the Equatorial Eland le, both
at the same time , till you find the Sun pre¬
cisely concentrical with the Field of the
Telescope . If you have a Clock or Watch
at Hand , mark that Instant of Time ; and
by looking upon the Equatorial Plate , and
Nonius Index , you will find the Hour and
Minute of the Day , which comparing with
the Time Ihcwn by the Clock or Watch,
shews how much either of them differ from
the Sun . In this manner you find the Hour
of the Day.
Now , in order to find the Meridian of
the Place, and consequently to have a Mark,
by which you may always know your Meri¬
dian again , you first move the Equatorial
Plate , by Means of the Equatorial Handle,
till the Meridian of the Plate or Elourline
of 12. is in the Middle of the Nonius Index;
and then , by turning about the DeclinationHandle till the Telescope comes down to the
Horizon , you observe the Place or Point
which is then in the Middle of the Field of
the Telescope ; and a supposed Line drawn
from the Centre of this Field to that Point
in the Horizon , is your Meridian Lin eThe best Time of the Day for making this
Observation for finding your Meridian , Is
about

; It

. f '/n/s'

IV
■i

&

D
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about three Hours before Noon , or as milch
after Noon . The Meridian of the Place
may be found by this Method so exact , that
that it will not differ at any time from the
true Meridian above 10/ Time , and if a
proper Allowance be made for the Refrac¬
tion at the Time of Observation , it may be
found much more exact . This Line thus
found will be of use to save Trouble after¬
wards ; and is, indeed , the Foundation of
ail astronomical Observations.
<
To find a Star or Planet In the Day - time,
even at Noon- Day.

The Instrument remaining as rectified
in the last Experiment , you set the Beclination - Semicircle to the Declination of the
Star or Planet you want to fee ; and then
you set the Equatorial Plate to the Right
Ascension of the Star or Planet at that
time , and , looking through the Telescope,
you will see the Star or Planet ; and after
you have once got into the Field , you
cannot lose it : For, as the diurnal Motion
of a Star is parallel to the Equator , by
your moving the Equatorial Handle so as
to follow it, you will at any time , while
D d 2
it
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it is above the Horizon , recover it, if st
be gone out of the Field.
The

easiest Method

for seeing a Star or

Planet in the Day -time is this : Your Instru¬
ment being adjusted as before directed , you
bring the Telescope down so as to look
directly at your Meridian Mark ; and then
you set it to the Declination , and Right
Ascension, as before-mentioned.
By this Instrument most of the Stars of
the first and second Magnitude have been
seen even at Mid - day, and the Sun shin*
ing bright ; as also Mercury , Vejws, and
‘Jupiter : Saturn and Mars are not so easy
to be seen, upon account of the Faintness of
their Light , except when the Sun is but n
few Hours above the Horizon.
And

in the same manner

in the Night¬

time , when you can fee a Star, Planet , or
any new Phænomenon , such as a Com et,
you may find its Declination and Right
Ascension immediately , by turning about
the Equatorial Handle , and Declination?
Handle , till you see the Star , Planet , or
Phamomenon ; and then , looking upon the
Equatorial Plate , you find its Right Ascen¬
sion in time ; and you find upon the Decli- ,
nation -Semicircle, its Declination in Degreesand MinutesI*

tel

o

MM
gj® '
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order to have the other Uses of this
Instrument , you must make the Equatorial
Plates become parallel to the Horizontal
Plates ; and then this Instrument becomes
an Equal Altitude Instrument, a T ransit In¬
strument , a :Theodolite, a Quadrant, an Azi¬
muth Instrument, and a Level. The manner
of applying it to these different Purposes is
too obvious to need any Explanation.
As there is also a Box with a magnetic
Needle fastened in the lower Plate of this
Instrument , by it you may adjust the In¬
strument nearly in the Meridian ; and by it
likewise you may find the Variation of the
Needle : If you set the Horizontal Meridi¬
an , and the Equatorial Meridian , in the
Middle of their Nonius Indexes , and direct
your Telescope to your Meridian Mark,
you observe how many Degrees from the
Meridian of the Box the Needle points at;
and this Distance or Difference is the Varia¬
tion of the Needle,
In
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Antardlic Circle what , iii. 176.

Antipodes who , iii. 282.
Antœci who , ibid.

Aphelion, what , ii. 102. Fprce of the Sun on the Wa¬
ters less in, ibid. Possesses different Points in the
Orbits of the Planets , iii. 144 n.
Apsides, Line of always in the fame Position, ibid.
Arch diurnal , or Length of the Day , by what
repre¬
sented, iii. 177. Nocturnal , or Length of the
Night , iii. 179.
Archimedes
’s Screw for raising Water , ii. 66 n. Sphere,
the first Orrery and what, iii. 165 n. Mentioned by
Cicero, ibid . Method of discovering the Fraud
in
Hier0 ’s Crown , i. sis seq.
Argonautic Expedition , what , iii. 248. Æra of settled,
by Sir Isaac Newton, iii . 249 & seq.
Artificial Magnets , how to make them, i. 75. Append,
to Lect . I.
Ascension right , what , iii. 256 . Oblique ,
what , ibid.
AscensionalDifierence , what , iii. 356.
Astronomical Principle of Chronology by Sir Isaac New¬
ton, iii . 248 . .
Atlantic Ocean , the Theory of the Tides verified
in,
ii. 96,
Atmosphere, Electricity of how observed in Winter, ' i,
73. Height of how determined by Observations and
Experiments , ii. 141. Whole , its Weight on the
Earth investigated, ii- 151 n. Affected by Attrac¬
tion of heavenly Bodies, 206. What Effect it has
on the Wind , ibid. Of Matter what , i. 12.
Attradlion or Gravity , i. 13. Originally commu¬
nicated by God to aid Matter , ibid. Manner in
which exerted and the Means by which propagated
unknown , ibid.. The Propagation of its Virtue
accounted
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accounted for by several Hypotheses, ibid. Power
of, .is not to be defined, i. 14, In what it consists,
i. 15. Its Force generally decreases as the Squares
of the Distances encrease, i. 16.
Exemplified from
Effluvia, ibid. Four different Sorts of, what , i. 17.
Of Cohesion, eight Laws of, ibid, Proved by Ex¬
periments, lb. seg. C? n. And Repulsion illustrated, i.
18. Seven Consequences from, ibid. its seq, Ex¬
emplified by Experiment , i. ig . Sphere of, proved
by Experiments , i. 22. Of Cohesion, i. 24 its seq.
Accounts for most of the Phænomena in Nature , i. 39.
Of electrical Bodies, i. 39. Fourteen Properties of,
ib . &seq. In the heavenly Bodies, proved to be of
the electric Kind by an Experiment , i. 41 . Magnetic,
its Law ascertained, i. 47. Four Laws of, ib. Con¬
sequences from, particularly a Vacuum, i . 83 . In
what Manner different from that of Cohesion, i. 82.
Its Force as to Sense the fame for any Distance near
,the Earth , i. 83. In great Distances decreases very
sensibly, ibid. A Cause of the Motion of Fluids,
ii. 91 . Illustrated in the Tides , ib. & seq.
Autumn, Middle of when, iii. 190.
Autumnal Tides accounted for, ii. 96.
Axis in Peritrochio , what, i. 156. Of the Earth , fee
Earth.
Azimuth, or vertical Circles, what , iii. 286 n.
B
J> Alance what , and the several Kinds of, i. 165. Pro' portional , what , i. 169 n . Hydrostatic Use and
Description of, i. 282 0 ° seq. Common
Improve¬
ment of, i. 297 n.
Barker, Dr . the Construction of his new invented Mill,
i. 215 n.
Barometer what , ii. 132 n. Simple Structure of one
exhibited , ibid. Rationale of, ibid. its sq. Sus¬
pension of the Mercury in the Tube , to what owing,
ii. 124 n. Its rising and falling indicates the Air ’s,
Gravity , ibid. Wheel , Description of, ii. 127 n.
Pendant,

INDEX.
Pendant , Description of, ii. 127 n. Its Fault , ibidCompound , by Mr . Rowning, ii . 128 n. By Mr.
Caswell, described , ii. 130 n. Common , measures
the Gravity of the Air best, ii. 131 n. The Uses
pf, ii.' 132 n.
Bar -poot in Warwickshire, Account of a Water -mill
at, i. 208 n.
Bees, their ' Cells geometrically constructed, i. 234 n.
Beigbion, Mr . his Table of Experiments for the Power
of Fire -engines, ii. 84 n.
Bellows, Theory of, ii. 217 n.
Bernouilli’s Barometer , ii. 126 n.
Bissextile, why so called, iii. 238.
Bladder, blown , Experiment on for strewing the Elasti¬
city of the Air , ii. 135.
Blackness, what , ii. 362 n. Consequences from, ib.
Bodies, particular , consist of the fame Matter , i. 3.
To what Elements reducible, >. 5. With one and
two Dimensions how expressed, i. 6. Common Pro¬
perties of, what , ibid. Platonic, Number of, i. 9 n.
Property of, ibid. Regular , Number of, ibid. Tables
of for the Cohesion of various, i. 23 n . Hardness of
accounted for, i. 32 n. Electrical Attraction of, i. 39.
Attraction in the heavenly of the electric Kind , ac¬
cording to the Experiment of Mr . Gray, i . 41 . n.
Weight of Matter in, how expressed, i. 48 n. Abso¬
lute Weight of, what , ibid. Descend by Gravity in
right Lines, i. 85. Why with equal Velocity , ib. n.
Farther Illustration of, i. 86. Forces with which a
Body is attracted on two Spheres of the fame Den¬
sity, i. 87. Forces of, are as the Number of at¬
tracting Particles , ibid. Gravity of, decreases with
the Distance from the Centre , ibid. Projected up¬
wards, Observations on, i. 91. n. Free Descent of in
Yaan, i . 108. Properties of, i. 16, 111. Descent of
on inclined Planes and Curve Surfaces, i. iii . Con¬
nected together, the Centre of Gravity in, i. IZ6,
157. Force of, famous Controversy about, i. 241Tranfparent Parts of, reflect Rays of one Colour
gnd transmit those of another , ii, 358 n. Sizes of

INDEX.
the Particles indicated by their Colours , ii. 260 n.
Sce Alotion, Momentum, and Velocity,
Body, Circulation in the human , how accounted for,
i. 35 n. The Forces with which it is attracted with
on two Spheres of the fame Density, but unequal
Bulk , i. 8? n. Animal , a curious Hydraulic Ma¬
chine, ii. 36 11. Ot a middle sized Man, - what
Pressure upon, ii. Ijl . How counterbalanced , ii.
ibid. Sonorous, how its Parts propagate Sound,
ii. 220. How affected by the Air , ibid. The
Tremours of, how propagated, si. 227 . Sonorous,
how agitating the contiguous Air explained and
demonstrated, ii. 232 11.
Boerhaave, Dr . Experiment to prove the Weight of
Light insensible, ii. 227 n.
Boetius Severinus, Orrery contrived by, iii. 16 n.
Bouguers direct and geometrical Computation of all
the Phienomena of a Comet moving in any conic
Section, iii. 214 n,
Beyle, Mr . Experiments of, shewing the Generation of
Air from terrestrial Substances, ii. 115 n . Recom¬
mends Hydrostatic Knowledge , i. 316 n.
Bradley, Dr . his Discovery of the Aberrations pf the
fixed Stars, ii. 278 n.
Brooks, how formed, ii. 15 n.
Burning glaffes, Nature of accounted for, ii. 285 n.
Lunar Rays in the Focus of, produce no sensible
' Point , what , iii. 15, j6.
Heat , 289 n. & j eq.

c
f ^Amera olfctira, what , iii. 78. .
^ ; Gampcna XJmiatoria, see Diving -Bell.
Canton, Mr . electrical Experiments hr , i. 52, 67.
Capillary Hypothesis of the Origin of Springs insuf¬
ficient, ii. 11 n. Glass I ubes, Phænomena of with
Water accounted for, i. 32 n. Heights of the Fluid
in different Tubes invenely as the Diameters de¬
monstrated, i. 25 n . With Quicksilver the Phæno¬
26 n,
mena are the Reverse of that with Water ,
Confide-

INDEX,
Considerations to be regarded in the Rife of Fluids
in , i. 27 n. Table of Experiments on various Fluids
in , i. 28 n. Extraordinary Phænomenon in accounted
for, i. 29 n. Phænomenon curious, accounted for,
35 nCajsmi’s Barometer, ii. 126 n. Five Satellites of Sa¬
turn discovered by, iii. 127 n.
. Caswell, Mr . Description of his Barometer, ii. IZ0 n,
Not fit for comtnon Use, why, ii. 131 n.
Catalogue of the Stats, iii. 262 n.
Catenaria Curve , if inverted, the best: Form for art
Arch , i. 234 n.
Catoptrics, what , iii. 2 n.
Causes for the Descent or Rife of Fluids , ii . 2.
Cavendi/Jj, Earl of, a curious Construction of Thermo -meters by, ii, 18711.
Central Forces , i. 133, 136.
Centre of Oscillation , what, i. 122. Of Magnitude
what , i. 148. Of Motion , what , ibid. Of Gra¬
vity , what , ibid, Sole Principle of mechanical No¬
tions , ibid. Ten properties of, i. 149. Several
Parti¬
seq. Several
Phænomena solved by, ibid.
Gra^
culars of demonstrated, i. 150, & seq. Of
vity in Bodies connected together , what , i. i 5° !
Of the Earth and Moon , i. 157. Of the Sun and
Planets , ibid. Several Particulars of demonstrated,
, the Cause of several
seq. Common
i. 157 n,
Phænomena , i. 158.
Centrifugal Force , what , i. 135.
Centripetal Force , what , i. 136.
Chamber, dark, fee Camera obscura.
Charts and Maps , philosophical Principles of, iii. 306 N,
Chord, Musical, a singular Property of, ii. 264. De¬
monstrated, ibid, 0 seq.
, Astronomical Principle ? of by Sir Isaac
Chronology
Nevjton, iii. 248.
Cicero’s Description of Pefdonius the Stoic’s Orrery,
166 n.
Cimento, Academia del, Mistake about the Velocity of
Sound, to what owing, ii. 238 n.
Circle and Index Horary, iii. 177.
Circles, artlic and antarctic, what , iii. 176.
Circular' '
c

Circular Motion of, 132. Properties, what , i. rz6.
Circulation, how accounted for, i. 35 n.

ClauiiatCs Description of Archimedes ’s Sphere, iii.
165 n.
Climate, what , iii. 281.
Machi¬
Clock, Mechanism of the Parts of, i. 197 n.
nery of the shaking Part , i. 198. Descending on an
inclined Plane, i. 199 n. Mechanism of, ibid. Gf
to ascend on the same inclined Plane
seq. Made
by M . de Gennes, i . 201 n.
Clouds, Electricity from, how discovered, i. 71. Ex¬
periments on, ibid.
Of various
Cohesion, Laws of the Attraction of, i. 17.
Bodies, Table of Weight to separate, i. 20 n. is?
Attraction of, solves several Phænomna,
seq. The
i. 24, i. 32.
Cold, a general Cause of Wind , ii. 203.
Colours, Seven original simple ones, ii. 313. Harmonic
Proportions of gave the curious Hint of visual Music,
ii. 321 n. How discovered by Sir Isaac New-'
The Objects of any of the simple'
ion, ii . 325.
ones, when viewed through a Prism, what the Ef¬
fect, and what the Images of them formed by a Lens,
ii. '’22. Demonstrated in several Particulars , ii.
323 n. Rings of the various Phænomena of shewn
, ii. 341 n. How
by Experiments and demonstrated
produced, illustrated and demonstrated, ii. 347 n.
Science of truly mathematical, ii. 35311. Sir Isaoc
Newton’s Definitions and Precautions about the Doc¬
trine of, ii. 354 n. Different Sorts of, ii. 354' 1 heorv of compounding and decompounding in several!
Instances , ii. 3^3 n ’
and Solstitial, what , iii. 175..
Celures, Equinoctial
Mean Place of found by Sir Isaac Newton, iii . 249,
That of the Summer determined, iii. 250.
Comets, revolve about the Sun in Eccentric Orbits , iii.
105. And Planets , what Properties of circular
of 1682,
Motion observed by, i. isj. That
1758, the Tract of exhibited, iii. 198. Se¬
veral Affections of shewn and demonstrated,
iii.
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of, how formed^ iii.
iii. 203 n. £s? sa, Tails
203 n. Figure of, 204., ibid. Ascent to what
. owing , iii. 204. n. Have no perceptible hori¬
zontal or diurnal Parallax , iii. 204. 0. But an An¬
nual Parallax , iii. 205 n. Different Motions of,
. ibid . Move in Conic Sections round the Sun, iii.
205 n . Their Orbits Ellipses, ibid. Periodical
Tiir .es of, ibid. Its Motion may be calculated in a
Parabolic Orbit , iii. 206 11. Velocity of, in Perihelio, ibid. & sea. Phænomena of one moving in a
Parabola near the Vertex , iii. 21 in . Difficulty of
computing its Periodical Time , iii. 217 n. Table
of Longitude and Latitude of, iii. 218 11.
Structure and Rationale
Comctarium what , iii. 108.
of, i. 205 n.
Cometography Newtonian, a Compendium of, iii. 203 n.
Condenser, Gage of, what, ii. 198 n.
CoudnitS supplied from Springs above them, ii. 5. De¬
monstrated, ii. 6 n.
Conformation of the Eye various, iii. 32 n.
Conic Sections, Refraction inCurves of, demonstrated,
iii. i 8 ii.
Conjunctions and Oppos.ticns of the Planets, iii. 134.
Between two of Venus, iii . 141 n.
Conciliations, when invented, iii. 255 n. Catalogues,
leverax of, ibid. Flarnjleed’s the chief, hi . 256 n.
Of the Twelve Signs, in. 257. Of the N . Hemi¬
the S. Hemisphere, 260,
sphere, iii. 258, sq. Of
ibid.
Continent, what , iii. 283.
Controversy, a famous one, whether the Force of Bo¬
dies in Motion striking each other, be proportion¬
able to the simple Velocity, or the Square oi
Metaphysical Di¬
the Velocity ? i. 241 n.
stinction cf vis viva and •bis mortua considered,
242 11. seq. ibid . Another Distinction between
Force and Pressure, examined in every possible Case
where the Force of Bodies can vary, i. 244 n. Un¬
supported also by Experiment , i. 246 n. Cavities
made in soft Clay by falling Bodies not to the Pur¬
pose, and why, i. 246 n.

I

INDEX,

or Pythagorean System , iii. 97. Why so
called, iii. 103 n. By wsiom adopted, ibid.
Cornea, see Eye.
Crane, see Syphon.
Crepusculum, where
least, and where greatest, iii.
184 n.
Crystalline Humour , see Eye.
Cupping accounted for by the Spring of the Air , ii.
177.
Curve, hyperbolic, formed by Water in Glass Planes
demonstrated, i. 25 n. Surfaces, the Descent of
Bodies on, i. III.
Sec Motion.
Cycle of the Sun, to find any Year of, exemplified by
a Table , iii. 243, its seq. Metonic , what , iii. 244.
Explained , ibid. & seq. Of
Induction what, iii.
246 . How many, iii. 241 . Of the Sun accounted
for, ibid.
Cycloid, Nature and Use of in Pendulums and Time¬
keeping Instruments , i. 118 n . Nature cf illu¬
strated, i. its seq. Several
Particulars relating to
a Pendulum, i. 121 n. Property of, i. 127. The
Curve of quickest Descent demonstrated, i. 128 n.
its seq.
Copernican
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natural, what, iii. 223. Solar, what, iii. 231.

Sidereal , what , ibid. Illustrated an ! explained, iii.
Begins differently in different Parts of the
World , iii. 236.
Declination and Inclination of the Needle what , i. 46 n.
Of the Sun and Stars, what , iii. 256.
Density, what , i. 84 n .
Proportions of, what , ibid.
Of the Air different and why, ii. 136. How it de¬
creases upwards, ii. 137.
Derham, Dr . measured the Velocity of the Wind,
ii. 2/1 n. Table of Experiments made on Guns
at 12 Miles distant, ii, 244 n.
Desaguliers, Dr . his Improvements to the Fire Engine for
raising Water by Steam, exhibited and explained, ii.
87 n.
Descent of Fluids by what caused, ii. 2. Of Bodies by
'Gravity in what Direction , i, 83. See Bodies'.
■M'

its seq.

De-

INDEX.
Descenswn

oblique , what , iii. 256.

Dial, Horizontal , what , iii. 271 n . Direct 8. and N,
vertical , Reason of, iii. 272 n.
Dialling, Theory of, iii. 69 n.
Diatonic Scale of Mufick , what , ii. 254.
Dionysian Period , what , iii. 247. Why caHed great

the Paschal Cycle, ibid.
Dioptrick Problems universal Method by Fluxions de¬

monstrated in many Cafes, iii. 10 n;
Dioptrics, what , iii. 2 n.
Dipping Needle, what , i , 42;
Distillation, Dr . Hale s Method of producing Air by,
ii. 116 n.
Dijfolutim of Metals accounted for, i. 38 m
Diversity of Ratio ’s, i. 7 n.
Dittcn, curious Property of Speculums discovered by,
iii. 9 n.
Diving - Bell, Use of, , on what depending, ii. 174Why in the Form of a Bell, ii. 175. Dr . Halley’
s
Form of described- in 175 ry Inconvenience of, h178 n. Improvements in, ii. 178 n. Description
of Mr . Driewalcl's of, ii. 179■n.
Divisibility of Matter , what , i. 9. An easy Demonstra¬
tion of, h 10 n. Another , ibid.
Dominical Letters, what , and why so called, iii. 242.
Drawing, an Observation for- taken from the Garters
Gbscura,. iii. 83 n.
Drop, spherical of falling Rain - Phænomena of Reflec¬
tion and Refraction in, illustrated, ii. 355.
Drops of Glass, the Phænomena accounted for, i. 38 n.
Duplicate Ratio , what , i. 7 m
E
If AR, curious Structure of, described, ii. 2T9 n*
J'~i How Sounds are excited in the Mind , ii. 222 n*
iiart -k, with its Moon , mean Distance of, iii. 116. Its
Phasts as appearing from the Moon , iii . 122 n.
True Figure of demonstrated, iii. 142 n. &sD
Earth ’s Orbit , why elliptical , iii. 144 n.
Earth ’s third Motion represented by an Orrery , n,;
169 n. Remarkable Phænomena , from the Motion
of its Axis, iii. 170 n. & fig. Conical
Motion ot

INDEX.
the Axis os, investigated by-Sir Isaac Newton, iih
170 n. Shadow, to find Magnitude of, iii. 193 m
Method of measuring its Magnitude , iii. 292 n.
Attempted in Holland by Snelling and Muschenbroek
,
iii. 293. By Norwood in England, ibid . ' Its Figure
whether an oblate or oblong Spheroid, iii. 294 n.
N . Pole Mensuration of a Degree at, for determining,
iii . 29511. Axis, Physical Explication of, iii. 751,
& seq.
East Wind , tinder the Equator , ii. 207 n.
Ebullition and Heat accounted for, i. 37 n.
Eccentricities of the Orbits of the Planets , iii. 144 n„.
Inconsiderable, iii. I 52, Their
Motions circular,
iii. 153.
Echo, what , ii. 239 .
Nature of, accounted for, ii.
241 n. Of a single Sound observed by Dr . Derham,
ii. 244 n. Polyphonous Uses of, ii. 244 n.
Eclipse of the Sun , iii. 196 n. Calculated when no
Refraction alters the Latitude , iii. 198 n. C seq.
Where it has any Latitude , iii. 197 n. & seq. On
an equinoctial Day represented, iii. 200 n . Lunar,
constructed , iii. 201 n. Theorem for finding the
Ecliptic Limit , iii. 202 n.
Ecliptic, the Inclination of the Planets Orbits to, iii.
108 n. What , iii. 173. Signs on the, Names of,
ibid.
Effluvia, Magnetic , Method of rendering visible, i*

44- n.
Elasticity,

.

what owing, 1. 33 n.
Eledlrical Bodies, Attraction of, i. 39. Their Proper¬
ties, ibid. and i. 41 n. Experiments by Mr . Canton,
i. 52, £? seq. Queries concerning , i. 62 . Exhi¬
bited in an easy Manner , i. 63, & seq. Further
Experiments by Mr . Canton, i . 67, U seq. Two
Sorts of, i. 41 n. Difference of Vegetable and Animal Substances, ibiu. C seq. Positive and nega¬
tive Powers of, how excited, i. 69. Of the Atmos¬
phere, may be observed in Winter , i. 73. From the
Clouds in the open Air, how discovered, i. 71,
Elements to which Bodies may be reduced, what , 1.
to
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the
Earth , ii. no
Elongation of the
Engine, Water ,
sing Water by

Elevation of

Water in the Moon estimated by the
n.
Moon , what , iii. 121 n.
by Mr . Newjham, ii . 49 . For rai¬
Fire , ii. 70, &seq.

EpaCts, what , iii . 238.

Epagomena, what , iii. 238.
Epochas, what , and how many, iii. 240.
How generated, >■
Equable Motion , what , i. 89.
90 n.
Equinoctial, what , iii. 173. See Colures.
Equinox, vernal, when , iii. 180.
Evaporation, how accounted for, i. 34 n.
Ruler, Professor, blames Sir Isaac Newton s Computation
of the Sun’s Force in raising the Sea, ii. 105 n.
Expansion of heated Metals , what , i. 125 n.
Explosion. See Heat and Ebullition.
Equinoxes or Equinoctial Points , what, iii. 175. Ver¬
nal and Autumnal , what , ibid.
Section of, iiiEye, Description of its Parts , iii. 26.
27 n . Particular Description of, ibid. Dimen¬
sions of, iii. 29 11. Ratio ’s of Refraction in, ibidVarious Conformation of, iii. 37 n. The Flatness ot
the Cornea and Crystalline Humour , a Defect in, in*
40 . How remedied, ibid.
F.
TsErmentation, how caused, i. 36 n. Dr . Hales’s Me+ thod of generating and absorbing Air, ii. x17 n*
Principal Subjects absorbing Air , ii. 119 n.
Figurability, a Property of Matter , i. 8 n.
Figure, spherical, of Fluids accounted for, i. 38 nTrue of the Earth , i. 142.
Filtre, what , i. 35 n. Vegetation , accounted sorb 'ft
ibid. Circulation in the human' Body, ibid. . Ist
Wicks and other Bodies, i. 26.
Fire, what , ii. 279 n. and ii. 281 n. Engine , The¬
ory of two Sorts, ii. 73 n. For raising Water by
in,
Steam, ii. 73 n. & seq. Improvement
Mr . Payne, ii. 87 n.
Fits of easy Reflection and Transmission, what , ii. 33 °*
Modus a?jhdi pf, what , ii. 336 n.
0

Fixity,
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Fixity, what , i. 27.

Flame, Difference between it and Fire , ii. 283 n.
Florentine, Experiment with a Globe , i. 251 n.
Fluids, spherical Figure of, accounted for, i. 38 n.
What , i. 249. Four Characteristicks of, illustrated,
i. 249 n. Subtility of the Particles of, i. 251 n.
Laws and Properties of, i. 250, Gravitate on one
another , i. 252, Their Pressure, i. 254, Absolute
Gravity of, i. 254 n. Pressure upwards and down¬
wards equal, i. 255 . Surface of, perfectly smooth
i. 257 . Figure of the Surface convex, i. 258.
Why this Convexity does not appear in Fluids of
small Extent , i. 258 n.
Pressure of a Vessel,
what , i. 259. Easy Way of computing by Series,
i . 260. Objection answered, ibid. Pressure against
the Side of a cubical Vessel, what , i. 261. Upon
the Bottom of any Vessel proportional to the Altitude
only, and why , i. 265, iffseq. Lateral
Pressure,
what , i. 262 n . Difference between Fluids and
Solids, i. 263 n. Pressure on the Bottom of Vessels
estimated, i. 263 n. iffseq. General Theorem for,
i . 264 . Pressure Centre of what, i. 265 n. Ex¬
actly balanced by a Force equal to the whole Pres¬
sure, ibid. Centre of, Pressure the fame as of Per¬
cussion, i. 266 n. Reason for trying them with the
Hydrometer , i. 280. Specific Gravity of, how de¬
termined, i. 285 . Motion , to what owing, ii. 2.
Natural Motion of, from Gravity , ii. 3. Rea¬
son for, ii. 3. The Particles of are solid Bodies,
and observe the fame Laws with these, ii. 4 n. De¬
monstrated, ibid. Easily conveyed thro ’ Syphons,
ii. 11. Velocity of a Spouting one, ii. 33 n. Ths
Force of any projected Fluid estimated, ii. 35 n.
Motion of caused by Attraction , ii. 91. Illustrated
in the Tides , ibid. iff seq.
Fluidity accounted for, i. 32 n.
Fluxions, universal Method of determining Reflection
and Refraction , iii. 3 n.
Fly. See
•
Jack.
Flying, impossible in Man , ii. 155 n.
Focal Distance of Convex and Concave Mirrours , Rule
for finding, ii. 21.
E e ?,
Foci,

INDEX.
Fact, or focal Points of an Ellipsis, what , iii.
Focus, what , iii. 15. Why so called, iii. 16.

143.
Imagi¬
nary or virtual , what , iii. 21. Solar, what , iii. 21.
Positive and negative, what , iii. 22. In double con¬
vex lens, Rule for finding, iii. 25.
Foot, Englilh , compared with Standards of diverse
Nations , iii. 293 n.
Force, relative , what , i, 22 n . Of Bodies in Motion,
Controversy about , i. 241 n. Of the Moon and Sun,
ii. 106 n. Of the Air ’s Repulsion, ii. 135 n. Of
Wind on the Sails of a Mill computed, ii. 215 n.
Of Wind mathematically calculated by the Anemo¬
scope, ii. 211 n. Centripetal Law of, determined,
iii. 150 n. & Jeq. Projectile
Ratio of, iii. 153 n.
Forces with which a Body is attracted on two Spheres,
i. 87 n. Two acting on a Projectile, i. 129. Cen¬
tral , i. 133— 136. Centrifugal , what , i. 135. Cen¬
tripetal , what, i. 136. Of the Sun and Moon fir
railing the Water , computed, ii. 102 n.
Forcing Pump, Construction of the common, ii. 56 n.
Fountains, Hypotheses of, ii. ion. Origin
from the
Sea, wrong , ii. 10 n. Two Principles of, ii. 11 n.
Natural , accounted for from Pressure, ii. 20.
Friffion, its Effect on a Machine , i. 170. Not pro¬
portional to the Quantity of Surface, but to the
Weight of the incumbent Part , i. 179. Several Par' Ciculars of, i. 179 n. How diminished in any Ma¬
chine, i. 182 n. Particularly in Wheels , i. 183 n.
Fufion accounted for, i 34 n.

G,
f" yffge, Description of, ii. 23.
■ GaiiLsan Telescope , the first invented, iii. 63.
Galileo, Jupi er’s Satellites discovered by, iii. 23 n.
Gates of a Lock , i. 162.
Gcnr.es, M . de, his Clock ascending en an inclined Plane,
i. 201 n.
-Glass T ubes, Phænomena of capillary , i. 23 n. See
Capillary. Drops , Phænomena of, i. 38 n . Read¬
ing , Nature of, iii. 38 n.
Glasses, different Properties of, in Reflexion, iii. 20 n.

Uni-

INDEX.
Universal Method by Fluxions of, shewing the dif¬
ferent Effects in Reflexion and Refraction , in. 3 n.
Exemplified in the Ellipsis, iii. 5 n. Hyperbola,
ibid. Parabola, ibid. And in all spherical, ellip¬
tical or parabolical reflecting Surfaces, iii. 6 n.
Kinds of, what , iii. 19. Visual explained, iii. 397.
ii.
Globe, Problem curious , for finding its Thickness
15211. Celestial, several Problems on solved, ' iii.
268, & seq. Astronomical Problems represented on"
iii. 277 n . Terrestrial described, iii. 279. Prob¬
lems, several solved on, iii. 284.
Gnomonicks, philosophical Principles of, iii. 268 n,
GoJJet and de la Denille, Mejfrs. excellent lifting Pump
described, ii. 65 n.
Gravejande, Dr . his Heliostata described, iii. 89 n.
Gravitation, Attraction of, i. 82. Of Fluids , i. 252,
2ZZ -.

Gravities, specific , Tables of, f. 290 n.

what , i. 86. Specific of Fluids how deter¬
Gravity, ■
mined, i. 285. Mean , of Air, what , ii. 151 n.
Greatest of the Air , ii. 125 n. See Atiraflion.
Gray, Mr . his Experiment to prove the Attraction of
the Heavenly Bodies electric, i. 41 n.
Gregory J. Dr . Telescope contrived by, iii. 7511. Im¬
proved by Mr . Hadley, ibid . Small Alteration by
Mr . Cajfegram, ibid.
Gregory XIII . Pope, reforms the Calendar , iii. 240.
Gulf, what , iii. 284.
K.

TTjac, Mr . Experiment for recovering the decayed
J ~1 Virtue of Loadstones, i. 50 n.
Hail accounted for, i. 27.
Hales Dr . his Experiment on several live Animals , !!.
n. For producing Air, ii. 115:'. . Graduations
on his Thermometers , ii. 186 11. Computations

relating to Bellows, ii. 218 n. Invention of the
Sea-gage, 139 11 •
Dr . Hypothesis for the Variation of the Needle
j, 46 n. His Observation on Vapours soiling on the
MounE e 3
^

Helley

INDEX.
Mountains of St. Helena, ii . 12. Experiment mado
in that Island, ibid. & seq. In the Mediterranean and
Thames , ibid. An Objection to his Theory of Va¬
pours answered, ii. 18 n. Form of a Diving -Bell
described, ii. 175 n. The principal Phænomena of
Wind taken from his History and Map , ii. 201 n.
Solution of a Problem of Fenus appearing in the
Day Time , iii. 135 n. Method of calculating the
Quantity of the Tropical Year , iii. 225.
Harmony, what , ii. 255.
Halo' s, how formed, ii. 368.
Harmonical Proportion , what , ii. 256.
Harpsichord, ocular , attempted for entertaining the Eye,
with Harmonic Colours , ii. 322.
Harvest Moon, Phænomena of explained, iii. 275.
Hawksoee s accurate Method for finding the refractive
Power of the Air, ii. 39 n.
Heat and Ebullition accounted for, i. 27 n. And Cold
induated by the Spring of the Air , ii. 181 n. A ge¬
neral Cause of Wind , ii. 203 . What , ii. 279 n.
281 n. Of a Polar Day calculated, iii. 187 n, Of
a Summer Tropical Day calculated, iii. 186 n. Of a
Winter Tropical Day , iii. 18711, When a Maxi¬
mum in any given Day , Problem for finding, iii188 n.
Heliomeier, what , iii. 373. Invented by Servington Sa¬
vory, ibid . U seq.
Heliojlata. Sec Gravesande.
Hemisphere, Property of, in Glasses, iii. 17 n. Cele¬
stial, what, iii. 297.
Heteroscii, who , iii. 283.
Hero 's Crown . See Archimedes.
History of the principal Phænomena of Winds , ii. 201Hyperbola, Properties of, i. 326 n.
Hooke, Dr . Inventor of the Wheel Barometer, ii. 138 n--.
Horary Circle and Index , what , iii. 177.
Horizontal Amplitude of Projection , i. 129. Random
oi Projection , what , i. 129. Instrument to draw a
Line truly so, ii. 3 n . Dial , what , iii. 271.
HJkins, Mr . Jojhua, his curious Mercurial Pump , £9
improved by Dr . Desaguliers, ii . 57 n.
Hour - Lines, what , iii. 270 n.

H!t

INDEX.
Huygenss Theorem for the best Lenses, iii. 63 n. Long
Telescope of common Use, ibid. b seq. Contrivance
for fixing Object -Glass on a Pole, ibid. Table
for Telescopes, iii . 71 n.
Hydraulics, what, ii. 2. Signal Example of the Use
of, ii. 36 n.
Hydrometer, Reason for trying Fluids by, i. 280. Use¬
fulness of, i. 281 n. Description of the common,
ibid. Not the best Structure , ibid. How improved,
i. 282 n. Several Experiments with , i. 282. How
to adapt this Instrument to all Uses, ibid. Best Me¬
thod for trying Proof-Spirits, i. 283 . Rationale of,
i. 287 n.
Hydrojlatic Balance, Use of, i. 282, id seq. Description
of its Parts , i. 284. Different Gravities of Solids
and Fluids compared by it, i. 285 n. How common
Water might be made a Standard, i. 286 n.
Hydrojlatics, recommended by Mr . Boyle, i. 310.
Usefulness of, i. 309. Paradox in, solved, i. 267 n.
What , i. 249.
Consequences from, i. 268 n.
Usefulness shewn in several Instances, i. 298. To
find the Quantity of, Pressure against a Shore or
Bank , i. 301. Other useful Problems, i. 310 n.
of Mediums computed, i.
& seq. Resistance
312.
Hygrometer, its Use in finding the Moisture and Dry¬
ness of Air , ii. 187. Best Form of, ii. 188 n.
Hypotheses, three of the Mundane System, iii. 96.
I.

J

.
,i.186
,what
common

-.
Chimney

in the
Fly
for one, i.
Form
Jack , Use of, i. 188 n . Best
18911. Great Powers of computed, ibid. &seq.
set d' Eaus, Theory of, ii. 22 n. Why they do not
rise to the Height of the Reservoirs, ii. 23 n. Ve¬
locity of one demonstrated, ii. 25 n. Tables of the
Height to which they rise, ii. 27 n. Path they
describe, ii. 34.
Illumination, Circle of, what , iii. 177.
Several
Images of Objects in various Glasses, iii. 12 n.
ThqoE e ij.
Ack,

INDEX.
Theorems for finding, ibid. U seq. Of Objects , various Positions of, iii, 22. Of Objects , in what Fo¬
cus of refrangible Rays to be placed, iii. 72 11.
Imaginary or Virtual Focus , what , iii. 21,
Impenetrability, See Solidity.
Impetus, what, i. 129.
Incidence, Angle of, ii. 295, 296 n . And Refrac¬
tion , the Sines of the Angles of proportional, ii. 297,
Inclination of the Needle, i. 46 n.
Inclined Plane , what , i, 166. Several Particulars of,
i. 172 n.
Insertion of Light . See Rese/rtion of Light.
Index horary, iii. 177.
Iron- Bars, Instances of Magnetism acquired by, i. 58 n.
Island., what , iii. 283.
Isthmus, what , iii. 283.
Julian Period, what , iii. 247.
jJupiter , three Belts observed, iii. 114 n.
Has four
Satellites, iii. 118. Distance from the Sun, iii. 125
n . Why his Moons move apparently in a right Line,
iii. 123 n. Direct and retrograde, why , iii. 124,
Moons , Method of finding the Distance of th*
outermost, iii. 129 n.
K.

Jg ~Eiler ’s famous Problem , iii. 161, & an.

L.
T Abel, solar, what , iii. 177.
Lake, what iii. 284.
Lanjdown Hill , by Bath , Spring near the Top of, ii.
16 n.
Lanthorn, Magic , what , iii. 78.
Latitude of a Star, what , iii. 258 . Of a Place on
the Terestrial Globe , what , iii. 280.
Laws of the Attraction of Cohesion, i, 17. General
of Motion , i. 101, 102, 105 n. Of Fluids , i. 250.
Immutable , regulating the unequable Motion of the
Planets , iii. 146 n . Of the Centripetal Force , iii.
150 n. Istseq.
Lens, Intensity of its burning , ii. 282 . Separating Rays
like

INDEX.
like a Prism, ii. 314. Axis of, what , iii. 2 n. Ver¬
tex, what, ibid. Several kinds of, iii. 2 n. What,
and how many Sorts of, iii. ig . Refraction by, iii.
24 . Double and equally Convex , Rule for finding
its Focus universally, iii. 25. Convex , Remedy the
Flatness of the Cornea, and Crystalline Humour", iii.
40 . Convex , Advantages of, iii. 41. The Imper¬
fection of its Figure , iii. 62 n. How remedied by
the old Opticians , ibid. And how by Sir Isaac New-*
ton, iii. 63 n.
Level for a small Distance , ii. 5 n.
sever, what , !. 161. Five Kinds of, i. 164. A Com¬
pound Pendulum , i. 173 n. Several Properties of,
ibid. &seq. Table of Powers, i. 179 n.
Llbration of the Moon , what , iii. I20n.
Lihurkun, Dr . Invention of solar Microscope, iii. 86 n.
Lifting Pump , Construction of, ii. 56 n . An excellent
one invented by M . Gojsetand de la Denille, ii. 65 n.
Light, Reflection and Inflection of, i. 38 n. What,
ii. 267. The immediate Means of Sight , ii. 268.
Remarkable Properties of, ibid. £jf seq. New¬
tonian Theory of, ii. 270 n. Velocity of its,
Rays, ii. 271 n. Weight of insensible, ii. 272 n.
The Particles of, have Magnitude , ii. ibid.
of
Reflections from Bodies, ibid. Gf seq. Rays
reflected from various Mediums , ii. 396. Rays of,
Jiow Bodies act upon them , ii. 300 n. Reflection,
and Refraction of, how caused, ii. 301 n,

Velocity

of, ii. 3030 . Refrangibility of, ii. 313 n. Rays of
how reflected, ii. 326. Rays of pervade a rare Me¬
dium less than a denser, ii. 328. The Reflection of
the Particles of, ii. 332 n. How variously disposed to
be reflected and transmitted , ii. 337 . Velocity of un¬
known to the Ancients , ii. 273 n- Rays of, how
many Sorts, ii. 7Lightning and Thunder, how caused, i. 37 n.
Line, what , i, 6. Of the Apsides, iii. 87.
Load- Stone. See Magnet.
Angle the Gates of one should form
Lock, what
with the Sides of a River , i. 228.
Longitudt of a Place, hqvy determined by Jupiter ’s Sa¬
tellites,
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tcllites, iii . 125 n. Of the Sun or Stars, what, in.
257. Of a Place, what , iii. 281.
Logarithmic Curve , its Nature investigated, ii. 250 n.
Lunar Eclipse, Theory of, explained, iii. 319, if sq.
M.
l\ /TAchine, Effect of Friction on , i. 170. Compound
^ what , i. 180. Greatest Perfection of, i. 184.
Friction of, how diminished in, i. 182 n. 183 n.
Maculce. See Spots.
Magic Lanthorn, what , iii. 78.
Magnetic Effluvia, Method of rendering them visible,
si 44 n. Attraction , its Law not ascertained, i. 47 n.
Magnet, several Properties of, i. 42, and i. 43 n. A
surprising Property of, ibid. & sq. Different Powers
of, i. 47 n. if sq.
Magnetism, Instances of acquired by Iron Bars, si 48 n.
Several Methods of communicating , ibid. if sqMr . Haas s Experiment for recovering the decayed
Virtue of Loadstones, i. 50 n.
Magnets, how to make artificial, i. 75, if sq.
Magnitude of Bodies, what , i. 6 n. • Centre of, what,
i. 148.
Maps of the World , what , iii. 299. Principles Philo¬
sophical of, iii. 306 n.
Matter in all Bodies the fame, i. 4 n. Difference arises
from various Modifications, i. 3. Exemplified in
Water , i. 5 n. Figurability a Property of, i. 8 n.
Infinitely divisible in a mathematical Sense, i. 9.
Mobility of, i. 10. Vis inertia of , what, i. 11.
Attraction of, what , i. 12. Repulsion of the Particles
of, what , i. 13.
Maxima apd Minima, Examples of, si 228, n. and si
230. Bees construct their Cells by, i. 234 n.
Mechanical Powers, i. )6i . Why so called, ibid.
Mechanics, fundamental Principle of, i. 162. Not un¬
derstood by those who imagine the Pofiibility of a
perpetual Motion , i. 162. Demonstration of the
fundamental Principle by Sir Isaac Newton, i . 167 n.
Mechanism of the Parts of Clocks and Watches , si
i
190

INDEX.
19O n. Of the Minutes and Seconds in a Clock , !.
197 n. Of the striking Part , i. 198 n. Of Wind¬
mills, i. 219In¬
Mediterranean, Vapours exhaled from, ii. 13m
flux from the Ocean , whence , ii. 14 n.
Mediums, Resistance of, si 312, & seq.
Meniscus, why best in Catadioptric Microscopes , iii.
50 n. Species of Lens , iii. 19.
Mer ca tor’s Projection , what , iii. 309. Of greatest Use
in Sailing, ibid. sis seq.
Melody, and Harmony, composed of twelve Notes , ii,
255.
Mercurial Pump, a curious one, invented by Mr . Hofiins , and improved by Dr . Defaguliers, ii . 57 n. is?
Manner of working , ii. 58 n. Ra¬
seq. Peculiar
Structure plainly repre¬
tionale of, ibid. & seq. Its
sented, ii. 61 n.
Mercury in the Barometer indicates the Quantity of th$
Air , ii. 125 n. 'A Table shewing its Ascent and
Descent, ii. 139 n. Mean Altitude of, what , ii. 145,
Weight of a cubic Inch of, ii. 150 n.
Meridian, what , iii. 174. General , what , ibid. Ho¬
rizon , what , iii. 174*
Meridional Parts, Table of, for the oblate Spheroid, by
Mr . Murdoch, iii . 313 n •
Metals, Dissolution of, accounted for, 1. 38 n.
Meteors formed from Vapours, i. 34 RMetonic Cycle , what , ii. 56.
Micrometer, what, and how constructed , >11. 52 n, ,
New Pocket one, iii. 53 n. Theory of a new one,
. 372, & seq.
iii. 372. General Rationale of, 111
Telescope,
reflecting
or
refracting
the
Applied to
iii. 377. Its Application to refracting .Telescopes
less convenient , iii. 381. Liable to some Objec¬
tions , iii. 384.
Microscopes, single , Use of, iii. 12. Several Sorts of,
illustrated , iii. 42 n. & seq. Single , focal Dis¬
tances of determined, iii. 44 n. Double , what,
iii . 45 n. Catadioptric , Construction of, iii . 49 n.
Reflecting or catoptric , Construction of, iii. 50 :,.
sower of magnifying estimated, ibid. & seq. Pocket
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and universal, iii. 53. Microscope Solar ,
80 . Difference between it and the Magic
iii. 81. Common , Form of illustrated,
Two Forms of, iii. 86 n. How used, iii.
one , iii . 366 .

Several Improvements

what , in.
Lanthorn,
iii. 88 n.
87. New

in ,

seq.

Its various Parts described, iii. 368. Universal,
elegant Construction of, iii. 364.
Mill, Construction of Dr . Barker's new invented one,
i, 2I 5•”
Mills. See IVater and Wind-Mills.
Mineral Springs , how caused, ii. 18 n.
Mirrours, prodigious Effects of, ii. 287 . The Power
of Burning in M . Villette's, computed , ii. 288 n.
What and how many Sorts of, iii, 19. Convex,
Reflection in illustrated, iii. 20. Convex and con¬
cave, Rule for finding the focal Distance of, iii. 21.
Mobility of Matter , what , i. 10.
Modifications, various, form the Difference of Bodies,
i. 3. See Matter.
Momentum, or Quantity of Motion , what , i. 92. In
the compound Ratio of the Quantity of Matter and
the Velocities of Bodies conjointly , i. 93 . General
Expressions for, ibid. n.
Monsoons, various in different Seas, ii. 204 n. Their
breaking up, what , ii. 205 n. Causes of, ibid.
Month, periodical and fynodical of the Moon , what,
iii. 119 n.
Moon, its Attraction causing the Tides , ii. 91 n. When
conspiring with that of the Earth , illustrated, ii. 93.
When that of the Sun is added, illustrated , ii. 94.
And Sun, Forces of in raising the Waters computed,
ii. 102 n . The Elevation of the Waters in by the
Earth estimated, ii. no n. Her Force only sensible
on the Waters , ibid. Without any Atmosphere,
why, iii. 116 n. Has Variety of Mountains , ibid,
Spots on, what , iii. 117 n. Cavities , deep, ibid.
Bright circular Limb , why it does not appear jag -7
ged, iii. 1x8 n. Has no Seas or Lakes , ibid. Spots
in , unchangeably the fame, ibid. Periodical Month,
what , iii. 119 n. Synodical, what , ibid. Phases,
different, of, accounted far, iii . 120 n. Libration,
what , iii. 120 n, Orbit and the Phænomena of,
ibid,

INDEX.
Ibid. What Quantity of its visible Surface illu¬
mined, iii. i2t n. Elongation of, what , iii. 121 n.
Phases of shewn by the Orrery , iii. 192. Dark Sha¬
dow, what Part of the Earth ’s Surface it involves,
iii. 195 n. Its Appearance in an Eclipse, to what
owing, iii. 202 n . Motion of, similar to that of
the Ocean , iii. 319. Harvest, see Harvest- Moon.
Motion, the Deniers of, deny a Vacuum, i . 11 n. What,
i. 88- Absolute and relative, i. 89 n. Equable,
what , i. 89. Accelerated, i. 30. Retarded , ibid.
Equable , how generated, i. 90 n. Accelerated,
retarded,
how produced, ibid. C? seq. Continually
how , i. 91 n. Bodies projected upwards , ibid. Ve¬
locity of, what , i. 91 . Momentum or Quantity of,
i. Q2. First general Law of, i. 94. Second general
Law of, i. 97 . Third general Law of, i. 99, 103.
Of Bodies descending freely in Vacuo, i . 108. Six
Properties of, ibid. The Velocity proportional to
the Time of the Fa !!, i. 109 n. The Spaces are as
the Squares of the Times , ibid. Of Bodies descend¬
ing on inclined Planes and curved Surfaces, i. iii.
Six Properties of, ibid. Descent in a resisting Medi¬
um , ibid. Circular , i. 132. Properties of, !. 136.
Law of Gravitation at the Moon hence discovered,
i. 141. Mechanical , the sole Principle of, what,
1. 148. Centre of, what , i. 148. Perpetual , Impos¬
sibility of, i. 162 n. Of Fluids , to what owing, ii.
2. Of Sound, equable, 237 n. Of the Earth ’s
Axis , physically explained, iii. 351.
Moreland, Sir Samuel, inventor of a Barometer, ii.
126 n.
Moses, a Passage from, how to be understood, iii. 96 n.
Mountains have no Springs on their Summits, ii. 15 n.
How Vapours carried to their Ridges are disposed of,
ii. 13 n. Lunar , curious Problem for measuring the
Height of, iii. 117 n.
Mundane System, iii. 94 n. Isf seq. Idea , august, from,
iii. 96 n. Moses, Passage of, how to be understood, iii,
96 ’n.
Muse, visual , by an ocular Harpsichord, ii. 321 n.
'Myops or Purblind Persons, Peculiarities in, iii. 40.

INDEX.
N.
"KtAtural Day , what , iii. 123.

Philosophy, what,
* i. 4 n.
Nature , most of the Phænomena in, accounted for by
Attraction and Repulsion, i. 39 n.
Needle, dipping, what , i. 42 . Variations of its Decli¬
nation and Inclination , i. 46 n. Variation of ac¬
counted for, i. 44 n.
Nettleton, Dr . Table of Experiments for the Altitude
of Mercury in the Barometer, ii. 133.
Newcomen and Cowloy
, their Contrivance for raising
Water by Steam, ii. 74 n.
Newjham’s Water -Engine with some Variation , ii. 45.
Motion of the Water in, how effected, ii. 49 . Wa¬
ter -Engine , greatest Artifice in the Contrivance of,
ii. 69 n. Its Rationale , ibid. and 70 n.
Newton, Sir Isaac, his Manner of accounting for seve¬
ral subterranean Phænomena by Attraction of Co¬
hesion, i. 32. His Demonstration of the fundamental
Principles of Mechanics , i. 167 n . Experiments with
Globes to shew the retarding Power, i. 322 n. Ex¬
periments, Table of, i. 324 n. and 325 n. Theory
of the Tides , ii. 98 n . His Theorem for investi¬
gating the Rarefaction of the Air at any Altitude,
ii. 144 m His Thermometer , ii. 18311. How con¬
structed, ibid. Opposed by Professor Euler, ii . 105 n«
His Hypothesis about an elastic Medium rectified by
leSicur and Jacquier, ii . 225 n. His Explanation of
the Nature of Waves , ii. 229 n. More nicely deter¬
mines the Velocity of Light , ii. 275 n. Account 's
for the Porosity and Hardness of Glass, ii. 294 n.
His Table of the Proportion of the Sines of Incidence
and Refraction in yellow Light , ii. 308 n. His Me¬
thod of determining the Refrangibility of several inter¬
mediate Rays, ii. 321 n. &seq. His Reasons for the
Reflection of Light , ii. 332 n. Fits of .easy Re¬
flection and Transmission proved by Experiments
with two Prisms, ii. 237 n. Definitions and Pre¬
cautions with regard to the Doctrine of Colours,
ii . 354 n* & sei- His elegant Demonstration of the
Imper-

INDEX.
Imperfection and Error in the common refracting
periodical Times
Telescope , in . 55 n. &seq. The
of the primary Planets stated by, iii. 105 n. First
investigated the conical Motion of the Earth ’s Axis
iii . 170 n. His astronomical Principles of Chrono¬
logy, iii. 248. Determined the Æra of the Argo¬
_6
nauts, iii. 269, its seq.
Newtonian System , that of Copernicus should be so
called, iii. 103 n. Cometography , a Compendium
of, iii. 203 n.
Nonius, what , and why so called, ii. 131 n . Described
*
ibid.
Notes, Musical , Number of exhibited , and their Na¬
ture accounted for in a Harpsichord, ii. 254.
Notiometer. See Hygrometer.
, what , iii. 223.
Nychtbemeron

O.
( ~\ B]'e£ls of the simple Colours , what , ii. 322, and
vV ^ 3 n. The Images of, in various Glasies deter¬
mined, iii. 12 n.
Obscura, Camera, what , in. 78.
Occultatrn of Venus and Mercury, Use of, m . 140 n.
Opacity of Bodies accounted for, ii. 291 n. Where,
seq. ^
why a Body is so called, ii. 285,
Subject of what , iii. 2. Division of, in. 2 n.
Principal Parts of, iii. 3•
Orrery what , i . 202. , An adequate Representation of
sl 65 ";
of’
the Solar System, iii. 154- D
Principal Uses of, iii. 166. By Pcjsidonius, described
by Cicero, iii . 166 n. Contrived by Sevennus BoeHemispherical, ' described, iii.
thinus iii . 167 n.
168 n. Large one by Mr . 'Rowley, iii . 168 n. What
Sort , the best, iii. 169 n. The Circles on, explain¬
ed iii. 178 n. Shows the Variety of Seasons, iii.
179 tef seq. The various Phases of the Moon, iii.
192! Eclipses of the Moon , iii. 192. Transits of
Mercury, and Venus, ibid . by Mr . J . Neale, i . 204 n.
Oscillation, Centre of in a Pendulum, , i. 122.
OtacouJHcs, Instruments , why so called, ii. 246.
Opake,
Optics,

INDEX.
and Hardness of Bodies, as Glass, accounted
for, ii. 294.
Posionius, Orrery of described by Cicero, iii . 166 n.
Power of Attraction , what , i. 14. See Attraction.
Different , of Magnets , i. 47 n. Of Electricity,
what , and how (excited, j, 69. Mechanical Number
of, i. 161. Of the Wedge demonstrated, i. 172 n.
Of the Lever-Table , for, i. 179 n. Simple, com¬
bined in compound Machines, i. 180. Of Clocks
and Watches , i. 189, fee Clocks. Retarding , whence,
i. 316 n. That by which Light is reflected and re¬
fracted, ii. 335 n.
Precipitation, how accounted fop, i. 36 n.
Prime, vertical , what , iii. 268 n.
Principle, fundamental , of Mechanics , i. 162. Of
Hydrostatic Processes, j. 271 n.
Prism. See Colours.
problem, curious , solved and demonstrated, ii. 152 n.
Several useful Ones in Hydrostaticks , i. 302 b seq.
How Glass polished by fretting Substances"can re¬
flect, solved, ii. 334 n. Curious , for finding the
Height of a lunar Mountain , iii. 117 n. Several,
solved by Jupiter ’s Satellites, iii. 125 p. By Dr.
Halley from Venus ’s appearing in the Day -time, iii.
135 n. Famous, , proposed by Kepler, iii . 161 n.
To determine the Ratio of Heat which any Place
receives from the Sun, iii. 184 n, For finding the
Heat of any Day , iii. 184 n. <Sseq. Several , on the
, celestial Globe solved, iii. 268 IS seq. On the ter¬
restrial Globe , iii. 284. Geographical , by Trigono¬
metry, iii. 306 n.
Pressure, of Fluids from their Gravity , i. 254. Centre
of, what , i. 265 n. Easily conveys them through
Syphons, ii. 11. ' Causes the Rife of Water in Wells,
ii. 16. Of the Air a Cause of the Motion ofFluids , ii. 39Of Air on the Body of a Middle - sized Man , what , ii.
148. How counterbalanced, ii. 49 . Effects of, 151 n.
Projectile, what , j, 129. Acted upon by two Forces,
i . 129. What Line it describes, i. 130. Different
Amplitudes of, i. 130. How it describes a Para7
kola, ibid.
Projection, the horizontal Random of, i. 129. Ortho¬
graphic,
Porosity

INDEX.
graphic , of the Sphere, iii. 306 n. Stereographs
iii. 307. Globular , what , iii. 283.
n.
Proo/'- Spirits , best Method of trying , j. 183
Of Mat¬
6.
i.
,
what
j
Properties, common, of Bodies
». Of
43
42,
i.
,
Magnets
of
,
Several
n.
8
ter , i.
, ii,
Air
of
Waves
Cycloid , i. 127. Several of the
24.
iii.
,
Refraction
by
Lenses
229 fs*Je j' - Of
Ratio.
Proportion, barmonical , what , ii. 256. See
11.
169
i.
;
Proportional Balance , what
iii. Sj.
Ptolemaic System of the World , what ,
i. 170 n.
of,
Putties, what , i. 165. Particulars
Properties ofSeveral
.
428
Pulses, aerial ; what , ii.
ii. 229.
by a Model
Pump, common , Effect of, ii. 44 . Shewn
ii. 54 m
for,
Rule
General
ibid.
,
Glass
in
of one
, how
Lifting
.
Forcing , Construction of, ii. 56 11
de¬
one
curious
a
,
Mercurial
ibid.
constructed ;
,
Paris
at
scribed, iii $7 n. Lifting , excellent one
raise
will
one
single
ii. 65 n. Greatest Height ; a
Compound , deWater by a Piston , what , ii. 67 n. by
few Men , or
practicable
Not
n.
74
ii.
,
scribed
75 n. its feq.
ii.
,
Steam
by
Easy
Horses; iii 75 n.
Peculiari391
iii.
owing,
what
to
,
People
Purblind
ties ih, iii. 46.
125 n . Table of Expansion
pyrometer described,
bf Metals {hewn by, iii. 126 m
m . 97. Why fa
Pythag■orean, or Copernican System,
tailed ; iii. J02 m

Q. ...

(TiUadrant of Altitude , what , in. I 77 ‘.
mntity , hbw generally denoted, I. 7 ft.
129,
horizontal , of Projection , what , i. Diffe¬
Rainbow, natural Cause, what , in 367 n.
, ii.
rent Affections of this Phrenomenon illustrated
this
which
on
,
Principles
368 n. Mathematical
Phænotnenon depends, ii. 369
ii. iqz n»
Rains, why a Part of the Sea so called,
, ii. 90.
Æolipile
the
by
shewn
,
Rarefaction of Water
195 n.
ii.
,
-Pump
Of Air in the Recipient of an Air
ex¬
How
ibid.
,
what
,
Simple
.
n
Ratio, what , i. 6
what,
,
pressed, i. 7 n . Diversity of, ibid. Duplicate force
Of projectile
ibid. Triplicate , what ,f ibid.
>n
3
F
>Ardom,

INDEX.
in a Circle to that in a conic Section determined, iii.
I53 nRationale of fifty Experiments on the Air -Pump , ii.
155 n. & seq.
Rays, different Refrangibility of, ii. 301 fcf seq. Re¬
fracted, appear in th -ir proper Colours, ii. 312. Se¬
paration of by a Lens , ii. 314. Particular Degree
of Refraction in each, ii. 315 n. Parallel , what,
iii. 8. Converging , what , iii. 10. Diverging,
what , iii. 13. Parallel , on a plane Speculum, how
reflected, iii. 21.
Reading- Glass, Nature of, iii. 38. General Use of,
to what owing, iii. 41.
Reciprocating Springs , fee Springs.
Reduplication of Sound, fee Sound.
ReJleBing Telescope , see Telescope. Microscope , see
Microscope.
Resection and Inflection of Light accounted for, i. 38 n.
Of Light , its Cause, ii. 33611. Particular Manner
of unknown , ibid. See Light.
Refraction, the particular Degree of every Species of
Rays , ii. 315 n. To what owing, ii. 336 n. In
Curves of the conic Sections demonstrated, iii. 18 n.
See Light.
Refractive Power of the Air how determined, ii. 309 n.
its seq.
Refrangibility of the Sun’s Light accounted for, ii. 313
n . Of several intermediate Rays determined, ii.
Z2i n.
Refrangible Rays , what , iii. 72 n. See Rays.
Regular Bodies, i. 9 n.
Relative Force , what , i. 22 n.
Weight of Bodies,
what , i. 85 n. Motion , what , i. 88, 89 n.
Renitency of the Air , what , ii. 128.
Repulsion, what , i. 13. Difference between it and At¬
traction , ibid. n . In the Air , its Force , ii. 135 n.
Resitutive Force of a String, what , ii. 236 n.
Retarded Motion , what , i. 89.
Retina , what , iii. 29.
Rhumb- Line , what , iii. 312 n.
Ring of Saturn described, iii. 124.
Sometimes ob¬
served double, iii. 128 n.
Rivers, great , how formed, ii. 15 n.

I N D E X.
of Fluids , by what caused, ii. 2.
Rotation, diurnal , of the Earth , ii. 97 n.
Rowley, Mr . his large Orrery , iii. j68 n
Rowning Mr . Inventor of the Compound Barometer,
*
11. 128 n .
Rule, general concerning Pumps , from the Theorem
54 n- For finding the focal Distances of convex
and concave Mirrours , iii. 21. For finding un; *
sally the Focus of a Lens, iii . 25. Of phifosophiz"
pmz ~
r
ing, 1. 2 V/r - .
S.
O-Æk of a Wind -Mill in the Form of elliptical Sec¬
tors, ii. 2x7 n. Best Position of, i , 219. Theory,
’
&c. of , i. 220 n .
n.
306
iii.
of,
Way
true
only
the
Sailing,
Satellites of Jupiter, Times and Distances of their Re¬
volution , iii. 120 fet seq. First discovered by Gali¬
Phases of illustrated , iii. i24 n. Re¬
leo, iii . 123 n.
volve about their own Axes, ibid. Noble Problems
solved by, iii. 125 n.
Saturn, his five Moons and stupendous Ring described
iii. 124. Different Phases of the Ring , iii. 127 n.
Savery, Captain , Account of his Fire -Engine , ii. 74 n.
Scale, diatonic , o; Mustek , what , ii. 254.
Screw, what , st 166. Force of, i. 173 n. Archimedes’s, for raising Water , described, ii. 66 n.
Sea, what , iii. 283.
Sea- Gage, Description of, ii. 139 n . How used, ibid.
Form of for Depths described, ii."
& seq. New
141 n.
Various Ap¬
Seasons, Variety of, whence, iii. 178,
Shewn
seq.
U
179
ii.
caused,
how
of,
pearances
for by
by the Orrery , iii. 179 &seq. Accounted
the Earth ’s Motion in its Orbit , iii. 180.
Settion of the human Eye , iii. 27 n.
Semitones, fee Scale of Mustek.
Semi-tycbonic SyRem, what , iii. 101 n.
Shadow, dark , how estimated, iii. 198 n. Partial fee
Penumbra.
Sharps, fee Tune.
, fee Purblind.
Shortsighted
Simple Ratio , what , i. 6 n,
Rise

5

Sine.

INDEX.
tine of every Degree, Table of correspondent Parts
for, i, 226 n. Of the Angle of Incidence and

fraction , Method for finding, ii. 304 n. fs" seq. Of
Incidence and Refraction in yellow Light , a Table
of, ii. 308 h.
Slare, Dr . his remarkable Experiment to produce Air,
ii. 115 n.
Smith, Dr , his catoptric Microscope, iii. 51 h.
Solar System proved to be true , iii. 129.
Telescope
and Microscope, see Telescope and Microscope.
Soldering accounted for, i. 33 n.
Solid, what , i. 6.
Solidity, what , 1. 7.
Solstices of Solstitial Points , what , iii. 17H.
Sounds, what , ii. 215. How propagated, ibid; Prin¬
cipal Phænomena of explained, ii. 225 n . U seq.
Distinction of, whence, ii. 231. Utmost Limits of,
what , ii. 232 . Velocity of, ii. 233 . How far au¬
dible, ii, 233 n. Real Velocity of investigated, ii.
236 n. Table of different Estimates of, ii. 237 n.
Motion of equable, found by Various Experiments,
ii. 237 n. Table strewing it, ii. 308 n. Accele¬
ration of, depends on the Wind , ii. 240 n. Single;
fee Echo.
Sonorous Body, hew it agitates the Air , ii; 232 n.
Specific Gravities , Table of; i. 290 n. & seq.
Spectacles, concave , Use of, iii. 40. Convex , Advan¬
tages of, iii. 41 . Common , Eault of, iii; 398. Dif¬
ference between them and visual Glasses, iii. 406;
Speculum, Convex and concave, iii. 75 n. Curious Pro¬
perty of, iii. 9 n.
Sphere, Property of in Glasses, iii. 17 n. Of Attraction
proved by Experiments , i. 22. Of Archimedes, de¬
scribed by Clctudian, iii . 165 n . £5 seq. Right , what,
iii . 261. Parallel , what , iii. 236. Oblique , what,
iii. 265. Projection of in Piano, what , iii. 293.
Orthographic Projection of delineated, iii. 306 n. Its
seq. Stereographic
Projection of, on what Principle
depending, iii. 308 n.
Spitits, Proof , best Method of trying , i. 283 n.
Spots in the Sun first discovered by Galileo, iii . ill n.
Some of considerable Magnitude , iii. 112 n . Pro¬
portion of their Surface to that of the Earth , ibid;
Irregular

I N D E X.
r~

Irregular Appearance of, and what , hi. 313 n . Observed in the Planets, ibid. Uses of, ibid. &s eq.
spring, how caused, id. 191. Tides , Time of hap¬
pening, 11. 96.
£>nngr , how supplied with Water , ji. 5. Jo what
owing, ii. 8. See Fountains. Intermittino - and re¬
ciprocating , accounted , for, ii. n . ' Sine1e hnw
formed, ii. i 5 n . Three Sorts of, ii. l6 „ r*
ciprocatmg , how produced, ii. 16 n. Qdd Phænomenon of accounted for, ibid. Intermittino - ac¬
? ■
counted for, ii. 17 n .
n,
124
i.
,
what
Measure,
of
,
universal
,
Standard
Star, rising or setting cosmically, what , iii. 260 . ' Ris¬
ing acronically , what, ibid. Rising and setting heliacally , what , iii. 261. Why appear and disappear,
in . 262 n. Fixed , Distance of, iii. 263 . Apparent
Magnitudes , to what owing, iii . 264 n. Nebulous,
what , ibid. Twinkling of, to what owing, iii. 265
n . Small ellipt .c apparent Motion of, ibid. To
what owing, iii. 2669 . fsf/ry.
Steam, Water raised by, ii. 7471, Rarity of,/ii . 7671.
Steel, Manner of hardening , i. 79 n.
Stentorophonic Tube , why so called, ii. 246. Structure
of explained , ii. 247 n.
Stereographic Projection of the Sphere, what , iii. 308 n.
Strait, what , iii. 284.
Strings, musical , ii. 231. Elastic , the Motion and
Tope of accounted for, iii. 255 h. See Vibrations.
Subterranean Phænomena accounted for, i. 37.
Sucking Pump , the common , explained , ii. 56 n.
Summer, Middle of, when, iii. 189.
Sun, Revolution abput its Axis determined , ii. x 12 n.
Demonstrative Proofs for its being the Centre of the
true Mundane System, iii. 132, hfseq . ' Nearer the
Earth in Winter than Summer, iii. 143 n . Appa¬
rent Motion quicker, ibid. Eclipse of, how calcud
lated, iii. 192. Times of entering the Equinox de¬
termined , iii. 225 . How appears to move round the
'
Earth , iii. 186 its seq. Superficies, what , i. 6. *f
Synodical Month , fee Moon.
Synthesis, in Natural Philosophy, i. 4 n.
e .. *

I N D

E X.

what , ii. 2. Bent , accounted for, ii. 19 n.
Its Nature not understood by the Ancients , ii. 21 n.
Capillary , Phænomenon of accounted for, i. 35 n.
System, Mundane , what , in. 94.. Of the Wforld, three
celebrated ones, iii. 96. Solar, true one, what , iii.
128, &seq. Recommends itself from right Reason,
iii. 130n . Demonstratively proved by the Conjunc¬
tions of Mercury and Venus with the Sun, iii. 132,
133 n. By the Conjunctions and Oppositions of
Mars , Jupiter, and Saturn, iii . 134. By the great¬
est Elongation of Mercury and Venus, iii . 137. Fur¬
ther Proofs of, iii. 141 £5” seq. Adequately repre¬
sented by the Orrery , iii. 154,
Syphons,

T,
CT^Jhlcs of Weights to separate the Cohesion of various
-*■Bodies , i. 20 n. Of Experiments on various Fluids,
i. 28 n. Of Powers in the Lever, i. 179 n . Of
correspondent Parts for the Sine of every Degree, i,
226 n. Of specific Gravities , i, 290 n, Of the
Height to which Jets rife, ii. 27 n, Another ascer¬
tained by various Experiments , 28 n. Of Experi¬
ments for finding the Power of Fire -Engines , ii. 84
n. Of the different Altitudes of Mercury in the Ba¬
rometer , ii. 133 n. Of Altitudes for Mercury or
Water , 139 n. Of Degrees of Heat in Sir Isaac New¬
ton’s Thermometer , ii. 185 n, Of the equable Mo¬
tion of Sound, ii. 238. Of Measures, ii. 352 n . Of
the Longitude and Latitude of a Comet , iii. 218 n.
Of the Constellations , iii. 257
seq. Of
Arcs of
the Meridian to the Spheroid in Minutes of the Equa¬
tor , iii. 203 n.
Tails of Comets, how found, iii, 219.
Tantalus, what Kind of Syphon, and why so called, ii.
20 n.
Tautological or prattling Echoes , what, ii. 244 n.
Telescope, how
many Sorts of, iii. 53. Refracting,
Construction of, ibid. Power of Magnifying , iii.
54 . Common refracting , the Imperfection of, to
what owing, iii. 55 n. Refracting , Effect of a
concave Eye- glass instead of a convex one, what , iii.
56. Disadvantage of, iii, 58. Advantage of, iii>

INDEX.
60. Galilean , what , iii. 63. Cata -dioptric or Re¬
flecting, Excellence and Mechanism of, iii. 64. Ae¬
rial , why so called, iii. 65 n. Brightness of an
Object in, what , iii. 68 n. Huygens’s Table cal¬
culated, of, iii. 71 n. Gregorian, by Sir Isaac New¬
ton, iii . 76 n. Cata -dioptric , Power of magnifying,
iii. 77. Solar, what , iii. 84 n. How used, ibid.
A new reflecting one described, 369 sis’seq.
Thames, Quantity of Water passing daily through esti¬
mated, ii. 13 n.
Thermometer
, what, and how constructed, ii. 180. Its
Uses, ii. 181 n. With Spirits of Wine , ii. 181 n.
With Linfeed-Oil , ii. 182. Of Farenheit described,
ibid. Qurious , Construction of by the Earl of Cavendijh, ii. 187 n.
Theory of the Sails of a Wind -mill, i. 220 n.
Of
Wheel -carriages, i. 229, 235 n. Of Pump-work
demonstrated, ii. 45 n. Of the Tides illustrated, ii.
91. Of the Compound Barometer, ii. 128 n. Of
Wind -mills, ii. 212 n. Of Bellows, 217 n. Harmonical, rendered more general, ii. 216 n . Of Light,
ii. 270 n. Of Heat and Cold illustrated , ii. 282 n.
Of Compounding and decompounding Colours, ii.
363 m Of Vision, iii. 27 n. Lunar , explained,
iii, 319 iff seq. Of
the Sun, Earth , Jupiter and
Saturn , iii. 356 . Of a new Micrometer , iii. 372.
Thunder and Lightning , how caused, i. 37 n.
Tides, Theory of, ii. 91. OfFIood and Ebb accounted
for, ii. 95. Autumnal , accounted for, ii. 96. Ver¬
nal, accounted for, ibid. To what ascrioed by the
Ancients , ii. 98 n. Phænomena of, agreeable to
Experience , ii. 109 n.
Time, what , iii. 222. Measured by the Motion of the
heavenly Bodies, ibid. Subdivisions of, iii. 223.
British , Account of, iii. 240. I he Emendation we
use not fufsicient, and why, ibid. Equation of, how
made, iii. 235 . Not measured equally by any na¬
tural Body, iii. 236 .,
Tornados, why so called, ii. 202 n.
Torricelian Vacuum exhibited , i. 64 si?" seq. Tube and
Experiment , what, ii. 125 n.
Torrid Zone , see Zone.
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TVWr- Winds , various Courses of in different Seas, in
203 n. General , why they blow constantly, ii. 209.
Transparent Bodies , what , ii. 290.
Triewald, Mr . Martin, his Form of a Diving -bell, ii,
I79 n. His Water -bellows, ii. 219 n.
Triplicate Ratio , what , i. 7 n.
Tropics, what , iii, 176,
Trumpet, Speaking , Nature of accounted for, ii. 242,
Tubes, Phuenomena of capillary, accounted for, i. 23 h.
See Capillary. Torricelian , what , ii. 125 n. Was¬
ter raised in by a Weight , i. 268 n„
Tune, derived frpm aerial Pulses, ii. 250.
Twilight, what , iii. 183 n.
Twinkling of Stars, to what owing , iii, 265 n.
Tychmic System, what , iii. 97.
Typhon, what , ii. 43 n.
V.
jyrJcuum , Argument for, i. 9 n. The Deniers of deny
* Motion , i. 11 n. Absurdity of Des Cortes’s Ple¬
num , ibid, Torricelian , exhibited, i. 64. On the
Air -pump, 156 n.
Valves, the best for Pumps, ii. 55 n.
Variation of the Needle accounted for, i. 44 n. Dr.
Holies s Hypothesis, ibid. {.=?se.q.
Vapour, Quantity of, exhaled from the Sea by Heat,
ii . 12 n. In the Mediterranean and Thames, ii . 13 n.
Driven by the Winds to the Ridges of the Moun¬
tains , ii, | 4 n. ' The Matter of all Meteors , i. 34 n.
Vegetation accounted for, i. 35 n.
Velocity of Motion , what , i. 91 .
Of a set A’Eau de¬
monstrated, ii. 25 n. Of the Wind , ii. 210 n.
Real , of Sound investigated, ii. 236 n. Mistake of
the Academia del cimento, ii . 238 n. Greatest Diffe¬
rence in, 240 n. Stupenduous , ofLight , ii. 278,279 n.
Venus, Account of, iii. 134. Appearance of in the Play¬
time, iij. 135 n.
Vernal Tides , why strongest, ii. 96.
Vertical Circles , fee 'Azimuths
Vibrations of a String , what , ii. 258 n.
Vilette, Mr . his Mirror , ii. 287 n.
Vision, how formed in the Eye , pi . 26 .
Distimst near¬
est Limit of, what , iii. 31 n. Distinct Limit for in
MemotS
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Indistinct Causes
, what
Instruments
refracting
In
of, iii . 33 n.y
the Obstacle to, iii. 73 n. Distinctness of in Mi¬
croscopes and Telescopes , how,increased , iii. 385,
386. Promoted by a Composition of {jlaffes, iii.
389.
Vis Inertias of Matter , what , i. 11. Arises from its
Sluggishness, not Gravity , ibid.
Universe, what , iii . 95 ».
Voice, passing through a Tuboor Trumpet , augmented
by Reflection, ii. 244..
W.
TT/ 'Atches and Clocks, the Power of, i. 189. Me.
of the Parts of, i. 190 n. & seq.
'e chanifm
Water, how made a Standard by the Hydrometer , i.
286 n . How conveyed to Springs, ii. 5 ., Motion
of in Rivers and Canals , to-what owing, -ii. 7. Ris¬
ing in Wells accounted for, ii. 17 n. Efseq. Me¬
thod of raising by Heat and Cold only, ii. 68 n.
How raised by Steam, ii, 74 n . The Forces of Sun
and Moon for raising, computed , ii. 102 n . Pro¬
digious Rarefaction of, ii. 91. Elevation of by the
Moon , ii. non.
Wa/er -BdlowSj new Invention , of -by- Mr .Triewald,
described, ii. 219 n.
Water- Engine , fee Newjham and Engine.
Water- Mills , Parts of, i. 206 . Mechanism depending
on several Principles , i. 207 n. At the Bar-Pool in
Warwickjhire, i . 208 n. Calculation of the several
Parts of, i. 209 n. (A seq- Ladle -boards on the
Wheel the greatest Essect of the Water on, i. 212 n.
Dr . Barker ' s, i . 215 n.
Wave or Pulse of Air , what , ii. 228 41.
Wedge, what , i . 166. Power of demonstrated, i. 172 11.
Weight, absolute, of Bodies, what , i. 84 n. £5’seq. R e.
lative, what , i. 85 n.
Wells, Rise of Water in, accounted for, ii. Xy n. Depth
of, analytically investigated, ii. 244 n.
Wheel and Axle, what , !. 165. Particulars of, i. 17m.
Ladle-board on, i. 212 n. How constructed , ibid,
Jmpulfe on, i. 214 n'. Barometer described, ii. 172 n.
jremote Objects , what , iii. 30 n.
seq.

3 Carriages,
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Carriages, how to diminish Friction in, i. 184 n.
Theory of explained, i. 235 ri, ' Principal Advan¬
tage of small Wheels , i. 239 n .‘
Wheeler, Mr . his Clock descending on an inclined Plane,
i. 199 ».
Whijlon, Mr . his Solar System, in . 156.
Whiteness, what , ii.- 361 n.
Wind, what , ii. 200. Phænomena of, ii. 201 n. How
caused, ii. 200 . Effects of, ii. 202. In the Toriid : Zone sets in, and how, upon the Land , ii. 209.
Velocity of, various, ii. 210. Velocity of, found
by Dr . Derham, ii . 211 n. Force of on the Sails of
a.Wind -mill, computed, ii. 215 n.
/^ W -Instruments , Variation in the Tone of, ii, 252.
Wind- Mills , Theory of, ii. 212 n. Mechanism of,
what , I. 219. Best Position of the Sails, i. 219.
Theory of, i. 220 n. Best Form and Position of,
according to Mr . Parent , i. 223.
Winter, how the Electricity of the Atmosphere may be
•observed in, i. 73. When , iii . 190, Middle of,
iii. >91.
World, Systems of, three, iii. ' 96,

Y.
Ear, grand Measure of Time , iii. 222.

What , iii.
223 . Periodical, what , 224. Tropical , what,,
ibid . Beginning of determined by Observation, iii,
225 . Tropical , Length of calculated, ibid. Civil
Lunar , what , iii, 228 . Civil Solar, what , ibid,
Z.
fOdiac, what , iii. 174.
Zones or Belts, of Jupiter, what , iii. 114 n. Tem¬
perate , what , iii. 176, Torrid , what, ibid. Frigid,
What, iii. 281.
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